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Abstract
the focus of this conference. held September
K-10. 1976., in Atlanta. Georgia.%as the impor-
tame' of SN stenfatic research' in ektluating the
Emergence Medical Sennels s' stem, and adnums-
frank e functions Presentations made at the con-
ference and compiled in this document -deal kith a
range of conceptual and met hoefologic issues. PaT-,
ocular attention is gneii to the opposing et. mutt,-
AIN dependent roles of the administrator
ekaulator Several papers presehtmg.aspects of re-
search conducted m a police setting offer an
strut-like analogs to emergenc medical sen ices
sv:stems
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Foreword

c

The Emergency Medical Services Systems Act of
1973 (P.L. 93-154) established comprehensive re-
gional emergency medical services (EMS) systems
in an attempt to Integrate a number of publicand
'private services, Including communications, trans-
portation, personnel and facilities, into coordi-
nated programs designed to save lives and to
reduce disability. In the 1970s, however, we are
moving from prsuing health goals "at any price" °
to a realization that our resources are limited, and
we must make deliberate choices. The goal of "the
best for everyone" provides no guidance for decid-
ing among alternative system designs and alterna-
tive uses of scarce resources. The EMS Systems Act
focuses on improving the effectiveness of emer-
gency services; a growing national concern for
containing the rapidly - rising costs of health care
introduces the requirement that system efficiency '
be considered as Welt.,

*This conference, held in Atlanta, Georgia, Sep-
' tember 8-10, 1976, assessed the value of research ,

methods in analyzing and evaluating EMS systems.
The conference emphasized the critical role of the
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system administrator as both a facilitator and a iii

user of evaluative research. In addition to concep-
tual ay methodologic presentations, a group of
papers presented an analog case study of the col-
laboration between The-Police Foundation and the
Kansas Gity Police Department. Recurring
throughout are references to the conflicting, yet
mutually dependent, roles of administrator and
evaluator. The police analogy offers an example of
successful, if precariousresolution of those two
roles and 8f the insider-outsider viewpoints. Police
work is not emergency medical services work, but
the questions of "what difference does it make?"
and "what makes a difference?" are there for both
public services, and there are operational and
political considerations, technology, and evaluative
measures (e.g., reiponse time) which are common
to both systems. The problems and motivations of
the police administrator may offer new insights
and approaches. for the EMS administrator.

Gerald Rosehthal, Ph.D.
Director
December 1977
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Introduction
A

.1

.
it has become widely appareni that at

part, and often, a lirge part, of poorly planned and
implemented program eyaluation research is the
inhospitable climate that-exists for such research in
many systems and organizations. The climatic in-
sufficiency 'mai...involve lack of ,understanding of
the need for vy'aluation, outright hostility to evalu-
ation. or,a lack of appreciation for the conditions
required for a good evaluation to take place. If
program administrators do not look favorably on
evaluation. it is sirtualls certain that, even if evalu-
ation is attempted, it will be unsuccessful. How-
ever, even entfflistastit program administrators
may obstruct, impede, and destroy evaluation at-
tempts for want of understanding of the rather
demanding conditions which must be met in order
for evaluation research to succeed. Numerous
other writers have made the same and additional
points on the topic (e.g., Campbell, 1969, 1975a,
1975b: Gurel, 1975; Rivlin. 1971; 'Weiss; 1970,
1972, I973. 1975)

st a

A part of the problem that administrStors
have with evaulation research undoubtedly stems
from their perceived vulnerability to potentially
unfavorable outcomes, vulnerability that is often
enhanced by their very own promises.about what a
program will- produce, by. what Campbell (1969)
calls the overadvocacy trap. However, not only may
administ,iators be less vulnerable than they sup-
pose, with a really good understanding of the na-
ture aticIlmrposes of evaluation, they might come
to see it as a potentially valuable tool to be used in
the accomplishment of successful progrtins. With
a better understanding of why and how good
evalUation research is carried out, administrators
might also be less likely to impedeor,subvert The
research by decisions made in relation to it. For
example, they might be more willing to plan for
strong evaluation in the first place, to provide the
resources necessary to,carry out the evaluation, to
refrain from operational changes that would dras-
tically affect the evaluatidn, etc. The view here is
that program administrators are not necessarily
and inherently the enemies of evaluators, with
their informal cooperation good evaluation re-

search is difficult qo achieveithout it, good 1

evaluation research is' inipossibje.

(Another point which might be made by way of
background is that research, such as it is, into the
factors affecting the utilization-of research by pol-
icy makers points to the importance of involving
policy makers in the research whose results are to
be applied (e.g, Havelock, 1969; Salasin & Davis,
1975). No only does inyVvement.of adminis-
trators in goin research result in a degree of
co-opting that mighi make them more interested
in She findings, Via they also may have a greatert,
appreciation of the nature and potential use of the
results by having had a hand in producing them. .

Clearly there is a, need for high quality re-
search in emergency medical services. Yet there is
-a dearth of proposals of any quality at all. While
the reasons for lack of -good EMS proposals are
ufidoubtedly complex, perhaps in some,degrze
being inherent irr the nature of the problems,
there is no question that a good part of the prob-
lem stems from lack of research talent in EMS sys-
tems. There may be additional resulting'
froth a lack of strong commitment to .doing re-
'search in the first place. 'Because of the impori-
tance of emergency services in the overall system
of health care in this country,.EMS would seem to
be an appropriate arekin which to attempt agen-
eral upgrading of research efforts, including' the
planning and preparation of proposals.

While there are several possible levels at which
one might try to intervene in-EMS, in order to im-
prove research, e.g., research workers already in
the field, Regional EMS offices, etc., the confer-
ence was ,directed toward persons currently in-
volved in the operations of emergency.medical
services at some level. The aim was to attract ad-
ministrators with operational' and decision-mAing
responsibilities on the grounds. that these persons
are in a positicA to facilitate good researci if they
understand the rteedlor it and the requirements
of research that may:Infringe upon administrative_
functions.

'. Although Many of the requirements' for good
quality research may be formulated in the tract,

4
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i.e., without reference to particular lieLds pr ton-.
emergencymergency medical services seemed to be a

sufficiently complex potential research area to jus-
tify a conference focusing specifically onit. How-
ever, there has as yet been relatively littleesearch
at all on emergency medical systems and even less \
that may be presented as exemplary. Ori the other '
hand, there has been in the past-few years a rather
surprising quantity of good quality research on
police pyactices. There are many similarities in the
research. tirobletns likely to be 'enctiuntered in
police and emergency medical services research
since both involve the delivery of a criticalPublic
service, often under considerable pressure. Both
of them are public servi6s, i.e., they cannot choose
their clientele, and both of them involve deliOery
of services by individuals -with less,ihan profes-
sionalYeducation and training,andtypically by per-
sons with no more than high sthool education.

In view of the above considerations it seemed
potentially worthwhile to involve in the EMS con-
ference a number of persons with experience in
the police research field. There was no thought
that any kind of simple correspondence could be
made between police and EMS systems, but it was
thought that the experiences in police research
would be relevant and instructive. Since the Kan-
sas City, Missouri, Police Department has been in-
solved in some of the largest and most innovative
police research projects, participation of individu-
alsassocieted with t ose projects was solicited. In

The Police Found tion, which has funded and
addition, it was bel eved that the experiences of

monitored much of the police research work which
has been done recently would be of great interest.

The aim of the conference was not to make
researcihers out of administrators, but to try to
convey a sense -of the importance of systematic re-
search and of the nature of research, especially as
It relates to operational and administrative func-
twit's and goals,,The topics chosen for the papers
were meant to reflect a range of views and issues,
hopefully in a way quite meaningful and com-
prehensible to EMS' administrators. The rapers
were not intended for use by the professional re=
`search community. . ,

The panelists who made presentations at the
conference were:

. i
Lee Sechrest, Ph.D., Research methodologist,

Florida State University, Conference
Director.

Robert Boruch,Ph.b., Research methodol-
ogist, Northwestern University.

Jan Acton, Ph.D., Economist, RAND
Corporation.

William Biech, Project Directpr, Response
Time Analysis Study, Kansas City, Missouri,
Police Department.

Russell. D. Clark, III, Ph.D., Social
psychologist, Fldrida State University.

Linda Esyov, Ph.D., Research methodologist,
Florida State University;

Lester Harris, Major, Kansas City, Missouri,
.1rPolice Department.
George Kelling, PLED., Sociologist, The Police

Foundation.
'

Joseph Lewis, Executive Director, The Police
Foundation. -

Robert Thorner, D.Sc., National Center, for
Health Services Research.

The Conferen.ce agenda wars approximately as
follows:

Introductory,remarks.
Priorities in.'emergency medical systems

research.
Evaluation results and decision making: the

need for program evaluation.
Types and levels of program evaluation.
Problems in causal inference.
Evaluation experiment simulation exercise.
Research in the context of delivery of a critical

public ss-vice.
Measuring the outcomes of social programs.
Direct and indirect outcome measures..
Program assessment simciTation exercise.
Social attitudes and program evaluatio-n.
Cdflt benefit and cost effectiveness.
Simulation exercise and discussion.
Project administration and data quality

control.
Examples of good evaluations.
The'politics of 'evaluation and implementation"

of findings.
Putting together a good evaluation research

team.
Funding ofresearch on emergency medical

systems.

4
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Athhinistrative functions
.,.anclritsesrch require_ ments

.

Lee Sechrest
, Zrofessor of Psychology

Florida State University_

Tallahassee, Florida
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per spells out the roles and respbusibilittes admintstratqrs incur when they make a co)nmitment to participate in.a

, rt. A similar and equally demanding paper cou be written about the responsibilities ilearchers working :n a,
1 setting. It should not be thought that the proble and the shortcomings are all oii one 1116P! .

In order for. good quality research to be
planned and carried ow, leis essential to have full
support fro administrators in agencies involved
in the research. That statement mightseem so ob-

. vious not to need utterance, but it is unfortu-
nately he case that, however obvious the principle;
all t frequently the quality of 1e4earch suffers
drastically because of lack of administrative corn-

/ mitment and support. Impart the problems may
stem from failute of aciministrator,s to understand

, research needs, in part from a failure to under-
stand what thee are really getting into in begin-
ning a research project, in part from the inexora-
ble political and public' pressures that surround
the delivery of all 'ethical service, and in part the
prOblems clearly stem from failure of researchers
to understand the service delivery context and the
administrative tole. We want here to clarify as
much as possible the way in which administrative
functions impinge upon research. It is our expec-
tation that in at least some degree to be forAvarned
is to be forearmed, and perhaps with better under-
standing on both sides of what is involved ip.doing
quality researchein a service deliyery setting, at
least some of the difficulties and perhaps most of
the disasters can be obviated.

There is, to begin with, the recognition that a
problem exists and that systematic research might
provide information useful in solving the problem.
It has been evident to many of us involved in ac-

.

tion research settings that problems are not always
equally well recognized by administrators and re-
searchers, are not necessa i efined ih the same
terms by both groups, and

t
at a conviction of the/

probable value of systematic research is often lack-
. ing in administrators. Researchers tend for ob-

., vious reasons to have a broader perspective on
problems than do most administrators. Research-
ers tend to be concerned with the general case
4thile administrators are concerned with.their own
particular agency. Consequently in tome instances
a researcher may seeand want to wfrk on a prob-

,

r

lem whith simply does not exist in or is not of con-1
\ cern in the setting in rich the york is to be

carried out. Researchers'may, for example, be in-
Jerested generally in the relationship between
training and performance of medical personnel
while in a particular health delivery setting that
concern may be minimal, perhaps even justifiably
minimal. An, administrator may see a problem as
nvolving limiteikresources with which to work

hile a researcher might prefer to define the prob-
em in terms of optimizing distribution of re-
urces available. When thete is not a,eongruent

tr rs and researchers' have a common definition

r cog,hition and deflnitio'n of the problem to be
&ced on by both administrators and researcheri,

t ouble is, at hand. There will be a differential
mmitment to the research, different notions
ut its goals and how to reach them, and dis-

r pant views Of the importance of research as op-
ed to administrative priorities in gubiequent
ision making. , ,

Clearly, then, a first step in the planning of
t research pr6cess is fo ensure that adminis-

otl t e problem. If the research is directed toward
a p blem of general interest, perhaps one involv-
in undamental principles rather than immediate
an f \local concerns, it is important that the ad-
mini trator recognize as well as the researcher the
ne d for work on the problem and the perhaps
so a hat altruistic contribution that his agency

~willwill making. Without that equality of recogni-

k

tio nd commitment to the idea of research as a
sort f societal obligation, researchers and ad-
minkst ators are bound to clash when, as is inevita-
ble, h Ill'essures of operational problems begin to
lead td changes,in procedures that will weaken. or
even r in the research. And adminiStrator whois
"talk4

into" participating in a project in which he
has nterest or for which he feels no enthusiasm
is ma ig A mistake idever beginning the project.

en a research project is planned and'un-
derta n in an action setting, there are a great

. 0'.9
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many implicit restrictions on the freedom of an
administrator,to operate in a ,norrn&I manlier. It 4..
highly desirable that these' 'restrictions be made
explicit and that they be discusacd frankly and

I. fully between the researcher an the adminis-
trator. It thay even be a good idea to write them
d,4n and have both parties initial the.docurnent to
which they are agreeing. Unfortunately, 4t is hot

, always the case that the resvictions are recognized
in advance by either party,Jand if they were reeog-'

- nized, probably a good many projects would not be
undertakenwhich might be for the best.

The specific .restrictions that may be implicit
in research plans Will differ somewhat from one
project or one setting to another, but there are

, some common ones that can be stated2First, if the
project is an experiment, certainly if it N a true
experiment and often even if it is only a quasi-
experiment, an administrator willbe restricted by
the plan in the terms,of which services can be de-
livered: The design of the experiment may call for
some persons to receive services while they are
withheld from others, or for different persons to
receive different services, and the administrat

.may not be allowed to participate in that decis n.,
-Treatments may be allocated randonfly to p ople

(or to whatever units are involved), they may be
allocated serially, or in any one of many other pos-
sible ways. It is a potentially severe restrictidt on.
an administrator's authority if he or she cannot
decide to whom or how service are to be
delivered.

A particularly troublesome problem for mdst
administrators arises in those cases in which the
,research design calls for withholding of some foOrn
of treatment for some cases. Even though the very
reason for doing the research in the first place
may be that the effectiveness of a treatment is

.open to serious question, it may still be difficUlt for
an administrator in a politically sensitive setting to
make the decisionand then to stick by it---a-of let-
ti}ag some cases go without* treatment or be ex-
posed to what is feared to be an inferior treatment.
As is pointed out elsewhere in these papers, there
is a powerful tendency for the effectiveness of
treatments to become assumed before there is any
evidence. Nonetheless,otr---4wasion the adminis-
trator wishing to pursue a certain line of research
may have to steel himself to the risk of a "no
treatment" control group. Once the commitment is
made, it is importdrit that it be adhered to until the
evidence is firm one way or 'anothei. The costs of
mounting an experimat at all are usually too high
to think of having them aborted.

It should also be understood that there are
similar restrictions on other persons actually deliv-
ering the services, and one of the tasks of the ad-
ministrator may be to assist in enforcing the ex=
perimental plan. Physicians may have to be. told,
for example, that treatment plans are to be fol

lowed Ali Whn if gbes against their ovtly per-
sonal inclinations or even judgment. In a study of
the ,value of diverting certain juvenile offenders'
from the criminal system it was' found that some
Police officers were using itheir knowledge of the
serial Process by which- juveniles were being-as-
signed either todiversion or to custqdy to gain the
type of treatment they thought best for plarticular
kids they work with. The police, officers were
getting into the ecords files after hotirs and
changing the order of the cases t t would be as-
signed the next day. In becothing 1 rvolved in a re-
search project, administrators assumed atleast
some responsibility for the scientific integrity of
thesiroject. Even under the best of circumstances
it is difficult to 'maintain randomization of treat-
ments, and an administrator can lib of great help if
he determines that the experimental plan will be
carri'idlout. t

Administrators also very often lose freedom
,withi-espect to at least some of the characteristics
of the treatment that is being administered. In
particular the freedom to'make changes or other
adjustments in the form of the treatment may pe
s rificekd for the duration of the experiment. It is
re dily apparent to most people why in the course
of t sting a drug it is impermissible to change the
drug in any way. durkng the trial. It is seemingly
more difficult to see and accept, but it is equally

the time they are ,being tested. If e wanted to
oz1 ents duringimpermissible to change other treat

test the efficiency of some type of emergency room
organization aga)nst an alternative, one would
need to decide Korn the beginning what the new
organization should be and then stick with it fairly
closely until results became conclusive. One could
not, without seriously. jeopardizing the interpreta-
tion of the experiment, continue to organize and
reorganize. Again, the point may seem obvious,
but it becomes a sticky issue repeatedly when re-
search is being dode in action settings. In the Kan-
sas City police patrol experiment (Felling et al.,
1974), about which more will be said later, it was
regarded as of utmost importance that different
patterns of patrol be effectively maintained in the
experimental and control areas. However, because
one pattern }being tested went so much against the
grain of current police beliefs and practices, there
were constant threats of subverting the treatment
plan, e.g., by patrolmen entering areas on their
own initiative. It required utmost...attention from
both the experimsiters sa-nd police administrative
officials to maintain the conditions of the experi-
ment reasonably well. The integrity of the experi-
mental treatment is also at least.apartial_responsi-
bility of the administrator.

) Operational procedures not directly part of
the experiment may,also need to be kept constant
&tiing, the course of the study.- Record keeping
systems, for example, should not be changed

10



midstream. In. the Hawaii Experimental Medical
Care Review Organization (1973), as an especialli
informoie example. a .sisterp was established to
do 'firer review of treatment of target diSeases in
hospitals. Data were mailable for a baseline period
and then- for the period following the beginning of
peer review. L'nfortunatek, at the trme peer re:-
slew stalled therF was also a critical change in the
wording of one requirement, making it more
that it would have been met and therefore that

4 peer review would appear eikectm.e. Adminis-
trators making the decisions toparticipate in a re-
search project may also find themseles being
called upon to change their record keeping or data
collecting procedures and then find that the are
in some degree responsible for 'data qualm con-

I

Itrol The requirements of th research may neces- search findings onli if the confirm what is al-
snate the keeping of record that would not ordt- read believed, Administrators also tend to hair

,.. .
mud% 'be kept. and the maintenance of data pain% limited trust in an% research that was not done
control may mole extra monitoring of %amt.'s within-their own organizations That mistrustinot .

.persons and processes. These. matters should' be onl 'flat lows, drasticall% the information sources.
well understood and, worked out before the re- which are searched. buili may also make mans
search begins Geographical boundaries for service ---,- administrators doUbt the value of doing research
districts may have to be kept the same even thoug4 of a more basic oy if eneraT nature that does not
strictl operational Considerations %multi d)etate a bear drrecti% otba problem ofrniediate interest
change ,Even changes in personnel may trace to be The foregoing warnings and stringent pre
avoided if an experiment is going to produce con-
vticing results It is worth remember rig that an
unpersuasne scientific ins estigation is a waste. and
the appearance'. ag well as the actuality. of objecti% -
iti.and integrity is rrnportant. ...

Finall. of course. administrators may experi-
ence a subject's e sense of loss of budgetary control
within their organizational units The:budget allo-
cated for research may sometimes seem quite large
in relation ko the operational budget. and the ad-
ministrator can find her or himselfsin a situation in
which a tot of money is be.ing spent 13% a lot of
people in ways that are threatening That threat
will be especiall% likel if some 9f the adminis-
trator's own staff become part of the research
project or that the basis for their professional
losalnes gems dtstinctli shifted. There are a lot of
researc projects in is Inch 4n administrator is
likeli. to come to wonder just what is in it for bun
o'r her

Again we can offer mo panaceas. Ity-thelhest of
situations the administrator and the researchers
%%01 have a sense of 'Colleagueship, of being em-
barked together on an important and ultimatel re-
warding venture That sense of joint responsibility
and cooperanseness is best fostered by an open re-
lationship from. the beginning, one in which each
participant, has a good understanding of the
other's problems and intentions and in which each

(s a firm commitmentTent to the same goals.
One factor'limiting the participiation. of an

administrator in a research project, max well be the
doubt of the administrator that ansthing of value
is likely ai be gained bs the 'research. For one

thing, %et-% few adminiNtratorytof ani kind are
trained in research. so that the do not understand
It and liaie little appreciation of how. t, is done and.

hittcmai have to offer; There is, 'n fact. a type
of administrame stile wide) taught and admired
in which an administrator 'engages in a period of
"fact finding." depending largels upbn subordi-
dates, fdi- input., and then enter's his inner-office
for a,petiod, of mulling things over before an-
nouncing a personal, and correct, decision. Pref-
srabh- the period of over should be brief
so as to maintain a reputation for decisiveness
search which has been donne to date on the utiliza-.
non of scientific and other information in decision
making processes indicates that far too mans ad-
ministrators and-managers are ,interested in re-

scriptions for working out even thing in advance
should not be taken es indicaTe of the near im-
possibility of doing good research at all in an ac-
tion setting Rather the are meant to be realistic
assessments whicia, if taken, into account. can make
the difference between a goad research project
and 'a failure. Not all of the problems referred .to
are to be relevant in an one setting. and
some of the others can probable be ,rather easel
resolved. Nesertheless, the problems .of doing
good qualm research should not be underesti-
mated. As will be evident "from examples pre-

Osented throughout, these papers the problems are,
formidable and not to be soled satisfactoril
13% an team who approack th'e research task with
the idea that it is going to be easy. It almost never
is. But it-is not so difficult as to be effectlieli
impossible.
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6 Major Lester Harris has sent 010Irts Kee-rtas a policeman in the K ansas City, Milourz Police Department. He had overall,
responsibility for the Kansgs City police patrol experiment and has'been heavily involved in the other research projects carried out
and undilrwary in that Departmen0Major Hams was asked to discuss the ways in which research came to.fie,a regular activity of his
Department and the problems that are involved in currying oat research while al.the same time having responsibility for publz
services' cj a highlv.isible and even critical nature. It is believe{ that There roe enough'sznulahtzes between the politics, structur7r,
and missions bf a *Igor police department and an emergency medical system or rescue service to make the lessons from the police
department sin s

oft '

Prior to beginning a,description' and discus- in turn divided into "Units," The' Organizational
sion,of research and planning within an organiza- structure is not considered to be sacred or perma-
don, at least a al description of that organiza- nently fixed; it is only a framework within which
Lion is needed rder to provide sosne context.: resources are organized in ordere s

to facilitate, coor-
for the'informationi> dinated efforts to}vard departmental objectives.

The Kansas City, Missouri Police Department,
unlike the vast majority of municipal police de-
partments. is not under the administrative control
of the pity governthent. The department is under
state contra operating and administered under,
the provisions of Missouri Statutes, sections 84.350
through 84.890 Under provisions of these stat-
utes. the governor ,of the State of Missouri, with
consent of the senate, appoints four citizens-of -

Kansas City as a Board of Police Commissioners
The _Mayor of the City, by virtue of his office, is
the fifth member of e Board The power anal re--
sponsibility of police ervice isvested in this BOard
of Pplice Coenruissio ers_ The Chief .of Police is
appointed by the Board of Police CornNssioners
and serves at the pleasure of fhe.Board. The stat:
utes define the powers And responsibilities of the
Board and.the rhief, set forth rafik structure and
salary ranges, addresses personnel administration
matters, defines arrest ,powers, sets forth budget-
ing and fiscal provisions,'etc.

Witljin the poltedepartinent, the topm oit or
largest organizational entities are termed
"bureaus."Presently there are four bureaus; Op:
erationsBureau, Administration Bureau, Investr-

jations Bureau, and Strvites Bureau. The bureau
( commanders report to the Chief of Police and,
", with the exception' of a few functions, whose heads

report directly to the Chief of.Police (e.g., Media
; Liaison and Legal Advisor), all organizational ele-

ments are a part of andesubordinate to one of the
bureaus. The next. level of organizational elements
below bureaus are calleddivisions'' and they are

(Xfilmations are made In the organizational struc-
ture as needed..

:Department personnel strength it pre -ritly-"\_,
./s ,..

1,212 law enforcement personnel, 479 fulMlikie
regtilae civilian -personnel, 85 part -time' school
.crossing guards (dueing the sclicy year), 48 tem-
porary contract tivgian personnel, and 102 reserve
police officers.*

- .

1{ansasCity, Mis;ouri.is a city of 316.83 square
miles with a 1910 census population of 507,409. It
is the principal municipality of a metropolitan area -.

with a 1970 census p9pulation of 1.4 million.
There ate partk,of three counties Within the city,
limits, and the western city limit ,is comprised of
the Missouri - Kansas fate line. In 197.5 there mere
46,530 Part I criminal Offenses reporied to the
police department.

The department first established a planning
and Research Unit in about 1953. The unit at that
time, and for the following decade, was staffed
with only two' or three officers, This unit main.-
taiaed a small departmental libfary and corripikd
necessary inforrnatia and statistics for a depart-
ment annual report, which is required by state
statutes. The resources aid efforts of the unit
were otherwise involved essentially in routine staff
studies and the development and. writing ef pro-
cedures as directed by the Chief of Police or neces-
sitaed by current demands on the department.
Fug example, during the 'period 43,1..1957, through
1963, the city of Kansas Gilt, Misscsuri,annexed a
total of 235 square 'miles in annual increments.
The.Planning and Research Unit performed much
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of the staff work necessary to expand i ce serv-
ice to these annexed areas eachAar; such as de-
termining patrol-beat boundarief, etc. The unit
did very little worktitvhich could properly
termed' as experimental or, innovative in nature.
Our departdbm was\certainly not alone in this re,
gatd, however.. The prevailing,attitudein policing

. .Akwas,that "if it has,worked for the past twenty years
there's no reason to change it.;

One notable exception to this relgtivel), nOn-
progressive stance was the introduction in--1-953,.of
patr'61 cars manned by only one officer instead of
the traditional tio offic'ers. This very significant
departure from tradition was implemented in the
Kansas City, Missouri Police Department by C
Bernard Brannon, and cons cues to this day,
a controver4ial issue in many other depart
This innovation, along with his strong advocacy/a)
an increased educational level for police offiters,
earned ChierBrannon a national reputatidn in law
enforcement. .

When Clarence M Kelley became Chief of
Police in 1961 we were a relatively modern police
department, by traditionalitandards Pew the most
part', the officers were well trained, by contempor-
ary'standards, and dedicated to good poliCe per-
formance. Internally, there were 'problems. -T-he
previous Chief of Police and several high" ranking
officers had recent!), been indicted by a rand jury
on matters of a malfeasance nature' e major
issue of the Chiers-indictment conce al,Inaccu-
rate Care reporting and sitanstics. T ere were a
number of-cliques withIn'the organization and this
exerted. a stronger influence on promotions and
assignments than did objectively assessed merit
and qualification.

At the time Clarence Kelley became Chief in s'

1961 he retired frog the Federal Bureau of Inves-
tigation after more than twenty years of service.
Though Kansas City was his hometown, he had
not resided there for many years and was not at all
familiar with the police department. There -were
marry'members of the department, especially
atitng the !op ranks, who resented an outsider
being appointed as Chief of Police,.as opposed to
the position being filled from Within the organiza-
tion. Due to this fact and to the politics of the
internalchques, Chief Kelley immediately experi-

ti enced difficulty in eliciting the, caiidor and de-
pendable information necessary foD him to become

"acquainted with the departmentand its problems.
He therefore, reorganized the structure of the
department, creating eight separate divisions
whose commanders reported directly to him. -

While this is an unconventional structure and a
very *Tide span of control for a police adminis-
trator, it served its intended purpose. It enabled

.Chief Kelley to break uR the power 'cliques, to be-
come familiar with the various operations in a first-
hand manner, and to assrss/the strengths and

weaknesses of comnillind and supervr ory. person-
nel. After'he had accomplished these filings he re-
turned, to ;a mere conventional Orgooizational
structure.

. Chief Kelley spent the :first several ,years
changing the climate within the departnient. ,He
stressed the importance, ari fact necessity, bf
rity in both, the individual and organizationl
sense. recognized that no one person' tan -ad-
minister such a complex function and organization
alone, and he stressed the necessity and benefits of
involv'ement of his personnel in the management
and progress of the department. He believed and
explained that there are twd types of mistakes;
'mistakes of judgement and mistakes of the heart.'
Assir e wa given that honest mistakes in

ma!e in he process of trying to do a
uld not negatively affect one's- stand-

d fu re in- .depvment. He changed
prornotional procedures sp. (hat promotions we re
based on competition and merit, And promOtion by'
virtue of internal politccj or favoritistn Was no
longer possible. While the department was a good
one by traditional standards when Chief Kelley
tookkoffice, he was, convinced that he had been
give mandate' to makeit a better one, the best
one possible. While he undoubtedly citickly recog-
nized some of the changes whichwere needed, he
realized that constructive chl.ge cannot, be forced
and be successful, hence his effo'rts to change the
climate of the organization to one of integrity op-
erational ethics, and involvement. The type of re-
search, planning, and. progress noted in the follow-
ing. pages could not. have occurred had this climate
not been created.
All Chief Kelley also strongly believed in the utili-
zation Of technologyin law enforcement and was
responsible for the implementation of helicopters
as another dimension of patrol. Also, through his
efforts a computer was acquired, with the' top
priority appficauon being that of service and as-
sistance to the, police officer on the street Today
the Kansas City, Missouri Police Department com-
puter sVsterikserves over, fifty criminal justice
agencies in- Western Missouri and Eastern Kansas
in addition 10;:o own,and has been termed bj
many as The be,t police computer system inw.
existence.

department is under state control,
as described previously, the operating budget must
be appropriated by the cityovernmerrt. Live mast
other organizations,' our financial needs have ,in-
ceased each year for many years. These ncreased
needs have been due to a combination- tillconomic
inflationOncreasing -demands. or quantity of
police service,,nd the costs a ed with pro-
,grams to improve the quality lice service. In
the face of these escalating bu etrequests,,the
City Council in .1965 insisted they be given an in-
dependent, view of the 4rtme'nt's tiperation.
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The Board of Police COmMissioners and chief Kel-
ley readily agreed to this,ind as a result a contract
was negotiated with the ,Pu blic Administration
Service of, Chicago, Illinoisifor a study of the de-
partment. The study was very comprehensive in
scope, including administrative, management, and
operational facets. .

- The personnel domplement. of the depart-
,menes.filanniugand Research Unit was increased
for the.purpose of working with Public Adminis-
tration Service on the study. Their kunCtions were

to assist' in acquiring and compiling requested in-
, formation, provide liaison with the various organi-

zational elements of the department,setc. The
Planning and Research Unit had minimal involve-
ment in determining the thrust of the study or in
formulating the recommendations that would he
forthcoming.

It was.decided at the outset of the study that
PAS would submit recommendations for..thange as
they were formulated, and that if the change rec-
ommended seemed reasonable and held, potential
for improvement the department would proceed

with implementation immediately, as opposed to'
deferring any and all changes until completion of
the-study One reason for-this was to get the con-
sultants involved in ni.plementation while still on
sit'e. The Planning and Research Unit also assisted
in the implementation phase, mainly in a suppor-
tive or facilitative role, such as writing procedure
manuals, etc.

Overall, the study resulted in a number ok
repmmendations and changes throughout the
department. Some-orthese changes have survived
to the present, either in original or subsequehtly
revised form,'and others were totally unsuccessful
and have long since been discarded.

One,of t\hemore significant and controversial
changes concerned the organization of the patrol,
function. Prior to the study, command of the pe-
trol function was vested in the commander of each
patrol station area or' patrol district, who was re-
sponsible tothe commander of the Patrol Bureau.
The station or district 'commander had twenty-
four hour responsibility for his geographical' area.
Each had a subordinate field commander respon-
sible to him for each of the three eight hour

-watches. This was changed to a watch-zone con-
cept as recommended by PAS. There were three
114tcli commanders, one on each eight hour shift,
responsible to the Patrol Bureau Commander.
Each watch commander was responsible for the
patrol function for the entire City, but only during
his aSsigned eight hour watch. The city was di-
vided into three geographical zones, each having a
zone commander responsible ,to his respective
watch commander. Under this organizational
structure, there was no one below the Patrol
Bureau Commander who had twenty -four hour
responsibility for the patrol functiOn in anygiven

area of the city: -The command structure was built
on an eight hour segment of the clock asopposed
to a geographical area. Great difficulties were ex-
pgrienced w4h internal communications, transmit-
tal of orders, citizen satisfaction, and personnel
morale. Operation under this structure was almost
totally unsatisfactory and in 1971; foul- and one-

' half years, later, tile deparanent reverted to the
previous command and organizational structure
within the patrol function.

There were some worthwhile improvements
and Progress made as the result of changes made
in response to recommendations made by PAS.
Implementation of he changes and realization of
the progress did not come ea ily, however.
Hindsight makes it clear that the main obstacles
encountered were due to the faC that personnel
directly affected by the changes had very little
Input as to' what those changes should be. There

. ,
was resentment that "outside expel-1s" could come
into the departrnnt and tell us hoW we should do
things. When peoplesinvolvedsin an operation have
the opportunity to be significantly involved in the
identification of their own problems and develop-
men[ of their solutions they have a vested interest
and intense commitment to successful implementa
tion of those solutions. The total realization of this
fact is perhaps the most valuable result of the PAS
study, for the Kansas pity, Missouri Pdlice De-.,
partment, and you will see that it was certainly
kept in mind as we structured subsequent research
and planning programs.

#
By the time the PAS study was o ver, the per-

sonnel complement of the department's Planning
and Research Cnit was approximately twenty.
While it-was originally intended that most of those
transferred to the titit were there on a. temporary
assignment to work with PAS, the size of the unit
was never decreased. Even though one of the PAS
recommpgations' was for the contintreciexistence
and utilization of such a staff unit, the main reason
the unit was not diminished in size or importance
was that Chief Kelley strongly believed in its value

alto the continued progress of the department. He
-rives convinced that intelligent decisions required

that the problem or issue be accurately identified
and described, that all pertinent inrormation 'be
accumulated, and that alternatives be. identified
and evaluated. Certainly he did not, have the time
to apply this process personally to all issues con-
fronting him, so many of them were assigned to
the Planning and Resgarch Unit wish a request for
study and recommendation:

All members of the unit were sworn law' en-
forcement personnel, with the exception of clerical
personnel. The officers assigned to the unit were
selected on criteria which emphasized past job per-
formance, intelligence, commitment to p7-Aes-

'sional excellence, and interest in the assignment.
The assigned officers had practically r,o formal
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training or experience in formal research or plan-
ning and they learned and improved through ex-
perience, Motivation was very high due to the chal-
lenge and to the firm knowledge that the Chief of
Police sincerely attached, great importance to the
worth of the unit's product. Unit personnel pro-
posed to Chief Kelley that he meet with them
periodically 'for informal discussion of matters of
current interest and -concern. They felt such dis-

.,Cussidns would be very beneficial'by permitting
them to become exposed to his philosophy and
goals on policing and department administration.
He agreed to this, but at the very first such meet-
ing made a,statement to the following effect: "1
can see in here your feeling that an understanding
of m personal philosophy and goals will he of as-
sistance in Your work, but I want to make one

rpoint very clear. I don't want you to ever give me
staff work or nrec ritendation§ IA hich -is merely ani
attempt to give e what you think I want to hear.
If you do that your contribution to this depart-
ment wilt be of minimal value. I want you to ap-
proach all issues objectively and give me the bene-
fit of our best thinking and your recommenda-
tions. It is my responsibility to accept ,r reject
your recommendanons, and in so doing, I am to-
tally responsible for the results, good or bad."

Within the department, the Planni'ng and Re-
search Una was fiequently referred_to as "the
ivory tower bunch," "the empty holster crowd,"

land similar terms, sometinies seriously and some-
times in jest. Conscious efforts were made by unit
personnel io consult IA ith those assigned to func-
tions potentially, affected by the project being
worked on and therefore, department personnel
were more receptive to,change resulting froni such
internal staff, work than had it been developed by
outsiders. This does not mean that only informa-
tion And opinions from within the department
were gathered or considered. Depending oh the
nature of the project, input was also sought from
other police departments, criminal justice agen-
cies, bus,iness, industry, etc., i e., any source
deemed appropriate and pertinent.

The Planning a
busy with staff studie
ing matters of (urre
There was -a desire an

Research Unit was kept
and development concern-
s and pressing urgency:
recognized need by both

department management and the staff of the unit
to become iny ed in some research and planning

itof a more 16 range nature, but it seemed that
the time was just, not available. Prorhpted by these,
circumstances, plus the recogn,ition of the poten-
tial beneifts of involving a greater number of de-
partmental personnel in planning, personnel of
the Planning and Research Unit in October, 1969,
proposed to Chief Kelley the formation of several,
task forces.

It was proposed that each task force include
representation from command, supervisory, and

patrolmen levels and that they be charged to re-
search and submit1ecommendations for future di-
%rection relative to some rat er broad and generhl
subject areas. This general oncept was discussed
with Chief Kelley and he reacted with whole-
hearted support. As a first step he requested that
each commandingofficer in the department .sub:

. mit,a paper to him discussing their assessment a
the Ntrengths and weaknesses of the department
and their ideas for funtire changes and direction
for the department in pursuit of increased profes-
sional excellence. Not only ,y'as this a first step in
the intended task force organization, but the re-
sponses were of great value to Chief Kelley' in
helping' him further assess the individual
strengths, weaknesses, and potentials of his com-
manding officers. Following Chief Kelley's review
of these papers they were given to Planning and
Research Unit for review summarization, and
identification of the subjects receiving significant
attention. Inicslajt, 1970: eight task forces were
formed and each was charged to address them-
selves to one of the following subject areas: (1) re-
gionalization of certain police functions; (2) possi-
ble additional sources of revenue for the Operating
budget; (3) educational standard for police; (4)
supervisory training and develoient; (5) human
relations, both within the department and with the
community; (6) improvement of investigative pro-
cedureg; (7) improved patrol concepts and prOce-
duresi and (8) imPtdved inservice training
programs. Each task force was composed of two
commanding officers, two sergeants, and two pa-
trolmen or detectives. The commanding officers
were appointed by Chief Kelley, and they then
selected and recruited the other four members of
their respective task forces Since the department
was very undermanned, it was necessaryto require
that all task force members continue their primary
duties full time and address their task force as-
signihents as time permitted. They we re told thate
they Were free to seek informatidn and assistance
from any source willing to provrde it, but there was
no money available to hire consultants or staff.. .

' From point on, they were on their own except
for w at assistance the Planning and Research
Unit could provide' relative to possible sources of
information and staff study methodology.

The reports received from these task forces
ranged all the way from very brief, elementary and
superficial, to very comprehensive with much ef-
fort and good thinking quite obvious. Some of the
reports received no further action or attention
once they were read due to their lack of substance

jeand/or a lack of the means and resources to pursiie
the subject at the time. Some resulted in varying
degrees of changes and new programs within the
department in the following two years. Those
which prompted change or new programs con-
cerned supervisory and executive training and
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development, human relations, and in-service
training.

Overall, the quality of efforts exerted and re-
ports submitted were. quite commendable wben
one considers the circumstances under which the
task force members, were asked to produce, They
did -not possess formal knowledge or skills in re-
search problem- identification, or program de-
velopnient ailacl they were not provided funds to
avail themselves of assistance ill these-areas. They
were expected to continue performing their nor-
mally 'assigned duties and, do their, research and
produce their, report. is an extra assignment. Most
of the task forces were composed of members
from various units of assignment and, in some in-
stances, who worked different duty-hours. While it
was originally felt that such diverse rerkesentation
within a task for,ce would be a positive fact9r,
hindsight indicates that it was not. It is dalcult for

s foreign to his experience and as.
a persoh:tomgras , get highly motivate toward,
and pursue issue
signed duties. It also made it very difficult to
schedule task farce meetings. Another aspect
which presepted problems was that most of the as-
sighed subject "rear:were too general and broad:
and there was much floundering in attempts to
Identify specific and definable issues;to pursue.

Probably the most significant benefits derived
)from this task force program was the experience
arA effefts on tIrse who were members of the task
forces, and not specific changes resulting from the
reports. It emphasized the sincerity of Chief Kel-
ley's philosophy of participatory management and
de,sire for the thinking of all meihbers of the de-
partment; it stimulated conceptual thinking; and it
expanded the participant's awareness and under-
stantling of problems and issues Confronting la*
enforcement beyond those of the individual's spe-
cific normal dutyassignment.

...

The next significant phase of thedepartment's
research and planning experience _resulted from
the combination of two events, the creation and
mission orthe Police Foundation and approval by
the voters in Kafisas City of an increase irithecity's
earniggs..tax from .5-% to 1%.

The Police Foundation was created in .1970
with a ,five year, 30 milliorA dollar grant from the
Ford Foundation and a m!ndate to "assist police
agencies; in realizing their full potential by de-
veloping and 'funding promising programs of in-*
novation." Representatives of the Foundation vis-
ited a number of major police ,departmeng to
become more familiar with current policing
Methods anccOroblems and to try to assess the
capacity of the depattments for the development
and implementation of innovative programs. The
Kansas City, Missouri Police Department received
such a visit by three representatives of the FOunda-
don in early 1971. In the summer of 19111, the;
Foupdation sponsored a two 'week conference at

1.

...a a

the University of Wisconsin, attended by members
of the departments which fiad been visited: New
York, New York; Baltimore, Maryland; Cincinnati,
Ohio; etroit, Michigan; Dallas, Texas; and Kan-
Sas City, Missouri. This conference involved dis-
cussion of policing problems, programs, and po-
tentials and was attended by(Chief Kelley and six
commanding officers from Kansas City. The
Foundation, had indicated that following the visits
tothe departments and the conference they, would
select several of the departments an0 award them
major grants. Ahortly after the conference it was
announced that the Cincinnati, Ohio and Lianas,
Texas Pplice Departmerits would receive grants.
Since it was very unclear what the potential grants
would be for or what relationship theme Foundation
expected to establish with the departments, the

- Kansas City, Missouri Police Department did not
pursue the award of one of these grantsdit is not
clear what consideration on' the part of the Foun-
dation resulted in Kansas City not being offered
one of the grants.'

In December, 1970, the voters of Kansas City,
Missouri approved an increase in the city's earn-
ings tax from .5% to 1%. The city government had
made a commitment to the voters that the gr
Majority of the resulting revenue would be spent
for public safety, including the addition of 350 of-
ficers to the police department. The department
actively and vigorously campaigned for passage of
the earnings tax increase, promising that 280of
the 350 additional officers 'would be assigned to
patrol and specifying 'how many were to be as-
signed to each patrol division so that voters would"
know What to expect in the way ofrincreased visible
police protection in their particular areas of the
city.

Chief Kelley recognized that the addition of
,these officers pirvided a rare opportunity to reas-
sess existing patrol strategies and procedures and
to develop plans for the deployment and utiliza-
tion of the additional officers in the most benefi-
cial manner possible. In fact, he felt we were ethi-
cally oblieted to'clo so. ,In late August, 1971,
Chief Kell' and members of the command Staff
again met w' representatives of the Police Foun-
dation. Foundation was informed of the de-
partment's ntent to study patrol strategies and
problems and, to pursue improvement and they
were invited to consider joining with us and assist-
ing us in.griese efforts. We made it very clear that
any projects were to be
Foundation venture; t
taining control and
done. Within this c
we 'would appreciate
could provide and lotAti make all possible efforts.
to work wi them.

Afte .1.engthly discussions the- Foundation
agreectlo join wievts. While the departinent fully

department venture not a
at we would insist on re-
sponsibility for what was

ext we took the position that
e assistance the Foundation
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intended, to embark on these efforts concerning
patrol, with or without the assistance of the Foun-

s.,
dation, we had practically, iio resources for ien-
sultant assistance or other expenses, therefore, the
assistance of the Foundation was of great value
and facilitated much more comprehensive efforts
and projects The Foundation provided funds for
such assistance as.consultarits, travel to other de-
partments to studs various programs, rental
and/or remodeling costs for office space, overtime
pay, clerical staff, and evaluation.

In October, 1971, four task forces were
, formed, one within each of the three patrol divi-

sions and one in the Special Operations Divrsion.
This division is composed of patrol support func-
tions, i e., ;Tactical Unit, Helicopter Unit, Canine
Unit, and Police Reserve Unit. Each task force was
composed of six to eight members: the division
commander (rank of Major); one captain; and the
remaining, members with the rank of sergeant and
patrolman. All three watches, or shifts, were rep-
resented in each of the-patrol division task forces.
The division commander was chairman of the task
force bitreach member bad equal input and vote
without regard to rank To provide process assist-
ance and support in problem identification, re-
search, and program development, one officer of
the Planning and Research Unit and one Police
Foundation consultant was assigned to work with
each task force

,Each task force was given a mandate to iden-
tify the most critical problems confronting its re%
spective division and to develop and submit rec-
ommendation, for addressing them. Chief Kelley
assured his total-support and assured the task
forces that their recommendations were to be
submitted to him, that he would thoroughly studs
and consider them, and that he would -make the
final determination as to their implementation. He
stressed the absolute necessity for integrity in-all
that they might do

The task force approacl-Cwas chosen for three
main seasons. (1) involvementorf people affected

, most by a p am in the development of that
*Program great increases the commitment to im-
plementatio'n and enhances the sucess of the pro-
gram; (2) it was believed that the persons working
in the divisions could best and most accurately
identify and assess the contemporary problems
facing their respective division; and (3) a firm be-
lief in the indkidual and collective capacity of the
patrol officers While the task ,force approach is
not usually the most expeditious and efficient pro-

,
cedurally, it was believed that the value of (1) and
(2) above made this approach much preferable to
any other alternative In organizing and setting up
the task forces we tried to apply lessons learned as
the result of mistakes made with the task forces
created in 1970 and previously described hrein.

It was intended that the task forces be, to the

extent possible, representative divisions, and they
were urged to _develop and maintain the best
communications possible in order to receive input
from all personnel and to keep them informed of

/what was going on. This was not an easy thing to
do, especially during the early stages when the task
forces were involved in general discussions and at-
tempting to define their direttion. The Various
Methods used in attempts to establish and main-
tain communications included inviting division
personnel to attend task force meetings, memo-
randums, having task force members attend reg-
ular roll calls periodically, and having a task force.
member ride patrol with the officers.

Task farce tivity began initially 'with
periodic meeting, Usually weekly, and members
otherwise continuing to perform their normally
assigned duties, A number of trips to other cities
were taken by task force members to study other
patrol operations and programs. When this oc-
curred, the'rnember(s) making the trip were re-
lieved from their normal assignment,' and were,
considered to be on temporary special ditty status.,
Later in the process Some members of the task,
forces were relieved of normal duty and assigned
full time task force duty to pursue program
development.

Shortly after the task forces were formed a
Task Force Coordinating Council was created. The
council was chaired by he commander of the Pa-
trol Bureau and included the commander of each'
of the divisions having task forces and the corn,
mander of the Planning and Research Unit: The
purposes of this council were to pr9vide coordina-
tion between the task forces, exchange informa-
tion of common interest, avoid unnecessary .dup,11-
cation of research and' other effprts:leep the
Patrol Bureau commander inforrrf0 of task force
activity in all of his,divisions, address policy issues
raised by task force activities, and reviewtask force.
program projaosals. As previously noted, Chi#
Kelley retained the 'resPqnsibility for final ap-
proval, oridisapproval of task force `proposals so
the 'council couleonly.attach thitir recommencra.-
tions for the Chief's consideration.

At the Inception of the`task forces the consult-
ant assistance provided to each task force by the
Police Foundation consistpd of individuals with
primary employrrielit.and responsibilities"
elsewhere in the country. These persons would fly
in to sas City for task -force meetings, usually
for o ay per week. It soon becamesvittentthat
this w s not a satisfactory arrangement anti would
become even less satisfactory as the task forces sot
closer to program development and imPlements-
tiOn. The task forces felt that the arrangement did
not permit the ,degree of involvement and com-
mitment on the part of the consultant which they
felt was necessary- and that the limited atcesslitq
him was not adequate for their needs.

17 .
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Asa result of the dissatisfaction with the "fly-

in fly-out" consultant arrangement, the Operations
Resource Unit was created. as an organizational
element of the Patrol Bureau. Person's with needed
skills were hired by the department on a contract
basis, with funds pfovided by the Police Founda-'
tion. The unit was headed by a regular departnient
member. By this time it had also been recognized
that, in addition 6o whatever might result -from the
task force programs, one of the potential benefits
of the relationship with' and support of.the Police
Foundation was the acqtlisition or development. of
research and program development- skills within
our department, which would'xemain with us and
be of value beyond the current 'task' force program
and affiliation with the Foundation. Accordingly
three patrolmen with a high interest and potential
for this type of work were selected and transferred
to the Operation's ResourCe Unit. This unit did not.
have the role or authority for making 'significant
decisions; their primary pirpose was providing
process support to the task forces. In addition to'
the activity of direct and active process support,
the Unit Provided computer prografnming capac-
ity Compiled a library of programs of interest on a
national 'scope, catalogued Information .emerging.
fro# task force activities, and provided access to
consultants avaiO)le nationally when needed.

All of the task forces successfully completed
the process of identifying problems, prioritizing
them, and selecting specific problems for which
they developed and implemented new -programs '
pr experimental research. Several of these pro-
grams, after trial and evaluation within the divi-

' sion, of origin have been 'implementeCand ink
stitutionaliked throughout. all patrol ViVisions.
Purpose and space of this paper do ,not permit a
discussion of each of the projects,-O'ne, fhe South
Patrol, Division project, will be briefly described
because it was experimental research in nature,
was cif great significance to the' field of policing;
and demonstrated that a police organizatidn can
design and conduct meaningful research.

. In response to instructions, to all of the task
forces to Identify the most critical problems con-
fronting their respective diVisions the South Pa-
trol Division Task Force identified 'five problem
.areas: (1) residence burglarieA; (2) juvenile offen-
ders; (3) citizen fear of crime(4) public education

7 about the' pollee role; and (5) police-community
relations.

"Like the other taSit forces,ithe South Task
Force was confronted' next with developing
workable remedial strategies. And here the
task force met with what at first seemed an in-
surmountable barrier. It was evident t t con-1
centration by the South Patrol Divisio on the
five problem areas would cut deeply intp the
time -spenteby its officers on preventive patrol.
At this point, a significant thing happened.

.

I

Someof the members of the South.Task Voice
questioned whetherjoutine preventive patrol
was effective, what police officers did while on
preventive padol duty. and what effect police
visibility had On' the con)munity's feelings of
security.

Out of these discussions came the proposal to
conduct an experiment which would, test the
;rue impact of routine preventive patrol....

As would be expected, considerable coir-
troversy surrounded the experiinent, with the
central question being whether long-range
benefits out - weighed; short -term risks. The
principal ,short-term risk was seen as the pos-
sibility that crime would increase drastical15, in
the reactive beats; some officers felt the exper-
iment would be tampering with citizen's lives
and property.

The police officers expressing such reseEva-
tions were no different from their scotinter:
parts in other departments. They tended to
view patrol as one.of the most important func-.
tions , of policing, and in terms of- time allo-
cated, they felt that preventive patliol ranked
on a par with investigating crimes and. render,
lug assistance sin emergencik some
admitted that preventive patrol wasrobably
less effective in preventing crime and more
productive in enhancing citizen feelings'of se-
curity,*others insisted that the-activities in-
volved in preventive patrol (car, pedestrian
and building checks) were instrumental in the
capture of criminals and, through the police
visibility associated with such activities, in the
deterrence of crime. While there were am-

,- biguities in these attitudes toward patrol and'
sits effectiveness all agreed it was a primary
functiOn. '

Out of these disdussions came a .task force
proposal to conduct an experiment toassess the
value of the traditional routine preventive patrol.
Chief Kelley, displaylng.a great degree of adminis-
trative courage when one considers the strong
tradition being questioned and the unknown out-
come, granV his approval to proceed with the
experimenr..:In doing so he imposed two con-.
straints: (1) the department's responsibility Co

serve and protect the public must not be ne-
glected; and (2) the department's normally low re- 1
sponse time to calls for service must not Be im-
pairs It was agreed that crime statistics would be
monit red closely on a weekly basis and that any I
signifi t increase in the experimental area would
'result in prompt termination of the experiment.

The experiment was conducted in a 32 square
mile arta of the South Patrol Division having a

' George Kelling et al.. The Kansas City Preventive Patrol &penmen:
A Summary ReportiWashington, D C 1974).p 7-8
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1970'census'poPulatiorl of 148,395. The 15Vatrol
beats din this area were computer matched the
Basis of crime data, number of calls for police serv-
ice, ethnic composition, median.income and trans-
iency of population into five groups of three.
Within each group of three beats one beat wasodes-
ignated as reactive, one as proactive, and one as
Control. lo'vactive beats all routine preventive Pa-
trol was .withdrawn. The A ned patrol unit -re.:
spopde toand handled ails for service but
Shen not so dispatched and cupiediterrbained on
the beat perimeter or patrolledf in An adjacent
proactive ,beat. In, the proactive beats theleyel'of
routine pieventive patrol was increatsl from 'two,
to three times' normal through the assignniefixt
additional patrol units and patrolling, of reactive
units. The level of ,patrol in the coRtrol beatsre-
mained normal, with orie.unit assigned to each

beat patrollyttg i>i norglai, manner.

The experiment' was initially started oft July
. 19, 1972, bui was tuiPended in mid-Alltust when.:
it Ivai-i-ecognizi, that 'experimental cOnditions
were nolt being aclecittately Jriaintairied a'nd"tliat
same',prialilems-weresevidrit. 'Necessary resositons.,
asere mad,in ilistructnns tid..gUidelines add the
experiment was -,PesqMed on Okober'1, 1972; and
reached a sikcessful_ccrnclusicT,bn Seutembel. 30,
1973. Data,,was cYl ectea niganicif :ten different' ,

sur.veyi,:and qilestionn. alres, interviews,-observers.
riding with officers, arid froti'departmentl datta
(crime, traffic, at-rest, ,d6patch; officer activity,','
and cies6,rilie0-ecol-dsl. "--- ', ,.

Thepu,I3ke, was aware that an ex.perimehtswa?
being conducted but wag'..nOt informed-of dm exacts
nature ,of ;,k)olice' -,patrol re,sence iti the .V4rious
beat's ,nor specific locatio or the beats. Inone

icident a busine-,sismari, w'a informed by ah' oppo-
nent 9f the expeller-fent; hat this bUsibess Wal to .
sated in an. ,areasficrrn'w,i/ch a11pOlice
been `withdrawn arid -a Protestwa&exPressed,..
Chief Kelley' melt mat business representatives,of
the area and explained the, nftture.and, peurposeof ft,

the exi3erimentarld that it was beilig th4sely.moni-.. )1
, tored At the conclusion orhisliplanatic$n he re-/

ceiyed a stapling ovatitrp frOm..those:"Present:

The restilts of tf4experirnent -clisctased that
the :,arying leVels of routine, preventivepatrol had
no effect oil 'actual crime, repOrfed erinie,'com-

'"m'tinity attitUdes'toward police'ondeliverY, of
police serviceeresponse time:Or tilirlc accidents..
Of 648 individual statistical comloarisciis made to
prodtke the major findings, statistical.fignificattce
occurred only 40 times.

Iii J}tly,
_

1j9.73, Chief Kelley beelme, Director of
the Federal ,Bureau. of Investigation arid in

/ November, 197,3, Joseph D. McNamara became
Chief of the Kansas City, Missouri Police Depart-
ment:Chief McNamara quickly expressed his sup-
port of the,aepartmeiit's research orientation and

efforts to itnprove our reputation as one of the
' best police departments in the nation.

,

At the present time, the department is in-
volyed in three very Significant projects.

1. Directed PatrolThis project was im-
plemented in the East Patrol Division an
July 1, 1976, and is. a natural
the Squth Patrol Division Pr edtive Patrol
experiment described above. Given the re-
sults of the Sotith experiment we felt obli-
gated to develop more productive methods
of utilizing the uneommitted time of patrol
officers. One pip.blem in doing "so is, the
fragmentation aT ,uch time. The Directed
Patrol prograni;AgyelOped by an 'East Pa-- 13
trol Division Task' Force, has twp major
'components. The first seeks to assess prior-
ity of calls for service, with some responses
being delayed, thine citizens' being re
quested to come, to the station to make, re-
ports, and someYeports being taken by *
phone. This is an effort td realize tincom-
mined time of patrol officer, in larger and k

more predictable time-inctements scr that it
can be utilized in Planned.and directed pa-

ol activity: The second.' component in-
olves the'utilization of that time in various

prograrrts directed toward crime preven-
o,' '`-tiort.fiiialicial-support for the development

cif' the iprojtct was provided-by the 'Police
Foundation ,and funding for implerventa-

ir, , tionand evaluatiOn is from an LEAA rant.
2.-Resporrse Time "Analysis.StudyPolice re-

- spcinse time his lofig been assetrned to be a
Ai:very critical fattor in police patrol effective-

mess;especially with regard to apprehension
criminal offenders. A number 'of studies

have previousfy been conducted, but none
sufficient *scope; and quality to probe or

,disapprove traditional assumptions. This
study is a very comprehensive and.sophisti-
tated project started onOctober 1,1 973.
The continuum froin crime or other police
incident occurrence to codtact between the
responaing;officer and the citizen is".being
measured in minute internals for 'the pur-
-pose of assessiti. jreffects ,of.-variable re-
sponse times on arrests, witne4s availability,
Victim injury, and citizen satisfaction. A sec-
ondary objective is the analysis of problems
anti Patterns of citizens reportintgcrime.
This study is funded by the National Insti-
tute of-Law Enforcerlient.

,0
.

3. Domestic ViolenceOne' of the many tradi,
tional assumptions in law enforceme.nt is
that the police .are powerless to have any
preventive effect on homicidei and aggra-
vated assaults because most of thttn occur
between relatives or acqufintances, many

$,

are spontaneous, and/or most occur inside
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buildings or other locatlous not 'visible to,
police patrol. In 1972 a sergeant asSigried to
our Planning and Research Unit gathered
and analyzed a large amount of data from
police reports 'Of homicides and aggravated
assaults, arrest records, and dispatch reo
ords. He concentrated on those of adomes-
tic nature, whiCh 'acc
tion of the howl, es and assaults.' He,

,.)uof for a.majorOpor-

found that in the two years preceding the
offenses in a derriestic setting the police had ,
contact with either the victim or suspect, or
both, in responding to and handling distur-
hi"nce calls. In 85% of these cases thcpolice
had at least one 'such previous contact and
in 50% of the cases we had five or more
such contacts. Is,there something the police
can do in these contacts to forestall a future
homicide or aggravated assault? The East
Patrol Division recorded tlatatiimerous
variables observed in the ocess of han-
dling disturbance calls, here is a very
strong indficauon that various interacting
variables can provide some ability to predict
potential forfuture violence between the
participants of a `domestic disturbance. If
this is true, It is felt that the police can refer
such people to a.li appropriate social service
agency for assistance, thereby reducing the
incidence of domestic homicides and as-
saults. In July of this year, the National In-
stitute of Mental J-I'ealth awarded a grant 'to
the department Lot- further analysis of the
data 'Collected and the collection of' addi-
tional data.,

/
It might stem to the reader of this paper that

what has transpired in the Kansas City; Missouri
Police Department insofar as research, experimen-

, tation and planning resulted from a grandiose
master plan ,or schedule developed Karsago. SuCh
is certainly not the case. T.o a large extent, our ef-
forts and progress have been reaction tocontern-
porary events and opportunities. One thing hat
was deliberate, and I'm sure planned, was the crea-
tion- by Chief Kelley or a climate within the de-
partment which encouraged involvement and in-
novation' Sincere and strong top management
support for such is absolutely essential to mean-
ingful and successful efforts such ,as have been dis-
cussed. Along with this 'strong support, manage-
ment must assume a fgcilitative role as opposed to
a strong directive role; an overly directive role
-stifles initiative and participation of personnel
within the organization. All of our patrol task
forces were initiated at the same time in 1971. One
of these task forces struggled much harder and
took mild) longer than the others to "get off the
ground" add start making some meaningful prog-
ress.,There is general agreement among those o
monitored the process that this was due to the act

that the mmander of that division was quite au-
thoritarianin his personality and' management

4
style.

.

The departmetiLhai recognied and realized,
many -benefits' and advantages of the task force
approach. Some of.the Very significant ones are:

. 1. It. prevides an environment for petsAhnnel. . . .
development andenhafices capacity .to
prdperly handle discretion. ' '

2. It provides gn npportunitY. to identify
highly competent personnel at all levels of
the organization.

3. ft increases communication, coordination,
and morale withithe orgardiation. Prior to,
the patrol task forces there were frequent
requests f r.transfers to other parts of the

r brgarrizati As ttd task forces got more
involved these requests for transfer out' of
patrol decreased drastically and, in fact, we
started receiving requests foetransferto pa-
trot. from other elements..

A.. It improves the ease and success of ith-
plementation of change due to the involve-
ment and Vested interest of those affected
by the cliadge. Consider the statements of
one oour'officers who was Involved in one
of the patrol task forces:
"They've said policemen fight change. -Well,
that may not be true.".IE may have been the
method of change,raiher than the'change
itsflf, that was resented. The patrolrhan

.', . wants change but he wants to have a part in
de'ciding what that change will be." .

There is no intentio'n to create the impression ",
cpthat the task force a oach, is appropriate for all

circumstances or"thait it does norhave negative as-
pects. It is,a sldw and time consuming process,and
increases the difficulties In controlling variables
during the evaluation phase ofa project. We,have
also found It nol.to be the best approach or very".

-technical area's or issues not a part of th eitryclyy.
duyes oflhe task force members.

. , .
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Some iieys to successful operational research

Based on my observations of our experienes
in the Kansas City,' Missouri Police Department
over the past decade, There are several very key
points in conActing worthwhile and successful
operational research.,

The first thing 'which must exist is top trin-
ageinen't s'upport, and commitment to 'such efforts
and progtams. \Without this it would be totally
futile to 'try even the first step: This factor has
been d6cussed in some detail in the, preceding
pages of this paper, but its importance cannot be

overemphasized.
Another very iinportant consideratioh qs the

meaningful involvement of `the Personnel of the
organization including, in. fact especially, those at
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the rank and file level. Again, this has pr.eviously
been discussed and stressed in preceding pages,
but sears repeating. Too mat?! managers are in-

' dined to believe that the people of an.organization
are totally against any changes, except increases in -

, 'the pay check and decreases in working hours, and
that they will do all within their power to resist
change. what just is not so. They do like to play a
part in their destiny and it is to the organization's
benefit to let them do so. Olcourse, there'will be
individuals who are exceptions but it has been our
experience that the enthusiasm and satisfaction
generated within the majority resultsin peer in-
fluences preventing those individuals from
generating serious or successful resistance. It
should go without saying that the reason for and
subject of any research project or program must
be legitimate and have as its goal the improvement
ofthe organizatiori and the service it provides. Re-
search purely for the sake of research should be
taboo. 11,a manager cannot project the justifica-
tions and potential benefits in a totally convincing
manner it must he questioned as to whether the
project or program is warranted.

Total honesty with he'personnel of the or-
ganization is a must. T ey must be truthfully in-
formed of the purpose of the research and the
methods to be ,employed, I am aware of one or-
ganization which utilized field observers to gather
data for their research. The ravreand file were
given a ficticious account of what type of informa-
tion the observers were to gather. Once this decep-
non became known t 11 e ability to collect accurate
and reliable data in That organization ceased to
exist. EYen if the rank and file members are not an
important source of data for the research or are
not otherwise involved in the process, a lack of fac-
tual information will likely result in rumors and
inaccuratepereeptions, thereby detracting from
the value and success of the research In- our. de-
partmerit.we utilized various means in efforts to
keep personnel informed. Personnel chrectly in-
volved in the projects were urged to utilize every
opportIrnity to communicate with their peers,
briefings on current projects were included in re-,
cruit and in-service traininf4lasges,oar9cles were
prinLed in the department newspaper, memoran-
dums were written and distributed, and projects
were discussed in staff meetings. It takeSa ,lot of
effort to keep information flowing to all parts of a
large organization but the dividends make those
efforts W-orthwhile, in fact necessary.

.
Operational research within a public service

agency does present problems which Are not as
likely to [re encountered in a product prOduci,ng
organization ororte whose service is less essential
and visible. We must be continually responsive to
the publics' needs and demands for our service,
offers times on an unpredictable and emergency
basis. The research must be conducted in such a

4r

manner that our ability, for 'such response is- not
compromised. The grotind.rules for assuring this
must be set forth at, the beginning, and the re-
search must be designed and structured with full
understanding and consideration of these rules.
This itial effort can avert many of the problems
that w uld be encountered, but there is no way to
anticipate all Problems relative to conflict between
the Project and its evaluation and what would be
otherwise normal changes such as personnel reas-
signments, changes in personnel deployment,
changes in organizational structure, changes in
tactical strategies, etc. When these conflicts arise
those, with primary responsibility for project ad-
mi.nisyation and those responsible for operations
in provision of the agency's daily service to the
public must confer and collaborate in resolving the
conflict in the proper and,bestibterest of the pub-
lic. This is not as easily done as said but it is neces-
sary and possible. The Kansas City Podkce Depart-
ment has certainly encountered some very knotty
problems of this type and a gentleman who will
speak to you, Dr George Kelling who was on the
Police Foundation evaluation staff for some of our
projects, caw), relate the details of some of those
problems and their outcomes better than this
Writer

15
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Evaitiation results
and decision-making:
the need for
program evaluation,

Lee Shrest
ProfeSVor of Psychology
Florida State UnivIl-sity
T'allahas'see, Florida.

This paper attempts to make the strongest pdsszble case for systematic evaluation of programs and other interventions directed toward

"41
t e resolution of operational problems in service agencies It is based on the premise that many administrators have not thought

rough then- own needs for information. and the role that research data can play in effective decision making
0 . .

Making decisions in any complex, real-life set- s

ting is never a unidimensional, or even a simple,
In order to make adeqUate decisions the

w ecptiv knows that it is necessary to have
good inform non on the effectiveness of some

4 proposed ac or intervention. For example, before
deciding whether to buy a certain type of emer---'
gency Vehicle, a wise executive would want to know
whether the vehicle could do what it was designed
to do, whether it was engineered in such a way as
not to create .more

also
than is solved,

whether it might also produceisome nonobvious
benefits by making possible the performance of
other important tasks, and he would want to know
whether the vehicle was really the best of its type.
All the above established in the' affirmative, the
decision to purchase the vehicle should not auto-
matically be made Other factors of equal, and
perhaps greater importance, would have to be
considered. First, economies would be important.
The cost of the vehicle would be important, and
maybe critical No matter how good it was, an
emergency vehige might be-beyond the budget
even imaginably available to the community, and
even if affordable, the vehicle might cost too much
more than the closest competitor. Practicalities
might also be important tf it appeared that deliv-
ery,of the top-rated vehicle might b delayed
or if service might be unduly diffi Political
considerations might arise. Suppos the emer-
gency vehicle in question were manufactured in
the U.S.S.R.? No one would dare, recommend its
purchase. But even if it were only manufactured in
another state and had to compete with a locally
.manufactured product, it might be politicaflY un-
feasible to recommend its purchase.

The complexities no more than .hinted at
above are severe enough for the fairly ordinary af-
fairs of public institutions, e.g., phase aria

.--cleaning supplies, revision of accounting systems,
deciding whether to stagger times of work shifts,
bin. they are increased almosCirmeasurably when

decisions have to be made in the 'Context of ongo-
ing and critical public services. To revert to the
example noted earlier, if the decision were which
model of a garbage truck to buy,)the fact that one
model might result in slightly higher spillage than
another would be troublesome but scarcely beyond
dealing with. When the problem, however, is the
purchase of emergency vehicles and the issue is
the saving, or possible saving of lives, feelings run
high and decisions must take more factors into ac-
count. It follows, then that deci,sions in critical
public services may not reflect qu4e so clearly the
harder more factual information on effectiveness
of a proposed intervention.

The position taken here is that despite the`
complexity of deciiion processes in such areas as
emergency medical systemsand, as we shall see,
police systems alsodata on effectiveness based on
careful evaluations is still, an important element in
thecrsion process, even if the final decision goes
against evaluatiolt results. An administrator may
find that a suggested change irrowrations would
be economically unfeasible, that viefould be politi-
cally unacceptable iii his community, that it would
.be resisted too strongly by employees at lower
4evels, and he might decide' ainst implementing a
change even though on other grounds it would be
desirable. It is the contention of this writer that the
administrator should know exactly what he is sac-
rificing, the price Ales paying to maintain labor
peace, to avoid having to,ask lot additional fund-
ing. There is absolutely no advantage in making
decisions in which orl of the important elements is
an unknown. If, fot example, a proposed, new
emergency vehicle would be little more effective
than those already available and'the other costs are
sizeable, the administrator's decision-is a simple
one. If, on the other hand, the proposed vehicle
would actually perfoim significantly better and re-
sult in beiploutcomes for emergency cases, the
administrator can understand his decision as an
honest and rational one and can also take comfort

22
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in the jtnowledge that if some of the other factors
changes e.g., economic situation improves, there is
a good basis for reconsideration.,

Therefore, we an only recommend that ad-
ministrators cooperate in, indeedist on, obtgin:
ing the best infOrmation possible about program
effectiveness since that information is not only an
*portant but critical element in, managerial
decision-making.

What is program evaluation?

At this point it might help to ntake clear just
what is meant by a program or an intervention,
wHat is meant by an evaluation, and what is meant
by effectiveness. In the broadest sense we mean by
a program or an intervention, any alteration in an
organization, including changes in personnel,' in

tuequipment, or in operating proce res, and that is
intended to improve the operati ns of the organi-
zation and make it more likely to achieve its goals.
When a rescue squad purchases a new-cormnunica-
Lions system, w hen a department of public safety.
replaces an administrator judged ineffective, when
an emergency Cervices delivery program is re-
gionahzed. when all rescue team members are re-f
quired to untlergo some training program, these
are all instances of interventions of the type we
have in mind. Then when we say they should be
evaluated we mean that some process should be es-,
tablished to determine whether the intended ef-
fects are achieved. If a baseball team in a slump
fires its manager. it is reasonable to keep track of
performances of indixidual players and of the
team as a whole. If a ne'communications system
is purchased, then procedures should be set up to
determine whether communication's are affected.
Does the delivery of emergency services change
following regionalization? Do trained ambulance
attendants perform differently as a result of their
training? Then by effectiveness we mean whether
the change(s) is in the intended direction, whether
the change is about as large as was anticipated, and
whether there are unexpected additional benefits
for disadvantages resulting from the intervention.
A ne rescue vehicle might not only be medically
mor des' able but might improve morale and
pri the squad. A new administrator might
produce greater efficiency in operations but also
produce undesirable turnover in personnel over
the long run.

What we are recommending is tat all changes
should be considered to be terripolrary, tc, be ex-
perimental, and that procedures should be estab-
lished to evaluate their effects. Perhaps that may
seem an ur?realistie recommendation, but in o
view to do less is irrational. There is not much')

t , purpose in replacing one administrator by another
in order to improve organizational performance
without having some way of knowing Whether the
improvement takes place. It does not make much

sensiel t buy a newpiece of ,quipment without
having some plan fordetermining whether it
worksIbetter. It is obvious that different types of
decisiOnts may be evaluated in different ways. and-
not all require formal study and experimentation.
Some evaluations occur in .the normal course of

,

event4s, and if the risks'involved in simply waiting
to see What happens.are not too great, needed data
will often emerge. There was a.recent newspaper

Undesirable

reporting that steel-belted radial tires are
Undesirable for cars, likely to be driven over 100
miles per hqur because failure of!heat dissipation
leads to blowouts. This fact was discovered because
of failure of such tires on police cars used in high
speed chases. It does seem just possibly a bit un-
fortunate for a police department proudly outfit-
ted with steel-belted radials on its cars to learn that
such tiro are not such good choices right in the
middle of a high speed chase. Note that even in
this case, however, the conclusion was made possi-
ble braccumurating data across a number of dif-
ferent jurisdictions. ThinIQ how long it might haVe
taken 'for 100 on car police departments scattered
around the country to learn the same thiiig. Ob-
viously if a major decision is to be made, or a

decision is tobe made which is not easily reversi-
ble, simply waiting to see what happens is weak
evaluation strategy.

Some evaluations' are pre-performed to at
least some degree. Specifications,for equipment, as
an instance, are an 'attempt to ensure that the
equipment will perform as expected. From a
strictly hardware, technological standpoint, it may
be possible to draw up and enforce specifications
in advance. Even in some other areas technology
may be sufficiently advanced that a change can be
made with reasonable confidence of effectiveness.
For example, not every training program has to be
evaluated in every setting. Eventually one.becomes
confident that a given type of training is a desira-,
hie thing. However, there are good reasons for
making conservative estimates of the probable ef-
fectiveness of new programs and for making at
least some probing efforts to determine that the
programs are having their desired effects.

it is tepting to think that at least some type
of programs or other interventiops can be assumed
to be effective, e.g., on local groundsor by anal-
ogy. Based on reviews of many other programs
and innovations iumany other areas, we have-con-
cluded that it is risky, if hot downright hazardous,
to assume anything about the probable effect of a
program. A large number of examples can be cited
of programs and practices which were assumed to.
be desirable or which became standard practice be-
fore any evidence of effectiveness was available
and which haye not only in some instances proven
worthless, but worse, have on occasion proven
dangerous. It is also unfortunately the case that'at
least some of these programs persist and even pro-
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liferate proven ineffectiveness. However,
before p ng to specific examples, it might tie
noted also that even if a program can be assumed
to be desirable, to be on the whole an improve-

- ment, it is much more difficult to know whether'
any astumed.,benefits are proportional to costs. It
may be possible to demonstrate conclusively by
purely technical evidence that a new communica-
tions sysfern will result in reduced dispatching
time, but if'the system requires betteitrained per-.
sonnel; renovation of space, etc., it may prove de-
ceptively .expensive. But even if all those factors
are known, it .may still be highly questionable,
whether the projected decrease in 'dispatch time
will be worth the costs.

Wastefulness of ineffective solutions to
problems.

'The problem with ineffective. "solutions" to
problems is that they are wasteful, usually in sev-
eral ways, and hence should not be tolerated. In
these days of increasing prekstires for accountabil-
ity on the part of public institutions, it is going to
be increasingly necessary to produce positive evi-
dence of effectiveness of new programs and
changes in old ones. Ineffective programs are,
quite obviously, wasteful of resources: space, time,
talent, money. The city of Miami Beach, Florida,
mandates that a physician ride along on every
emergency vehicle run. If that physician does not
in some substantial degree improve the results of
emergency runs, then moneya good bit of
itand talent that could well be used elsewhere
are being wasted. However, at a less obvious level
than the wasting of resources, ineffective pro-
grams are wasteful because they often involve sub-
stantial and important opportunity costs, i.e.,
money or energy invested in one enterprise is not
aYailable for other, perhapS much more firoduc-
live -purposes. A relatively. obvious opportunity
cost is the economic one: purchase of one $13,000

--emergency, vehicle means that two $6,500 vehicles
cannot be purchased:, The hiring of a full-time
emergency physician, may 'mean that two fewer
nurses can be-employed. 'Money -§pent to install
radiographic equipment in an emergency room
will not be available to renovate space to improve
work-flow.

It needs also to be recognized that ineffective
programs may be worse than simply wasteful be-
cause they detract attention and energies from
problems badly needing solution. For example, it
hat teen noted that almost any anti-delinquency
program, even if it is quite ineffective, reduces
public anxieties about the problem and an result-
ing pressures for a solution. It has been argued
that every ineffective delinquency program sets
the field back about five years because that is how
long it takes to discOver that it is not working. The
situation cannotbe different in- theJsealth field

generally and in emergency medical services deliv-
ery specifically. Think of the many changes in the
EMS field that have'been made with the promise,
but not the demonstration, of effectiveness which
Have been or may now be called into question. And
think how those very changes have retarded fur-
ther explorations into the problems involved. We
want to reiterate the point here ti\at we believe it
essential to plan for the best possible evaluation of
every change, or innovation, or new program. We
believe that absolutely nothing about effectiveness
can be as%umed.

Examples of unevaluated bad Ideas.

Perhaps it might help at this, point to give 'a
few examples of how reason and logic have led to
erroneous conclusions, sometimes with results that
have been quite unfortunate. A good initial exam-
ple, because it pertains to the training of personnel
involved in deliveiy of critical public services is the
set of t ssumptions that has long existed about ap-
propriAte training for police personnel. Since it is
evident that police are often subjected to consider-
able stress, that .they must cope, with danger,
harassment, enforced quasimilitary discipline, and
the like, it has seemed evident to just about
everyone that police training should prepare offi-
cers for those very experiences by providing occa-
sions,. preferably numerous, of a high degree -of
realism, on which they can practice the appro-
priate responses. Consequently police training has
been militaristic,. physically and emotionally dei,
man,ding, marked by stern and stressful discipline,
etc. A ftw/years ago it occurred to H.H. Earle
(19,73), an' offiCer in the Los Angeles County
Sheriff's Department, that the assumptions-.on
which so much of police training has beedlbased
just might be wrong. So he developed an alterna-
tive training program characterized by relaxed
discipline, rational exercise of authority, minimiza-
tion of artifically induced stress, and the like,. Half
of the recruit class were assigned randomly to the
traditional training program and half to the new
experimental program. The experimental pro-
gram proved to produce patrolmen better iCevery
respect, both at the conclusion of training ana
upon follow-up. The experimentally trained class
were even judged later to wear their uniforms bet-
ter, and they- scored significantly better in marks-
manship. Can anything about the training of
EMTs or paramedics be taken for granted?

Over the years one of the convictions that has
been prevalent about delinquent youth is that they
come from rather generally disturbed families and
that they need some sort of substitute parent, e.g., a
"big brother," at least tb tide them over, to help
provide some of the attention and warmth thai they
fail to get at, home. In the meantime,, the family,
should receive some sort of therapy or counselling.
A recently published study by_the Institute for So-
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cial Research at the University of Michigan Suggests
that not only are those assumptions pot unable,
t6ey may in part, be absolutely wrong. An experi-
mental test of the "volunteer" delinquency. .wor.ker
program showed that It is, at .best, of no value,-and
a further study showed that requiring the farinilies
of delinquents to participate in counselling pro-
grams was worse thaVleaving them alone (Berger &
Gold, ¶976).,

The above are but two of many examples that
could bevadduced. Anti-drug abuse programs based
on the very best of assumptions have proven gener-
ally worthless. The logic of 'probation and parole is
inescapable, but neither seem to work at all. The
state of Maine has recently, braction ofthe legisla-
ture, given up on pasole altogether. When prison-
ers are released, they are released, and that is it.
Although controversial, a recent report on the ef-
fectiveness of rehabilitative techniques with crimi-
nal offenders (Martinson, 1974) concludes that
there is no rehabilitative power, hoWever logical and
appealing, that produces, results in any dependable
way.

The medic and health fields can provide as
many, and equ Ily good, examples. Cardiac Inten-
sive Care Lin` ma, be of little or no 'value and
even har f I n some cases. Coronary artery bv-
'pass surgery is quite logical and, on the evidence,
jade justified. Health Maintenance Organilations
are proliferating afirnund the country because they
seem like a very ood idea There is as vet 'no evi-
dence of their of tiveness and some modest pleas.
of evicte.nce su ge mg that they may he of little
value Health educa on-is clearly a good idea, but
at least as it has been itnplemented, it is a waste of
money and effort. An interesting note on health
education comes .from Victor Weingarten, Presi-1
dent of the Institute forPublic Affairs, who found)
that five major voluntary health agencies were
spending more than $100 ruillion per year for
health information programs. Yet over a period of
ten years there were only two instances of any at-
tempt by any of the agencies to evaluate any of the
material An insurance company spending S2 mil-
lion per year for health information has never had
an .evaluation of the materials over a period of 20
years (Weingarten, 1974) A great deal of money
and effort is being invested in the development of
PS' 4s with almost no evidence at all that they

e their intended effects and with distinct risks
that they will have quite undesirable side effects.

Two examples involving monetary consid-
erations are of special interest. New York Bell
Telephone Company, concluded that they were
spending too much money providing information

() services to subscribers who ought to look up the
numbers in the telephone directories. They calcu-
lated that by' instituting a charge for information
service, which involved a commitment to refund
$.30 to ev-ery subscriber not using information

service, the company. could .irave a great deal of
money. However, ,subsequent to the invoking of
the information service charger, there was such an
enormous increase in requests for directories ac-
companied by unanticipated costs in refunding the
$.30 to the huge number of subscribers who
proved not to use information, that the company
was faced with a-very sizeable net loss,- a figure
around $2 million. A4elatively small scale experi-

, ment might well have suggested, what did in fact
happen. Another example involving moneyors the
hospital precertification program which was sup-
posed to save Medicare and Medicaid funds by
providing assurance that every hospital admission

,i's, in fact, medically justified. However, precertifi-
cation involves costs, and Drs. Thomas Bice and
David Salkever are currently analyzing data which
suggest that the "certificate of need" in fact re-
sulted in a net increase inscosts of hospitalization,
probably by about $5 00 per hospitalization. (Bice
personal communication). Not much, but when
aggregated across all federally supported hos-
pitalizations the total is f airly important. Again, an

rcexperimental trial of recertification midi have
helped A trial (carried 'out in Hawaii) of review of
ambulatory care-for appropriateness of treatment
indicated that such review is probably not cost ef-
fective, i.e ; it' costs more to conduct the review
than is saved by reducing inappropriate treatment
costs (The Hawaii EMCRO, 1973).

The treatment of patients in medical
emergeNcies provides other examples, especially
pertinent in this context, of inadequately evaluated
treatments, some of which- were taken for granted
with some unfortunate results. Standard treatment
for burns, as an instance, for many, years called for
administration of intravenous calcium along with

' massive blood transfusions, a practice now re-
garded as harmful_ because the large amounts of
calcium may induce 'Cardiac systOle. The
Trendlenburg position (head down) for shock.vic-
tuns was recommended after World War I on the
basis of experience hwith pelvic surgical patients,

/ and on that basis alone it was accepted as good
practice for 50 yealss or more. It is now known That
that position is wrong,' the preferred position
being pith the patient's torso flat and the legs
sommeat elevated. The Trendlenburg position
example does illustrate the problem that arises
when a treatment is better than some known alter-

/natives, e.g., itis better than having the patient flat
or with head elevated, but not the best alternative
available. A partially effective treatment or other
intervention may inflibit\research to a very power-
ful degree'

Evaluation: begin at the beginning.

If good eviluatiort, is to be accomplished, we
believe firmly tat it must be planned for, and in
fact it should be built in during the initial stages of
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program .planning and development. 'Once ttiefg.
are underway, programs have a strong tendency to
develop their own Internal, logic and momentum so
that it is very difficult to probe into them to de-
termine 'their effectiveness', let alone to change
them. The vely examination of a pfogram from
the standpoint of its outcomes becomes quite
threatening.! People become identified with pio:
grams and Aievelop a proprietary interest #n them
at the very least. In some instances the interest be-
comes material.'As an example Of the former, it is
very clear that any ,proposal tqrvaluate the' per-
formance and effectiveness of volunteer rescue
squads would be likely to meet. with great resis-
tance from the sauads to be evaluated. But the re-
sistance would art be any less if one were to pro-

'pose a. comparative evaluation of emergency
rooms operated under hospital control and those
Operated by contract with an outside firm of
emergency physicians. The Experimental Medical
Care R6few Organization (Evaluation of Hawaii
EMCRO, 1974) in Hawaii engendered great hostil-
ity in the local medical community when it pub-
lished a study interpretable as indicating that sub-

-scribers to the Kaiser Permanente prepaid health
'elan might be receiving better medical care than
those citizens seeking attention from private prac-
titioners.; The best way to maximize the chance
that, an evaluation can be 'properly and correctly
carried out is to build it into the program plans
from the beginning.

Evaluation is often expensive.

The potential expense of research cannot be
glossed over. Program evaluation is rarely cheap,
or at least rarely both cheap and good. However,
one's per'spective op the cost of research has to in-
clude the cost of the program or the treatment to
beimplemented, in some cases the cost accumu-
lated over a g(44-nany years. The perspective also
has to include 5'6me estimate of the likelihood that
the change or intervention planned might actually
be harmful, the likelihood that whatever had ef-
fects'might result would be reversible and atwhat
cost and the likelihood that a program might be-
come a model for wide implementation. Even very
expensive research may be worthwhile under some
circumstances. For example, one group was asked
to develop a plan to evaluate the effectiveness of
an areawide EMS for which a federal grant of
about $900K had been received: After due
thought to the problems involved the planning
group came up with an evaluation proposal which
would have cost about $1.5 `million, a result which
caused a great deal of amusement and even dero-
gation in some quarters. However, there are now
more than 200 regional EMS, with many millions
of. federal dollars being spent, and still with very
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little goved information on which to make a judg-
ment of Wicat is happening. A

Many sithilar examples can ea§ily be found.
There was a $3 million dollar proposal to evaluate
the peaorrnance of seven nurse pxaceittioner
(PRIMEX)'programs, each graduating only a few:.
trainees exfh year. Viewed as-an evaluation of the

' seven specific programs the research would clearly
hive been dreadfully expensiye. On the -Other
hand, viewed-as an evaluation of prototype pro-
grams for potential-nationwide implementation,
the research could have bees considered "a real
bargain. Evaluation of Oil systems is not beingtac-
complisheti, in part becatise the cost of evaluating
any one installation would-seem disproportionately,
great in relation to the cdst of the ,system, say -in
one or two counties. Yet the aggregate cost of 911
systems across the country will be staggering, and
they will all be in place before anyone discovers
whether it is really a good idea or not. By that time
it will be too late.

Heavy expenditures for research can also be
justified when risks okkad outcomes are substan7
tial and when those outcomes might not be easily
reversed. How much would it have been worth, for
example,. to have done a definitive evaluation of
the effects of thalidomide? Utilitation of various
paramedical personnel would not seem to be com-
pletely without risk, and. at least some of the risks
that are imaginable are also substantial, and the
expenditure, of fairly large sums of money to

_evaluate performance of paramedical personnel'
would seem completely justifiable. -Sono changes
or innovations need careful evaluation, preferably
in a limited experiment, because they tend to be
irreversible. It seems scarcely likely, for example;
that it would ever be possible to gel the law
changed so as to permit untrained ambulance at-
tendants to function again, even EMTs proved
not to be any better in performance. It will be dif-
ficult, perhaps impossible, for any community to
abandon its 91) system once it is in place. Nearly
all of the costs are incurred in start uP, and by the
time the system might be found to be no better
than previous systems, it would be.too late. A vol-
unteer rescue squad, once replaced by hired staff,
might be extraordinarily difficult to assemble
again.

To reiterate, research very often costs a lot of
money in absolute terms. Whether it is relatively.
expensive and worth doing depend on a number
of other factors, including especially whether a re-
search effort is viewed as addressed to a specific
time and space limited problem or whether it is
addressed to a Problem better considered as exten-
hive in timeand space.

More basic research is needed

One of the distinct impediments to the kind of
aresearch which all of us would like to see done on,
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EMSsand many other health piograms--is that
so much basic research, preparatory research,
needs to be clone,and there ii so little impetus and
enthusiasm for doing it. We would all like to know
whether trauma centers save lives, whether EMT

. --trainin g is worthwhile, -whether it would worth
while to reduce rescue squad response time from
ten to eight minutes. 'Buyve do not know how to
measure outcomes, or even whether .that meas-.
ureinerrt is possible. It is disturbingly difficult even
to get basic data on emergency medical services:
*hat pifhportion of ambulance runs involve un-
conscious victims? what proportion of ambulance
runs inliolve multi ictims? what proportion of
ambulance rains involv burn victims olwhat,cle-
gree of 'severity? on what proportion of runs is
basic and effective assistance,already being ren-
dered at the scene? The. list is virtually, endless.
The answers may be available, lat they are cer:
tainly not readily availabl.nd tre unavailability
of answers to just such simple questions is retard-
ing research efforts. One cannot, for.example, ex-
pect to evaluate EMT treatment of burn victims if
there are very few burn cases- handled. Nor can
one evaluate very well the handling of cases for
which there is little variability, as might 15e the case
for- certain types of ,relatively minor 'injuries for
which the treatment would be obvious. As yet very
little is known about, the way rescue teams actually
function, and until. that knowledge is obtained, it

. will be difficult to advance in other areas. 'Unfor-
tunately basic research, even in applied areas, is
often tedious, has to ;.immediate payOff, has very

....0 Ifitle payoff of anylkind to the agencies that are
the subjecls of the research, and is pot very

''''' glamorous. It is,
.
unfortunately, only critical.-

Generalizabllity of findin s

There might be some onfusion created'by
some. of the above discussion because there have
&en repeated jumps from, local to national .prob-
lems, from little to big problems, etc._It isapparent
that the national interest in EMS resoarch.cannot
be satisfied by purely local Problems and issues.
Whether a new director of a department of public
salty will do 'a beiter job than his predecessor is.
not'an interest beyond the locality in which

he problem resides. 'Whether. in a given CO,MMU-
nit'y rescue squads should, be kept., togethrt in-
teams or shifted around for convenience in

one takes on a problem may determine whether it
is of purely local interest or whether it has more
far reaching implica&cons. The question of replac-
ing Chief Jones wits Chief Smith is not very in-
terving, but the question whether replacement of
Chiefs makes any difference when things are not
going well,is at least a potentially interesting ques-
tion. One investigator has been able to show that
when baseball teams change managers, perform-
ance of the team generally improves (Grusky,
1963. Could the same be true of the EMS? Simi-
larly,.the question of -scheduling of rescue tquad
workers is of more general. interest if one asks
whether workers consistently assigned er
function' more efficirritly and effectively, whethe
tl*y tend to develop' role specialties, and other like
questions.

In any case, it should bewclear that the i erest
of federal agencies is in research that co ributes
to the general body of knowledge about the workit,
ing of EMS and, at-least in the longer run, to the'
development of policies to guide federal support
for -EMSs. No matter how praiseworthy on other
grounds, a service program to benefit 'a local
community cannot qualify as'research. Still other
research is of such parochial natursvalid so far re-
moved from interests of federal policy that it
would not be likely, to.engender much interest at
the federal level. For example, what sort of uni-
form Would be most suitable for E4Ts in Houston
might be an issue of some concern there, but the
implications, beyond thait community ,would very
like)), be limited and probably (many would hope)
beyonclathe policy interests of the federal govern-
ment. Research svillbe of greatest interest when it
is addressed to problems of rather broa,t1 concern,
when it promises to provide new infor ation,
when that new information will be of yak*, I un- ,

derstanding the basic processes-of EMS func on,
ing and when the results are likely .to be t ans-
latable into policy statements and action
implementations.

. Problems to be resolved

..We do not want to glob over any of, tie prob-
lems or Emitationg involved in the type of research
and systematic program evaluation we are prow-
frig here. Both he problems and limitations are
numerous and severe, so much so that they remind
us of Winston Churchill's comment that deinoc-

., scheduling is not a question of muc interest in , racy is a terrible form of gOvernment, having as io
ashington, D.C. Nonetheless, we do want to af- , 'virtually oits only strength the fact4hat it is prefer-,

'firm our belief that even local age s would do able to, any alternative. What;
well toihave evaluators 'available -to 'determine Clete:mining whether otiVrcapep
the of of even such limited and i al 'changes, trederirk Mostellettote,a)legOi t
whether the evaluators are -regulai staff members
or consultants. We believe that it is important for
local public agencies to know what they are doing
and what effects they are having. NoiyAger we
would also. like to suggest that the perspecame that

ternative to experimentitik-ikitti p
anti and with people (see,Gitkrt,
ler, 1975). ,

One fiibqatf eyaluatiprf
that admiri4stralbrs Masi often make decisions in

. . .

ternative to
ork? Prof.

he only al-
lo fool

t,,e8c Mostol-
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a time frame that does not encompass the deter-
mination of effectiveness of a proposed change.
We suspect'that at least some of,,the urgency of de-
cision making may be exaggerated, but nonethe-
leis,*if an inconipetent person must be fired and
repliced, *here will berno tine to evaluate the ef-
fects of the replacement. The reorganization of, a
hospital and community health system may force
changes in emergency 'medical selivices which can-
not be ev uated before being mide. However, in

, s ch problems merely reinforce in the
\--Strongest way the case for doing research and

evaluation whenever it is possible. By having avail-
able a good data base, by having access to a fund of

22
accmmulated research, by knowing the results of
evaluations of programs similar to the one being
considered, it should be possible to make more in-
telligent, informed decisions with a much higher
probability of"payoff. Thus, for example, the
twenty-five year research progrIm of Prof. Fred
Fiedler on effectiveness of different types of lead-
ers in different types of settings provides at least
the possibility of doing better in the replacement
of an executive than merely hoping that the most
available candidate will be an improvement (e.g.,
Fiedler, 1971). Ehough is known about media
campaigns to inforrri the public about some service
that one need not start from scratch in designing
an information campaign about a 911 system, e.g..
we know 'that public service TV announcements
are rarely broadcast at prime times. Whatever in-
formation is` available about organizations, pro-
grams, etc., .has come from research which was
done when it was possible. The opportunity to do a
good piece of research is not a regular occurrence,
and ritz good opportunity should be passed up.

The work of Nathan Capin of the Ihstit,ute of
Social Research at the University of ,M4chigan has
shown aim there are sfrie fairly cleatslimitations
on the utilization of research findings in policy de-
cisions (Caplan,,,Morrison, & Stambaugh, 1975).
One of the clearest limitations was the reluctance
of policy makers to consider the use of research
not done in their own settings. That is a very seri-
ous liimitation if it persists, because it is obviously
impossible to replicate every bit of research in
every setting. In some degree there is' going to
have o be an effort made to educate adminis-
trator to the use of research findings and to de-
creas heir parochialism and sense of uniqueness
and t ft4r fears of being wrong on occasion.
Perhaps More stress by researchers on the more
generalizeible features of their work would be
helpfld and that suggests again the importance of
the perspectiye in which the work is' viewed. While
i rue that no two cities, nor any two hospitals,
n b ny two rescue squads are quite alike, it is simi-
larly true that .no two cittes;metc., are. entirely dif-
ferent. One needed and promisingline.of resech
that'could be carried out as easily in the EMS field
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as any other is the conditions under which change.
occurs, innovationkare disseminated, and research
findings are utilized. -

We would like to conclude this section by re-
verting to the point with which we began. The
making of decisions about provision of public serv-
ices is a complex matter that must take economic,
logistical, political,_and other realities into consicV
eration. However, we believe that tie effectiveness
of a proposed change, innovation, or program is
an equally vital reality which li ust be a factor in
the decision of an administrafrir. We would grant
that for political purposes an administrator might
very well adojt a program known to be ineffective
or of little worth, but that decisiOn is better micle
in full knowledge of the program's lack of worth,
even if the administrator then runs the risk of
being considered cynical. Perhaps it is betteto be
cynical than to be gullible and naive. An adminis-
trative.body such as a city, council may not want to
vote funds for a program because of fear of citizen

e\reaction to high r tax rates, but, we believe that
those citizensare etter served if the city council
fails to enact a pr gram in full knowledge or its
actual sbcial worth. When I buy a car, its perform-
ancealaracteristics. is-not the only factor affecting
my dPkision, but I want to knoW them. Ignorance
is bliss only until, inevitably, its consequences catch
up with you.
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24 The term "evaluation" is currently being used 'in several differe,t ways with widely different implications for how evaluations,should
be carried out.,While there is no one definition of evaluation that can be claimed to.be the correct one, there are some evaluations
that ar_,e more penetrating than others. It is important to know in what sense the term is being used when, evaluations are mod to be
desirefor to have been accomplished. In this paper Linda Esrov, an evaluation research methoilogist, describes the types and levels'
of evaluation that are in current favor , 1,.

'
Over the last ten years or so a confusing vari- Such?nan, 1967; Campbell, 1959; Weiss, 1R72;

.

ety of activities have been lumped together under Reicken & Boeuch, 1974; Bennett & Lurnsdaine,
the heading of evaluation research or program 1975), as the use of the social science methodology

;,

evaluation. his diversity is so pronounced that I of the controlled experiMent tt assess the extent to
assume that many people,' upon picking up a vol- which' a program is successful in bringing about,..-
ume entitled "Final Program Evaluation Report," the desired changes in the target population. This
would be hard pressed to predict much of any- can be viewed as one type'of evaluation. According

' thing about what type of informatiori is inside. Be- to this definition what is being evaluated is the
cause of thisriliversity authors who have tried to program's outcome or effectiveness in producing
provide a comprehensive definition of .prtagram change and the method to be used is_that\ of the

411!evaluation, one that covers all of t ypes and controlled experiment.
levels of evaluation activities, have n forced. to AS has been mentioned, however, there are
produce broad gnnerahnes such tas

the fetlowing. numerous definitions of program' evalttation in
Prograrp evaluation is any assessment or informa- addition to this one of evaluation as a 'controlled
Lion that alloWs one to reach deCisions, on pro- .experiment. It is being suggested here that one of
grams (Be{nstein & Freeman, 1975): The vague- the reasons for the diversity is that different
ness of this definition is a testimony to the fact that people are talking about different types 'of evalua-
being more explicit would have excluded some- tion activities when they define program evalua-
b v who was doing something that heishe, called tion. It is also proposed that two characteristics, 1)....
e luation research. This definition does, how= level (what is being evaluated) and 2) methodol-
ever, make- thecontribution of asserting the pur- ogy, vary across different definitions of evaluation
pose of evaluation research or program evalua- research, and therefore should be useful as a
tion. It has a generally agreed upon, applied means to classify different types of evaluation. Ac-
purpose, that is, to aid decision-making concern- cordingly, these two characteristics will be used to
ing4 rams. However, this definition leaves un- develop a descriptive classification scheme that will
sped t at least two important considerations: auempt to include most of the activities that are

(1 e level of the evaluation (i.e., what is it currently labelled evaluation research or program
abort the program that is being assessed or evaluation. The rationale for such a scheme is to
evaluated), provide descriptive information so that one is bets__.

(2) the methodology of the evaluation (i.e., ter able to differentiate among various evaluation
hoW-is the- assessment or evaluation to be. activities and hopefully to reduce some of the con-
done). fusion that is related to.the term "program evalua-

,

-If one-inchides these two specifications in a defini- Lion". In/ddition to the description of different
Lion of firograin evaluation, the definition no 4types o evaluation activities, an attempt will be

. longer refers to the multitude of activities under- made to point out each type's contributions to
taken in the name of evaluation. Instead, u defines decisiollimaking along with its limitations. Exam-
a specific type of evaluation and consequently pies of evaluations from Emergency Medical Serv-
excludes other types. For example, one night de- ices will be considered within this framework.
fine what is generally believed to be the most sci- ,
entifically defensible type of program evaluation, Levels of Evaluation: What Is Being Evaluated?
namely evaluation as a controlled experiment (t.g., Of the possibilities as to what it is about a pro- .

Is t
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gram that is tp be evaluated (i.e., assessed in order
to aia program decisio king) five will be iden-
tified.tified. These levels are:

(1) program planning r objectives.
(2) program implementation or structure

- (3) program operation or process
(4) program's production of desired change or

outcome ,

(5) program impact.
. '.,

When assessing level 1, program planning,
one is dealing with the characterization of the so-
cial problem area including what it is that needs.
improvement. This also includes thr definition of
programmatic elements and the setting of goals
and objectives. -

When assessing level 2, program implementa-
tion or structure, one is dealing with the inputs of
the program 'such as resources, equipment, man-
power, facilities, etc. Often administration is
included. .

When assesing level 3, program operations or
process, one is dealing with the performance of
daily program activities; the services delivered, the
practices, strategies Ind intervention effofot-----

Whey assessing level 4, the program's prodbc-
tion bf desired change or outcome, one is dealing
with the overall effectiveness of the program to
meet its predetermined objectives: These objec-
tives usually relate to measuring improvements or
changes in the target population. .

When assesasipi level 5, program impact, one
is dealing with outcomes that extend beyond-the
specific individuals who are servet1 by the pro-
gram, that is, the effect of the program at the
broader community level

lc viewing these five levels of evaluation or
what is evaluated, it can be sern that they evolve
from the immediate consideration of deciding
what form the program is to take (level 1) to the
intermediate concerns of producing the program
and delivering its services. (levels 2 and 3) toithe
ultimate notion of determining if the outconies, of
both individuals and community, were wha as
desired (levels 4 and 5). It may be that evaluation
at each of these levels can profitably accumulate to
produce a particularly comprehensive program
evaluation. However, even if evaluation is not to
be carried out at all of these levels, it will be
suggested later that a number of combinations of
these levels of evaluation are very compatible due
to certain Methodological issues.

The importance of recognizing the level of
evaluation with which one is dealing should not be
undereinfccasized: One of th'e two most obvious
shortcomings of many evaluation projects results
from the lack of recognition. of what it is apt is
actually being evaluated. The'mistake often Made
is ,to assume by demonstrating success at one level
that success has 'also 'been demonstrated at another
higher level of the program. This should be rec-

,..ognized as an unverified assumption. For example,

just because a program was implemented, as
planned or according to certain standards, its ef-
fective ss in producing the desired change in its

et population has not been demonstrated. '_

. Methodology of Evaluation: He4 Is It Done? ,.

4n order tb deal with a given level of a pro-
gram in an evaluative manner one must use some
means of-assessing worth, value, or success. It
should be recognized that an evaluative assessment
is always_ a comparative process. There can be no
absolute evaluation. If a program, is asserted to be
effective or successful, some type of comparison or.
contrast has been,made. This comparison may be'
implicit or quite explicit. For example, on an im-
plicit, basis the comparison may be that this pro-
gram is as good as other programs that one has the
impression are successful or that this 'program is
much better than one's impressidii of many other
programs. The comparison process can also be
made much mbreexplieit. As will he. disCussed, the,
use of experim'ental design fqrmalikes the need for
comparisons through the use 'of comparison
groups dr control groups. ,

The need for comparisons in order to reach
valid evaluative conclusions should be emphasized.
The second of the two most obvious shortcomings
of niany evaluation projects is that they often claim.
more than their methodology can show. Many
studies make what Campbell and Stanley, (1966)
call the "error ,of misplaced precision": These
studies attend-at great length' to the collection of
data concerning one .program but are little con-
cerned with the comparison of what conditions
would be like or what results would be grpduced
without the program or with an alternative pro-
gram. The error is Often tei assume that all of the
details that one has measured ate causally related to
the one program. This cannot-Ilsually be demon-
strated without explicit comparison unless it is

,completely implausible that anything other than
the program itself could have produced the re-
sults. In'the realm of social programs this state of
certainty does not u ually exist.

Of the possibili es as to how to do an evalua-
tion, that is, what methodology is used, four
niethods will be identified ajong with comments on
their limitations and,assets. The four methods are:

(1) description,
(2) informal evaluation or reliare upon

. common sense .. .

(3) comparison with standards
(4) experimental design.
As a method, description is meant to be taken

literally. It refers to the systematic charatterization
or description of a situation or area of interest in
accurate and comprehensive manner. in a sense,
description is nonevaluative and the addition of
one of the other methods (informal evaluation;

-,compsris'on with standards, or experimental
design) applied to,descriptiop produces,an evalua-
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non. Description is included separately here be-
cause the collection of a descriptive data base is
such an extensive part of many program

/
evaluations:

There ale many familiar tig of .desCriptive
. . .

methodologies. For example, case studiep can be
purely escrtptive account's of situations,Ipersons,,
or eve Cs. Surveys seek to provide descriptions and
use sampling methods so as to insure that the re-
sults, are representative.of a certain.population.
Other examples of the use of description are task
analyses, job descriptions, and critical incidents
reports.

The method of informal evaluation is equiva-

26
lent to the application of'conventional wisdom or
the use of one's "common sense" in order to make

- judgments. 'Informal evaluation can h..e charac-
tetized-by its dependence upon casual observation
as the source of information and implicit goals as
the4iterion of value or success, It is the unsys-
temayi use of subjective judgment to determine
worth and really is the embodiment of our every-
day understanding of the nontechnical sword
evaluation.

The problem with recommending informal
evaluation is 'the likelihood that it will be of vari-
able quality. There is no doubt that at times in-
formal' evaluation can be extremely insightful. On
the other hand, informal evaluation ca (also be
sup&ficial and distorted, and ptoduce deci-
sions as a result of the reliance upon unrepresen-
tative anecdote; and unchecked. impressions. The
prOblem becomes one of how to separate accurate
frprh faulty impressions.

Using comparisons with standards as an
'evaluatiye method does iticlude the important con -
sideration of making the comparison process
ekplicit. The measurement process itself is there-
fore usually very objective and the standards can
usually be subjected' to empirical test. As will be-

"discUssed, the validity of this approach; however,
depends upon what it is that is being evaluated,
(i.e., the level) and the validity of the chosen
standards.

The methodolog}t of experimental design is a
purposeful and expll approach to comparative
measurement. This method is particularly well-

suited to determining wlich of two or more treat-
m:ents'or programs is mJre effective or more suc-
cessful The classical experimental design in its

' simplest form incorporates two important ideas:
i-andPm assignment of units (such as patients, hos-
pitals, etc.) .arid a control or comparison group. As
Baruch (1974) has noted, this comparison often
takes one of two forms: the historical comparison,
which is the basis for time series designs, compares
the condition of the target group after the ntrp-
Action of the program with the condition prior to
the introduction. A contemporary comparison,
which is the "standare'control group, makes a
comparison between the target group receiving the,. r

.

F

program and a control group sampled fromithe
same popillation as the target group, but)ot re-
ceiving the program,,A comparison of$4.6 differ-
ences between theso-two groups is taken as an es-
timate of the program's effects.

Therefore, 'in its simplest form the classical
experiment is a situation where a/randomly chosen
half 9f the units uncle!. study receives the program
or treatment that is being evaluated and the tither
half does not receive the pr ram.' These groups
are then measured on the viriable of interest (for
example, morbidity) and a comparison is mad e-

, tWeen the outcomes for each group. As a resu f
the controlled comparison and randomization of I
units this method has the ability to show the de-
gree to which the measured results were attained
as a result Of the program or treatment: Thus ex -'
perinferits attempt to establish causal relations;
e.g.,. v;raS, -program or treatment the cause of
the obseMar changes in morbidity. The impor- ;
tance,,0 tindorn assignment to groups should be\stressed egiuse if a comparison group is chosen
11 `any fit, er-method either of the following two

.,-a sumptiont are required:
(1) the.-tomparison group is Identical tp the

treatment group in all other factors except
for the treatment being studied,

(tone can correct for any of the relevant dif-
ferences between the control group and

4 the treatment group.
kt should be pointed out that it is often difficult, if
not impossible, to meet these assumptions without.
randotnization 4

In addition. to the type of true experimatal
design that has just been described there ari: also
numerous other designs which fail to meet the re-

. quirements of rahdomization. Th'ese are known as
quasi-experimental designs and. require that spe-
cial efforts be made to rule oat plausible rival in-
terpretations to the hypothesis that',the treatment
caused the observed differences.

Classification of Types of Evalluation Research

or Program Evaluation: Level (What it is That is

Being Evaluated) X Methodology.

Now that we have distinguishedoamong five
different levels of evaluation and four different
niethodologies and described each of these briefly
we can go on to discuss the different types of pro-
gram evaluation that are produced by. the combi-
nations of these levels and methodologies. Concep-
tually one can envision a matrix with methodolo-
gies serving as four column headings and levels of
what is being ebaluated serving as five row head-
ings.
The twenty cells that are produced ate what we are
referring to as "types" ofAtvaluation. Actually this

matrix oversimplifies the situation quite a bit.
Some of the cells,probably'do npt exist' or only,

- rarely. Some types of/e'valuation are done at more
than one .level and include.more than Ofle
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Classification'Scheme For Types of
Evaluation Activities

Methodology How Is It Being D e,',
Leve)6: What is Description Informal Comparison Expki-
Being Evaluated Evaluation with Stan- mental

dards 4esi n

PrograM Plan
or Objectives

Program Imple-
mentation or
Structure

Program Opera-
tion or Process

Program Outcom
Of

Production of
Desired Change

Program Impact

11Imethodology and therefore are, defined. more
than briccell. And in at least one rather imp rtant
instance a type of evaluation is done at a level that
is included, in our matrix (program impact) but
with a methodology. that is not included in our
matrix This is-cost-benefit and cost effectiveness
analysis There are probably other omissions but
despite the artificiality y of this aatrix it is hoped
that.it hill serve the useful function of structuring
the following discussion and, examples of types of

rogram evaluation.

pes of Program Evaluation

Evalnattng program planning or olyeatves As has
been mentioned, level 1, program planking, con-
cerns the social problem area including what It is
that needs Improvement If a specific program has
already been suggested, this level of evaluation at-
tempts to apess 'whether the contemplated action
is necessary or to determine whether its stated pb-
Jectives.are appropriate If a particular program is
not yet specified but action is binder consideration,
evaluation for program planning concerns the col-
lecuon of information that can help lead to the
specification of objectives. As a result of this proc-
ess these objectives should then be related to resol-
ving a know n social problem and meeting the
needs of the group to which the program is di-
rected It can be noted here that in order to per-
form higher level evaluation activities, particularly
the determi'hation of program outcome or effec-
tiveness, it is necessary to state objectives in terms
of measurable outcomes. This should be done in

, the planning stage so that the program will be im-
plemented ill order to best attain these goals

Evaluatingievel I; program planning, is' an
issue of needs-assessment and it would appear that
the methodologies of description and informal
nraluatioh are best suited to this end. Thus
needs-assessment surveys or censuses.can be con-
'ducted prior to the implementation of the new

.et
,f

prOgvam. These might, utilize some type of health',
status indicator as -a descrive index.of health as
it exists .p for tb program implementation. The

' method will probably not remain descriptive bat
will become evaltiative when present health status
is compared with ,t he health levet that is desired or
expected. Thissiprobably done on an infyrmal
evaluative level biit the cuss19.14 exists that there
are explicit standards that can be used for com-
parative purposes.

In,Emergency Medical Services descriptive in-
formation has 'often been collected regarding the
unmet need for ambulance services. These data

ticern thoSe patients who arrive thethe emer-
gency room with. conditions serious onoughao jus-
tify emergency transport' but whti' have not-re-
ceived such transport. If these data show that
many persons (too many according to an informal-
evaluation process),atie not receiving emergency
transport, they are useful to judge the necessity of
a pyttramito provide more emergency vehicles,
etc. and to judge the appropriateness of this pro-
gram's objectives to solve this unmet need

In Emergency Medical Services Systems collet;
don of descriptions for the determination of sys-
tem level objectives is less,likely .to occur because
there already exist standards of a sort, the fifteen
points of the Emergency Medical Services,Systems
Act of 1973.

27

In a recent project to develop a curriculum for
training Emergency Medical Services adminis-
trators a needs-assessment survey could have pro-
duced useful information for guiding the de-
velopment of curricular materials. It could have
been of additional benefit.in helping to predict the
likelihood of recruiting persons for 'such training
at both the initial site and other proposed sites.

The evaluation ...pf program planning and ob-
jectives is not really compatible with the methodol-
ogy of experimental design. Descriptive methods
such as, surveys are particularly good for telling
one the present state of "the world'. and evaluating
planning is the assessment of whether the plan amid
objectives fit "the world".

Thus the type of evaluation that comes out of
the combination of level I. program planning and
clscriptive and informal evaluation can be consid-
ered needs-assessment It is unlikely that any effort
at program evaluation would- stop at this initial
level of deterrtiining need. Hoever, it is possible
that if certain survey questionnaire items asked if
persons would, for example, find.more ambulance'
services desirable, and the response was quite
fayorable, then the assumption might be made as
to the probable worth of the new program for in- e

creased ambulance services. The lack of any in-
formation: on tre objective worth or effectiveness,
of these services, however, makes this assumption
totally untenable. This type ()revaluation, namely
needs-assessment, is prbbably well-recognized as
ccurrinEtat the level of program planning.
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Evaluating program implementation or structure.'
In evaluating -program implementati'on,:-one is
dealing with the inputs of the program such as re-
sources, equipment, manpower, facilities, etc. As-'
.
sessment at this level is most appropriats for what
can be called compliance-control tAlkin in Weiss,
1972).1ThuS through the use of descriptibn of the
resources and facilities of a program it is possible
to compare'w.hether or not the prtogram contains
the elements proposed during thelanning phase,

corf to compare,ishiether or not the program is in
compliance with certain guideliries or standaids
for its structure., Thilljpe of description of struc-
ture is often required for funding purposes. One
of the attractions of-assessing the level of program
implementation is,that the information to be col-
lected at this level is concrete and often easily ob-'
tained. Howe ?er, problems arise wh he assump-
tion is,made that by describing i ,, one has
evaluated more than the, program's implemen9.--
tion Gibson (1973) has pointed out that the Fed-
eral Higita Safety Act of I966 contained what
were called "performance" or "outcome" criteria
in its Standard No. 1 1, Ernergtncy Medical 'Serv-
ices. As it turns out these criteria were almost ex-

sclusivel% concerned with inputs or program im-
plementation, not with outcome measures or pro-
gram performance. However, the assumption that
Nsas being made as Gibson (1973, p. 427) puts it,
was that "if facilities exist, the are used, and if
used they make a difference". Thus it was assumed
that the inputs were related to operations or proc-
esses and that these operations necessarily pro-
duced the 'effective outcomes of.good Medical
care Similarly accreditations of Universities is
often made on the basis of number of books in the
libran, number of Ph ,D.'s on the faculty,_etc. and
as with Emergency Medical Services, this emphasis
or resources and facilitiesItlbes not necessarily
pilwide evidence on effectiveness. EfferAXeness is
another level of evaluation and the assumption of

f the relationship between inputs and outcomes
must be % erified. ..

Thus ealuation of the level of program im-
plementation through description and possibly
comparison with standards produces what we have ,
called compliance control. It does not appear that
experimental design is an appropriate means for
assessing compliancy control The misleading confu-
sion of this level with the level of program effec-
tiveness may be based on the use of a questionable
evaluation profess: the conventional wisdom
suggesting that good facilities arid resoirces will
result in good outcomes. ,

Evaluating program operations or process. In
evaluating level 3, program operations or process,
one is dealing' 'it-h-progratri activities; the services
delivered; the tiracticest strategies, techniques, and
intervention efforts. It is at this level that most Of
the activities that are labelled evaluative-occur.
While not degrading the importance of knowing

what operation's do occur iia an on-going program
it can be suggested that much of what is termed
evaluation occurs at this level because evaluation
here overlaps considerably With management and
administrative activities. As part of the Emergency
Medical Services Systems Act of 1973, t ose sr-
terns receiving feder11 funding are requi d to in-
clude 'a evaluative component. This is often
adhered to through incr'easing athe visibility of
those (usually informal) evaluaae activities that
occur as part of the program's internal manage-
ment. As a result of this, prograni evaluation Often
becomes characterized as confusing mixture of
Management and science. ,

_
The ct-mbination of the level of program oft-

eraAons and the methodology of description alone
or in combination with-either informal evaluation
or comparison with standards can be termed de-
scriptivescriptive monitoring. This is an important activity.
Through the use of dekription at the level, of pro-
gram operations one can characterize exactly what
activities are occurring as part of the program.
Operations research and systems analysis go to
great lengths to descriptively characterize what ac-
tual operations occur as part of the program, and -

what the organizational functioning of these.op%-
ations is, including a description of the relations or

'links to the Other parts of the system. Descriptive,
monitoring provides the information necessary to
determine whether the target' population of the
program is being reached and whether the ac-
tivities that -are -occurring are actually those that
were,specified at the planning stage-as being re-
lated to the program's objectives. These are impor-
tant contributions and it will be suggested that
even at -higher levels of program evaluation this,

* information is varuable, if noLnecessary, foi- a
--) comprehensie evaluation plan. ,

The problem that occurs with descriptive
. .

monitoring is related to lack of recognition of the
level of this evaluation. The description-ofservices
delivered is not necessarily an indicator of pro-,
gram effectiveness. Those who would suggest
stopping evaluation at this level make the assump-
tion that the effort expended and the efficiency of
the services are ends ili themselves rather than
means. Certainly arj efficiently run system and the
delivery of services may, be necessary for program
effectiveness, but they may. not be sufficient, The
well known eValuative criteria of ambulance te-

r
sponse time and total rescue run time in Emer-
gency Medical Services are problematic.examples
of remaining at 'the evaluation level of program
operations.

Another rattpnale for stopping evaluation ef-
forts at the level of program operations is that
program objectives may not have been operation-
ally defined in terms of measurable outcomes, or
the outcomes may be uncertain or difficult to
measure. Thus evaluators may rely on the use of
illustrative incidents, case reports, or testimonials
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to provide both description and informal evalua-
tions of effectiveness. Again, this raises the issues
of confusing the level of operationS with the level
of outcome. ' ..

Alternatively, evaluations may use comparison
with standards in order to make the leap from the
measurement of operation.k._,to the assumption of
effectiveness. This is a common method used for
assessing the quality of medical-care. In a recent
stud%, Frazier, Lath, and Cannon (1973) evaluated
the qualrnT care given b% emergency medical
technicians b% comparing the activities,that the
technicians performed -with what they called_
"mandated treatments'', Mandated treatments
were explicit process standards of what treatment
should be given if a patient presented with a par-
ticular sign or symptom complex. While this stud%
provided some imperrtant information toncerning
emergency medical technicians' activities, its value
as an index of quality of care is dependent upon
the relationship between the standards (mandated
treatments) and patient outcomes

Medical care is also often evaluated through
the use of expert judgments This can be seen to
be the comparison with standards methodology if
one notes that experts are assumed to have useful
internal standards or implicit process criteria of
w hat is usual or acc-eptable as a result of _their
training acid experience Again the validity of
comparing program operations Ali standardsies
measures of program effectiveness is dependent
upon the validity of the relatiortship between the
end result (e g , patient outcome) and the opera-
tion This validity may have been tested through
earlier studies as is the case ,with Many professional 4
standardAjor 'which data exist clearly supporting
the desirability of the operations However, many
practices go on bec use of tradition and profes-
sional values rat . than data concerning effec-
tiveness As Ber stein and Freeman (1975) point
out this is the case (or the ev'al'uation of school
health prdgrams where the annual physical exams
for children are probably inappropriate evaluative
criteria.

Thus, the level of program operations can be
validly assessed through the means of descriptive
monitoring' Experir&ental design is probably not
necessary for this purpose 4 common problem,
however, is to assume that one has evaluated more
than the level of operations Procedures that com-
pare program activities with standards not for de-
scription and compliance alone but for making
judgments concerning outcomes, must recognize
the possibility of invalid causal links between the

'activities and the outcomes.
Evaluating program outcome or production of the

desired changes The level of evaluation dealing with
program outcome or the production of the desired
changes has been defined as-dealing with the over-
all effectiveness of the program to meet its pre-
determined -object Ives. As was,noted, these obiec-

tives usually relate to measuring improvements'or
changes in the target population. For example, the
objectives of Emergency Medical Services Systems
may be defined as the prevention of disability and
suffering in persons with injury or acute illness
(Willemain, 1974). Thus assessing program out-
comes in Emergency Medical Services can be done
in terms of the reduction of death, disability and
suffering or alternatively in terms of improving
health status.

The combination of level', program outcome
measurement with desc'ription and informal evalu-
ation, can result in the case study. In this type of
evaluation information is collected on the target
group only after exposure to the piogram. The
criteria that are measured may be. appropriate
operationalizations of the stated objectives or this
method can also be used when objectives have not
been operationally defined In either situation, the
case stud% provides a completely inadequate as-
sessment of the program's effectiveness or produc-
tion of desired changed There is no explicit corn-,
parison which allows one ro attribute observed
changes to the program itself The only compari-
son is an informal, Implicit comparison with one's
previous experience As has been noted the prob-
lem with any t% pc ofiinformal evaluation is its un-
.know n biases

The methods of description, informal evalua-
tion, and comparison with standards at the level of
program outcomes can also produce what can be
called performance inonitoring This is very much a
part of operations research, and sstems analysis
and differs from descriptive monitoring in that the

actual operationalizations of the program objec-
tives are being assessed (level 4 rather than level
3) Often specific performance objectives are de-
veloped or projections are made as to what level of
performance should be achieved within a certain
time poriod. This type of forecasting is often made
on a weak empirical basis. Comparisons can als be
made with past program performance or occ
sionall% with the performance of a si-crular
program.

Rees (in Boruch & Reicken, 1975) makes the
point that the types of information systems that
are developed for management and performance
monitoring are usually inadequate for the accurate'
estimation of program outcomes Although out
comes are often measured there is usually no in-
formation on comparison groups who do not re-
ceive the program Without this type of compari-
son it is difficult to attribute effects or outcomes to
the .program itself. Rees also notes that event
though time series data are sometimes prtivided,
that is, measurement< prior to and after program
implementation, they are too short (there aro- two
few measurement points) to be interpreted with
much confidence. Rees' final criticism of perform-
ance monitoring-as an evaluative approach to de-
termine effectiveness of outcome,. is that it is mis-
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taken to believe, that the `simple collection of in-
formation on program participants, without use of
a research design, can produce good evaluations.

Despite the problems involved, program deci-
Isions are bised on prrfornrairce.etaenjtoring. As
been mentioned, the methodology often conforms
to the comparison with standards approach .(pro-
gram performance is compared with some relSdve
or absolute ,standard of expected performance in '

order to determine the extent to which program
objectives are being met), There is, however, fio
test of other causal factors haying produced these
results rather than the progranlitself. Despite this
methodological limitation, perfarmance monitoring is
used as the ,data base to plan, alter, and adjust
program activities in order to increase tht- proba-
bility of achieving program goals.

The defense for utilizing information that is
of unknown N al idit v is, of course, one of adminis-.
trative necessity. Program managers are faced with
the need to take action on the basis of incomplete
information and performance monitoring is often
all there is to go on In addition, experimentation
is not the apswer for all questions of validity in
program planning development and management
As Campbell (1974JThas'noted, much of "this is
mainly a matter of common sense,knowing; it
smuld be cumbersome to do aneexperiment on all
features ,,mans errors of planning are visible to
the nals'ed eye" After something is impreme'nted,
one can often see that it is not acceptable or not
what was expected Campbell uses the analogs of
debugging a computer program here It could be
suggested also that if a program manager 'sought

*all of the answers .,to, validity questions he would
use much of his time and resources without deliv-
ering mans services. -

There is a problem though. if one's orienta-
tion is to equate evaluation solel) es ith a model of
continuous perfp-rmance monitoring for im-
mediate feedback to make revisions and/alterations
of program elements. In / urriculure evaluation
where this tope of continuous monitoring with
feedback is know n as formative evaluation, this
process is considered as a precursor to a summa-
tivt or outcome evaluation.Jhus if the real ques-

t non of interest concerns the leselpf program out-
come or effectiveness, program managers should
be encouraged to go beyond performance
monitoring and to introduce plannedvariations
into their projects. There are opportunities for the
ev1luation of the effectiyeness of different
strategies and different components through the
use of experimental designs. In addition, program
managers can begin to collect better 'time series
data so that if true experiments prove unworkable,
quasi-experiments can be attempted.

. 'The evaluation of level 4, program outcome,
through the methool of experimental design is r

`generally considered the most appropriate way, to
-measure program effective<tieSs eir outcome. The

Oa 4

classical experimental design including random as-
signment of subjects to the treatment-condition
and a control-no-treatment condition has been cle-

f scribed earlier along with its advantages. The Inost
important issue is that an appropriate comparison
must exist so th,,a/ the measured changes or out-
comes can be causally'llnkted to the program or
treatment and cannot he accounted for in other
ways. a

A number of research projects in Emergency
< Medical Servicel hive utilized the combination of

outcome measurement and experimental design.
For example, Wortrrtan (1975) reports on a study
by Fletcher where the effectiveness of a "follow-up,
clerk" in an emergency room was being sliguated.
This study included measurements at 13otphe op-
erations. (process) level and at the outcome level.
The methodology s's'as the classic experimental de-
sigh. Patients who came to the emergency room
were randomly assigned to .either a "follow -up
clerk" who phoned to remind them to keep` ap-
pointments or to the usual procedure of receiving
only an appointment slip. At the level of opera-
tions the clerk was successful in encouraging more
people to return for treatment as compared with
the control condiii. And records showed that
the "ancouraged"Hittients received significantly
more diagnostic tests than their control counter-
parts. However, when outcome criteria of health
were measured, there was no difference between
the two groups. This study thus suggested that
there was not a causal link between healthcare and
increased health in this situation.

A study is being 'conducted in Chicago by
Sherman (1976) to evaluate the effectiveness of
mobile intensive care units (MICUs) in reducing
deaths due to myocardial infarction. This study at
the outcome level is utilizing the research design
of a multiple time series This design involves a
historical. comparison process. A number of -
Chicago area commu:nities<bave recently im-
plemented MICUs and Sherman plans -to gather
mortality data both primi to the implementation of
these units and subsequent to it to determine if the
introduction of MICUs changes the pattern of
these data.

One point that should be made concerning
experimental designs at the level of program out-
comes is that such studies are often greatly en-
hanced by the collection of evaluative data at the
level of program operations or processes. It may,
appear' obvious but it is a good idea to know
exactly what took, place during a program other-
wise one may be dealing with the outcome or effec-
tiveness of a treatment that is very different from
what one thought one was examining. To illustrate.
this point, Hyman and Wright (1967) relate a story
about the evaluation of a Propaginda campaign
based on the distribution of fliers. Due to a severe
shortage of volnntters, however, it *as never pos-
sible to distribute these fliers. Thus had the evalu-
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ation taken place, the conclusion that the distribu-
tion of literature was not effective in producing
the desired outcome, attitude change, would have
been quite misleading. While evaluating a literally
nonexistent treatment may not be too much of a
threat to Emergency Medical Services, the collec-
tion process data can provide other useful in
formation. The following are some important uses
of proceis informatioli:

(I) Process informktion can provide data con.-
cerning unanticipated or undesirable as
well as desirable outcomes.

,
(2) Process data can provide an independent

cross-validation of the outcome effects.
(3) Process data can provide important infor-

mation for estimating the plausibility of
rival threats to interpretation. In quasi-
experimental designs

(4) Process data can proyide information for
new hypotheses.

Evaluating program impact. program impact was
defined not as the equivalent of program outcome,
as the term is sometimes used, but Instead as the
effect of the program on the broader community,
those outside of the population consisting of the
consumers of the program's services Therefore
what it is, that is being evaluated is community
outcomes -

This level of evaluation can be-combined' with
any of the methodologies but it is most likely to be
assessed through description. Thus a descriptive
base that is broader than the population served by
a program can be 'part of program impact eyalua-
non. As 'Atkisson et al., (1974) point out the "social
ecology" of the whole community has become an
important area of concern for evaluation.

Community impact can also be assessed in a
research design which is testing the hypothesis.
would this community be any different if the pro-
gram did not exist or if the program had taken a
different form? This type of evaluation can be par-
ticularly useful if the-programis predicted to pro-
duce effects at the community level. It would seem

Emergency Medical Services that a study de-
signed to evaluate the effectiveness Of categoriza-
tion or health planning councils should attempt to
assess community impact. Thus the effects of
interest would be system effects rather than indi-
vidual effects.

If it were determined that the role of Emer-
gency. Medical Services Systems appears -to be to
change the site of death from in the field to in the
emergency room (aslhas been gypothesized by
Gibson), a legitimate question concern's the impact
on the community of these services.

It can also be suggested that when cost/benefit
and cosi/effectiveness analyses are applied to pro-
grams what it is that is being evaluated is program
impact

Cost/benefit analysis can be viewed as a step
above the level of program outcomes both betause

it utilizes information on outcomes in order to
quantify benefits aqd because it deals with social
evaluations not indiCdual evaluat'yns. Cost/benefit
analysis is,an approach which attimpts to quantify
both the costs and benefits of programs in order to
detei-mine whether the benefits achieved by a pro-
gram exceed the costs. This approach appears to
be best suited to comparisons among alternatives;
Since few programs can be justified at any cost,
this type of analysis produces information'that is
relevant at the community level. ,

In summary, a -classification scheme has been
suggested which describes types of program evalu-
ation activities in terms' of what it is t is being
evaluated (level) and how it is done ( ethodology).
The five level's of evaluation considered were:-(1)
program planning or objectives; (2) program im-
plementation,or structure; (3) program operations
or process; (4) program outcome or ability to pro-
duce.change;.and (5) program impact. The

wereere (1). description; (2) Informal
evaluation, (3) comparison with standards, and (4)
experimental design. Two persistent problems in
the evaluation a appear to be lack of the recog-
nition

kct...1),(
nitio of the level the evaluation and lack of

. recognition of the limitations of ,certain methodol-
ogies Examples from Emergency Medical Services
were presented and the suggestion was made that
comprehensive evaluation strategies should in-
clude more.than one type of evaluation
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In designing rtsearch on the effectiveness of some program br /iser intervention the problem is to desiglhke research in such a way 33
as to produce data which are as unambiguously interpretable as possible. The interpretation 'which is desired is that.a particular '
program pr treatment definitely did or definitely did not have an effect on the outcome variables measiged.'In the following paper
Sechrest, an evaluation research methodologist, discusses the problems that are involved in designing research which will produce
convincing results J

ti

The aim of every evaluation project should be
to prpduce.tan unambiguous inference concerning
the 4orth of the intervention being evaluated. To
produce such an inference is rarely a straightfor-
ward reatter, and it often involves -technological
and methodologicll Issues of truly formidable
complexity: However, to the degree that the final
inference of vorth is In doubt or isktherwise am-
biguous, the purpose of the .evaluation is vitiated.
It is the thesis,of this paper Lhat_uiethodologically
sound experimentation is the surest way of reach-
ing causal inferences of reasonable certainty.

An experimental study of a social intervention
is devised to yield information permitting the in-
ference of a causal link between the intervention
being studied and the outcome. In the discussion
which follows the experimental methods that !pay
be employed in program evaluation are presented.
While a strong case can be made foi- carrying out
true experiments, to be defined later, in evaluating
social programs, it is evident that such experi-
ments cannot always be accomplished, and some
approximations are required and may be rea-
sonably tolerable. In the discussion which follows
some of the methodological problems which, if not
peculiar to pr'Ogram evaluation, often plague it are
discussed also. ir

Scientific Methods of investigatiod

Experimentation is not the only method of
science. Cochran (1955), one of the foremost fig-
ures in development- of experimental designs and
their associated statistics, describe three ap-
proaches to scientific investigation: chance observa-
tions, planned observations, and txpenments. Scientific
inferences have often come from some vyy un-
usual happenings noted by an alert scientist. The
apple falling on Newton's head, the unusual con-
tArnination of some plates in Alexander Fleming's
14boratOry, and the identification of vinyl chloride
as a carcinogen because of the common home loca-

.

tion of several cancer victims, are only three
, instances of a multitude of sertndipitous observa-
- lions. In contrast to chant**servations are inves-
tigations which use highly detailed, planned
observation segedules such as.used in the Peterson
study of physician performItrice (1956), which in-
volved the use of highly detailed protocols for ob-
serVation and the use of highly trained observers.

While scientific inference can be a product of
observation, intuition and judgment are not often
the basis for very firm inferences about causes and...,A
effects. Strong causal inferences are most often
derived from specially contrived experiments. The
word experiment connotes an interference with the
ordinary occarrencesof nature. Here we deliber-
ately apply 9eriain chosen procedures for the pur-
pose of measuring the effects of these prOcedures.
Ain experiment is the surest way of elucidating re-
lationships- that we are interested in observing or
demonstrating. With the observational method, in-
ferences ofcausal linkages derived from correla-
tions would be hazardous and uncertain: For
example, a recent newspaper story indicated that
podiatrists have found that carsitac disease !victims
have an unusually high incidence of bunion§!
However, just what-links bunions to cardiac dis-
ease is open to question; the podiatrists think bun-
ion sufferers get less exercise. It would be -even
more hazardous if one relied upon intuition to
infer causation. The precepts of science demand
qbservable phenomena as evidence for any
assertions.

EssentiAly the problem in evaluatioritesearch
as in other areas of science is to make observations
in such a way as to permit the drawing of infer-
ences of a causal nature linking some treatment,
independent variable, with an outcome, or de-
pendent variable. Ideally wilwould like to be able
to make an unambiguous infefence, such as;

two hospitalmf medium size are merged,
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costs per unit of service delivered Will go
down. .

If unemployment in a given arealroes
there will be an adverse effect on average
health status'of residents within one year.

If food service workers are provided with an
incentive to redUce 'waste, there will be ade-
crease in waste greater than the cost of the
incentive.

Unfortunately the inferences we are permitted are
rarely so straightforward. More often they will be
of the form:

The merger of hospitals of medium size is
often associated with a decrease in costs per
unit of service deliveted. (But it may have

, been because hospitals tend to merge when
costs are abnormally, but temporarily, high.)'
When uryerriploynient is a given area goes
up, there is likely to be a decrease in average
health status of residents within one year.
(But maybe because the healthier people'
leave the community.)-
An incentive program to reduce waste was_
introduced into a food service, .and waste
went down. (But maybe because.there was a
change in food processing procedures dur-..
ing the study or maybe merely because the
incentive program drew attention to the
problem.)

I

Plausible rival hypotheses

The reason we very often cannot arrive at
clearcut inferences of a causal nature is that our

-observations or investigations were conducted
such a way as to leave tenable or possible one

.
or

more rival explanations to the one we Lavor. Such
rival explanations have been called plrustble rival-
hypotheses" by Campbell A'd Stanley (1963). We
are all familiar with the ten of exrimentation
and use them regularly in our daily life)We cannot
start our car: We hypothesiz that our baitery is
dead, and we try the lights horn, or radio and
find plenty,of power, r little experiment
weakened, or even left uhac.vptable, the
hypothesis *t our bayfory was dead, So,,we go on
to another h,othgsisi Ot a neighbor" says, PI really
found" some good, tomato plants this year' Look at
them; they are twice as large as the ones'l planted
last year!" It is possible that he put more ftilfilizer
on them? Have we had better weather this yeah?
Each of those ichsas is a plausible rival hypothesis
to, the one that the Plants -are superior. In the
process of planning research we will be assisted
greatly if we ask ourselves what alternative expla-
nations for our findings trill still be possible after
we have completed our study, and we will be better

, ablea) interpret research findings if we ask what
alternative explanations might account for find-
ings available-to Us.

-Our, aim in research is to rule out as man*

rival hypiitheses as possible as surely as possible.
The problem <with many types of research, and ,

with all poorly done research, is that plausible ex-
.planations are left open and reasonable. Under
most circumstances, correlational studies, ire.,
studies involving natural pbservations,..do not
permit one to rule out the) possibility that some
underlying or third factor/ may account Jor the

, findings. Smokers have a high rate f lung cancer"
but many people still believe that there might be
some underlying factor that causes people both to
want to smoke and to be smrsceptible to lung
eancer. Some parts of the U.S. have,unusually high
or low rates of certain types of cancer, and maybe

' it is because of the mineral content of water wed
foods in those areas. Bui maybe also the areas dif-
fer in the genetic stock of' residents of ,them,
maybe people who like the particular climates or

"living conditions in those areas have dispositions to
particular forms of cancer, or maybe some other
mysterious force is operating. Hov6 could we' get
definitive answers? We Auld 'not, in fact, but if it
were feasible and acceptable in'a free society, we
could take a sample of teen-age boys and teach.'
some of them to smoke tobacco and pment others

Wfrom doing,so. If we chose random!} boys
were to go in which group, in twenty years or so
we would begin to find out the real answer to the
smoking-lung cancer quafttion. In the other case,
we Could .assemble sizable gips of people and
their pick randomly from them sot)* to be sent to
live in. Nebraska, some in New Mexico, and in -
Georgia, etc. Agin, in twenty years or-so we would -,
begin to get the data which would answer our'
question about geography and cancer. Clearly not
all questions tan be answered by such experimen-
tation. It is part of the art and scieritt,:ofjesearch
design to conceive ways ortathering data on prob-
lems ilk such a way as to zero in on the right an-
uver:I1Wen if& really high degree of certainty cap
never be achieved. .

The problems in.prograrii evaluation are not
differapt in kind from those posed above; the dif-
ferences lie .niaAily in complexity and scope. Still,
the aim of program evaluation ultimately is to be
able to say with a high degree of certainty that
whatever outcomes for impact) are achieed, they
are the result of the program itselfond no other
factor. We wa4 to be able to say that it was the
program itself- and its particular characteristics.
that led- to Change or differences an that the
change would nor have occurred anyway, that dif-
ferences are not attributable to the way' the st
jects for the- study were selected for diffe t
treatments, that t* results could not have been at-
tributable to events happening outside the context
of. the study beiris conducted, ark so on. In the
discussiOn that follows, we will discuss some of the
types of study designs that might' be employed in
evaluating programs and what the advantages and
disadvantages of each are likely to be. 'A much
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fullerfreatment of this topic may be fotind in the
now claSsic monograph. by Campbell lid Stanley
(1963), virtually A must 'reading for any serious
strident of research -design. A recent updating.of
that monograph by Cook And Campbell (1976) will
also be very elpfult:'

.The N-Of Experimentation ,

Why do we do experiments in the first place?
Welt pre=sumably because we are uncertain about
the effect of some treatWent-ofiritErveritioeind
want to makeiorne observations that wilibtead tea

''' definitive conclusion. An experiment is a way of
putting a question to nature or reality. But "there
are other ways of avoiding or reducing uncertainty

Ni th
t

ough experimenting. At least one possibil-
i not even involve making any observa-
tion gic, or reasoning: We may not be uncer-
tain in the first place because all reason tells us is
that some treatment or some course of action is
good. One .wag, 'r r example;pointed tort.sure
cure for the p km of poverty. His reasoning
was impeccable. or people suffer from a lack of

p
money; ergo, giVe them sonre money, and they All 0
not be poor any longer. The problem with reason-ftoinbris that it is ften wrong. One little errVir in a
premise cart' e CI -t-r utterly -wrong conclusions. A
gie4t many rddiCaltreatinents that are perfectly
logical are also perfectly wrong:, The same can

_ surely be said for a- great many social interven-
tions, Still, when all else fails, when tXre i s-artn.

poiiibility of doing any kind'of empirical study of
a problem, reasoning is,the reasonablrthing to do.

Many iiierventions having to do With reduc-
tion or msg. of operations may be. examined in a
logical manner. It requires no large scale experi-
ment to decidethat if two /people are employed on
a task that keeps either of there busy only a NIA

the e, money' can be saved by eliminating one
po on. Still, we should be slow to jump even to
fipancial conclusions, because yery often we do not
have all the information we need and dapot even
know that it- is needed. A good exam, is pro-
vided by the use of one-officer police patrol cars in
place of Iwo-offiFr cars. It only seems logical that
one-officer' tars ,wotild. save money since most of \
;what police officers do, e.g., writing traffic tickets,
'taking non-injury accident reports, cleatly des

of require two officers. but 4 one-officer car de-
merit strategy doubles the number of cars

the same .number of officersdis to be
he streets. MorgOver, titre' ale many

types of calls,-e.g., disturbance calls, accidents that
require redicting traffic, etc., thatequire' two
officers so that tztlo cars have to bey dispaihed.

fe, Some policerefficials maintain that two-officer cars
are less likely to be involved in accidents than
one-officer cars; other Officials maintain the oppo-
site. Tlie matter has not, been resolvable by logic,
and.it is clearly going to require a fairly major re-

-

A.7

search effort. ei,en to come, close to a definitive
conclusion.2 . .; . .

A ,second way of reducing uncertainty that
does not require , tirne-consuming and -expensive
data collection is to capitalize on the eiper'ence,
preferably based pniesearch, of others. Prot aval
shunt surgery does not have to be festetlkindev fy

,hospital. Employment 'of nurse practitioMeg does
not have to be tested in every pediatric clinic.
Where data, good data, are"' available, the)%can be
used as a basti$ for decision-making, and they
should be. To do so, however, requires knowledge
of theexistenCe of the data, and sornedegree of
expertise in interpr ing the data. One or more of
those factors 'pay lacking for ativy given'problem
or in-any given sting, Where the requisites are

e needfor view dit2' copection is
ange in practice can .be instituted ...

metX4 ioggh,
obviat
and all that needs to be done is to determine
whethei the change seems to produce the expected.
results.

A thTrd was of developing a baeis-for
decision i exists,in some few instances '
is throug i usually with the aid of a
computer, of, the projected change. For example,
one group did adetailed and extensive task analy-,
sis, rather like a time andimotion study, of emer -'
gency room operations, of case loads, waiting
aft; personnel availability and so 'forth. They
were then able to simulate onreacomputer the ef-
fectis of various changes in emergency eoom staff-
ing such as cutting Ihck on physicians, and increas-
ing nuria-Tele: The' problems With computer simu:

,tlaticrn begin with the need for a great deal of initial
data collection as input for the simulation and en,d
with the need for a considerable leap of faith in
decitlin'g to implement aChahge because the com-

_outer says. that it ought to work. A computer can
only do What it ,wlas progran'imed to do by some . .

human, and how. it behaves is dependent upon' -
that was originally programmed for its behay.iors.
AC computer may not be able Co tell, for instance,
that two people working together will produce less

,ovork,than expeCted because they willspend a ter"
tain amount of time in gossip or other interper-
sonal tffajp.

Note that even if changes are introduced on
the basis of one ofthe factors jpst mentioned,
there is still a need, or should be a need, to deter-
mine whetfler they are effective in the new setting
in which they take place. The 'administrator, it
seems to us, ,ha..s only' two choices once the decision
lid been made to introduce a change in practice or
procedure: 'I) the change can be assumed to be ef-,
fettive, or 2) data can be collected by which effec-
tiveness than be judged. We have come full circle.
The need for data collection cannot be avoided un-
less one wlarits to operate on the basis of optimistic
ignorance. If a decision to obtain data is made, the,,
only question that remains Atte adequacy of the
data for the purpose of making a judgment of

le
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statistical procedures a Way of telling in most in-
stances whether in obtained finding could have.

/occurred by chance or not. In 'effec4, what weget'is
a 'statement of the plausibility Of (lance #s anex-
pranation in the form of a probability statement.
Thus a statement that a difference begwtIbt6tWo
comparison grOups is "statisticajly significant"' at

'thethe .01 level means that chance as an explanation
of the difference is implausible since there is only
one chance in 100 that adifference of the size ob- .
tained could 'have happened by Chance. Note,

.however, that no matter how significant a statisti-
cal finding may be, there isialways some possibility,

. tifit.the result might haive occurred by chance. As
a rival hypothesis chance, can never be completely
ruled out; it can only be ,seriously weakened.

, Suppose a connty health department, con-
cerned.wiCh increasing rates of;venereal isease,
develops a special counselling program fo all re--
peat victims and applies for fd'nds io im Tement

.
.'the program. A funding agency, whether aunty
health board or a state health departmentmight
well ask; !Toes the program do any good?" The
smart administratei would have anticipated that
question. There are several things the adminis-
trator might have done to prepare to answer such.,
a question. At the ve y simplest level, he might."
ha ilef mied the co g program on a group of
V repeatersepeaters a oted the number who,retuned

`effectiveness. That- is what evaluation- research
methodology is all about; and that is why we
experiment.

Rendering Hypotheses Impledsible

Strictly speaking, we never prove that a
hypothesis or an expla is the correct one.
There is always some alternative that might be
dredged up. What we an do is make observations
that will make the most likely alternatives implaus-
ible or untenable. Under ideal circirmstancstall
the really plausible alternative explanatiout

*Oncane eliminatid, and a ra0er. strong infer-
ence about the effect of some change can be made.
Wow to elilniriate or seriously Weaken those, alter-
natives is what experitnent2I design is about. It is
often helpful in understanding the problems that
are involved to begin With some obvious, but
faulty, types of rdesins" in order to illustrate in a

rty dramatic way what the pr blems are.
Let us first note, however, e most ubiquitous

plausible rival hypothesis of all. hance: No matter
how well an expeiiment i ducted:we can\--
never be absolutery certain olcIlwed re-
sults could not have happen chancy: le.we
saw someone flip a coin ten ti and 'get heads
every time, we might well be suspicious of either
the coin or the way it was being flipped. But if
there were a thougand people flipping egins to
times, there is a high probability that at -1
of them woulet ten heads in a row...The is,
fOrtunately, through application appropriate

e

for treatment within-the following year. Let -us
suppose that 2£1% returned. What would such a re- .
suit show? Unfortunately almost nothing other
than that the counselling program can be oper-
ated. If we were on a board expected to produce*
funds for health programs, we would be inclined
to ask such questions as: How many would have .

returned without the counselling? Data of that sort
.simply cannot constitute evidencfor effectiveness
of any program. They fall into the category of. "I
feed my dog'these Panigy biscuits, gee how healthy
he is!" In their discussion of research designs
Campbell and Stanley (1963) refer,to the forego-
ing type of "evidence" as the "one-shot case
study." In their presentation of different types of
research designs they, employ a useful notation
which designates a treatment or intervention, in
this_ case counselling, as X and a measurement or
obie'rvation as 0, Thus, the one-shot case study is
diagramed as X 0, a treatment followed by a
measurement: -

.

A slight improvement on the case study Would
be.effected if the administrator had examined his
records to determine that prior to the counselling
program 40% of VD repeaters returned' for

t, within one y r, resulting in a one-group
treat-

pretest-postteit desi , diagramed 0 X 0. How-
ever,

men

we skeptics on the funding board might still
ask such questions as: ;

,
Is it possible thatVD rates are going down
anyway'?

I ._.
Have oper ons.orthe clink changed in any
way that to hrmake repAters less likely to
rope in? 1.

,

Since the. repeaters fare- clearly growing
°Wetland VD.rates tend to be lower in older
age groups', is 'it nor ,possible that this
repeater group ,would be less likey-to ir-l cor
tract nbw cases?

--Could there have, been' 4 public education
'campaignor perhakts,,,v1"V.series dramatjz-
ingthe dangers Qfl/D-daing the same time
period as the counselling and hence possibly ,
accounting for the drop?
Was the counselling program started be-

' cause it was noticed that there we great
many repeaters at that time If sollf is flat'
likely that subsequently the number would

- go down anyviaras these things usually-tteri
themselves out? .

Each of,the above questions is based on an implicit
plausible rival hypothesis that might account for
the findings' equally as'well as the counselling
program.

If the administrator were able to jotate thatt,ir
a group of 176 repeaters seen in the clinic but tin-14
able fdr one reason or other to participate in tlfot
counselling the repeat to was abogr
40%, that would be termed aistatit roup compari-
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. son and diagramed 0 the -dotted line indicating,

that the grOups were not to be considered strictly
comparable. as they might be if they had been
selected randomly either to receive or not receive
the counselling. Such a study might indicate that
clinic p-rocedures, community education cam-

p
paigns, or whatever could not account for the find-
ings, but that would require the assunaption.that
the groups were really comparable ro begin with.
If, for example, the o:itnparison group consisted
mostly of hard pre repeats who refused to par-
ticipate in counselling, then it is conceivable that
their rate would be higher-anyway. Such a com-
parison group would add very little certainty to
the interpretation of the findings..

What is needed here is a true experiment in
which, 'front, a large gioup of eligible VD repeat-
ers, some are chosen randomly for the counselling
program while others are accorded only the usual
clinic services. There are two types of experimen-
tal designs .with slightly. difMrent advantages. In
the tiretest-posttest, 'control group design, diag-
rimed IV`-`0 X 0, each group is measured prior

R 0
to treatment, one g p is given the treatment,
and 'then there is another measure taken sub-
sequent fo treatment. One might, for example, de-
termine VD rates for the year prior to counselling
and the year following counselling for both a
'treated and an untreated group. If the experimen-
tal and 'control groups are 'chosen randomly and if
they are reasonably large groups, they, should be

. very comparable at the time of the pretest. If the
treatment has an effect, they should be different at
the time' of the posttests.

The fact thai the two groups can be expected
to differ (way at the posttest provides a clue to the
nature of the other true experimental design, the
posttest only control group design; Which" is dia-
gramed R X.O. if subjects are assigned randomly

R 0
to groups and if thegroups are of reasonable size,
the gioups should be quite comps able gn the prep
test measure and there is, then, IA reason to give
it. There are at least two reasons for not using a
pretest if one is not necessary. First, every measure
costs something, and taking needless measures is
wasteful of project resources. Second, it is at least
passible that an experimental treatment may work
differently depending,on Whether there has been a
pretest or not, with-the consequence that results of
an experiment employing a pretest may be
generalizable only to other settings in which pre-
tests are used. For example, if one were interested
in the effects +6f a lecture on subjects' knowledge
about certain aspects of respiration, it is at least
possible that pretested subjects would be more
alert_to critical -elements in the presentation and

The its here are u*d to signify that subjects are assigned randomly to
treatment and control conditions.

that they would gain more than would be the case
under ordinary conditions' of conducting the
course, i.e., without a pretest. .

The essence of experimentation is to define
experimental and control groups in such a way
that they differ onlyin the treatment-to iivhickthey
are exposed.-Underauch circumstanced if experi-
mental and contrl groups differ following treat-
ment, it can be inferred with considerable confi-
dence that that difference was produced by the
tre*nent. Why, then, if experiments permit such
definite .inferepcei are not more -experiments
done? Why is any other design ever used? One
-important reason is that many variables cannot be
experimentally controlled, either for practical or
for ethical-moral reasons. In.order to be assured
that experimental and control groups r in no
way ither than the treatment, the e rimenter

2r e

has to be able to pr&ruce the treatment when he
wishes-or predict its occurrence well enough Co be
able to expose subjects to it as desired. One can-
not, for example, cause the President of the
United States to make a speech, but one can ex-
pose subjects differentially ,to the speech when it
occurs. However, one cannot produce natural dis-
asters nor even predict them well enough to be
able to expose a randomly chosen set of subjects to
a disasy, even if one wished to do so. The latter
point reminds that some experiments would be
unethical or immoral. We cannot deliberately ex-
pose subjects to risks to life and limb, we cannot
abuse them psychologically for the sake of.science,
The long -ter effects of child abuse, for example,,
cannot be studied experimentally; we will always
be dependent urn observational data and quasi-
-experimental designd.

A second reason why experiments are not.
more often done is that preconceptions about the
efficacy of a treatment often limit willingness to .

distribute the treatment randomly, administering
it to some and 'withholding it from others. Al-
though the. history of medicine, along with that of
most other ameliorative professions, is replete with
instances of treatments once thought mandatory
but since abandoned as worthless or even harmful,
e.g., bloodletting, purging, it is still very often the
case that a new treatment is developed and applied
to a few cases with apparently great success so that
any subsequent suggestions of the need for an ex-
perimental/test meet immediately with the objec-
tion that it would be unethical to withhold the
treatment from anyone for experin-)ental "pur-
poses. AlthoUgh Gilbert, Light, and Mosteller
(1975) conclude from a review of experimental
tests'of medical innovations that on the whole one
would be better off to have been in the control
groups4convictions about the, worth of new treat-
ments develop rapidly and become quite strong.

oh Thesame cap be said for many treatments having
to do with the delivery of health services. Mobile
coronary care units, outreach pro*ms, com-

*
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prehensive health care, and the like .are services
which are likely to be assumed to be valuable and,
hence not researchable by experimental methods.
Consequently their. Aeal worth often remains un-
kpown although -great amountsbf money are
being spent in implementing them on a wide-
Spread basis.

There are many other reasons why experi-
men ts clo'not pore often get done, including the
fact that the desirability of and need for a well-

,controllecrkemieriment is often unrecognized; but
it should also be noted that a good many more ex-
periments get planned than ever are brought to a
successful conclusion. Experiments'in the social
arena, in real life, are not easy to do, and many a

,38 gbod, well- planned experiment falls victim to vari--
ous methodological and, procedural ills during its
course and ends up less 'adequate than was ever
intended or even imagined. Despite the best laid
plans, 'random assignment breaks down, e.g., be-
cause, the total number of cases available is not
large enough or bec se some higher authority in-

'sists n subvertin andomization for politittl or
pers al reasons. trot groups often get .con-
tamin ed when, some aspects of the treatment
progi-m get implemented in the control group as
wellSzinetimes Out of sheer carelessness subjects
are transferred back and forth between groups or
important changes are made in. the experimental
treatment in midcourse. Sdfcial experimentation is
never easy, wf-iich is all the :more reason to plan
and sti'ive for the be experiments, possible.
Methodological cornptnutises in research 113,re al-
ways in a downward' dire,Oiori: 4,

^--

Alb

Quasi-experiments,

Despite the positive plea whietnican be made
for true experiments, it is"vill the case that com-
promises do often have tp be blade. Trtae experi-
meets cannot arwa,ys be planned for, and even
when they are, :event1,4often force cornpromuesthat).weaken th4n and that later demand some so
of ,shorihg up. iihen, for whatever reason, it

!proves tnipossibleTo di, a true experiment, there
still are alternatives that are better than rio sys-
tematic ,investigation at all. The so-called quasi-
experiments are nearly always less conclusive than
a true expel-anent because they do not permit the
ruling Out ofall plausible rival hypotheses, but by
careful, planning %! them and judicious ur Of in-,
forlation obtained, "often 13,: combining results.
frdnv.several studies, it has often been 'possible to
arrive at findings whin are reasonably persuasive
to'people willing'to be persuaded at all.

,However, in -our view, a dhasi-experimental ap-.
proach to a problem usually proves tk be thee con-
suming, expensit, uncertain, and ultimately
least a bit disappointing. A good case itr oin,t h
theattsinpt that has been made oycr past
fiveihty years to link cigarette smcellr ncer
and other health problems. A long

e4
riod of time

haiheen required to reach our present position,
and the expenditure of money on various investi-
gations has been enormous. And still we are in a
position of .uncertainty of at least great enough
proportions that thOse people who do not want to
believe thatlobacco is hazardous to health can
argue with the evidence. A true experiment could
never have been done, i.e., assigning on a random
basis some group of youth to be taught to smoke
and some other youth to be an abstinence condi-
tion, but the forced reliance on weaker alternatives
and the consequences of that reliance indicate
clearly the disadvantages of the quasi-
experimental approach.

Tie Point al%) should be made that weak or
bad research is expensive at almost any price be-
cause it does not lead to any conclusions. -A good
case in point is the series'of attempts which have
been made over the years to evaluate federal man-
power program s, e.g., Job Corps. There have been
24 evaluations conducted over a period during
which ;12.5 billion has been spent on manpower
programs, and in a review of those 2 evaluatiohs
The Urban Institute concluded that the various
studies which have been done are so faulty iu de-
sign and execution that neither singly nor in
aggregate do they'prdvide any basis at all on which
a policy maker might arrive at a decision about the
worth of 'manpower programs (Ni', et al:, 1973).,
That is expensive research. Unfortunately many,
many more examples could be adduced. Whenever
one can he done, one good experiment is likely to
be worth more than almost any number of
alternatives.

When the true experiment is not possible,
there are a number of alternatives of varying
characteristics and value which are very well de-.
scribed by Campbell and Stanley (1963). Space
des'not permit the explication of more than two
off` three examples Of the designs which Campbell

'and Stanley present, but we would like to illustrate
some ape possihilities and problem's. Before
prireeding perhaps' it would.be useful to list the
most common plausible rival hypOtheses which can
threaten the validity of an experiment conducted
without randomization, e list, being taken from
Campbell and Stanley (163).

ti

History,- 'those events, other than the experi-
mental variable but occuring during the same
period of time, that might account for any change.
For example, a television interview with a local
sheriff about the 911 system could jeopaitlize an
experimental, public information campaign, espe-
cially if the program were broadcast in an "ex-
peririfintal" area and not in a "control" area.

Maturation, the fact that things normally'.
change over time. There is anb old saying in
medifine,that with proper treatment a patient will
recover from a cold in about a week;. otherwise
takes seven days.



Testing, the possibility that taking some meas-
drement will in itself; produce a change upon some
subsequent occasion. If EMTs are anxious about
performing some procedure because- of its un-
familiarity, they ma,v be 'less anxious and produce
different results on a second testing without re-
gard toanractual change in skill..

0 Instrumentation, the changes that can occur in
an Instrument or recording process over time and
be mistaken for experimental effects. For exarh-

-ple, if changes are made in a record system or if
criteria for eligibility for a service are changed, an
unknowing investigator might be led to antistaken
conclusion. In one fire departnient a cutback in
personnel assigned to each engine,led to the up-
grading of many fires from two to three alarms,
i.e., .more engines are dispatched in order to )(cep
the number of men present at a fire at a constant
level.

Statistical regression, a somewhat technical mat-
ter having to doirth the fact that if cases are
selected for observation on the basis of extreme
scores or conditions, there is almost certain to be a
shift toward ,less extreme values on a subsequent
remeasurement, The ten "worst" hospitals in a,
state will almost certainly appear to have Improved
if looked at again in a year while the ten "best" will
not look qutte,so good.

Selection Indses, determining that some perSons
get a treatment and that others.do not can render
obser,vations uninterpretable or misleading. For
example.-there is some indication that in early
trials of certain surgical. procedures only patients
in good enough condition to survive the Burger}
were included in the experimental-groups while
the comparison groups included many patients in
poor condition.. thus-making the s,urgery appear
more successful than It was

Experimental mortality, referring to differefinal
loss of cases fro'rn experimental and comparison
groups, c,R., as might occur in the comparison of a
voluntary experimental insuranee program with a
standard program

It is, of course, true that two or more of the
above problems might exist within any one investi-
gation and that they might interact in some ways to

("vmake the problems even worse. It should also be
recognized that_ the threats to the validity of
quasi-experiments can as easily obscure as enhance
differences, thus creating "the possibility that a
treatment might erroneously appear worthless as
well as erroneously appear valuable.

The ..Vongequivalent Control Group Design. One
commonly, encountered quasi-experimental
design, and an understandably attractive one, in-
volves comparing a group which receives an ex-
perimental treatment of some sort under condi-
tions seen as not permitting random aiegnment of
some subjects to a group Mg which Nre treatment
is withheld. The investigator will often anticipate
objectiods that whatever he finds might' have oc-

curred without the treatment,,,e.g., because of
other, broader community changes. Under those'
conditions it is desirable to Wave some group with
which to compare the experimental group tatty to
determine whether the chatirrround are greater,
than would be expected in the natural course of
events. Investigators will very often cast about in
search of a comparison group of some sort, usually
a grow with characteristics highly similar to thoSe
of the experimental group. To the extent that the
groups are similar, then comparisons will be re-
vealing. However, similarity must often be more
assumed than demonstrated, and even where some
similarityQcan be demonstrated, e.g., by demo-
graphic comparisons, there may be strong residual
doubts if the experimental' group is special in the
way they were recruited into the experiment.
Thus, for example, if the experimental group con-
sists of all the employees of a lactory who volun-
teer for a new type of health insurance program, it
may be very difficult to develop any assurance that
an comparison group can be formed which would
be similar enough 'to make a conclusion possible.
If, on the other hand, the experimental group
consisted of the clerical workers in Division A, a
comparison group formed by the clerical workers
in Division B might be quite useful if there seemed
to be no particular reasons Oy workers were in ti
one Division or the4othet and if working condi-
tions in the two Divisions seemed very much the ,
same The value of the ,non-equivalent comparison
group will depend upon the case which can be
made for similarity to tbe.exprimental group on
factors Critical to the dependent or outcome .

measure.
e Separate Sample Pretest-Post-test Deign.-

Another research design that is rather frequent!y
encountered in the health field and that illhstrates
some of the gains as well as shortcomings of
quasi-experimental designs is the separate sample
pretest-post-test design, number 12 in Campbell
and Stanley's (1963) series. It very often happens
that some desired intervention is difficult to apply
to ail isolated sample, but rather'must be applied
to an entire population A good example is a pub-
lic educational campaign carried out over mass
media. One cannot Isolate a sample to be exposed
to the campaign carried ot4 over mass media
Another example occurs if an emergency rescue
service changed its dispatch procedures at some
point in time, it being improbable that the proce-
dures could be changed for only a random sample
of calls. In such cases one might seek a comparison
sample, e.g., a sample of individuals from a corn-
mumty not exposed to the educational campaign,
or a sample of rescue dispatch recorts from
another emergency rescue service. However,

lanother possibility might be to obtain the re-
sponses from a sample of Individuals in the tom-

, munity prior to the mast media effort and a Sec:
(Ind sample following the effort. If there is a

4 c.
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systematic difference between the responses of the
7 two samples, perhaps 'it may be atreffect of the

campaign. The reasonableness of that hypothesis,
depends uptiz the confidence which one has in the
assumptions `hat the population from which the
samples were drawn did'not change over time and

t that no'other events occurred in the community
which might have accounted for the response
change. Thus, for example, in a survey of business
firms concerning their victimization by crime, if
the-time elapsing between -the first asid second
surveys is _ter tong, the population or businesses
availableto be surveyed may have changed as some
businessmen move out and others move in. Or if
unemployment rates change from the time of the
first to the second survey, crime rates may change
quite "independently of any police activity and
either obscure or enhance the apparent effects of a
police program. The separate sample pretest-
post-test design is obviously not ideal, but it may
have some utility when elapsed time is brief and'
when, luckily, there do 'not appear to be any
dramatic intervening events which might have
produced the apparent experimental effect.

Time series designs. One additional design which
may be'useful to note is the time series, a research
design which car! be implemented when one has an
opportunity to make a series of baseline observa-
tions prior to the introduction of some pro-
grammed changeand a subsequent series of com-
parable observations. For example, if ahospreal
emergency room wished to institute and test a new
method of handling possible fracture cases in
order to minimize unnecesilliv radiography, if
records on radiographic procedures and positive
and negative results for disCovery of fractures
Were available by week for a period of a ycar prior
to the change and could be accumulated weekly

. for a sear or su following the change, there would
probabl!, beadequate data for a time series analy-
sis of data.'An% change from The pre-experimental
to the experimental period might well be attri-

vt buted to the intervention. However, the Intel-pre,
tation of findings is often not simple. To begin
with the number of observations or data points
needed on either side of the. intervention is size-
able in most 'cases because of theTuctuations
which normally occur and have to be dealt with.
Seasonal changes or other cyclic changes pose
problems, e.g., in a wintry area there might be
many more cases in the winter with po'ssible
changes in bass rates of genuine fractures, obvious
fractures, pi whatever. Moreover, if the experi-
mental change only has a gradual change because
of being phased in or because of taking time to de-
velop, the gradual change in the poit-intervention
perio4 may be difficult to interpret as an effect of
the change rather than as ak naturally occurring
change. One would also want to be assured that
only thi critical change occurred during the inter-

._ ' -
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vention Period. Thus, for example, if not onlyihe
method of processing fracture cases but tife
radiologist changed, the effects might be difficult
to disentangle.

It is also apparent that an experimental inter-'
vention may. have a wide variety of effects, and
those effects will differ in the case with which they
may be detected. Fpr instance, the following are
but some of the effects possible (see Fig. A):

(a) The initial effect is small but cumulative, as
might be the case for the effects of a trad-
ing program on income. The effects in the
early years would be small but Might well
grol4 ip size over time.

(b) The initial effect is fairly marked, but
there is a fast return to original levels. An
example might be the effect of a refresher
training program intim schools, with per-
se,nnel showing an immediate and perhaps
substantial improvement in performance
but followed by a quick loss and return to
normal behavior. -

(c) There is an immediate,.discreliPchange
which is maintained over time, e.g., the in-
stituting- of an improved communications
system might have an immediate effeot on
rescue'response time with little if any fur-
ther change. .

(d) In a situation in which some avior is
changing gradually over time, the et is an
experimental intervention which lightly
displaces the level of the behavi r being
observed without having any effect on rate
of change. An example here might be the
effect Of some brief training program in-
troduced in the context of gradually im-
proving skill, such as Artight occur if a
group' of EMT students were sho'wn, a
couple of nonobvious handy tricks in the
handling of'sor'ne items of equipment.

The above are only some of the possibilities:
there are many more. Detection of.,changes in a
time series is not an easy task, and the statistical
tools needed for that detection are still in the
proceis of being worked out (cf., Glass, Willson, &
Gownan, 1975). Interpretation of a time series can
often be improved if Ati/ftpie time series can be pre-
pared, e.g., if a comparison group is available with
the ,experimental intervention iptroduced at a dif-
ferent point or if a comparison group never ex-
posed to the experimental intervention can be
studied. Such comparison groups can help to rule
out the possibilities that factors extraneous to the
experiment, such as broader community changes,
mass media campaigns, maturational processes or
whatever might have been responsibly for the ob-
served changes.

The requirement of rather long pre- and
0k-experimental observation series represents a
fairly stringent limitation on the usefulness of time

.4 6 111,



Fig. A. Different Time Sells* Outcomes

series designs since it is not often the case that Lt is
possible to plan for and collect data weekly inr up
to a year prior to and subsequent to an experimen-
tal intervention. However, there are many cases in
which Ongoing, records may be exploited in'order
to obtain baseline data so that the experimental in-
terention can be implemented immediately, the
limitation being that no change in recording pro-
cedures can have occurred or be tolerated from
the beginninT of the baseline period to the end of
the experiment. If that requirement can be met
and if the records contain information satisfactory
for judging the success of the program. the time
series design can be quite useful and often a rea--
sonable substitute for a true experiment.

Accepting the null hypothesis.

It is in the nature of the -evaluation of ex0eri-
mental treatments and interventions that one very
often wishes to be able to demonstrate that the null
hypothesis is tenable, i e., that it is reasonable to
believethat two treatments do not differ in oto-
come. That is particularly likely to be the case
when one wishes villAhow that a new and simpler or
less expensive. Pr2gram produces results as good as
those produced '6y an established program. It is

not necessary to demonstrate that the new 'treat-
ment is better than the old one, only that it, is
equally as good. For example, paramedical per-
sonnel only need, to- be able to handle medical
problemhas well as more expensive physicians; a
new and simpler suture need only be as good as

a

""awakiL established pocedure; a six week training
pro am need only 'be as good as a ten week pro-
gram. In traditional science there has been a pre-
dominant concern with mistakenly accepting a
hypothesis which will later pro4 to have been

fI
wrong, because traditional science prckeAs, and
can afford to proceed, in a gradual, orderly man-
ner, with findings being checked regularly,, by
other investigators. However, in evaluating social
programs it moy_be equally as harmful mistakenly
to conclude that a program is ineffective as to con-
clude mistakenly that it is effective. Once pro-
gram is shown, however erroneously, to be ineffect
five; it ally be abandoned and never **I again.

Time're.are serious problems involved in at-
tempting to show that two progra or treatments
are equal in their effects. In the fl t place, strictly
speaking it is impkbable th any two treatments
are exactly equal. Conseque tly, the likelihood of
detirmining that they are unequal' will depend on
the precision with which the experiment, is done
and the number of cases studied. However, the
more carefully an experiment is done and the
larger the scope of the study, tf more likely it is
that a difference will be found t that the differ-
ence will be of trivial practical, importance. Con-
versely, the smakT and more ?arelessly done an
experiment is, the greater the proba5ility that the
conclusion that two treatments do not differ will

.be reached. The difficulty is that the conclusion
that there is a difference can usually be reached
with, a fair degree of certainty; the conclusion that
there is no difference is almost-always more weakly
supportable.

Still, investigators, a 'theconsumers who use
their work, do often ar ve at acceptance of the
likelihood that there is no practical difference be-
tween two programs or treatments. The research
outcomes asiociated with that sort of a conclusion
nee to be better,understood, but several factors
seem o be involved in acceptance of the "no dif-

e conclusion. First, acceptance of the null
hypothesis is facilitated by fairly large scale, care-
fully conducted 'studies. If.one wished to be able to
conclude that .paramedical personnel can harylle
certain emergency procedures as well as physi-
cians, the study should not be carried out on a,
small number of Pparamedics and physicians, nor'
should it be undertaken wiThout careful attention
to measurement problems, definition of cases, etc.
Second, general acceptance of the null hypothesis
is more'likely if the conclusion of no difference
has a strong, logical inferential base. It israsier to
believe dip two programs are equallif there is no
powerful- reasons to believe that they should be
different. One might well believe that general sur-
geons would do equally as well as specialists in
carrying out routine appendectomies; it would be
difficult to believe that they would do. as well.as
specialists in carrying out neurosurgery. Third,
the null hypothesis is rendered more accceptable if
a large number of widely varying measures show-
ing no difference are obtained. If onitone or two
variables are studied, it is easy for the dolibter to
insist .that'a mote assiduoUs search for differences

4,
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wbuld have uncovered them. In the Kansas City*
police patrol experiment, foil example, it was con-
cluded that types of patrol do not differ in their
effects. That conclusion a sufficient to warrant
changes in patrol strategics to capitalize on oppor-,
tunities for redeployment of personnel. The per
suasive feature of the results is that many chflerent.
possible outcome measures were examined, and
there was no consistent-pattern obvious in the feW
differences that were found.

It is not easy_ .to gain acceptance of the null
hypothesis, and it can never be proven, but it is not
impossible to establish it as a reasonable conclusion
when that seems desirable and consistent with the
Findings.

.In favor of strong treatments. -

If oneone has a program that one believes to be
effective and if one wishes .to establish that effec-
tiveness by an experimental trial, there is one rec-
ommendation which', above all others, is likely to
maximize the chances of gettfIng the desired out-
come. That recommeadatibn is to devise and i
plement the treatment in a strong form. Proba y
as much as'any other factor it is'the weakness'°
experimentallireatments that forces us to the con-

k clusion that they are of no value. For example, it is
nearly pointless to attempt to evaluate a training
program that is ?tborly planned, carried out by in-
expert instructors, and that is i11 attended by
trainees. It is true.that those might be cracteris-
tics of eventual implemonytions of the program
when' t is actually put into Oractice, but ordinarily
we want to know whether a training program will
b e effectiveAhen it is done right. After that has
bee-n estabTished, It may then be worth determin-
ing whether inexper-Linstructors can carry'out the
training, etc.

If a treatment is delivered in a strong, optimal
form, then conclUsions are likely toy be fairly clear
cut. The program will either produce sizeable ef-
fects which will be evident in spite- of design
measurement problems, usually without the need
for any fancy statistics, or it will be clear that the
treatment does not do 'very much. If it does not
work well in its strongest form, it will almost cer-
tainly not do anything at all under field conditions.

Even in simple pre-experimental designs such
as t se involving a pretest, a treatment, and a
post-t ven to one group only, i.e., 0 x 0, a
striking change, especially if it is consistent across
all the cases, will often be quite persuasive. If al-
most no trainees can do CPR properly before a
training program arid almost all of them can do it
very well afterwards, no control group would be
needed. However, if the difference is not great,
i.e., the treatment does .not have a strong effect,
the possibility that the pre-test alone might have
produced the final difference might not be unrea-
sonable. Or if some new burn treatment seems to

work well on just about all cases on which it is
tried, a-case for its effectiveness may be made even
despite the absence or a control group. However,
the problem is. to _develop aihong treatment an
elk be able to-deliver-it consistently. Unless
quite confident of being able to meet those /
critet*, it is much better to rely on more powerful
expethnental designs witlicompatison groups.

Feasibility of Experimentation in Social Action
Programs

How feasible and useful are even such quasi-
experimental designs in the context of social action
programs? Boruch (1974) has documented more
than 20131 experiments which illustrate the variety
of social programs which have been subjected to
experimental field test. A number of interesting
approaches have been used in these experiments
in order to obtain randomized assignment.
Campbell (1969) argues that randomization might
be very reasonable to use in the social setting. The
randomization unit might be persons, families,
precincts, or large administrative units. Where re-
sources are scarce and are not available to all ran-
domization is pe?haps the most democratic way of 410

making them available or testing them in social
programs. The necessity of introducing pilot proj-
ects and staged innovations also perMits the use of
random assignmerits as the best way of assuring
equality and fairness to all social groups.

Despite all this, it is often the case hat social
action programs are unable to find app riate
random groups to serve as controls in experi-
ments. In'such situations, it would be appropriate,
in a quasi-experimental situation, to find rea-
sonably comparable and equal comparison groups.
There are obvious problems with this, for service.
must be denied to certain sectors of the consti-
tuency, which results in the problem of most

-policy-makers wanting to assign people to treat('
ment on the basis of their professional or political,
knowledge and experience. Such expediency de-,
stroys.randomness or comparability and makes for
'difficult generalizations. Of equal importance is
the problem of obtaining suitable controls and the
social problem of dealing with angry, aggrieved,
and distraught subjects who have been treated as
controls with placebo treatments. Social action
programs tend to hold out high expectations and
considerable political commitments and biases due
io the preconceptions and hbitest-convictions on
the part of their proposals. In such situations, ad-
ministrators often find themselves trapped in ad-
vance in,the need to prove' the efficacy of the re-
form that has tok,evaluated without being ablito
conduct an honest experiment to finctout its true
value (cfi Campbell; 1969): Such political pressures
need to be handled with honesty and forthright-
ness. It would be wrong to use biased analysis in
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order to demonstrate the usefulness 'of a refoion
that has beenimplemented.

Perhaps the moss difficult fact for adminis-
trators and policy-makers to accept is that single
experiments rarely prove or disprove the-utility of

,_ a particular approach. The essence of good re-
search design and statistical analysis is to be able to
demonstrate that one and only one known variable
could reasonably have produced the observed out-
come, but an^ne study is likely to be so narrow or

*specific in the program- tested, or population
studied, or outcome observed that any final? un-

ocal conclusions Would almost always be un-
warranted. That is a state of affairs that can prove
very frustrating even to a prograni evaluator, let
alone to an administrator who must make a deci-
sion. Scientists generally hope that a cumulative
model Might be used in social action experiments
in order to demonstrate their long-term utility.
The recent, experience of evaluation of social ac-
tion programs has demonstrated a lack of cani-
parab outcom s from different programs.

to insure that one program
utilize the experience and

us one. The very nature of
s in society requires that lit-

Lt e seems t
II take off f

ndings from a
large-scale invest

be do
m a

re

tle overlap occur particularly where redundant
and not so osefulapproaches have previously been
tried. Thin, later programs tend tobe essentially
new and thereby give the impression that previous
approaches have been condemned by implication
The fact is that little information tends to be

\ gathered abbitt previousb, tried approaches. Thus,
the -process of successive approximition is
hampered.

A note about correlational studies.

There is probably no methodolOgical and eittls-
tetnological warning more often encountered than
that."correlation does not equal causation." There
is probably also nowarning more needed. The
medical field has many areas and problems that
are re citrant to good experime tal design,
whetWel for practical or ethical r- s, and in
those areas the temptation at le to collect corre-
lational data is seemingly it 'stable. Many of the
correlations are fascinati g enough, but few of
them provide any basis in which to make policy,
and not a great many ore provide ay. basis for
improved understanding of the basic processes
which are at work in the field. This is not to insist
that correlational data sh_ ould never be collected,
nor that such data are invariablorthless. Rather
it is to serve as a reiteration of the warning and an
encouragement to try to think through in advance
the implicatior of a study, invoKing correlational
data.

Perhaps it is worth a line or two to explain that
by correlation.is meant the observation of covaria-
tion, of the selatedness of two or more variables. A

A

,

correlation may involve observation of two vari-
ables as they change over time, or it may involve
the values of one variable as a function of the val-
ues of another. For eltample,-. weight and blood
yressure,,may1e measured and-correlated In a
'single individual over time, let us'say by obtaining
measures of both on a weekly basis. Alternatively
eighrand blood pressure may be measured at the

same time in a number of different individuals.
Correlations may be positive, meaning_that a large
value on one is associated with a large value on the
other, with medium and small values being simi-
darly arxetated. Blood pressure and weight are
likely correlated positively in a lac sample
of persons. Correlations may also be negative,
meaning that a large value on one is astpciated
with a small value on the other and vice versa.
Correlations between age and health status -sip
likely to be negative, i.e., older persons have worse
health. Correlations may also be essentially zero,
i.e., indicating no relationship. There is probably
no correlation between'height and occurrence of
myocardial infraction in adult males. Correlations'
may vary from rather large, indicating strong
relationships to near zero, indicating_ weak
relationships.

The point of the above is to indicate that cor-
relations only indicate that two sets of observations
are related in the sense that the values of one are
some function of the values of the other. There is
no indication from the correlation itself why the re-
lationship exists. The aesumFgion may or may not
be correct or even reasonable. There is usually no
way to be very sure without a great deal of addi-
tional information, and even then, as the
smoking-lung cancer debate informs his, certainty
is limited.

The problems 'with interpreting correlations
can, perhaps, best be illustrated with some
examples:

"

It has been found that the more often a sur-
geon performs a given procedure, the better
the results he gets. Should we then encour-
age surgeons who doNnot operate very often
to do more surgery? Or is it possible that the
better a surgeon is, the more referrals he
gets?

It has been found that teaching itals
produce better outcomes for a w variety
of medical and surgical cases. Should we
then encourage all hospitals to institute
teaching programs. Biper'hospitals also get
better results. Should smaller hospitals add
beds?

One study reported that the faster the travel
time of a rescue squad from the scene of the
emergency to the hospital, tier the
probability of survival o f t atpatient.Should
eittergency vehicles then travel slower? Or
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isn't it pOssible that the more desperate the
case, the faster the driver will go?

-The Statistical Bulletin of Metropolitan Life
Insurance Co. has reported that among
major league baseball players third basemen
have had the lowest mortality ratios, and
pitchers and first basemen have had the
highest mortality ratios. Is there a clue there

p for the parenti of Little Leaguers?
The above examples were deliberately chosen

as somewhat .extreme, but they do illustrate the
hazards of attempting to interpret correlational
data. More sifbtle examples could as easily have
been chosen-, a representative one being the obser-
vation that the more years of experience a police-
man has, the more cynical he is. Does police work
breed cynicism, or do only the cynical survive in
the police force? Experienced hang glider pilots
have more fatalities than the inexperienced. They
probably also fly more and take mow risks. Teen:-
age boys have more auto accidents than girls?
More reckless? Less skilled? Or is it because they
drive more mkt?

'It is true tItt more powerful statigical tech-
niques for dealing' with correlational data are, cur.

4e
tently being develOped and studied, but their use
id as yet of questionable value. Our best judgment
at this time is to d trying to base conclusions
about causal relationships on the basis of mere as-,
socation between variables.

A
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Footnotes di

1: The author is indebted to Ayres D'Costa for as-
sistance and advice in preparing this paper.
2. A recently completed not yet published
Police Foundation -study .out in San Diego,
indicates very strongly that one-officer cars are
safer and more efficient than two-officer cars.
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There is probably no one approach to evaluating programs that is more often and more widely used than attitude measigement. 45
Attitudes of trainees are asstssed, pubhc attitudes are tapped, attitudes of administrators are inquired after, and so on. Yet, as this
paper makes clear, there are serious limitations to the usefulness of attitude measures, and 'evaluators should probably never rely
solely on those measures..

The concept of attitude has been regarded-as
the most distinctive and indispensable concept. in
American Social Psychology (Allport, 1935). In
fact, i today the most Widely used single term in
all thMehavioral sciences (Berkowitz, 1972). The
original impetus for the study of attitudes was, and
is, that they are believed to have something to do
with Now people act or behave. For example, the
statement "the actions of the individual are gov-
erned to large extent by, his attitudes" explicitly
assumes t at what people say is a good indication
of what t ey will do. In theory by the use of well-
consttu ted questions and answers to them it is
possible to obtain a great deal of information
about an individual's pall actions, his or her cur-
rent beliefs and even intended future actions ina
relatively short period of time, and then use this
information to predict what the individual will in
fact do in a Ocular situation.

Guitied by these assumptions, social
psychologists have gone about investigating the at-
titudes of a large part of the world's population.
For example, attitudes about politics, race, war,
mone work, sex, religion, communism, health,
a so forth are constantly being reported in

urces ranging from scholarly articles and books
t y newspapers. This information is not only
made available to nearly everyone, but it unques-
tionably affects our IKes in important ways. Politi-
C.ians often changs_thr.4r-views, (at least as verbally
expresied) to conform to the mood of the people
as revealed by opinion polls. It is ndt even un-
common to find the latest returns in politicians'
pockets. Economists study_ consumer buying inten-
tions,-and businesses spend millions of dollars try-
ing to find out the public's reaction before either
naming a new product or finding out what is the
best way of presenting the product so that many
people will actually by it. In fact, the concern of
knowing what people's attitudes are is so pervasive

4R

that it runs throughput the personal, private, and
public sector of our culture. The importance of at-
titudes as a concept is further reflected by the fact
that we often change our own attitudes in response
to information about attitudes of others..

So, the social psychologist and the layman are
alike in their intereat in attitudes because they are
thought to provide a basis for predicting overt be-
haviors. It is further assumed that attitudes can ac-
curately be measured.

The organizatiCh, of this paper is as Follows:
(1) a consideration o what is meant by attitudes;
(2) a discussion o how social psychologists go
about me rin ttitudes; and (3) a careful look
at the fundamental assumptio'nunderlying the

Pstudy of attitudes.

What Is meant by attitudes?

Nowhere is there more disagreement in social
psychology than in the definition of an'attitude, In
1939 there 4ere 30 separate definitions in use.
Today there are probably more than 100. Rather
than dwell on the numerous different definitions
of attitude, I will define attitude and its charac-
teristics it a way that most social psychologists
would agree with. By attitude is meant a disposi-
tion to respond to some social object in a negative,
neutral, of positive manner, i.e., one is set to re-
spond for or against something. That something
may be a system,of beliefs, politicak party, au-
tomobile, certain other persons, an institution,
group, valtte or ideal, or one's own body. Attitudes
have the following characteristics:

1. Consistency. The most basic and fundamen-
tal evidence for attitudes is a pattern of consistency
in res nses to smite sociarobject. Let us see what
is i d by consistency: Suppose one day during
lunc you observe a man being rather arrogantly
rude to his waiter. Why? Well, perhaps the man is
in a bad mood, perhaps he just lost his job or loved
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one, or perhaps the waiter just delivered cold soup
and 'a warm martini. Now suppose further that
during the next ten days you eat. lunch in this res-
taurant and everyday you not the same rude
behavior toward whoever is se ving the man. You
might conclude that the moo feels superior to
waitels.,If so, what you have done' is infer an at-
tituart from 'consistent behaviors (rudenehto
some social object (waiter). However, if you were
able to observe the same man in different settings
and found that he displayed this same consistency
of rudeness toward a wide variety of people, you
might conclude that he feels superior to most
people. That is what is meant by referring torn
attitude as a pattern of consistency in responses to
some social object.

2. Acquired. Attitudes are not innate; they are
acquired or learned. Attitudes are not transmitted
through' the genes. Infants do not arrive in the.,
world with preferences for a,-particular social,
political, economical, or religious orientation;
rather an individual's dispositions toward social
objects is a result of the individual's prior experi-
ences. Whether one feels positive, indifferent, or
negative toward a particular' social object depends
upon prior experiences with that object. For
example, there is a tendency to like those social ob-
jects which have led fo pleasant consequences in
the past and to dislike those social objects which
have led to unpleasant'consequences. Pleasant or
unpleasant consequences may occur- as a direct reit
suit of interacting with a social object or they may'
our vicariously as a result of observing others
verbally expressing pleasurt or 'discomfort when
engaged in interaction with an object. Attitudes.
can also be taught directly, e.g., as when parents
teach their children to look favorably upon some
system or religious beliefs. It should be apparent
that an implicit assumption involved in viewing at-
titudes as being a function of learning is that the
formation of attitudes is largely a result of the en-
vironment in which the person lives. More specif-
ically, persons who have lived together in a
particular environment will hold attitudes more
similar to each other than will persons 'raised in
different environments. Thus, on the basis of
being able to identify the political climate .of a na-
tion, state, or different locales within a given state,

-it is possible to predict with a fair degree of accu-
racy whether a conservative, moderate, liberal,
candidate will be elected to office. Similarly, oswip
can predict how individuals will respond ate
numerous social issues.

..-

3. Stability. Once formed, attitudes are stable
and endure beyond the immediate time and place.
Attitudes are usually thought of 08 relatiyely en-
during. They are not necessarily permanent, but
they are regarded as fairly stable from one day to
the next or until some reason for change occurs.
Examples of occasions for change would be when

ift
an individual is no longer rewarded for expressing

a certain attitude, when an individual encounters
new-experiences which are inconsistent with prior
attitudes, or when an individual is exposed to new
information concerning the attitudinal object.

4. Structure. Attitudes have a conceptual or
cognitive ,structure. By conceptual or cognitive
structure is meant that an individual has beliefs or
opinions about attitudinal objects, e.g., women are
more emotional thanritnen, examinations test only
a small part of what we know, individuals on wel-
fare are lacy, politicians tend to be dishonest, doc-
tors care more about money than the welfare of
the patient. Our beliefs and opinions tend tk be
consistent with our affective dispositions toward
attitudinal objects. If one is favorably disposed to-
ward a particular attitudinal object, beliefs regard-
ing that object ire likely to be positive; if one is
unfavorably disposed towards the same object, be-
liefs tend to be negative. A person is scarcely
likely, for example, to have -fvery positive, attitude
toward a certain hospital emergency room and also
believe that the physicians there are incompetent.
Similarly, having positive feelings toward a given'
object will usually lead to an expectation of conse-
quences, whereas negative feelings toward the
same object lead to expectations of_negative conse-
quences. For example, a person,who is prejudiced
against blacks Would .be more likely than other
per n belie e that allowing blacks to move
into white borhoods would lower 'property.
values, lower the quality of education; and make
the atmosphere of the community less pleasant,

5. Intensity and extremity. Attitudes vary in in-
tensity and extremity. Intensity refers essentially
to the strength with which an attitude is experi-
enced and extremity refers to degree of favorabil-
ity or unfavorability an individual appears to have
toward the attitudinal object. Attitudes vary from
low to high intensity and from, low to high extrem-
ity. The pattern of consistency in responses to a
given social object should be greatest when.the in-

s.. tensity and the extremity of feelings toward the'
object are strong. As intensity and extremity de-
crease a person is likely to be less consistent in his,
responses to the object. Most people, for example,
probably have generally favorable attitudes toward
eniergency rescue services in_ their communities,

'but since direct experience with -those services is
limited, most public attitudes are probably rather
poorly formed and are neither intensely held nor
extreme in position-Thus, one could expect a fair'
amount of inconsistency in such attitudes, e.g., be-
lieving that ambulance- personnel are generally
competent but that they may-discriminate on the
basis of race or social class. Weakly held attitudes
are also more susceptible to change so that a single
unfavorable event involving an ambulance com-.
patiy might have a fairly extensive effect on com-
munity altitudes.
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Ways of measuring attitudes.

Before it.is possible to study the formation of
j-attitudes or attitude change, and certainly before
an individual's behavior can be predicted, it is
necessary to be able accurately to measure at-
titudes. Not surprisingly, then, social psychologists
hate spent a great deal of time,'effort, and money
in formulating and developing measures of at-
titudes. The most common approaches to attitude
4akt retiteribre self reports, indirect methods,
physiological ,measures, and observational
meth/Ids.

Self reports. Without ,question the most com-
mon way of measuring attitudes is simply to ask
inalviduals what their attitudes are. The typical
procedure involves asking individuals to complete
an attitudinal questionnaire which contains
numerous positive and negative statements regard-
ing attitudinal objects. Th-e--subject is asked to
agree or disagree with each item or, preferably, to
indicate how much he agrees or disagrees with
each item, e.g . strongly agree, agree, indifferent,
disagree, strongly disagree. "The underlying as-
sumption in the latter case is that an _individual
who agrees is less favorably disposed toward the
object than an individual who strongly agrees.
Similarly, an individual who merely disagrees is

turned to be less negative toward the object
an individua who reports strong isagree-

ment. After the questionnaire is completedl the in-
vestigator merely sums the scale values and arrives
at an overall index expressing favorability or un-
favorability toward the attitudinal issue Thus,
based upon self reports obtained from inViduals,
social papchologists attempt to predict how a given
person will behave when confronted with a par -
ticutar social object.

.In developing attitudinal questionnaires the
investigator assumes or determines that the indi-
vidual items are either positive or negative con-
cerning a social object and that if individuals agree
(disagree) with one particular positive item they
will tend to agree (disagree) with all other positive
items. In. general, these assumptions are correct.
Persons judging items with respect to a particular
issue can agree on which items favor the issue and
which do not. Moreover, research on attitudes has
show n,that if an individualis favorable toward one
pro item, he or she tends to be favorable towards
other pro items, and the converse is true for con
items. in short, psychologists have been able to de-
velop questionnaires inG9rporating both pro and
con items on a given atkitddinal issue, and there is

a tendency for individuals to be consistent in their
agreement or disagreement with the individual
items.

he feels abotft p4rticular social object: Second,
the person st be-assumed to respond openly
and honest! to the items. These two assumptions
.are simple and intuitively appealing. In order to
predict a urately a persons' behavior, the person
must kn w what his attitude is and 'must honestly
report i . To the extent that these two assumptions
are no met, predictions will be poor.#

nfprtunately, the. validity of the last two as-,
su ptions, has plagued social psychologists from
th beginning. People apparently do not always
k ow how they feel about social obje5ts, and more

'importantly, even if they do Iow, there are many
reasons why individuals either will not reveal their
attitudes, or:in fact? will give deliberately misl6ad- 47
ing answers. In our culture responses to attitude
questionnaires are affected by a positivity effect,
and social desirability. By Pdlinivity effect is meant
a general tendency, everything else being equal, Co
say nice things ranter than negative things. about
the other people. In most experiments which he
been designed to affect the liking or disliking of
one person for another. the is stronger than

, the disliking Also, there is a strong tendency for
individuals to give socially desirable answers. That
is, when an investigatOr is trying to get a measure
of a socially disapproved attitude, there is a strong
tendency for respondents to give socially more ae-
-ceptable responses For example, in many seg-
ments of our society it is not socially acceptable to
express negative attitudes toward blacks,
Mexican-Americans, Italians, women, etc. Yet,
man) Americans dearly do have negatilie attitudes
toward one or more of these. groups, so that when
confronted with a statement such as ."I dill;
being arodnd blacks," "I.thin,k blacks are inferi
or "Women should stay in the home," etc., they
will tend to give-neutral or slightly positive re-
sponses even 'when in fact .their attitudes are
strongly negative Here is the main problem.
Whereas a social psychologist wants answers to re-
fle,et true feelings, respondents are `usually con-
cerned with what others will think of them.

In addition, the self'report methods of
measuring make two additional, key assumptions.
First, it is assumed that a person knows how she or53

The social psychologist's problem, is that he
seldoln really knows whether the subjects' re-
sponses are genuine or a result of social desirabil-
ity. Giving false responses to make themselves look
good is most likely to occur when respondents
know that some other person will become aware of
what Their ttitudesare. To alleviate this problem,
social psychologists tend ko administer their ques-
tionnaires in largegfoups in which it is virtually
impossible for the subjects' responses to be iden-
tified. However, even under these ,circumstances
there is reason tobelitve that subjects still tend to
respond one the basis of what is socially desirable.
For example-, one of my colteaguett, Dr. J.
Brigham, has been interested for the last eight
years in whites attitudes toward blacks. He has had .
to give up several' research projects because he
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cannot find very Many "prejudiced" individuals in
Tallahassee; he cannot find Subjeso who will give
a ,self .report indicating "I dislike blacks." Of.
course, This cou0 mean that there are no preju-
diced individuals in Tallahassee, although given
the hiring and residential practices of our city, we
are dubious in the extreme of that proposition. A
much more likely explanation is that many persons-
are responding more on the basis of what, they
know society wishes them to say than on the basis
of their own true feelings.

In spite, of these limitations, self reports are
the most popular and frequent way of measuring
attitudes, a fact that will continue to be true'be-

48 -cause compared to other approaches, self retort
measures are easy to develop and, ackninister; and
they are economically.feasible. At the same time
we must constantly keep in mind that people are
not always in'touch with their dispositions, end,
even when they are, they will not always give com-
pletely tfruthful responses, particularly when they
are concerned witIrbeing evaluated. We are still
looking for a satisfactory soldtion to these prob-
lems.

Indirect fne'thods. The indirect approach to
measuring attitudes involves exposing an indi.
vidual to a relatively unstructured or ambiguous
stimulus situation,1A person's responses to a prop-
erly chosen ambiguous stimulus are assumed to re-
flect his or her attitudes. For example, Haire,
(1950) presented, the following shopping list made
out by a hypothetical woman to esample of
housewives:

11/2 lbs. of hamburger
2 loaves of Wonder bread
bunch of carrots
1 can Rumfords baking powder .

Nescafe instant coffee
2 cans Delmonte kacties
5 lbi. potatoes

The other half of the sample were presented with
the same list except that "1 lbs. Maxwell House
coffee (drip grind)" was substituted for Nescafe.
Each respondent was asked to look over the shop-
ping list and then to write a brief description of
the personality or character of the' woman who had
made out the list. The differences between the de-
scriptions of the hypothetical woman who bought

.Nescafe er-Voapared to the one who bought Max-
well House coffee were rather striking. Approxi-
mately half of the women who read the list con=
taining-th.e instant coffee described its buyer as
laand failing to plan her household purchases
well; the woman who bought the drip ground cof-
fe was rarely described in these terms. Id' addi-
tion, the woman who, purchased the instant coffee
was more often seen as a spendthrift, and a poor
wife. Moreover, a check of the pantries of the re-
spendents showed 'that most of the women who
described the. buyer of the instant coffee in un-

1

favorable terms didrpt altually have ins( gru cof-
fee on their shelves, whereas-those who did not de-
scribe her unfavorably were much more likely to
have instant coffee. In short, it seerged that in-
terpretation of the decision to buy instant coffee

s influenced at least as muck by attitudes abut
Mat constitutes good housekeeping as_byseaction
to the flavorof instant coffee. These attitudes

'\ might not easily have been elicited by a direct ap-
proach. ,

Other investigators have used sentence-
completion tasks as indirect measures of attitudes.
Kerr (1943) studied the national stereotypes held
by the English people by presenting individuals
with.the following'sentences to complete:

The thing I do admire America for is...
The trouble withAmericeis...
When I think of the Russians, I think of....
If the British and Soviet armies fight side by

side they..-.
'If you invite an Ainetican to your home be

Bumay...rwen,Campbeil, and Kidd (1956) employed
An incomplete sentence test as one of a number of
measures of attitudes toward superiors and subor-
dinates in an Air Force population, with sentence

/parts such as:
- He never felt ornfortable in the presence

of...
, Whenever he saw his superior coming he...

The assumption underlying sentente,comple-.
tion tasks is that the wa? an individual 'completes
the, sentences is a reflection of his attitude. 4n the
two telsamples' above subjects fairorable toward
America gridfor Russia would be more likely to
complete the sentences in favorable ways than sub-
jects who have unfavOrable 'attitudes. Likewise the
completion of.the -statements concerningauperiors
and subordinates would be completed in way
which are consistent with the individual's attitude.

ar«
In both studies fifscl above -t be results supported
this assumption. lr

Still- a not her indirect approth is to present
individuals with pictures of other people and ask
Them to respond to what is presumably happening
in the picture. For example, in a study of attitudes
toward physicians one might present a seriervf
picturestportripying physicians'engaged in a variety
of activities. Subjects Might be asked to describe
the setting, the activities, and a probable outcome,
or they; might be asked to piovide dialogue such acs
the probable response of a patient to a physician
who is saying, "I cn 't, help you if you don't follow
my otders." Again,,' it is assumed that the response
of the, subjectitoLthe task reflects the subject's at-
titudes: lira

As with direct approaches and the ap \roaches
discussed below, there are both; advantages and
disadvantages to the use of indirect ways of
measuring attitudes. The advantages claimed for
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1 indirect approaches' are as follows: (I) they en -'
couragein respondents a state of freedom and
spontaneity ofitxpregiion; (y) they can tap a per- -
sod's attitudeOsonssues t
evaluate.or describe their
VA) they are partictilikr1
employed on topics on

at they cannot.easily
otivations or feelings;
seful vtiten they are

which respondent may
hesitate 4o express -they opinions directly or feat

disapproval by the investigator (a m or prob-.
. tem with direct approaches); (4) they ,may be the

ohly means available, e.g., when respondents are
likely to,consider direct questions as unWarr:inted
invasion'Of privacy or to find them threatening for
some other reason.

While many of the indirect measures are
ighli,"-ingenious, an investigator must consider

their disadv s ges- .efore deciding to use'one of
them. The vantages are: (1) they usually
limit% e degree of deception alid oc-

- casionalh som i sion of property, since ind
tab victuals are induce to respond under, some pre-_

text other than the investigator's trill, interest and
sincethey are encopraged to reveal matters th
they might perhaps wish 'to conceal; and (2) very
few, if any, of ths,$,e measure have been subjected
to any mensive evaluation olitkier their reliabil-
ity or valiclaty.T t is, investigators employing the
smite indirect meas often get conflicting results,
and indirect measures do not correlate very
highly, 'if, at all, with othser typos of. measures 14e-

_signed to tap the same attitude.Ferhaes because of
reliability and validity problems, indirect ap-
proact*s to studying attitudes atie not used very
frequently in social-psychology."

Physzlapcal measures of attitudes. At the oppo-
Ate end .of the continuum fl..orri measures ?dying
on an individual's self reports are those measures
relying

.
on

- p4siological ,responses Rot subject to.
:conscious control.,.While the study M such meas-,
'Ur* depends, of course, on the subject's willing-
ness to ttoperate, the results are usually inde-

'pendent M. either self knowledge or willingness to
report. he usual procedure is as follows: indi-
viduals are exposed to thl presence of a member,
of an object gr o pictorialgorepresentations
in situations- nvolving members of the object
group and involuntary physiological rektiotts are
recorded .4tniultaneouslyThese measures often
invote the galvanic skin response; blood pressure,
heari rate, and dilation or constriction of [he pupil
of the eye. These measures are based on the fact
that irt) siological changes accompany the experi-
epee of ttotiop, and the underlying assumption is
thlat the physiological measures of these changes,
are indicative of attitudes. ,

As an illustration, ankin,and Campbell
(19591 employed two exp 16f/enters,' one white
anii one black_to. attacii and-adjust the electrodes
necosgary !Or inkasurement of the galvanic skin re-
sponse. Results indicated .sigriificalitly larger gal-
vanic skin responses when the black experimenter
adjusted the electrodes titan when the white exper-

. imenter did. Simillurly, Cooper and his associates
(Cooper 8cSiegal, 1956) found greater galvanic
skin responses to the names of negatively valued
grottis thanto those of neutrally valued groups.
In addition; they fourid)that galvanic skin re-
sponses increaseeto bah complimentary state-
ments about disliked groups and derogatory
statements of.salued groups. In each case, the un--
derlying assumption was that ate changes in
physiological arousal was a result of the individu-
al's attitudes.

More recently, there has been mounted an
impressive series of studies which indicate that.the
dilation and constriction of th6tpupilof the eye is
related to an individual's attitudes. Specifically,
Hess's evidence\ pcticateslhat. an individual's
pupils dilate in response to pleasurable stimuli and
constrict in response to unpleasant stimuli. These
promising findings, along with the gr potential
that social scientistaieften see in phys 'asures,
made this techniqdrcfulte interestin d even ex-
citing, However, recent systematic research by
Woodmansee (1970) has not only failed to repli-
cate Hess's results but has furftier shown that the
pupil of an individual's eye not only dilates to
plea4ant stimuli but to extremely unpleasant
stimuli, e.g., a picture of a filthy toilet° in a
brokers down bathroom or a pic'ture from a grue-
some murder case involving a local coed. Thus, t

present the dilation oE,the pupil of the emma
be as promising.a technique as w
thought, although it may very well
interest -and attention. r

It should be.potrited out that
of.chnicaf.psychology fact,

dttratsed have been -adapted fron

", *ttorli However,'even in clinical psy
relssibil it or validity is in question

et

41/1P

ny Sif the measu tha e have
se ?Measures the

ests designed for 'meal popula-
ology the ikidence for either their

of
natty
n Ckex

While physiological measures'have the a van-
tage over direct measure§ that it-is more 'difficult
forthe subject to take or give false answers and di.
apparent advantage over indirect measurlotol,1
being more precise and oblec.ve, thik disadvan-
tages are also very apparent: Fir*, the obtaining of
attitudinal measures is usually restricted to a de-
-fined physical setting where the available resources
permit proper recording. -Second, increases and
decreases in physiological arousal cannot be in
preted withoitt knowing what the environme
Stimuli are
:Thirds a
dilation an
there is serf

49*:

hich' the subjects are resppndi
with*he physiological measure of

constriction, of the pupil of the eyeti
us concern with respect to interpteta-

.bilq. Fourth, studies employing more than one
physiological' measure to tap the same attitude
Oaten result in on astit,el*ticating a finding

--Vat the' others do not; ihis occurs it .raises
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questions of exactly What the various physiological ettirteen'companies. practiced mime' 'f9rm 9,f dis-
- indices are measuring, . . critnination,. ,

Notwithstanding these criticises, pllysfological .. -.4s with the other says of measuring attitudes,
measures of attitudes may very well prove to by observaticmal methods have their advantages and
more reliable ,and valid in the f6ture. Work by 'disadvantages. The advantages of observational

4. Cook (1968), indicates that subject who were con- e**- J[hods are: (1) they can tell us a great deal about
ditioned to respond favorably tr;tatementsyn=lipmellravior patterns; (2)1they can aid us in the selec:
cerning the attitudinal.object responded favorably ' tion of problems and hypoAEses; (3) observation
in terms-of physiological me,asures 'to other 06si- many be the only'feasible rnZitiod by which to
tive.statements, and subjects who Were conditioned. i -gather data, e.g., research with children or
to respond 'negatively to the attitudinal object re- schizophrenic persons Or research-concerning how
sponded negatively to other negatiie statements. people react to natural disasters;.(4) they allow an
Results of Co 's work4are,promising, but this inyestfgator to record an ,individual's ongoing be-
technique is not far enough along to warrant any havior as it occurs; thus scientist concerne with

50 conclusions about its usefulness as an attitude How people interact under certain circums noes
measure. can observe their behavior under those` circion-

,

,
( stances. s. ,

.

servational methods. Another approach to
mealith-ing attitudes is to observe an individuafin- The disadvantageS of ghservational methods
teracting with some social object. For example, are nummous. First, ethical problems (invalion of 4

Mehrabian (1969) tas mounted a program of re- privacy) do arise, particularly when indiviiAlsare
search which indicates that nonverbal beha'vior is . unaware that they are, being observed. Second,
clearly related to attitudes toward another person. when people know that their)ehavior is being ob- .
In pariicular, Mehrabian finds that positive at- served, the investigator frequevily encounters elk

(7,t tutides a're related to assuming closer interper- same probl&n as with self reports, e.g., subjects
Enol distances, more eye contact, More direct alter their behaviors to make themselves look .
nhoulder orientatiOn, and more forward-lean than ,good. Third, it is not always clear whether the ob..
are native attitudes. In othene.words, our non- ;served behavior reflects An underlying disposition
verbal behaviors are more intimate with athose (attitude) or whether the behavior is appearing for
%tarn we like than with those we do mot like. some other reason, e.g.,, a behavior may be nearly

..... independent of external patterns of stimulation.
Another area of research that is making Lite of Fourth, without:the,manipulation of variables it is

,observational methods is the field of progri4gr difficult to clearly establish cause'and effect rela-
evaluation,' concerned with, measuring the effec- tionships. . .

C

tiveness of social programs. Public institutions -
Despite these advanfages observationalconcerne with such topics as health, crime,.antl

t, ods have become increasingly popular Overeducation are increasingly being called upon to
demonstrate, the effectiveness of programs which e past few years. As social psychologists have be-
taxpayers are supporting.'"for example, Bickinan , come increasingly interested. in ecological psychol-

ogy, environmental psychology, social action, and i(in press) in evaluating,the,effectivehess or a mass
program evaluation, observational methods have

..
media campaign designed to encourage the report-

acquired more respectability then fhay had in theing of shoplifters,.foun'd that thecampaign was-ef-
fective-"in communicate and altering an inch- - past. IP

viduaf's intentions but not i%Increasing the.
number' of cases that were reorted. In other Attitddes and the predictions of beffivior.
studies appraising the effectiveness of the mas.s Recall that the under rationale for study-
media it has-1:7,,een found that there was little effect ing attitudes is that what people say is a good pre-,
on such behaviors as aggression (Feshttack & dictor of what they will do. Below are a series of
S+ r, 1970) or automobile seatbeli use (Robin- summary statements made by authorities-who have
saFet al., 1973).

. ,

. -a-at nalyzed'and evaluated the numerous studies on
kIndividuals who are, concerned with social ac- the relationship between attitudes and C.Afert 'be-

. tion research often have employed observational - havior.
methods. A good example is provided by Saltman" Studies on the relations of attitudes and be-
(1975).(1975). Concern over the implementation of anti- ' havior have almost consistently resulted in the 'r
discrimination housing laws led Salting) to audit a- conclusion that attitudes are a poor predictor
number of real estate companies in the Akron of behavior (Ehrlich, 1969). 0
area. Saltman sent black and white volunteers to Attitude research,.has long indicated that the
each real estate company, The volunteers kept person'f vtlfebal report of his attitude has a
wfitten accounts of their observations which were rather low correlation with his actual behavior
then coded to Indicate possible forms of discrimi-- toward the object of the attitude (McGuire,
nation. The results *indicated that elelve out of . '1969); ..

... :
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Most researchers have had little success in
predicting behaiiot from attitudes toward
ethnic groups (Brigham, 1971).

There is a growing awareness among inves-
tigatqrs that attitudes tend to be unrelated to
overt behaviory (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1972).

The best known example of the discrepancy
between attitudes,,and behavior came as early as
1934. A social psychologist, LaPiere traveled from
coast to coast with a young foreign Chinese couple,
stopping at over 250 hotels, autocamps, cafes, and
restaurants and receiving normal service in all but
one. months after the trip, LaPiere mailed to
each of these establishments a simple question-
naire which included the questionWill yOu accept
members of the Chinese race in your establish-
ment?" The answers he received. were 92{7e "No,"
despite the fact that all of these pla
served his Chinese friends not
other ' s, the verbal respons
exact o pdsite of the behavioral

rd
state, of affairs not only defies intuition and corn-

: mon sense, but it has frustrated and annoyed so-
cial psychologists for years.

In attempting to account for the failure of at-
' iii-Ucles to predict behavior, social psychologists

have identified three factors in addition to an in".
dividual not knowing what his, attitude is or to tie-
ing. .These factors are measurement problems,
conflict among attitudes, and situations. Let us

c briefly discuss each in turn.
Measurement. The typical procedure has been to

determine a person's feelings towasd a general
4 class of objects (members oche Chinese race) and

ust this information to predict that person's be-
havior toward a particidarmember of the class (a
Chinese couple). The more the particular member
q the class deviates or differs the general
Mass the mere difficult it becomes to make accu-

. rate predictions. In LaPiere's study the Chinese
couples that were admitted to the various estab-
lishments may have possessed very few, if any, of
4he characteristics or stereotypes held by the sub-

,iki jects. Irrfact, by being vyell-dressed, and in the
company of an occidental professor, they were al-
most certainly not much likes the imag of "a
Chinaman" that proprietors intended not to serve.

I
Conflict among attitudes. Peuple often have

.a. more than one attitude toward atty'object, and the
discrepancy between attitudes and behavior ofte`M
occur because other mere dominant attitudes are
operating.0 a particular, situation. For example, a
physician yaw is a strong proponent of HMO's'may
not be willing to speak publicly in favor of them
because of an even stronger feeling that physicians
should not actively lobby for their qwn medical
interests. The intensity and exttemiq of attitudes
both probably vary somewhat from time to time as
a result of recent experince; and An attnucte may

0

had, in fact,
INfore. In
re just the

onses. This

0

.rj

be strong eqough to dominant at one time but
perhaps noeon all asions. ..4

Situations. Perhaps the most important factor
accounting for the discrepancy between attitudes
and behaviors is the constraints or behavior that
exist in any situation. Situational facto* are very

\ powerful determinants of behavior. We are not
Bally "free" to behave in anyway we might like in
ust any circumstances. Some of the constraints

present inCapabilities*of responding in certain
w ys' in ,certain ,situations; others represent con-
straints derived from social expectations and rules.
As an example of the first kind of constraint, it has
been noted that policemen do not seem to change
their behavior very much, even when they know
theyare being observed, and they often engage in
rathek uncle:likable or unprofessional behavior
witProliServers present. One possible explanation
that ha# been posed for such behavior is that the
behavioral repertoire of many potcemen is quite
limited, and 'they literally canoot behave differ-
ently than they do in some situations. Another
constraint by itebility tb respond would be failure
to donate to a iiighly favored charity because of
lack of money at the time of solicitation. The kinds
of constraints stemming from social conventions
are illustrated by the substantial uskiformity of be-
havior in church, the fact that military enlisted
men will usually say "Sir" even to officers for
whom they have no respect, etc The difficulties
that have been met in identifying consistencies in
behavior, accompanied br recognition of the very
obvious and substantial importance of situational
factors, has led more and more social psychologists
to Ignore differences between persons and concen-
trate on situational factors in determining be-
havior. Whereas 30 years ago the social
psychologist's bias was toward individual disposi-
tions,.today the bias is toward situational factors.

cfielusion
From what has been presented it is easy and

perhaps even logical to conclude that the stu y of
attitudes Is a waste of time.. Many s ial
psychologists have accepted such a conclu ion.
While suclia conclusion can tot partially supported
by the empirical, data, there is in my estimation still
room left for the studyof differences between per-
sow in attitudes and related behaviors.

. Recently two social psychologists, Bem and
Allen (1974) have suggested that part of the prd-
lem of Identifying consistency in behavior has-been
to identify the set of behavurrs.across which consis-
tency is to be expected. For example, if a soldier is
asked'whether he likes vegetables then it is

discovered that he will not cat r aga; kale,
acorn squash, or okra, i&night not e 4-easonable
to conclude that the soldier'does- notillke vege-
tables aterall. A better procedure might be to ask
first wh t the soldier considers to be edible vege-
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_tables and t n determine whether he likes those
on his list. larly, if one wishes to predict
Whether a ill "eheat:' based 'onself-repow
of' disposition to the , it would be a good idea to
fihd,out from the sub tt just what he or she.con-

.si,der's to be cheating fa havior. Moreover, one can
-find out directly from a person about behavioral.. -

onsistency. A student ight say "I always keep my
room neat and tidy, t my car is always a mess."

-.Bgth those statemerits might be found. to be true,
in. which case the dent could' be.considered
quite consisten beCivior,, but not ,necetsarily"
withip fairly arbitrarily defined Categories. /

ff one wanted to follow' such an approach in
s%tulb dying the attitudes of the public tdward a res-
cue service, one would want first to find out what
services the- respondent believeii y.ere provided
and what the important factors were in the provi,'
sion of such services. It mitt then be determined
that the person was consistently pleased with re-
sponse times and with the technical quality of the
sei%ices but dissatisfied with t4- etneano.r of am-
buLince attendants while handling lower class and
indigent Ictims.

This approach is promising, but it is too early
to make a definitive judgrrient on Its valve. How-
ever, tt should be clear that the assumption of con-
sistenc of responses toward social objects has been
giy en up,..cnd 'social psychologists are:now looking
at a'person's feelings toward a specific object in a
specific situ' Lion, and then observing for the cor:
responding behaviors

In summary!he social psychologist's assump-
tion that attitudes lead to a pattern of consistent
responses .(particularly consistent overt behaviors)
toward a social cannotbe supported bs the
exisung empirical data.,Rather, an individual's be-
havior seems to.be affecteilli% conflieting attitudes
as well as situational factors The most promising
approach appears to be more specificity i h the
questions that are asked so as to belble to 'predict
when an individual's dispositions wni lead to con-
sistent or inconsistent behaviors.
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Recruitment, Se , Traliting gill Supervision
of Civilian Observers to Work in 'Police
Patrol Operations Research

William Bieck
Kansas City .Missouri Police Department
Operations Resources Unit . ,

Kansas City, Missouri

It seems inevitable that if the quality of performance of eineTgency medical personnel is to be evaluated In an adequa way, observers 53
are going to have to be deployed at performance sites, whether in vehicles or in ERs. The development arid mon*ring of a goo- d
observer team is no small feat This paper detail's the procedures followed by Willianairck, who has had' unusual success with an
observer study in the police field. His paper also conveys a good bit about the procedures which are necessary in order": achieve a'
high level of data quality control

cluirro
Be re' proceeding with the topic to be dis-

regarding the recruitment, selection; train-'
mg, and" supervision of civilian observers who

;worked c911 the Response Time Analysis Study,
. mention should be made of the study itself in

order to provide the listener with sufficient back-
, ground information to assess ilie context in which

the observers functioned.
The Response Time Aniik&Study, a five-

year project funded through the Naftnsal Institute
of Law Enforcement 'and Criminal Justice, the re-
search armsof the Law Enforcernent,Aisistance
Administration, is currently being conducted by
the Kansas City, Missouri, Police Department, the
agency which was the recipient of the grant. The
major objectiv-e of 4the study was to analyze rela-
tionships between time taken to. report crime or
request police service, process and dispatch citizen
requests, respond, to locations from whith assist-
ance has been required, and measure probabilities
associated with,pn-scene criminal apprehension,
witness availability, victim injury, and citizen satis-
faction with police response time. The second ob-.
jective sought to analyze problems and patterns in
crime reporting orreque.sts. by citizens for police
assistance.

. .
A total of/six data collection core onents weft"

established in orderoo obtain information neces-
sary to addr.fisquiptions generated by these objec:
tives:

is

1) Observer Corn/ The Observer Compo-
nent, the focus o rs preientation, consisted,
of nine civilian observers, two females, and
seven males, who accompanied policeoffieers,
involuntarily, f a period of ten months. The
observers rodefur eight-hoar tours per wecit
with police officers assigned to police the city's
most active robbery- and assault beat-watches.
The primary responsibility of each observer
was to record times documenting officer dis-

r

#

patcit, response and arrival to citizen contact
and the location to which the officer had been
sent. Additional information conitrning loca-
tions from which and to which officers had
been dispatched and a description of on-scene
activities, e.g., completion of an offense re-
port, criminal apprehension, administration of
first aid-.or request for an ambulance or 'other
polite specialists, etc., was also obtained.

2) Tape Content Analysis Component All calls
coming into the kansas City, Missouri, Police
,Department that are Processed through the'
communications-dispatch center are recorded
on tape. The !Train purpose of this segment of
the study was to record times pertaining to-the
initial connection between citilens and police
dispatchers,, crime reporting or service re-
quests by citizens and broadcast and dispatch
messages to field officers. Additional informa-

*non also collected included an analyses of the
Lapeckconversations between citizens and dis-
patchers to identify problems in citizen in-
teractions with dispatchers and dispatcher
communications in transmitting assignments

..4/ to field officers.
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3) Citizen Follow-up Interview Component In-
dividuals who 'reported crimes, requested
police assistance or were etetimls of criminal
offenses were identaiel and Interviewed in'
order to obtain information regarding the
time at which the crime occurred or was dis-
covered, the length of criminal visibility if a
suspect was seen, the location It which the ',
crime occurred, the citizen's activities before )
the commission of the inciden took place, the
time taken and problems enc ntered in re-
porting the incident to the poll and thtwiti-
zen's satisfaction with police r sponse time .
and the officer's on-scene activiti s. Additional
data collected included the v times knowl-



edge, if ariy, of the suspect involVed in the in-
cident together with demographiC charaeteris-
tics of victims and witnesses.

As can be seen from a review of these collec-
tion components, information is available to con-

. struct a time continuum consisting of intervals
which, for example, acCotlint for the time taken for
a criminal offense to occur, the time taOten in re-
porting the incident to the police, the time taken
to process the call through the communications-
dispatch center, and the time taken by ariofcer to
respond to and contact the citizen who initiated)
the mobilithion.

The three remaining collection components
consisted of a "Test Call" experimpi-to measure
the amount of time reqUired to reach a police dis:
parcher through the poll" e department's "Crime
Alert" telephone number (emergency or police
assistance), the depaftment's administrative tele-
phone number, anck the Southwestern Bell tele-
phone operator. This information, which was col-
lected between the times of seven and' .m.
seen clays a week, was necessary to ev the
subjecte responses given',by citizens in or
crimes or requesting police service.

A '`Vickim 'injury Follow -Up:' survey was con-
., citicted to determine the degree or exte t of seri-

ousness associated with victim i Ring
from crime or other emer media ents,

Finally. an "On-Scene .41-rest and Cbriviction
Follow-Up" component was initiated toassess
probabilities associated with criminal justice dispo-
sitions..Tracking Part I felons through the 4.crimi-
nal justice system was considered necessary in
order to eYaluate the ultimate importance of on-
scene arrests as a product of rapid police response
given thelnuspicion that convictions for the same
grounds as arrest would be few. Reasons for j
nal fallouts are'also being obtained

-Hayti1g considered the ms,thodolog ical
framework in which data were Collected, specific
attention will now be focused upon thePbserver
component. The decision to utilize-civilian obser-
verson Lhe,Response Analyth Study was
made with disciplined reluctance. Although neces-
sitased by the need to obtain information Lipoid:
able through more 'conventional means, the
employment of civilians' to accompany police offi-
cers during ro ne tours of patrol presentra mul-.
tiplicitV of ch ges even for the-most astute ad- "
ministrator with a flair toward research. Problems 7100

' encountered given the decision to employ civilian.
observers can be coucherfunder three headings:

I). Admantitrai.iZe Once 'statistical calculations
had been computed to determine the number
of incidents needed for adequate and repre-
sentative analysis, an exercise that also'pre-
dicte'd the number of (*servers to be hired,
the nip'sf salient and immediate concern posed
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by the establishment of an observer program
was cost. Suffictit to say that from the proj-
ect's inception np provision was provided in,
the original proposal for an observer
component:` -

Unanticipated cost -of Jiving salarY increases
which were triggered by unptecederrted in-

tilationary rates served to compound concern
joy...Budgetary strain during the fledgling
stages of the study.,Of tantamount impor-
tance,"salary increases also escalated fringe
benefit payments whiCh are computed at fif-
teen-percent of gross earnings.
As a reiblt of the observer program, addi-
tional supervisory, liaison, quality control and
clerical -staff were also ,needed to coordinate
and disseminate information, maintain service
records, follow through on-chest x-rays and
flu innoculations, issue and complete' travel
vouchers, insurance forms and time records,
secure office space,' prepare supply and
equipment requisitions, and manage a part-
time, non-prolit-placernent service for those
confronted with bleak prospects of future
employment opportunities once field data cols
lection had been completed. .

2) Managerial With nine full time civilian ob-
servers, one overall colleCtiosupervisorre
observer supervisot, dne liaison officer and
one quality control clerk, considerable effort
was directed toward 'eitablishing lines of
communication and delineating areas of
responsibility.

The observer's were given their own field
quarters which contained an office for their
supervisor, a conference room and a small but
functional message center. -Although distance
per se created ripples of alienation'among ob-
servers toward the administrative and analysis
staff, who were located in the central business
disttict adjacent to police headquarters, sepa-
rate office facilities were more convenient,
being strategically located between division
stations where field tours commenced,. and
provided the observer supervisor with suffi-
cient latitude to acquire a working knowledge
of each 'observer's values, expectations, aspira-
tions, and idiosyncrasies. Conceisions were
ine by the observer's supervisor regarding'
alterations in scheduling so that, exceptions-
could be made to accommodate those wishing
to pursue course work at local elSIleges and '
universities. Coordination of training sessions,
where observers were required to provide ac-
sistance in instrumentation construction and
modificationAleployment scheduling and con-
trol of rut-nor and innuendo, which surfaces as
an incessant problem whenever civilians and
sworn personnel are forced to work together,



consumed majo attention iiri addressing
managerial isfues.

, ethodologtcal In general utilization of
rained obsery rs is indicative of the state of

the art ill whi h researelfis,being cOnduCted.
Obsery ponents exemplify 4dmIssiern
that little own about the subject to be re-

, 'searched. It also suggests that the nature of
the investigation is explorajorrand descriptive
rather than experimental; the latter of which
can usually anticipate extraneous variation
and hence control, a con,cept central to scien-
tific inquiry, hoki constant or account for in-
fluences v. hick might ,affect the relationships
being; tested. It
Although 'the utilliation of trained observers
to-collect data on research projects is elenttn-
iars ,given its methodological niche vis -a -vis
more sophisticated techniqu sed in elabo-
rate research designs, pro s 'associated
wrth the administration and management of
such' endeasors are extremely complex. With-
out pursuing an epistemological tangent re-
garding the historicits of science, what sciente
is arid is not, suffice it to say Lthatitwo
methodological limitatTns are inherent in ob-
serser ,ciata collection procedures 1) Control.
Effect CoritrOl effect refers to the change or

,' influence the observer creates bs his own:
presence in' the situation he is st7aising In'
more concrete terms, obsersers riding With
police officers who are aware of the o servers
responsibility to obtain informatiort.pertring
to response timls might be inclined to drise
faster '(or slower) in order to impress a novice

. civilian Furthermore, officers might, feel
compelled. knowing that they are being ob-
sersed, to be more thorough in conduction of
on-scene activities, eig., report taking. process-
ing esidence, etc.. and 2) Based-vteupcnnt kf-

fect This concept 'desctibes the potential for an
observer to become emotiohalls consumed
into the, situation under investigation thereby
militating against his objectivity An observer
might be positively coopted bs a patrolman in
terms of fabricating data that would place the
officer in an unfasorIble light or become
negative toward policemen and the manner irk
which calls are handled. -

As can be adduced from this discussion, either
limitation. unless checked, will lead to serious
distortiOn in data collection and analysis.
Having reviewed the setting in which the ob-

serser component functioned and problematic
considerations generated by the decision to estab-
lish an observer program'', it is time totroceed to
the business of recruitment, selection, training and
supervision of observers.

The qualities necessary for a good observer'

were not easily defined..\The role demanded' a per-.
son with a complex and sometimes inconsistent set
of attributes. A good observerwould have to face
and handle many ambiguities inherent in police-
citizen' encounters, requiring/him to have consid-
erable adaptability to a brad range of situations.
Those situations would .vacillate between extreme
boredom and intense stress. In addition the role
would require an unobtrusive individual who
,could passively blend into any setting, yet actively
collect pertinent and accurate projeet.data. Other
characteristics such as good judgment;dependabil-
ity,and honesty would also be necessary to insure
systematic observations and qualitative data. Since
alt observers would be contract employees of the
Kansas City,, Missouri. Police Department, they
would have to p4,ss asthorough *background

.investigation.
Initially, it wait decided that only mate candi-

dates would.be recruited as observers, the
rationale being that a female observer *rirtioning
in a predominately male line of work would intro-
duce an-elenKnt of bias to police officers and
citizens by producing expectations for which it
would be difficult to control. The easiest rolefora
cisdian observer to acclimate in the
milieu seas either that of a plain-clothes detectiv
or a police recruit. it was considered problematrell 0
to cast t female in either role. Since no empirically
tested data were as ailatahe to support such a post:
Lion, the legal obligation of the po4e department
to be non-discriminators in hiringtpractices (the
studs was,also federally un ed) resulted in the
kisition being opened to sexes.

Initial concern about accep ce of female ob-
sersers +w as borne out somewhat g the first
weeks of field observation One incide t involved a
woman who had called the police reg rding a de-
struction of property complaint. When,contacte
later by a telephone interviewer she said the offi-
cer had arrived late on the scene (he was accom-
panied by a female observer) r) and she had assumed
he had picked up his girlfriend ,prior to respond-
ing to the call. In another police oriented study in-
volving observers in Rochester, New York, citizens'
complaints were so frequent that specially de-
signed blazers had to be 'worn by all females while
conducting their field work.

To mitigate against role conflict between offi-
cers and civilians on the.?TAS, all observers were
required -to display department identification
which consists of a personal photograph captioned
"POLICECIVILIAN EMPLOYEE:" After in-
stituting that procedure citizen complaints abated.

A,
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The only specific criteria first required for
application for an observer position was a
mimmqm age limit of 21 and completion of high
school degree requirements. It was, later learned

'"that the minimum age stipulation was not a -de-.
partment requirement; the:lower age limit being

.



17 with parental concern to work. Minimal applica-
tion criteria were established because of the lack of
evidence regal-ding the most suitable background
for observer candidates. In ct. employment
Criteria were so general that ost anyone might
qUalify for t sition.

The mo metiate market for 9ualified
c§ididates at first appeared to be local Associate
afftl' Baccalaureate Degree programs. As a result

4311 colleges and universities within sixty ,mile
radius of Kansas Cit% having a Jibe I arts or Crim-
inal justice major were contacted. the institution
had a placement service, it too was contacted. In-
dividuals involved in hiring civilians for the police

56 department were also advised of the observer
openings. The initial requests for applicants re-
sulted in onls fifteen persons applying for the nine
pcisition openings.

After initially receiving a poor responsere-
crintment efforts were accelerated and expanded

1 include out -of- state' institutions. The Job In-
Mt-maul:in Center at Sam Houston State University
in Huntsville, Texas, was contacted. thit, school
maintained several hundred resumes orteligible
candidates in the criminal justice field Northeast-
ern Unisersny's job' placement advisors for the
College of'Criminal justice in Massachusetts were
also notified q ,t e openings. Finally the positions
were aciserti d for two consecutive Sundays in

, The 'Kansas City Star, the metropolitan area's
major newspaper

The second round of inquiries, including the
newspaper advertisements, brought an Improved

% responik. Oser 200 inquiries were received, and of
those, 176 agreed to submit resumes. A total of
104 resumes were finally recessed, sixty-nine 'per-
cent from males 'and thirti-one percent from
females

fit

A revision of the project timetable to .resolve
research design issues resulted in a tiro -month
delay of interviews for the observers. During that
period, sixteen applicants found' other jobs, four
moved assay, four changed their minds, three,
withdrew citing "bad hours': as the cause (normally
observer shifts ran,from 4:00 p.m to midnight),
and three others did not attend their scheduled in-
terviews. The remaining dropouts were those re-
cruited from Sam Houston, and Northeastern
Universities.

Originally, two members of the project staff
had planned to travel to Texas and Massachusetts
to screen prospective candidates. However, the
two-month delay resulted in a diminished list of
out-of-state applicants. Travel costs could -no
longer be justified given the number of candidates
remaining, and after being advised that they
would have to travel to Kansas City on their own
expense (federally, funded grants prohibit pay-
ment for relocation to new jobs),. they declined

-further consideration.

A at of fifty interviews- were 'finally held
with -eigkonale and twelve female candi
dates. e set

-
n process involilied three basic

phases: 1).Personal interviews; 24) Field evaluation;
and 3) A battery of,short tee combined with a
brief open -ended interview. Each pplicant had to
successfully wmplete all three stages in order to' be
eligible fbr final seleCtion. Each phase was de- .

signed to examine particular attributes needed in a
"good" obsetver. Characteristics deemed desirable
fol. competent observation Are evaluated in at
least one of the three phAes, and most were
evaluated in a second or third phase supplying a
cross-reference indication of ability.

The initial phase involved one police officer
and one civilian interviewer questioning each calk
didate for approximately an hour. Prior lo tlIF
interview the applicant was asked to print his

\name, age, height, weight, and teRphohe number
on the cover sheet of an interview form. Thispro-
vided the interviewers with an indication .of the
applicant's ability to print tette' 3 and numbers leg-
ibly, arl'important'factor in the coding of survey
data forms, especial!), in anticipating that raw data
would be obtained 'n moving police vehicles.

The interview began, with a general explana-
tion of the study and a job description..The candi-
date was then asked a series of quesdons regarding
his caKer objectives, stork experiences, educa-
tional background, and/ general Interest and, ap-
tit\de for the observer position. An ambiguous''
problem situation was described by the interview-
ers, and the applicant was asked to discuss ii, Re-
sponges indicatintrigid or extreme value oftenta-
lions on behalf of a ca.ndidate were considered
undesirable and potentially problematic for the
observer role.

At ale conclusion of the interview, each inter-
viewer completed a rating form ranking the can -'
dictate's listening and communication skills, work
experiences and4rneral appearance as it applied
to the role of an observer. Preference was given to
applicants with a college degree, experiente in
applied research and p demonstrated interesiNin
police operations. Such qualifications were ek,.
petted to.facilitate individual training for the obl
serv.er role and imprae.the likelihood of gualita-",,
tive data being collected..A summary facing on a '.
scale from one to five was computed for each can-
didate. After all interviews were completed, the
interviewers received the rating instruments to
reevaluate any prinr rejectiong and 'inake. final ,

first-phase decisions. A unanimous "no vote" was
required for an applicanti to be rejected. Having
completed screening daring the first ,phake, ..,
twent $1111tiiae applicant's remained eligible for the
second 'se (although twenty-five applicants
were designated for the second phase, three with-
drew, having accepted tither positions, and one
moved away). -
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The interview teams involved in the selection
process included two civilian employees of the de-
paittnient who had considerable experience as ob-
servers in police patrol operations and two police
sergeants who had an extensive knowledge of field
operations. One of the sergeants has been pre-
viously selected to skpervise the field observers
during training, pret sting of field instrumenta-
tion, and data collection. Several police officers
and a deparlment operations analyst conducted in-
terviews when the regulk interviewers were not
available.

It was intended that at least one civilian and
one unifvrmed officer would participate in ihe
intervie sessions, however, scheduling conflicts
resulted in Unity percen of the interiewsbeing
conducted solely by ' r civilin personnel.
Of the fifty inter% w s l mp ed, [him-five in-
volvedboth civilian and sworn interviewers, twelve
involved strictly sworn interviewers and three in-
cluded only civilian interviewers.

.......

The second stage of the selection process re-.
quired that observer applicants accompany police
officers during routine patrol tours for a
minimum of sixteen hours (normally rwenty-four),
after which evaluationstw.ere made '13% a pre-
selected group of police officers Candidates were
gi%en,minimal instructs iiLis on how to behave arid

....._...s(eie expected to impakse ina3me situations
The evaluating officers were thoren b% the sworn. ..
members of the interview teams to represent a va-riety.riet%. of personalitIW-and Methods of emplo%ing
police procedures in ah attempt to exp8se each
candidate to a %al-let% of policy styles, which were
4nticipated to be encountered du%ing the fifteen

= months of, ficIld observations. Officers rated the
prospective observers on ?he basis of compatibilit%
(the major consideration), job interest. supemsa-
Wit!, courage inconspicuousness on calls At
the conclusion eicach tour. a police sergeant con-
ferred with the evaluating officer and,compileddi
ranking of those candidates evaluated b% that offi-
cer This process allowed an officer to reassess his

iearlier ratings g, ven the broader field of reference
he had developed Only those Candidates w o re-
ceived acceptable ratings from all officers with
whom they rode were selected for the final phase.
Of the twenty-one applicants that took part in the
second phase.

.
only twelve qualified for the final

phase ,
, .

The final phase of the selection process in-
cluded a battery of paper and pencil tests and an
open-ended interview with the interview team
The first exercise was "a'picture-rkall test which is
used by the Regional Center for Criminal Justice
to determine police officers' ability to observe de-
tails at a crime scene. The second exercise was a

-symbol dr I testing the candidates' dexterity
a bility to on legibly. The final test, one Be-
vel d by the Shi ley Institute, provided an indi-

cant of thy applicants' abs ?act reasoning ability
and I.Q. level.

Once the tests had been completed, the ob-
server candidates were again screened by inter-
viewers in an open-ended interview. This provided
interviewers, who had not previously 'seen some of
`the applicants, with a complete review of the final
candidate field. The applicants were then ranked
according to their scores in the second and third
phases. These scores were considered with the
personal evaluations of the interviewers in the
final phase, and nine candidates were selected.

The nine individuals chosen constituted a di- 6.
verse group. The.oldest member was a thirty-six
year-old female with a Master's Degree in Public
Administration, who, incidendy, resigned after the
first week of training to accept a position as direc-
for of a youth service agency. Her replacement As
a.twenty-eight year-old mile who had been,desig-
nated as an alternate from the. final field of twelve.
The youngest obs'er'er was a twenty year-old male
with a high school diploma

. *Of the nine observers selected, seven had Bac-
calaureate Degrees of %filch three had also com-
pleted Masters Degrees. The average age: of the
observers was twent%-seven years Final selection
revealed that one-third of tho.se initially selected
was female. The group represinted a variety of
work experiences which included a correctional
officer. a weather observer, a personnel techni-
cian, a psychiatric aide, a clerk typist and a re-
search assistant
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Given the, fact that those qualities, which de-
scribe a "good" obserser could not be defined at
the outset, -a- meticulous selection process does not
guarantee a successful observer program Once
selected observers must be traitied 'and then
supervised throughout the entirety of data
collection

. Observer training on the Response Time
Analysis Study sought to achieve two objectives.
First, it was expected to provide observers with a
tI gh understanding of police operations -This

considered necessan given the,length of time
data was projected,to be collected and the realiza-
tion that civilian observers would be riding with
police officers in the 'highest crime areas of the
cm. Secondly ,training les designed to insure that
observers received a complete orientation regard-
ing 'research methodillogy utilized on the study to-
gether with instruction concerning all collection
and quality control component's. Through a com-
bined review of the occupation to be researched
and the nature of the research4o be undertaker's,
the' observer gained a mcire'complete understand-
ing of his work and the resp4nsibilities of sworn
officers.

.
Before addressing specific aspects ofthe train-

ing format, a brief but important sidetrack is war-
ranted. F1aving made decisions to establish an ob-
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server program, the number of otservers to be (16 hours), rules and regulations (3 hours), a de-
employed and the methods 135which candidates
were identified, recruited and selected, the subject
of the kind ofobserirational.technique needed pn
the Response Time Analysis Study was discussed.
Hopefully, the follpwing labels are self explana-

.sory, but there areCt least foUr types of observer
alternatives: 1) Participant Qbserver; 2) Observer
Participant; 3) Complete Observer; and 4) Com;
plete Participant. Alth"ough differences atpong
these methods vary in degree, they also vary in
kind. The distinction between a Coniplete Partici-
pant and a Complete Obser-ver is absolute. PerhIps
of interest to the layman is the fact that sh.ese
methods are also utilized by individuals oirtsidesthe
research community. For example, an undercover
narcotics 'agent mizht_wish to infiltrate a drug'iraf-
fic operation IriTrder to .secure evaiElence. His
"cover" or -"front" must appear legit ate `to his
adversaries befote admission and then participa-
tion in the group is permitted.

In short,' unequivocal guidelines were estab-
lished at the outset of training to define the obsor-.
viers' role as "cibmplpte 'observers." Their mission
was first and foremost to collect data'

IIActual training involved a collaborative fort
among policemen, civilian researchers and oject
consultants Training units on patrol operations;
,street and field procedures. first aid self-defense
and other aspects of pollee work were provided by
the Field Operations Supervisor, who was in
charge of thelasbserving, kith assistance froth a re:
tired police sergeant, who was the project's field
liaison officer. Obseivers were given a tour of spe-
cial-lied units within the department, e.g., K-9,
helicopters, traffic, ett., and received instruction
on the operations and objectives of those 'units
from member representatives.. A seminar on epis-
temology, sciedace and research rAthodologl; was
conducted by the Principal Analyst, a' former As-
sistant Professor of Sociology. Sessions ton field
data collection techniques and instrumentation de-
velopment were delivered by an Opera,tions

.Analyst, who had conducted field observations for
over a year while employed on the Preventative
Patrol Experiment, a study conducted in Kansas
City which was funded through the Police Founda-
tion. A special session dealing with the potential of

`observer co-optation and the concept of "going na-
tive" ivas presented by Dr. Albert Reiss, a Profes-
sor of Sociology from Yale University. Dr. Reiss
had had considerable experience in directing ob-
server program's in other police departments. Fi-
nally, an orientation,to the department's overall
research and programmatic activities was provided
by the unit commander of the Operations Re-
source Unit, an operational planning, agency re-
sponsible for organizational development and
applied research efforts within the depa4ment.

Training topics included a project orientalltm,

partment orientation (18 hours), police work (42
hours), ,research methodology (16 hours), in-
strumentation development 476 hours), and field
work (72 hours). Over sixty' percent of the pro-'
gram was focused' on instrumentation develop-
ment and field work. En sum the observer.ti-aling

' program consisted of 243 hours of instruction,
field tours, seminars, and discussions.

In the initial training session a complete re-
view of the Response Time Analysis Study was
presented. Itt_origin, objectives, methodology and
potential i lications for the Kansas City, Mis-
souri, Polk Department and the law enforcement
community ere discussed. Emphasis was given to
the necessity of systematic and honest collection
and recording of observations.

discussion was held's:in the rules and regula-
tions of the department as they applied to civilian
employees. This included a review of the legal
rights and obligatTOYltisf. department membets...

.Specific emphasis was given to the following
ministrative guidelines regarding study personnel
which was formulated by Response Time Analysis '
Study staff and then approved by the Commander

/of the Operations Bureau:
1. Project staff $hall treat survey data, inci-

dental observations,' and official depart-
Mental business as confidential unless re-

'. lease is authoriied by the Project. Director.
2. Survey data and other information inci-

dental to project objectives will be provided
to -the department for matters involving
criminal investigations.

3. Departmental person.nel involved in proc-
essing and having access to projeccdata

. shall refrain from disCussiori of such infor-
mation, regardless of how incidental, unless
aukorized to do so by the Project Director.

4. Sworn personnel accompanied by project
staff wild main anonymbus to project re-
ports. Inrormation Obtained frOm com-
munications and field operations will he
statisiically tabultcd in aggregate form for
analytical purposes only.

5. Civilian study personnel are not permitted
to aggist sworn fs'aars unless dire necessity
indicates such behavior is appropriate.
However, study personnel are required to
provide assistance, i.e., physical or other,
reasonable actions, to sworn personnel
upon command, or when it is obvious and
apparent that specific situations diCtate such
actions.

6. Survey data and other extraneous informa-

42)
lion obtained by project staff, e., incidental
observations, etc., will be exempt from de-
partmental use for disciplinary purposes
against sworn personnel,, except for those
incidents involving criminal conduct. Proj-
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ect employees-are required to report both
illegal actions and-incidents of questionable
legality to the Field Operations Supervisor.

These guidelines were distributed in an Oper-
ations. Bureau Memorandum to all members of the
Kansas City, Missouri, Police Department. It speci-
fied a code of conduct distinguishing the project
staff from other department members and insured
pledges of confidentiality would be honored:

Observer orientation also included several
hours of instruction regarding the ope,rations and
organization of the police epartment which in-
cluded a tour of police headq ters, various spe-
cialized units, the counts jail, an he municiple
and cnminal courts. Presentations were made on
the organizational structure of the department, al-
location of resources, operations of division sta-
tions, jurisdictional areas delineating police re-
sponsibilities, and the criminal justice systern. This
orientation prowled 411ervers with a basic under-
standing of the organization being researched arid
its relationship to other judicial systems.

One of the major training components, which
required ever forty hours of instruction, was
police work itself. This segment focused on police
training and field procedures applicable to police
patrol An introduction of police work was pre-
sented in a training film entitled "Law and Order"
v. hich depicted different aspects of police work in
Kansas City, Missouri. Instruction was given in
self-defense, first aid, equipment usage, depart-
ment procedures for handling specific incidents
and oniscerie criminal investigations. Observers
were also familiarized with the unifoim' crime re-
porting polio, , department reporting forms, re-
port writing procedures and beats targeted for
field observations.

In the ethods sect.ion the observers received
an introduc on to research methodologs,a6d field
data collection techniques. Observers received in-
struction in role playing and observational field
procedures, which could be utilized in reducing.
observer 6ias,and optimizing data collection v.ork-
loads., Additionally, discussions were hel& on ap-
propriate attire and acceptable equipment which
would offer the most unobtrusive appearance for
observers in police-citizen oencounters.

Approximately thirty percent of the training
prograM focused on instrumentation develop-
ment. Initially, a-"review of the observational In-
strument was presented in the context of project
objectives. Subsequent meetings examined instru-
ment items, operationalization of terms, refining
skip patterns and 4-simulating encounters to be
coded. Extensilltessions werewconducted
throughout the training and pretest periods in
ordet to revieSS., and revise the field instruments
and problems identified collection of data. To
assist in clarifying slam f the more complex
terms and instrument-items, observers were di-

vided into groups of three to research and recom-
mend concept definitions and syntax of the items
for the observer survey form.

, Field work was conducted throughout the
.training add pretest pericids. Observers initially
'rode in police cruisers in different parts bf the city
for a general orientation of patrol and to become
familiar with dispatch .communications proce-
dures, policies, and communication jargon. They
were instructed not to take notes, but simply to act
as observers of mundane police activities. This al-
lowed them to become familiar with police work
and the officers without being burdened ¶y data
911ection. Once a degree of familiarity and cred-

1 y was established, some limited data were col-
lected to orient both the observer and the officer

----...
,to what would become the observers normal work
routine. After Instruments were constructed and
equipment acquired, each observer was accom-
panied by the principal analyst and the operations
artakrit in charge of establishing the bbserved
component and field instruments for a complete
tour of duty during which time measurement dif-
ferences were monitored and field collection tech-
niques discussed

Throughout the training period a continuing
dialogue on the need for qualitative data and the
honest reporting of mistakes was encouraged.
Meetings with the Kansas City, Missouri, Chief of
Police, the Response Time Analysis Study Project
Director, several consultants and staff were held to

4-A emphasize the need for maintaining a high stand-
ard of integrity in conducting field observations.
This theme continued to be emphasized through-
out (he pretest and actual collection phases of the
study. In order to dOcument the extent to which
observers conformed to project guidelines, how-
ever, adequate supervision needed to be provided
and quality control checks implemented.

A sector sergeant from the Kansas City, Mis-
souri, Police Department had beenpeeected by the
Project Director to supervise. the observer compo-
nent, following futile efforts to solicit a person who
met the qualifications that had been defined for
the position. With nine years of street experinece,
the rank of sergeant and thorough familiarity with
police operations and ,departme3 policy, it was
reasoned that novice observers would find it ex-
tremely difficult to fabricate data pertaining to re-
sponse times and on-scene police activities.

Training emphasis '-of the 4Field Operations
Supervisor was placed on research methodology
and the study objectives. He was f4miliarized with
the.study components, available literature pertain-
ing' to previous research on response time and
other o erver programs. Briefings on supervisory
and obse r responsibilities, quality control sys-
tems and de rtment liaison were conducted with
project con ants and study staff. Most of the
training, howelier resulted from first-hand on-
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the job exposure in working on the o erver selec-
tion, training, and pretesting phases of the study.

Once study objectives had been -articulated
and a methodology developed, department coop-

. eration and support had to be secured. This re-
quired those individuals- in the department most
affected (or threatened) by the study to receive a

thorough orientation of project- plans. Given the
hierarchical structure of the police department, all
levels of the organization had to be informed.
Since the areas targeted for observation included
all three divisions, co, mmandert, desk 'sergeants,
sector sergeantsand patrol officers from each divi-
sion were familiarized with the study.

60
There were many problems which could be-

anticipated in the conduction'of this kind of re-
search. For example, the tendency of police offi-
cers to be suspicious.could result in observers
being labeled'as spies. In addition there was some
danger of information distortion as it filtered
through the different organizational:levels of the
department. Finally, observers once accepted in
the field setting might be pressured to take a more
active participation in police work.

To minimize these and other concerns a re-
tired lernsas City. Missouri; police sergeant was
hired as ap assistant Field- Operations Supervisor
to help maintain sound watIking relationships be-
tween project staff and operational personnel. He
was well qualified to act in the liaison- capacity-hav-
ing served in the department's operations division
for nineteen sears. During his tenure on the de-.
partment he had established a reputation of de-
pendabilit% and personal integrity.

The assistant field supervisor's primary dtities
included:

1) Meeting with and orienting district officers
to the projth gnd discussmickith them any
problems restiltinK from the observational
program. to

2) Familiarizing desk sergeants with the Re-
sponse Time Analysis Siudy and observer
allocation needs.

3) Infotming pertinent command s?aff.of
study objectives,, project progress and po-
'tential implications of researeh findings.

4) Interviewing field sergeants to formulate
observer procedures when riding with offiL
cers and to ensure that police personnel
were not discriminantly assigned due to ob-
server deployment.

5) Maintaining a general knowledge about the
organizational environment, and receptivity
to varioas project related procedures.

6) Monitorin personnel changes o istrict
officers a igned to the target areas and
familiarizing ly assigned personnel with
the study.

The assistant -Field Operations Supervisdr was
also required to submit a quarterly report to the

7 ,

Fields Operations Supirvisor regarding feedback,
from police officers iicating any problems en-
countered as a result of observer data collection
procedures or-The conduct of the observers
themselves.

The following quality-control checks were es-
tablished and monitored during field data
collection:

, 1) All data submitted .to the Field Operations
Supervisor had to be reviewed beforehand"
and initialed by eacti observer to insure its

4. completeness and accuracy.
-2) Police officer activity sheets were checked

against the observer's log of eligible inci-
dents to insure -that data were collected on

Alt each call.
3) Wrist watches.worn by the obsersiers were

synchronized every two weAks with the pas-,

ter re! order located in the communica-
tions-dispatch Center. Variations of time
differences were recorded in order to iden-
tify faulty tirne pieces' do addition periodic
battery inspections of watch modules were
made to augel malfunctions. I ?,

4),Chron logical logs were developed. to
monito disciplinary, managerial, ad-minis-
tritiVe rcAearch, and -equipment problems.
Infor ation was -scrutinized to identify if
probl ms clustered in specific areas, were
rando I dispersed among observers or
were ma ifest to specific individuals.

Once obse r instruments had be checked
by the Field Supe e forwarded
to the Quality Control Clerk who was stationed in
the downtown administrative and analysis office..
The priinary responsibilitt of this person was to
catalogue field forms by precoded number and
disseminate them to 'the appropriate collection
component supervisor.

Now that observer d collection has been
completed for over eight mhs, evidence indi-
cates that the observer component experienced
minimal problems. Exit interviews of obserters be-
fore their. departure substantiates earlier supervis-
ory and consultant reports regarding the quality of
data collected.

The "control effect" discussed earlier appears
to have diminished as a major limitation inherent
in this observational research given (he number of
other factors' which also influenced the officers'
performance while data were being collected. The
"biased - viewpoint effect," which signaled. the
danger of an observer becoming oeopted, was
checked *lost totally from the outset by the ob-
sefver deployment matrix -which required every
observer to rotate beat-watches following each
week of data 'co'llection. Prequent meetings be-
tweentlike project's-liaison officer and police offi-
cers also helped reducethe chance of this problem
surfacing.
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Two suggestions for EM$ adMinistrators are
warranted following experiences ,obtained from
the project just reviewed and consultation with
other pos.archers and administrators. First, there
is absolutely no reason to feel apokigetic or defen-
sive regarding. research, possibilities within your
own agencies. SO little is. known about even the,
most elementary assumptions in urban emergency
services that researchers are often themselves em.-
barrassed. If research contracts are negotiated or
grants developed, make sure provision' is made for ,
a special liaison consultant to evaluate the work
being conducted for your own benefit. This per-
son could be.recruited locally and would provide y.

valuable insight Into interpretation of projeCi
ings and assessmenj.,of Implications. Secondly, in
order to respond io bfficials in other administra-
tive positions and the press, allow sufficient fund-
ing to establish an implications committee whith
would explore consideration for new' programs in
the event that shallow results were reported. All
too often researchers 'have told public adminis-,
trators what ddesn't work without. suggesting con-
structive alternatives.

6
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Developing Indicators
- of Program Effectiverwss:

A Process

George L. Kelling
Police Foundation.
Washington, D.C.

I

62 One of the requirements for evaluating any program-is that adequate measures of program effectiveness be devised. Although many
programs have explicit outcome measures such might be the case for a communication.s.system designed to decrease response time, it
is often necessary to devise "indicators" of effectiveness which are somewhat indirect or removed by some jteps of inftrence from the
effects 4ctically intended. In this paper Kelling describes some of the problems in developing indicators andi points to ways of

1maximizing their validity

The development of indicators ofprogram ef-
feetiveness is tricky and important business.

Perhaps the easiest way I can make this point
is to give some examples from policing, the area in
which I do my own research and evaluations. I will
present, and discuss three examples. I will thin
close ,by describing the process which I feeris
necessary to develop indicators for evaluations.

One of thegroblems in policing about which
there'his been recent concern, has been the
problem of police brutality. Many programs
have developed to deal with this problem. So-
lu4ions include, citizen review boards, peer re-
view panels, training, retraining, enlightened
disciplinary procedures, higher education,
psychological counselling, etc. An indicator of
police brutality is the number of complaints e
filed against police officers. But, I Iviow of a
city where police-citizen complaint centers ad-
vertise their Location, where citizens are en-.
couraged to complain if they are not satisfied
with services, where citizens' complaints are
processed rapidly and continuously.and citi-
zens are kept informed of the procedures and
actions that the department takes. I kow of
another city where citizens can't locate where
they are to complain, are discouraged from
com&ining, and are never informed of the

outcAe o[ their complaints. The first city has
many complaints The second city has few.

.Thepoint in this'eyample is relatively simple./
The meaning of indicators is relative to their con-
text. With all deference to Gertrude Stein, "A
complaint is not a complaint, is not a complaint, is
not a complaint." The same thing could be said of
arrests, crime statistics, and a host of other indi-
cators.

In this example it is clear that the activities of
one organization have encouraged citizens to com-
plain and madeiee complaint process so accessible

68

that it is not unlikely that they will accumulate
many more complaints thin the department which
discourages complaints aid makes_complaint loca-
tions inaccessible. The number of complaints then,
may not be an indi.cator of brutality, but rather an
indicator of the success of a complaint processing
system. It may also be an indicator of brutality,ibut
that'may be extremely difficult to discern.

Likewise, it would be possible that a police de-
partment could, with great fanfare and publ4ty,
embark on a program to reduce complaints,
ihroughlitraining, recruitment:discipline, etc. That
program, attended by puWicity, could call atten-
tion to police behavior to persons who, in the pas4
surlily gave it no attention ("What the hell,- so
police do thump one in a while"), thus modifying
public expectation of behavior, which in turn
would lead to increases in complaints. Those in-
creases could owur in spite of the fact that officer
behavior improves. It is conceivable then that an
increase in complaints could indicate a change in
citizen expectations rather than officer behavior.

Let me give yet another example inthis'area..
We know that there is a great gap between actual
levels of crime and repur'ted crime. How large that
gap is, variers,,from place to place and from crime
to crime, bait generally it is known that 50% of
crime goes unreported.

Let us suppose that a deOrtment goes into a
vigorous anticfime 'program which includes crime
specific strategies, eliciting morelnforruation from
citizens, and improving police-citizen relations. Let
us further suppose that in the process of conduct-
ing this program the police manage significantly to
affect the public perception of their effectiveness.
It is not unlikely that many citizens who have
failed to report crimes because they have felt the
police could not or would not do anything about it
(rethember that 50% of crimes go unreported
would start to report crimes which they would not'

.



have in the Rfst. If report meis-an indicattr
., of effectiveness, reportgd crime. Id go up ,and

the program could be viewed as a failure. In fact,
the increase in rep.ted crime could mean that the

. departmenad been successfid in improW,Mio.
lic confidence in their, performance. (Ripe is a

,
good example. Irape is sertopsly under reported.
nape victiths are, inore and more, being encour-
aged; to report rapes'and, in- response to public
pressures, pollee departments are imp roving. the is

quality of their handling of rape victims. It is con-
ceivable that reported rapes *ill increase but that
does not mean that actual, rapes have. they may

.f. have, may not have, or may hauLstayed (1* same.
Increase in reported rape statistics can bg the re-
*tilt PI thanges in piltlic mores and improved
police )rote es.) -

,

One mot.i.ample. One of raj, colleagues, Mr.
John Heaphyof the Police Foundation, has been
examening the issue of arrest productivity in police
departments: (Arrests have been one of the histor-
ical measures of police productivity). As he ,went

° from department to department Ke found tre-
mendous disparity in the numbers of arrests that
officers made which seemed to have no relation-
ship to reported crime or victimization levels: That

0 led him to the second-questa:in. "What does an ar-
rest eam

.,After months of immersing himself in
that data, he has identified the myriad ct, actors
that cat) be, and are,'related to arrests. ( aniza=
tional factors, police- style factoaa, reward 'factors,
neighborhood factors, actual crirlte factors., defini-.
tion of crime.tactorg, court factors, etc -,..etc., etc.)
The point is that the meanint of arrest, as with all
tncticators ' is tied into -a vpriety of contextual is-

Morales"

e,

T% know what arrest, complaint, crime,
Morale, job satisfaction., etc. indicators mean, each
must tie seen within a.conte t. If the context is not
understood, indicators can icre interpreted as mean -.
in li e thing when, in fact, tbeyAbeari spmethins
dia
t

trically opposite. `
.., I know of a proposed evaluation of police

services in which two principle indicators of'
police performance are response time (how ,'
long it takes-for a police vehicle to respond to

$
a call for service), and police passing5.-(the

s* mimlier of times a police car passes sr-particu-
lar pointt. Theyassumpt oils ar,ttral if a police
vehicle,reskind rapidl c inals will be ap-

:prehended or ! and citizens' moregr
satisfied; and that if'a.police car passes a par-
ticular point pften, criminals will be deterEed .

and citizens made tofeel more safe. It seems
logical that both responsetime and passings
'are Indieators of police performance. Ver

, while that appears logiCal, there is no empiri-
. cal evidence that either fast response time or )

: number of passes accomplishes-anything.
Thetheories have been that rapid response

time and pavIngs can lead to crime reduction, ap-
prehension, and citizen safety. But those have re-

*
maified, at least until very recenthi, unexamined
theories, and unexamined assumptiaks.

The' development of these two "Adicato,rs7 of
patrol igfectiveness has been an interesting
phenomhori.lt policing. Measuring patrol effec-
tivencilnas,been a particularly thorny problem in
policing since lb much important police activity

;(eubli service) has been inappropriately relegated.
to second ley* importance and -crime related ac-,
tivities (crime related function ccount for, at the ' I°
most, 20% of police time) h ve utimetti exagzr-
ate& importance. The co !Hata of the exMt-
ment of the, criminal' ate& activities and the
"Kojak SyndrOme" h both the police and
students to the Police t as Teem-I:hers and
evaluators) to virtually Fe- public's ice func-
tips and indicatois in evaluations o he 'police.
Cottpled with that functional bias, and the diffi-
culty olprtreasuring effectiYeness, -response time
and passings,(technicalJy but expensively measur
He) baste only on theory'and logtc,41raye illmetc, be
substituted (of actual goals. Police and evaluator
have become willing to assume that if respon
time is low and passings often;that thy, in itse
indicates success'. In point of fact, it indicates only
that resiginse is low' and passings oft p. Means
gave been 'substituted for goals.

. One has to be careful not to be too harsh.
09. this however. Measuring goal attainment can
be eitraordinarily difficult. Oftentimes ad i

,tratiorts- have to find process (means) indic/fors. rcr14
.demonprate their effectiveness sine' the-y lack the
funds, time and skills necessary for evaluation and,
under pressure, they must do as best thewn.
L %rise it is often the case that asa result or ack

undsOr fineTdevelPPed evaluation
ogy, evaluators simply have to settle for process
indicallois,When that iithe case and thetheoreti-.
cal biases and the reliance oie meancrather t 4,
goals are made clear that is acceptable. The r -

take occurs when admidistrators and, evaluators
orneto confuse means and goals. Short response

time and many passings: can be achieved, but in
achieving those encildile funds and creative ener-
gies are withdrawn from finding techniques which.
obtain -tilt goals.

.14pk.
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Arrests are oftentimes considered an indica-
tion oft police perforrria-nec:rhelheoris that
the more arrests an officer makes; the more
crime he is stopping, the more proficient hell,
as an officer, "arid the more ht; is contrthigticg
to the solution of' a major social problem.
Many people ag'fee with that. Labeling.
theorists argue otherwise. They argue that ar-
rests stigmitize an individual, can create a de-
viation amplification feedback loop, and make
the problem worse for both the indiyidfial ar-
rested and society.
With this third example, I am ng to make

two'points that both evaluators aid agency profes-
sfonals- must be extremely clear about. I) Program

41P
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evauldlons ought fo strive to link theory and prac-
tice. 2) There ate value aoibigaiities in many of the
gottls of social ms.

r. . .

Re erdin he lattgr.point, t e long range goal
(value) r arding crime in our s lety seems to be
fairly universally agreed upon, t, at isto work
towards a situation where citizens can live in.their
homes and in public, places witt relatively little
fear of benig..yictimized. But the interim goals on

=,,,Alagothe. way to, that,broad social goal are not always \zt
\ agreed upon.'For some, police areto arrest offen-

ders anel-present them for rapid processin
' others, the *ice are to divert offenders;

yofting offenders, from the tcjir)ilnal jus ce
64' system. Cost effectiveness and cos efit models

fend not to emphasize the function that vahles
have in determining program goals or their meas-
ureinent. AS complicated as :the cost/benefit and
costeffective equations are, tH'ey are only mean-
ingful when placed in the context dt values:

Dealing withsocial problems involves delicke
value and norm decisions. No doubtitit would be
posOle to deal with many problems more effec-
tiv ely if we were not restrained by values and
standards. Crime is an excellent-example. Concern
for issaes like privaCy due process, 'and humane

4 handling of individuals restrains organizations as
they nork towards their goals. The point is that
agency personnel have to context their goals
within the broAltalues of society. Goals are always
values or contribute to values. I am now asserting
this as more tIllihn an abstract truism. It is an un-
porrartt fact that politicians seem.often to be more
aware of than we as they, ignore our cost benefit
calculations.

Furtfreib theories play an Important funCtion
n

in out }cork As evaluators and agency profession-
als work together to establish goals and indicators
of those goals it is important that they understand
that all social practices have, or at least ()light to

.kave, explicit theoretical basesand that the. evaloa-
'lion ;of program outcomes should ,be a 'test tiF

theory. Whitt some of our evaluation activities ar,
mundane and tedious, others call for its to return
rigornusly to theory and attempt to understand
the relationship of the program evaluated and the
theoretical bases of that program (explicit to the
agency dr not). A prOgLam is, or at least ought o
be, the operationandrion off theory. A-# critical

.1*point iii the.Process of bringing together values,
,,theciries and,programs is that of establishing
explicitly, program goals and indicators. True; this
may be a struggle, and true too,4.',it may result in
incomplete explanations, but the more evaluitors
and agency perSonnel struggle to establish the
Causal linkage4,, tile pore relevant will be their.
findings. bow socialized in theory
development, and, rating personnel, at best
socialized intheory application, have rare intellec-
tual bpportunitiesiwhen*trying, to define "What
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e
works?", ':How fo we know it works?" and finally
"Why does it work?".

How then ought we deYclop,.indicators? It
seems to me the process is at least a three fold one.

.."
In the first place, re§larchere:and eyaluateis

hav to develop indicanars;of program effective-
neA through the process' of.total immersion in
agency activities, The cannot sit down in several
meetings with age'ncy.Tdministrators and expect to
know agency or pfofessional goals, skills and prac-
tices, and the assumed linkages between them.
Agency aflministrators have a point of view but
often they,are far removed from actual practice.
Organization operatives Irave a point of view, but
that ton:tips its limitations. What the evaluators
must do to fully understand practice and goals
goes beyond conversation and interviewing. Let
me Oive several examples.

,
i ,

We are nov. beginning so,develop plans to see
if it is feasible to do an evaluation of fooj patrol in
New Jersey (New, Jersey provides an interesting
site as 'foot patrol operates in 28 cities and. is
ftw,ded by the state.) In the process. of developing
the indicators of foot patrol (I must confess that
ware also developing hypoth ses, workin rela-

, tionships, examining data base etc., but even il we
weren't doing the other t we would still have
to do the following to develo indicators) We.have:

t_.Met At) top officials and administr'atOrN,
Met with"freld commanders,

i,Met with ftead§ of recomis units, etc. (to see
if data are available, ho much it will Girt to
access, and how flinch has to be generated

. over.and about' that which is available).
Met with a group of supervisors and admin-

istrations to discuss what foot'Atrol i to-Nc-
Comphsh and how we can tell if it is accol
plisbed. , .,

Met wi group of patrol ofVens .to dis-
ti cuss wh t patrol is to accariplish and

hOwifik can till if it is accomplished. .
..

Walked foot patrol with PatAal officers (so
far,....staff.has warlad a total (4'15 shifts and
will, probably walk a toral,of 15 more) in a
variety of cities,
Rode with foot patrol sergeants (so4'a-r a
total of 5 shifts).

Formed an advisory group of 2 footspatrol
officers and I sergeant from each of the 5
departments with which we plan to contitthe

. , .
our exploration. ..

-,--Asked each of.ihe 5 departmentl to form a

7Zall
task force to woy)( with. ,

alked to citizens,, including merchants,
street people, and local residents about their
views about foot patrol. ... , # ,

Met' with state officials in two agencies to ,
discusl with them 'their 'peifikptions of the
goals orate program.



The purpose of alifthese activities was to edu-
cate ourselves to what foot patrol was,, what it was
to accomplish, what it seems ro accomplish, and to
hypothesize about the causal linkages between
means and s. (Yes, this ts*terribly time consum-
ing and ex siveI would guess about $40110-0
worth of staff time and resources will go into de-
eloping an appropriate design and indicators=

not 'counting agent% staff timeand further it may
turlout that after all that time and effort a major
evaluation would beso difficult and expensive that
onlb a ver% modest one would be 1,,,orth the in-
vestment, perhaps one which would cost less than
The planning itself.) But we believe that onlb in this
immersion can we fully work with agent-% people to
establish a,proper design and indicators.

In 1( as Cit%, %%e worked with, a task force of
4. patrol officers and superbisors for a bear to de-

%clop a design and indicators. That task force also
recommended, and the KCPD approved, that two.
police officers work full time-with the ebaluators.
during the entircodength of the experiment (True,
the functions of those'officers went bebond work-
ing with us on indicatOrs and included such things
as monitoring the experiment, but throughout the
experiment one of their major tasks was to'help us
understand what data meant. One of.them, Char-
lie Brown, now works fu(l'unie for the Police
Foundation and da% works wirfli non-police re-
setkraiers and ebaluators

.
to help them understand

what then are seeing )
tr.

Please understand that I am not sating that all
wisdom regarding what data means rests with

6 agenc% personnel I berg strongly helloeb,e tat not
-to be the case "I he\ hate their own biases,
meModologies, and bested interests which keeps
them from fulls understanding what ,the' see

Instead, I am suggesting that it is infi4rtant to
deYelop an Interaction between persons deeply in-
voked in research and with those deeply in lied
in practice. It its out of that interaction itharindi-
cators develp. The development of indicators is
not reseafTh'enterprise alone It is not.a piactice
enterprise alone. It is a process between carefully
trained inquirers ,and carefully trained practition-
ers. This process must be gone-throfigh at some
point. If it is'nlit;,ione. through earls, it will be
struggled-through laterbeteen antagonists saving,
*That's not what I do ", "That's not what I meant'
or, -That's not what it means ". If the pioceak is
properly gone through, the process results in a
contract between evaluators and agency. That con-
tract is called adesrgn, developed by. both agency-
and evaluators.'

a . ,
One,last word on this. I am nut suggefitingl.his

process as a way to do it I am suggesting that ht is,
the oniy way to dovit. (liven if thevaluateira are
doing their first, fifth or twentieth evaluatrn in a
particular agency).

7

.1Ift

. The sechnd'aspect of the development of indi-
cators is that the researchers have to return to
theoretical and practice literature. Most agency
practitioners become fairly removed from the,lit-
erature of their own field. Most have difficulty
keeping up with current research, lei alone 'main--
taining their interest in theor% development,
causal linkages, etc. But that is an important task
for researchers and one for which they are exten-
sively trained. The development of indicators is
not a mechanical job that can be done independ-
ently of the intellectual traditions of a field. As an
example, my own feeling is that those who started
to use response time and passings as indicators of
patfol effectiveness made two mistakes One was
that they confused means with goals. The second
was that the% simplb did not undeYstand the histor-
ical traditions of the police Response_time and
passings are almost completely wiatedto the cntne
related functions of the police. (Proponents of
these as inchcat4rs may.argue that response time
has broader application but if you read their mate-

h nals, an% other functions a response time are re-
legated to a distant, distant sound ) I ht'.! problem is

- that such an emphasis ignores man% cif the impor-
tant historical traditions in policing This problem
of research and ebaluations lacking context has

'been a special problem'in policing where few
practitioners write, and uni'.erstties are only start-
ing to begin to do. research in policing (For all
practic al purposes, -no research exists on police
techniquesprior to.1962). Thus researchers carry
alto- respsinsibility of trsing to ground their re'-

.
search ( evaluation) *theory. That may be difficult
(the Police Foundation accomplishes this partly by
having an Evaluation Advisor% Group, all of whom
are respected academics, w ?lose purpose is to force
ealuanons to go airoligh the process of trying th
tie their work to historical trends and establish the
causal and theoretical relationship between find-
ings and practice), and often is exceedingly painful
flut it is absolutely necessary for a field-of practice.

And thirdly, the task of the evaltfator as he
developed indicators is to help the practi4ner
context their experiences. In the first point, I em-
phasized the need for the evaluator, to immerse
himself ih the agency and learn from the agency.
Now I am emph-asiling the other side of this. It is
the otifigatkon of the evaluator to bring to the
operating agency -tile contexts and theoretical trad-
itioni discussed ab9ve or the evaluator does not
just bring the agency technical skills or, speak to
the .agency on its terms, but ratheebrings a critical
capacity both as A result.of his/her training and the
present stateof the literature. He/she conveys to

\-.4fie agency specific research findings .and critical
a-nalysArs- 4. the agencies' program. The evaluator
brings these. traditions in the form of constant
probing and questioning. He/she, by challenging,
even irreverently, the Present beliefs, can,contrib-
ute to'the learning of the agency. Agin, the re-
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searcher is an inquirer. The evaluator has to force
the praetitioger to' review -his ideas in the context
of.theory, an history.

. .
.. Conclusion

'have, presented thr developme& of indi-
, chto as a process which occurs between research-

ors nd program profissionals.lt is a process
whiai.i feel is indispensable in good research and
evaluatian4., It is time Arming and expensive
for both aiency andresearcher. It calls for rigor-
ous scholarship on the part.of the researcher both
in his/her background work and field oil. It calls
far a real and extensive commitment rut of pro- ..

6t grim professionals. I suppose it is lik milking a
camel. It is difficult. It is painful. Y u will get
kicked, spit on, anc bruised. It takes a long time.

- People. will think you crazy. But if you put your
mind to it, really concentrate, and MEAN
REALLY MAN fT, you will be able to milk a "\
camel.
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Measuring the Monittary Value
of Lifesaving Prograds.

Jan Paul Acton
EconOnvist,
The Rand Corporation
Santa Monica, California fi

c

R.

, It lily often happens in evaluating some prograht os other intervention that the issues ultimately boil down to a *atter of econo cs. j 67
1 fiecifical(y the question wItich must be answered is whether in view of its costs an intervention Ls worth 'doing There are two distinct
probOs which have come to be Ovum as-cost-effectiveness and benefit-cost analysts. Jan Acton, In ,the Iwo papers *which follgx,
dtscussts these two types of analysis and 0,4 toikqw how the more fundavrtal problem of binefit:cost rat would be-approached in
the contexi of provision of emergency medscal.services . .

1.
. ....I. Introduction . )

. . A multitude of public investment, and reguia--
..
tOry decisions which have some effect on "mortality
awl morbidity rates are made by legislatures, ad-'
miniStrative 'agencies, and, the courts every year
TypicallY: as 'in the case 'of highway safety en-
gineeringothe choice which cdrifronts the public

'decision-maker is betw een reduced mortality rates
'and' hence4onger life expectancy for some group-,

more resources available fd' other purposes
.g., additional miles'of highway construction or a

r duction in,taxes). A' decision to requite some-
thing,other than the minimum technologically,.
fe 'ble

-,
mortality rate reflects in effect ajudgment

, .reality (or safety) is not to bt given lexical
, priority ,in plibliodetriliont over all other com-

modities w 'ch money can buy-41udgment which
is certainly r aSonable and in accord with everyday
decisions made by hou4eholds. If mortality is, not
to be given lekical priority, some other, standard or
procedde s heeded to determine which Cr ects
are worthAfte. In pa ulais a proced ..1s,

needed for rnealuring the nefits of such' 'pro-
ms in units which can be achy compared with ,

the costs' ,. - 13'

-le some cOn'strained decision ,situations, the
cbststcan be expressed in units a, an identifjed
commodity: k.or example, a school. bbacd may be .
faced with the decision of boVi mukb of its budget
to spend on school bus safety, ,knOwing that every , .-

addiffonal dollar spent, on bus monitors and driv-'
er's' salaries4ill reduce the quality of education by
a certain amount. The -choice,between 'safety. and .
the quality of education is easily understood, and '
could be assessed directly according to the ,prefer-
ences of the public as reptesented by. the school.
b6ard. More generally, money allocated to safety
will be4441keh from a fungible source yhich has
'many alternative uses. In such cases, there no;
good alternative to measuring the cost of safet i

dollar items, so that the evaluation of such a pro-
gram will require the decision-maker to place
dollar value on safety, at least 'in an implic sense.
.(Even iii the school bus safety example, it is not
appropriate to phrase the safety evaluation ques-
tion in terms of educational quality units if .`hang- .

ing school taxes is a. viable optioh.) ,

-How are-we to go abo'ut placin a dollar valUe
on the health and safety effect a public prn.
gram? The method which is in accord with the
theoretical postulates of welfare econbmks istto

, .measure benefit As the sum of all affected:indi-
viduals.- willingness to pay for the proposed pro-
'gram.' Wecan imagine each household being in'. _

formed of, the potential effect of the proposed
prsogram on its members' own safety and the safety..
of all those they care about, and then sending -a
'ballot to the appropriate agency which indicates

, the maximum amount they would willing to Pay
. . to have the program enacted. eir response will

reflect the risk aversion, th r anxiety of dying
ffom the particular cause ich is to be modified
by the pro am, their financial Circumst ces,and

1Pthe obje reductiOn in 'risk- to them rrtheir,
frit nds. If thcaggregate willingness to pay txCeeds

. the Costs of the program, then the prograln is
worthwhile in the sense that:eel-,one could be
m. ad, e,.'heiter, off by its adoption: It is possible
(thdugh' probably not administratively practicable)
to charge`each beneficiary less th n it is worth to
him and still cover the program costs. This "poten...
!pi Parelo itripivement" criterion is the formal

justificationustiftcation for cost-benefit analysit
ands 41 applies as well to evaluation of programs to
redece' mortality or morbidity as to more tradi-
tional subjects like irrigation evaluation.'

This method, then would define the benefit of
a program witch can be expected- to save ten
"statistical" lives out of a populatian of w0,000 as
the total value thc,100,000 rrienters of this popu-

h. a
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4,41tion place otehaving the probability of each indi-
viduirs,,d01 reduced by one in 10,000. An al-
ternativethod, and the one which is actually.
used in almost all evaluations of public health and

'safety programs, is to attempt to 'actually place a
money value on, the lives that the program would
be expected*to save if it were adopted. In the,
example above, .the "benefit" of the program

*would be 10V, where V represents' the average
"value/of. a human life." The method frequently
used irt practice for the heroic job of assessing V is :

to calculate the so-called "livelihood' measure
the present value df lifetime.earnings for a repre- .

sentanye 'The' normative viewpoint
which apparently moiivaie's this approach.is either
tat (I) people are prop4ly thought of as the that- ,

t6i of the slate, Ad the loss of a' life has a cost Co
the ,state Comparable to the-co'St of A slave's death
to his ow ner;. or (2) the proper 'objective of public('
policy is to maximize Gross National Product.?

A third procedure for benefit valuatibg has
not been. employed in the past, bAtis potential))
Yaluable. Since yarious purbhc agentiesiand legisla-
tures have been confronted with many decisiOns
which in effect invoke tradeoffs between dollars
and mortality rates, there considerable prece-
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dent for current decisions of a similar sort. Analyz-
ing these precedents could help to increase the
consistency of government cleeisilp-making.

Before proceeding to discuSs these basic ap-
Vroaches to mcflisnring the benefit of s'afetwa
enhancing programs in more &Awl, it is useful to
indicate Nome of the seemingly related iss-ues
which, from a normative viewpoint, are in fact
quite different. First. we are not dvling with the
question, of how +much the goverhment sittld
spend to attempt tossate the life of an ide
' indisidual (the coal miner trapped in a cave-in or life" for the pogrom's target p lation:'° Prece-
the child inikidney failure) who is certain to die in dent decisions can be analyzed to ascertain

,
.

the absence of government intervention. This is a whether they reflect a consistently applied set of
very difficult issue because of, among other things, life values .

.

the symbolic importance of maintaining a public. For any nu r ot reasons it wises a o'sur:
servecommitment to presee life)A, which according to prise that public rogram choices IP not reflect

Cal'abres., and othei:s is properly Yiewect differently the type of consistencydefined above, One study
from'the safety investment isspe.° Second,we are 'which eXimined 'a number of lifeiaving programs
not, 'attempting to determine the appropriate found implicit values of life which ranged from a
amount ofGompensatioti or punitive damages. fps thousand dollars (in highway safetydesignt to
award (to.either the individual or his surviy.ors) fot., . over a million dollars in an ejection system for an
injury or death. While this issue is related to ours, air fore bOmber)." To some extent thiS vatiabiliCy
in that court settlemqpts in such cases may well in-' rriFy reflect deviations' frOm one bi.both, ol# the
fluence'the amount which private firms and , Simplifying assumptions stated

.
above. Fbr 'exanit,.

households invest in safely, the relationship is .ple, a' higher and more...expensive staD8ord.of
. .

. - . 4complicated by equity considerations and a- safety for airplanes vis-Otvis highways may be jus-
numberpf other considerations including the deg . ttfited by the allotment that the Feat of a -crash
sire to :establish correct incentives for people seems to,pr6ddre greater anxiety in air passengers
whose activits influence mortality rates.' Third, we than in autegassengers, ever though the,objective
are not atte?npting to analyze.the demand for lac probabilities of death /mile are lower for the
insurance, since this I determined by an.individur ' former groupthis May generate a dispro'portiog-
al's bequest motive and
on his qwn safety:

. The remainder of the paper considers each of
the procedures for benefit valuation mentioned
above, but in revers* order. A final section sum-
marizes the principle arguments and makes several
recommendations fotvolicy analysts.

II. Political Precedent

The logical first place tp lbok for a source of
dards for evaluating public programs which
ance health or safety is to the political process.

If decisions regarding these programs tend to re*
fleet consistent set of values, then these values
have a claim to pghtical legitimacy and should be
brought to light.

First, what does it mean for these decisions o -
be internally consistent? Investment and regula-
tory proposals, differ in many dimensions, inchid-
ing the identity of the target populatiori, the cause
of death or disability which is to be curtailed, the'
nature and ripognitude of the projected effect
various side 'effects, and cost. To focus on the -

plicit 1:aluasions whiph such decisions
proved mortality rails, swo assutnpt
ful: (1) Linearity: A ptogram which
probability of death by two in 1000
member' of a specified grow is worth twi
much as a' program which cAises on]
1000 reduction; and (2) Ln ifferetic
panic r source of deat
by a pro ram does not influence 'the progra
yalueall that counts is the number and ,perh

characteristics of lives saved If these assumptt
Iffe accepted, then a. consistent procedure for a

sessing the benefit 'of programs is to value each o
them by the numer of lives which it is predicted
will be saed, meltiplied by some`,number repre-

tified s nting what is often called the 1(ftaie "value of

on im-
ns are use-
educes the

each

one
cause: T

to be curtail
e

d

ps

rs

# -

1 by the value he plac.'es ate demand for air safety. (In this veip/one could,
also point to the disproportionate concern about-

r
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dea4h by shark bite or being murdered by a
stranger.)

Inevitably, however, much of the variability is
the result of decentcatajed and varied decislow
making pr.ocesses,, special political interests, and
ignoranct. Analyzing past decisions for precedents
in defining the appropriate value of safety and
health programs would be useful to the-extent that
It helped dispel this ignorance and yield under-
standing of the implicatinps of conSistern% for de-
cisions concerning programs under current con-
sideration.

Ultimately, the study of precedent decisions*
does not yield an absolute standard b% which to
tneasitre benefits of potential programsit does
offer a contingent standard which may be useful
If e,stabltshed program X is general's recognIzeft
A worthwhile, the proposed program Y offers a
comparable increase in life expectancy/dollar ex-
pended: then there is a good argument for adopt-.
ing program V In the absence of a consistent set
of 'values generated 14% the political decis4n proc-
ess. however, there remains a pressing need for
benofit-,alues calculated ori the basis of more fNp-

. damental normative considerations It is this need
which, rightly or other.. Ise, is currently fvng
filled b% the "Ikelihood",4kocedure for life %alua-

Ill. Livelihood-Saving Measures of Value
Livelihood -saYing is the most commonly used

formal method for assessing the 'value of reducing
mortalite., and has been used as such for over 50
sears '2 This measure is based on themet present

,value of, changes in the person's earnings stream "3
By this criterion. if the expected liyelthood-stiyings
associated with a project- exceed the costs of the
project, it is ,o,orth undertaking, otherwise the
project is not v.orthsy hilt Despite considerable
disciission and use of livelihood-saving measures

, in the literature. the c4les not appear a clear
Statement of why it might be desirable to employ

_such a criterion for funding Public programs In
particular. there is no reason to beliese 4 priori.

% that changes to earnings streams bear any direct
*relationship to what society" saliks in health or
safety progra-m outputs "

The livelihood-saving 'approach rnayihave rt-
ceRed the attention ite'has because it is relatively,
easy to apply and gives the impression of,Provid-
mg An unambiguous numerical answer It is easy
beCause the analyst canconsult'a table to deter-
mine t4eilivelihood at different ages, identified by
sex, ace, and education.lialioirnpression of
numerical precision is more apparent, thap real.
however. A,number of important assumptions
undErlie the tables, and unless the decision-maker
is.tonScious of their meaning. he may be uncon-

:Sciousls supporting a social judgment that he
- would reject ;f he faced it explicitly

31,

A. Intrinsic Shortcomings of Livelihood
Approaches

The nejol- objection to a livelihood evaluation
is that it lacjo a satisfactory normative justification.
It is possible to infer from the way this approach is
discussed in the literature that it is supposed to be
justified by analogy to the economic procedure for
valuing a machine or other piece of capital equip-
ment...If a machine is accidenially destroVe
resulting economic loss is equal to either the
cost of replacing the machine, or.(2) the present
'value of the services which the machine would
provided if it had been savedW-hichever is less. If
the market, for such machines is competitive, then
measures (1) and (2) are equal -, and both valid.
Furthermore, the value of the machines' services is
equal to the implicit or expajcit rental price of the
machine. People can be viewed as embodying
Thuman capital," the services of tch are rented
in the labor market or used in home **production"
(housecleaning, child care. etc.) The rental rate
(wage rate) for labor services will under some as-
sumptions reflect the value of such services to -
production If we re to accept the notion that the
social value of a Ilfe, is equal to the %Atcv of the
labor secices the person pros ides, then the pres-
ent %aiue of the person's expected earnings (in-
cluding "implicit" earnings from home produc-
tion) is the appropriate measure of this value

Peciale are not machines.. however. If t,..e ac-
cept the yin% that prOduction is hot an end to itself
for people. but rather a necessary intermediate
step which allows us to enjoy the fruits of produc-
tion, then the "human capital" approach is clearly" .

Inappropriate. Increases in safety and life expec-
tancy help io ensure the ontinuation of an indi-
%. ual's ability to enjoy the pleasures of his life and
the leasure, which his family and friends derive
from a continuation of their relationship with him,
and it is the value of prolonging this enjoyment
which should be assesseclin measuring the benefit
of public programs Ishich affect spinets'. While this
hedonistic view would not be appropriate in'a slave
society (at least frnm ibe owner's viewpoint) or in a
societvsledicated solely toincreasing the Gross Na!

0 tional Product, it seems entirely approp%..riate in an
individualistic society ..:,here the government is,`
viewed as serving the public rather than vice
versa.I 7 t

Thelivelihood pr'ocedure 'might still be ac-
cepted in practice if it could be.demonstrated that
h provides a reasonable approximation to a meas.- '."

ure which.doek haye conceptual validity=or even
to our imuitive nlotons of what equitable policy
recital-Gs. For some judgments at least. this type of
justification is clearly lacking. For example, it is an
inescapable conclusion of this criterion that society
should spend no money on programs that extend
the -liver of fatally ill children becau*se thec)aro-
grams would *produce no change irf their futUre
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earnings. Furthermore, most persons would not
agree that it is as important to save one worker
earning $10,000 per yearvas it is to save two work-
ers with ,similar personal and family characteris-
tics, but each earning $5,000 per year. it is even
more doubtful that ntiost decision-makers would
want to save men anvomen in proportions that
depend on their earnings --even if a.homemaker's
services are valued at the wages of i domestic
worker rather than,at zev. For instance, the
livelihood-saving ateslibrsieb.- presented below

Nititilishows that a white man in 50's 'is valued more
highly than a white woman in er 20:s. If we were
Using livelihood-saving as the measure of valuefor
government health programs, this means we would
rather approve programs that save 55-year-old
men than programs saving the same number of
25-year-old women. It also indicates that it is -,
worth about,twice as much to sa. 2 one 25-year-old
man as to save one 25-year-old woman.

It is dot/btful that these magnitudes reflect the
rate at which most people would want public
lifesaving and morbidity-saving resources allo-
cated, There is little direct evidence on this point
about societal preferences, bit what exists
explicitly contradicts this implication of the liveli-
hood approach. In Acton,'S 91 peisons were asked

e hypothetical questions abOut which person they
would like to see saved if two seriously injured
men arrived at any emer,gency ward and there

) were resources available to save only-one 'of
them.'9 The respondents had to choose between
several differentipairs of agesApproximately
one-third (315 of .ihe respondentsalways chose to
save the younger person; 39 expressed a prefer-
ence that was single-peaksid in age (peaks gener-
ally occurred betien 204nd 30 years of age as
does the human -capital curve); and' 8 were indif-
ferent to all age pairs. (The remainder were mul-
tipeaked or inconsistent rankings.), Thvs, some-
what less than half the respondents exiitessed a..
cioire to save lives identified by age that corre-
Minds to the ;hape of the livelihood curve.

The livelihood measure assigns a higher value
to men, than to women at almost all ages, but thii..
sample rejected %uch a ranking when asked to
select a-man or a woman of identified aces in the
emergencyward question above: The majority a
persons (53) 6elected or& on the basis of age and
matched the same r nTing they hail expressed
when selecting be *een etwo men.. Nine re-
spondents always selected the man over the
woman, and nine Always 'selected the woman over
the man. In one question, the, resikindents were
asked'to chose between a 30-year-old man and a
'30-year-old woman. Thirty-seven chose the man,
43 chose the woman, and II expressed indiffer-.
ence. ,

We are 'not aware of any of r systematic em-
pirical evidence about people's 1:4 eferences fora
ing lives identified by age or by sex. HoweVer, this t

empirical evidence, aloe( -wish casual observation
of attitudes for public programs, suggests that a
majority of people would at least reject the relative
value of saving men and women that is implied by
the simple livelihood method. In the provision of
public services, where objectives4May include al-
lowance for factors still as income redIstriblon,
and externalities such as the numbers of depend-
ents that will be orphaned, the social evaluation
may even vary snversely within measures df liveli-
hood involved! r

Event.if we were satisfie hat the livelihood
proCedure formed a corieeptally sound.basis for
public program evaluation, an important practical
issue remains to be resolved; Market earnings in
some cases do not equal the productivity of an in-,
dividual's labor.

B. The Issue of Earnings vs. Productivity
A person's earninip may differ significantly

from his productivity for a number of reasons. For,
instance, workers in a strong unizi may earn
siderably more than workerscdoing identical,
nonunionized work. Some groups may face-earn-
ings discrimination because of their race*, ethnicity,
or sex. Some people (e.g., people with job senior-
ity) may be receiving an Income substantially above
their productivity. The livelihood measure is blind
to these distortions. It merely 'says to add up the
earnings of people who maybe affected by differ-
ent programs, and select th, ones that save the
most earnings. Since diseases tticallk do not af-
fect different 1-acial, sexual, or socioeconomic
groups uniformly, a criterion that depends on
earning differences among these groups will
necessarily slant pubj programs in particular 'di-
rections. If some diseases are found more often in ,

people with higher'earnings, the rule says to de-
yote yolir attention and resources to these diseases.

The "undesirable-nature of this criterion is
brought home acutely when we consider'the impli-
cations for the treatment of Women. (althOugh it
applies in less extreme form to any case where
wages do not reflect productivity). The inational
product accounts do not include the homemaker
services of women if they are not purchased; but
to include them from a Measure of project, benefit
will seriously undervalue programs that affect
women. The most common' procedutae is to value
homemaker services at the full -lime earnings of a
domesicworiter; compareWeisbrbdo2° Kirpan,tl
and Rice..22 Various arbitrary weightitg nil% have
also been used (see, for example, Feldstein 's).

Using the \earnin. of a domestic servant is
only partly satisfactOry, however. In the first place,
the homenlaker may be 'providing quantity or qual-
Ufa seifyices that are hot available in the market.
For instance, when we observe a woman with ad-
.,

yaneed education Ow could take a job paying two
or three times aipomestic servant's intome,sh
may be' staying hornet° raise4ffer.tmall child be-
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cause she feels the first few-tears are impQrtant
and because she does not feel could hire such
high - quality nurturing for her child. Under the
circumstances, using the domestic servaVs earn-
ings will understate the ,value of this wvman's
home actit Ines, a§ she sees m, In such circum-
stances', we could argue tha er ser6ces at home
should be valued at least as highly as the highest
salar% the woman could earn 2 4 However, e p r ob-
a b I do not reall% wish to adopt the implications of
sue h reasoning After all,man% people accept lisbs
at a salar% less than the maximum he could
command in the market The may dothis in
order t9 hate better working « iditiQns or in
order to pursue a particular type of work In the:
extreratto. the implication of this foregone oppor-
tunit% argument is that we should talue etertone's
senors corn's and women'sat the highest pos-
sible wage the% could earn Igrlitring the readjust-
ment this would cause in the general Nagy scale.
such a recalculation wouldfraise the implicit earn-
ings of societ% considerabft

A second objet ion to the standard treatment'
of home product icrn is tit it is chSmetric with re-
spect to sex ;her all. %omen are not the onl%
workers around tsl-i ho r 'Ibrgan et al 2' olkd
1-alker and C,'Suger 26 Sti:reed people al out the
hours the% spend working around the house The
found that men spend between About one-eighth
and one-third as much time as do ,women, depend-
ing oh the employment status of the soFnan. and
the ages and family sues 'rooked " If Ne.are im-
puting value ui inditiduals for their home pro-
ductiorC then it seems appropriate-to add an ele-
ment to the man's II% ehhoodialculation

The third objection to tht standard treatment
of home production lies in the treatrfient of older
women. especiall% over 65 `ears of 'age Rice and-
Coper " attributed a full domestic worker's in-
come to nonemploted women ()ter 65. causing
their livethood to exceed sigrufica.nt1% that of a
man "over 65 One Chuld speculate that women
(it er 65 start to slow do n in their household ac-
titities, but it is difficult t4 find data Walker and
Gauger 29 did not survey older women .'We
aanaltzed the results of the Productite Americans
Surte% (partially repory in Morgan et al") The
number of ohsert"ations is relatitelt small in the

er-65 age group. but the,re appears to be a
dosnturn in average numbtr sof hours worked at
home b% Women and an in rase in the hours
worked b% men Wom'en's hours declined about 19
percent in the over-65 age group and men's hours
increased ab?iut 17 percent his leases Amen
oter 6-.5 reporting afx u 5 hours of hou4notic,
per week arid men r oiling about 61/2 hours
these figures may represent an overstatement of
true 'contribution if produCtivit% falls significantly
in this age group. Furthermore. there ma% he
some reporting error ifs,he respondents have little

I

else to do and therefore claim that most of their
times goes to housekeeping.;

Since there are no compelling theoretical ai--
gume-nts for one rule over another in aaciunting

tabsfor household production, livelihood tab s can be
;generated under a varlet% of assumpuo s about
the value of women's and men's contributions.'

, [hese calculations show significant variation in the
lit ehriood, especially in the upper ranges, depend-,
nig on:the assumptions emplmediFor.illustra-
mins, Figs. 1 and 2 plot the Itehhood at different
ages for a four-wp% breakdown of sex and .race
under two of the assurtions possible -for treating
home production. Th

ip
assumptions behind the

calculations..-are discussed in more detail in Ac-'
ton,'; but briell% , Fig. 1 (Assumption 1-1)assigns
a value of $4800 for the domestic work of non-
working N omen 33,Zigillth 2 (Assumption 3-3) as-
signs a variable amount to women's hOmemaker
function (depehding on their employment status)
and a uniform amount torn en After, 64 scars of
age, women's contribution is reduced (19 percent),
A reflect a drop in household activities. and men's
is increased (17 percent) A 4 percent net dis«iunt

q rate is used for both figures r
We do not intehd th focus on the nature of

lit ehhood at different points in life or to concen-
trate on differences among races and sexes (al-
though the are already quite substantial) These
plots. howeter. sertc,4to emphasiie the substantial
tanahilut due to altectom% e assumptions about the
%aluation' of household inmates and the substan-
tial impact this has on the relative and absolute
amount assigned to women b% this criterion. The
effect of these alternant e assumptions is igrufi-
cant at all agesbut it is especiall% noteworth% in
the over -65 age range where a substantA amount
of mortaluti and morbidity is !molted from such
prominent ailments as heart and (Ir(ulatort dis-
eases and cancer

file plots in Figs 1 and 2 show a close similar-
it% between the livelihood for white females (WF)
and all other females (AOF) yhis is due to the rel-
atRely low 'work rates 4 women. combined with
the assumption that all non4arking women are as-
signed the same %aloe of householfservices re-
gardless of race I he differences between white
males (WM) and all other males (AON,t) is about
the same under the two assumptions and measures
about $60.000 higher for white met) in their -late
20's than riony.hite men in the same age The dif-
ference betWeen sex is dramatic with the liveli-
hood of white males 4t its peak about 21/2 times the
level of 'white females at its peak under Assump-
tion 1-1 When the household production of woi k-
ing men and N ()men is given an imputed value
(Ass.umption.3-3). the differences between the
sexes .narrow considerahl% At its peak, white
men's livelihood is only 1 7, times that of white
women The male.female item is even close'r for
nonwhites ' .
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Fig. 1Basic human capital, assumption 1, 1,-Interest rate = 0.04
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The other major effect of the different assup-
tions comes in the crossover- between male and
female livelihood in the upper age brackets. Under
Assumption f-I, female livelihood crosses male
between 50 aria 60,sears of agedue both to the
lower life expectant of men and tFie fact that
wonfsn are assigned a s alue of household produc-
tion while the generally retired men are not. Con-
sequently', user 65 Years of age, male livelihood
falls to extremely low levels, while female liveli-
hood remains bttw cell $20,000 and $40,000.
Under Assumption 3-3, ashen a greater value is as-
signea to household production for men 'and for
%s'orliang women, the reversal for white en's and
women's livelihood is postponed to the earls 60's,
and the Inehhood of mei% higher than befOre in
both relame and absolute terms. The reyersal for
nonwhites is pushed to a lower age, but the differ-
ec e at all ages isularrow eel considerably

IV. The Willingness-to-Ppy.Mpasure of Value

I inillamental assumption 'of the willingness-
to-pa% procedure is that indisidual's preferences
5imuld«amtthat cmitois t an and should play
tole iii polio \making for gi)%ei nmental ser%iees
that af fect them directly their health, their
friends, their taxes, their pain and suffermgind
their weltore are at stake Understiendabk, thesk
have an intKest in the public at nsnitA that man he
undertaken 11)(11% iduals are the ultinfate recipients
of the npac t of programs

Political iustif Rations for using indisidual
preferences go back at least to the 17th tenturs
and include the desire tor no taxation without rep -

resentation" hormone arguments for using inch-
suluars prfren«s date to the 19th century and
include the utilitarian principles of Bentham

French engineer, 'argued that the na-
ture and amount of puhhc transportation facilities
sltoulc letermined b% what Ow potential users
%souk he %%tiling to- pa% for using it NhAt «intern-
porarY ectinfunists who stints public polies esalua-
non agree that Lin *prom h based on indisulual
sallies is correct in principle

1 he "potential Pareto improsement" standard
which justifies the willingness-to-pas procetjure
has been crilitued becauS it makes the estimated
dollar benefit of a program depetlent on the in-, ,

come distribution This dependence has been
crituued either kcatke, (I) it is felt that the )y-
come distribution is inequitable and hence not a '-
Just basis of public program evaluation, or (2) it is
felt ,t whether or not the conic distributio is
equitible it is simply not an appr R,nate basis for
ijeternittung the produc non and -distribution of
certain goods (possibly including adequate health
tare and Safety) which are, like the sot, properly
topsidred non«mungent privileges of member-
skup in society "'I he problem %hull has not been
solved by critics is to devise 'an alternause benefit
measure ess.hich satisfies such objections The liveh-

s.

hood measure is even more directly tied td intomc
distribution (viz.by definition) than is the
willingness-to-pay measure, and it is not impossible
that precenderit political decisions were influenced
by the economic power of various interest groups.

The principle practical problems with the
willingness -to- pay. - procedure for benefit estima-
tion is that developing accurate assessments of in-
dividuals' willingness-to-pair is difficult and open,
sive, and the'validity of published attempti to
apply various estimation techniques as questiona-
ble Fin:therm:ire, the extent to which estimates of
a particular population gropp'ss dlingness to pay
for .a particular safety-enhancing project can be
applied to other groups and other types of projects
is unknown.

l'he two principle methods for measuring the
siklues a household would piaci on a prospective
public project are (I) Inferences allow nun h the
hothehold values mortalits reduction based on oh-
sei-sations of the implicit %alue the household
plates on saftlyand health in making private wil-
suption and fob-selection decis'ios, and,(2) Stn -

'se% questionnaires which ask household heads to
%tote their willingness-to-pas for the program
benefit which is under consulerataim

A

A. Implicit Values I

Wc (an, m pi olliplc,,lofcr the %allies inch-
siduals attach to mortality- and morbidity-
reduction in the same mainner as was proposed for
gosernmntal actions (,Set turn II above). Such a
res ealed 'pref erem eapproath is followed with
mint market-produt ea goods t hay ha few exter,
nalues.17 We need not go into a detailed sukves of
relative preferences r, sm, apples and oranges
Profile reveal the prof ernes the attach by their
market hehasior This i the method we would like
to use if we want to) ieasure indisiduats' true
preferences for the p wgrams It presents the
strongest claim to validiTy the people have
to back up theirwreferences with.action, and they
do u rn the qintext of other everyday decisions for
spending mile\ ." "These chimes a% include the
pun hise of safety sues (for example, seat belts),
a marginal expenditure on heolth items (perhaps a
doctor's examination and sonic antibiotics for an
ink( non), 'or the premium demanded for accept-
ing an ekevated risk (for instanc2\ higher wages for
extrahaiardous employ meat)

Rec.nt studies by Thaler," Tha Ro-
"sen," gmith," and Csher'2 have provided 'meas-
ures of implicit. willingness to pi' for.hfcisaving.'
I haler, "Thaler and Rosen,-and Smith examine the
higher wages'paid in occupations with above;
average risk' of death for evicknce 'about 'the im-
plicit value of lifesaving. Usher einploys a Id e-Tycle
model of utility maximization and infers the
trade-aff between consumption' and probability of-
survival from a time series of the national income
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accounts and mortality statistics. Both approaches
have the potential of overcoming-some reserva-
tions about- the survey-based willingnels-to-pay
approach because they examine behavior revealed
thr6ugh market activity and therefore have
stronger claims to validity and stability than exis- '
tent survey.results.

Since the two Thaler studies and the Smith
study rest on market wages, they have some draw-
backs in common with the livelihood-saving ap-
proach. First, the measure requires that the persori
be working to determine a'value. Therefore, if is
difficult to determine the appropriate value for
housewives, children, retired person's, and others

74
who are not, paid for their work. A second criticism
relates to the representativeness of this group ob-
srved in riskterLetipations. Presumably, those
ho are least risk-averse will enter a given occupa-

tion before those who are more risk-averse, all
other things the same. Consequently, lower risk

'.premiums Will be paid to those who select the oc-
cupation that-would be necessaryoto compensate,a-
randomly chosen individual who was ubjected to
that level of risk, and these measurs will be a

.lower bound on "society's Value." Third, the extra
pay is compensation for assuming an above-.
average risk, and for that reason may not provide
an appropriate measure of value for programs
whiCh are designed to reduce risk. The compensa-.
tion which a risk-aversedrerson would 'require td
accept a A p increase in the probability of his Own

\ death is greater than the amount he would.be will-
ing to pay for a A p reduction in this' proba-
bilityalthough the amounts will be close to one
another for small A p. Fourth, the wage-premium
observed..will not necessarily reflect the extkr-
nalities (to family and/or sociek) associated with a
persoris deathalthough the externalities will be
better captured with this measRre than with the
livelihood-saving approach if the employee in-
cludes his family in the job- choice decision and re-

agates that the wage-differential be adequate
compensate them for his increaseabirisk as well".
Fifth, it is difficult-to identikwhat portions of dif-
ferences in compensation are due to the additional
'risk of death, risk of injury, and othcr working
conditions. Sixth, although it is not a general
phenomenon, mere may be some occupations in,
which the participants receive some utility from
the risk; and therefore. the compensalion is in-
adequate for a normal person. Being a stock car
racer or being a test pilot may be extreme exam-,
pies, but this consideration may be reflected to

Iroome degree in a npmber of occupations, some of
which are included in Thaler's, calculatiorti:Fi-
nally, at the conceptual level, we do.not know for
certain what risks of death,or injury the individual
assumed were in force when he accepted the wage'

9 Offer. Given the difficulty Thaler seems.th have
had in getting good data on death rates by occupa-
tion, the amount of uncertainty a given individual

faces about the risk,at a particular job site may besublential. "
n the empirical ,side, Thaler found signifi-

cant variation in implicit valuation depending on
the data source used. With one data file, he infer-
red a value of between $176,000 and $260.000 per
expected life saved (for a reduction in probability
of 0.001 per year), which is remarkatoly'close to the
peak human capital value observed for young men
and to the explicit willingneis of pay obtained by
Acton 43 in his survey for aareduction of 0.001 in
heart rack death rate.- Orr the other hand, the
value implicit in-tIke, Bureau of Labor Statistics in-
jury data was over $2.6 million per expected life.
Furt ore, Thaler's regression results with the
BLS da yield an incorrect sign for the coefficient ,
of risk of injury. The regression with the first dicta
file did not include a variable for risk of injury, so
his results are subject to omitted variable Sias, and
the difference between the first and second esti-
mates were even more extreme than they appear.'*

Usher's study is an imaginative use of the
'(Canadian) national income ilscounts to infer a
tradeoff between consumption oyer a life cycle and
resources devoted to death redction. He makes,
utility solely a function of consumption in each
time period (which is equal in all time periods) as
well as the .prObability of surviving, and employs
strong assumptiOns about the form of the utility

_function to make his estimates. Given the strong
assumption about functional font, the' potentially'
severe aggregation- bias from using such highly
aggregated data to infer A utility function for indi-
viduals, and the absence-of' an indiction of' the'

"igevel of Statistical- significance, we may wish to
place Most'emphaAri on the qualitative findings.
Usher's. model implies that the value per expected
life saved is greatest at a very vitsung age (it peaks
around age 2 for plausible values of his paramet-
ers) and decreases 'through increasing age. Its
value in the age sample. 20-kois very stktr tb the
human capital values reported for OW_ ales by
Rice and C .45 Since Utility is a function solely
of corAu tion t earnings} and since he a's-
sumes that every o e consumes the same amount
in each/ear 6F-fife,' there is no differericeetwOt
the vale assigned to men and women in is
model.

B: Explicit Statements of j
The survey approach'" permits measRrement

of the entity which is directly appropriate tb
evaluating a proposed, public projectthe
maximum amount each affected household would
be willing to pay to have the project adopted. .In,
theory this ,procedure requires no assumptions
abOut individual Preferences (e.i, linearity; indif-
ference to cause, abs6ce of externalities) which
other techniques require. Since the expense of
conducting a special survey for. every proposed
pr ject would Je prohibitive, however, in-practi8e



we would want to' generalize from the results of
one survey in. order to assessother project
proposalssuch generalizations will of course re-
quire some assumptions on preferences."

While willingness-to-pay surveys have been
_conducted successfully in recreation program
evaluation," ths only published' survey wle have
found of w ness to pay for health programs is
contained in A 'ton," and that survey deals_only
with programs hat reduce chances of sudden ac-
cidental'death or heart attack death. It sought pre-
liminars esidence on the feasibility =of applying
willingness-topas responses to actual program
evaluation and addressed several questions:

Can questions be 'formulated that in princi-
-931e get at sillinfness to pay?

Do people. seem willing to answer and are
the,. relatively comfixrtable in answering
su(h question;:- .
Are the responses people mike subject to a
rational interpretation?' ..

What seem to be the major factors Influent-
144stated withrigness to pas: ,

In total. approximately' 125 persons ..ere ,
qu'estionect about their willingness to pas for heart
attack mortahty reduction."'" People. w ere pOsed
foUr apes of questions

Age choice, questionsWhich of two ser/
°Usk injured would sou like to gee saved in
allomergencs? Those results were discussed
abTat in the critique of lis ellhood-saimrk-
measures. -4 - - A
tise in the «unmunitYHow much would s-
sou be w illing to pas, to hale a heart attack
ambulance that is expected to save X lives
per sear of the 10,000 people living around
you? ,

3 A'dict willingess to pay--_---Suppose sour
neighbor -has jutst been toldlis risk of heart

,attac.k is , per year. -and' his'.ashances of
dying, If, he has, a heart' attlk are Z How
much* you think-he should be willing to
p,ay_pery ear for a hew attack program that
y.sould reduce hi-s chances (5 f' dying to Z*? a.

4. Own willingness to paySupposeyo.duc-
tor tells you your chances of a heart attack
ati''Y per ye::ir, and your4bances cif death,
given.the heart attack, are Z. HON 'much, are
you willing itipas per year-for a. heart attack
program that can reduce your 'chances. of..,

dying-to Z*? . .

Eacli respondent answered -'26 questions- of type
(I), two questions of type (2), and, four questions
each of types (3) and (4).

The results showed that we can pose questions
that get at he underlying issues 4 wdlingness,teto

the 'jittery' and seemed relatively comfortable
pay. Furth more, people were willing to complete

and responsive irkloing so (the refusal and
breakoff rat es*sve Aghgible). The question of
rational rterpretation of the-responses was not

at

9

clearly resolved in a single survey of this s e Re-
sponses varied significantly, ,from one individ to
the next (only part of this cout&be explained
sampling variance due to sample site). High va a-
non per se is neither unexpected nor undest ble
for these types of questions.- We expect der-
ences.and attitudes to varysf.Qm one indiyi ual tp
the next, even. for identical expected bene its of-
fered to individuals who appear to be sim lar in

, the socioeconomic and demographic profiles.
Nevertheless, the responses of most persons could
be given a rational interpretation, and predicted
rfleyts, were found for important explanatory vir-
tables such income,.,iveafth, age, and sex.. The
empirical results are discussed in detail in Acton.st.
Briefls, the principal statistically significatnt.find-
inks were that willingness -to -pay responses ni-

o:rease with increasing probability of deAth and
with greater reductions, that are offeredbut not
in a linear fashion." Secorid,willingness-to-pay re-
sponses are greater the more concretely and im-
mediately the hypothetical prcigram is related to

ithe individual 53

If such willingness-to-pay responses were to`be
used routinely for program -evaluation, we would
wish to conduct a survey of a greater number of
respondents '(.appropriately selected for statistical
representany eness) where the questions included

-several different probabilities of mortality, morbid-
its, and several different reductions in the values of
each health «msequente if itappeared conceptu-
Alt or empirically desirable, separate sets of ques-
tions for major categories of diseases or risks
should be prepared (for instance. heali diseases,
cancer,, accidents, and so forth). If satisfactory,
statistically significant willingness-to-pay relation=
ships were found, 'then it would probably be'most
efficient to'use the results to multivarfate regres-
-sffiron equations to estimate, the aggregate willing-
n to associatitti with a particular programtr-

ng act t of the socioeconomic': and demb-
graphic-chara risticS of, the population affected

'and the anticipated char es in probabilities.

A number of 4ssues are still left open in the
feasibility of a sumrey-based method for eliciting
value these include the validity of the responses,
their stability -and replicability, problems with un-
derstanding and, processing the information in
these -hypothetical situations, and strategic be-
havior m responding.

4
ialiclity of responses to willingkess-to ;pay

:questions as not been eicamined.empirically. In-
deed, it is not clear thatf the ,,alidity can:ever be
firmly established. -A rigorous test of validity might
be to survey a gtoup of people and thelabcome back
and' actually market the goods that had been de-
scribed (say a heart attack ambulance) or raise
their taxes in accordance with responses. Some
people might refuse to act in accordance with their

JP.
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previous responses because of inagi'vening factors
which ma' be difficult to control fbr and which the

1pundent cannot evenarticulate.84

The stability and replicability of these pre-
liminary results have not been demonstrated. Fur-
ther empirical work is clearly needed to see if the -
sari people res'priond with a reasonable stable set
of 'preferences whenvesurveyed at' a later date.
Furthermore, we should see if the results can be
replicated in othefgeographic areaswithaiiffererft
socioeconomic and ethnic samples. 1

We face several competing objecuyes in asking
*questions that are both realistic and vet under-

standable for the respondents. Since many of the
situations we pose to people are hypothetical
(either Ole disease state or_ the consequences of the
programs). -we are uncertain about the individual's
comprehension of the situation. For instance, al=
though heart disease accounts lot .agout 'A of all
deaths per year, the realistic chance a person has

--4 dying from a heart attack is less than 1 per 100
per year for the majority of adults. We are, as vet.
uncertain about how well people understand and'
process such numbers.

Ak..Similarly yy e do not necessarily know how well'
MiKple understand the nature of certain disability
states tir recoveries. The operationally, relevant
paint. hosyevels hethir they understand the
situation well Though during 'an interview that
their preferences do not change significantly if a
decision is made to inaugurate the program, The
most direct way to test this assumption is to
examine the stability of responses overtime.

A fourth, unresolved ipue iw willingness-to-pa's
elicitation is whether people' will engage in
strategic behavior when the% respond Lindahl
obsers ecflthat when sun try to find out people's
preferences for public, programs, .they may have
an incentive to underrepresent their true ..aluation
if their taxes depend, on their -stated. value, Ac-
ton " and Bohm " observed that the opposite case
may also exist if pnopfe think the decision whether
or not to have-the program is bred on aggregate
value, but the cost-shartrig rule I's determined by a
cliffeiikrit rule. Under these circumstances, if the
person feels he will be called on to sear a small
propbrtion of the costs for a 'project he wants, tie
should Oerrepresent his willingness to pay for it..
Drei,e and Poussin s" have shown that under some
circumstances, people will have the, c6rrect incen-
4ives to reveal their true, pre1Aences for public
goods that Ware already being produced. Bofi
suggests that people be pOsed questions where the
payment rule is deliberately specified as-"yet-to-be
'determined. In thin 4-nanner, he expects to cancel
the incentives to over- or underrepres-ent 'true feel-

. ings, 'because people will not he able tA select a
strategy for a misrepresentation of references that

is guaranteed to-make them better off than telling
the truth.

Bohm 80 ceriducted an exOrifnent to see hoiv
sensitive willingness-to-pay responses were to
question wording and to annlyze whether strategic
efiaftor seemed present. The sample does not

rpott to be fully representative (only 211 of 605 -
andornlY selected residents of Stockholm agreed' ,

to participate), but .the experimental design is in-
triguing And to the point. He paid the volunteers
Krd60 ($10) for a one-hour -interview" about tele-
vision programs. When the respondents came to
the studio, they were told the interview' was. de-
layed and they were put in a room with TV screens
and given an opportunity to watch a corntedy show
with two 4ry popular comedians. They were.gicen
the impression that several other respondents
were in similar rooms around the building and
that the program would be shown only if the
aggregate willingness to pay exceeded the cost as-
sociated (Kr.500). The different respondents were
randomly given different instructiorissebout what
the decision rule for actual showing would be.81 If
people %Y.-ere betigivilig strategically, sortie instruc-
tions should cause significantly higher responses
than other instructions,. Bohm's empirical results
show no ,statistically ignificant,differencei(at 5

-percent) in the responkes from one question form
to another.

h

At ttie moment, sY esan conclude that although
strategic misrepresentation may exist in princiiple
in the willingness-to-pay context, it has not been
demonstrated to be a significant empirical factor.
At the pragmatic level, it i relatively unlikely to be
a serious problem with preliminary efforts to as-

. seis people's values, because people are not accus- i
' tomed to having their tax bill react to such state-

ments of value.

Many of these potential' problems in imple-
menting a willingness-to-pageneasure will be
clarified only with additional empirical, evidence_
For instance, dike estitnates of the true variance of
responses. in.iociety and the mean value o the to..
sponses can only.be judged byxonductin ,sprveys

repretentative populationtoof respondents:
Similarly, the reproducibility and stability of

as ..sponses over time can be tneasured%;burbave not
yet been exploredemPirically. Some of the more
basic concerns about the validity of the responses
and the i'neernal consistency of a given person's re-

, sponses are more difficult to' resolve. We have
crude measures -of what "internal consistency"
means, but to derrionstrategrigorously its existence
(or-2onexistence) hard thinkinguj needed. An in.,
terarye process 'of ,poth `conceptual development
and refined- empirical evidence seems to be the
most ,viable strategy" for furthering our under-
standing in both areas. FurtherMore, itdone with
some.- fyreplanning, we can also prObifie useful
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`:.`," interi#survey results that can be used as one
. . ,).

. measure of social impact valuation for leurrent,
evaluation efforts.
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Y. Conclusion

There are important conceptual and eniptitc
differences between approaches to evaluation
viewed here. The choice of method is important
art may change the ranking and value of health
or safet, programs significantly. The selection of a
'particular method in;:olves tradeoffs between ease
of application and conceptual soundt*ss. The
livelihood-savinf approach is easy to appiy (and
has been used frequent1%. in the past), but it has a
number Of drawbacks 'ten its implications' are
examined detail. An approach based on. indi-
vidual preferences (operationally, what people are
willing.to pas) meets the drawback* of theitiveli-,
hocid-approafh and is fionceptualli most satisracl
ton. Preliminary evicitiae suggests that it is feast.,
bleto ask for explicit statements and that mean-
ingful answers result, but a number of prditems
may arise in implementation on a large
There has keen yen little empirical experience
with measurtng or tith conducting
surves of people's willingness to pay for public
programs. In the resealed preference approaches
we may iret Ob.ser% era representi4itne group of
peoples. and it may he difficult tcrlknow with cer"-

_ taint%, that observed betipioral differences should
he attributed only to differences leel of risk.
CorrespondingW, wed() not know what the stabil-

.-
it% of survey responses is mer time nor %%hat the,
sample variance likely to he ,Fiirthermore, the
%,alicht,`. and internal corirsistenc% of these responses
is not set established. It is difficult to. specii%
rigorous tests (44 the external %alldit% of these sorts
of quip.stions. but an interactive ilevelopmeritof the
conceptual underpinnings and empirical eidence-
.pro%ides promise,of sharpening -our Understand-
ing

or rrPan%cactsial ealuations. both the

.
,

.
. --,

saving or willingneSs topay as a basi forevaluat-
ing social impact, a strong case canbemade'for
the conceptual superiority of willingness to _pay.
The' livelihood measure *does not bear any neces-
sary relationshipto what peele want. in the way.of

. public programs. If we decide to fund programs
by this criterion, we know'that we,could, irl gen-
eral, raise adequate revenues by ,taxing those
whose livelihood 'is extended." However, this
criteriu,n does not - guarantee that`'society Or any
individual is made better off by adopting the pro-
gram.

- . ...
An individua reference-approach (based on

willingness to pay does provide rats with aniissnr-'
ance tha.. society is made better; off in some sense.
b%the program's that pass the criterion. By approv-
ing only programs such that people are willing to
pay; in th4 aggregate, more than the programs
cose,'we canmake a strong cas t society as a
whole gains. It is clear that in ge theprograms

`will be fundal in a manner such th some 'people
gain and some lose 'withsa particular impletleen
tion.. Nevertheless, since he aigregke wdling ss,
to pa% exceeds Jhe cost, it would' be poasibl to
spread the costs such that no one was made worse
off b% the prograin*That is, with the,crite. ruin we,

*lentil% potential Pareto.superior moves'for sod-
et%. Eer% member can he at least as well of as he --
-Was withiiiit the program', aneatleast one person-
is better oft

Although we starred this paper w ifft the objec-
tic of identifying means of placingp value On re-
ductions in probability of death or disability, we
should recognize that it may not be possible (or de-.
siraitle) to have a unique value that Can he used in
seferal different contexts.instead, it may turn out

, (tilt prefertnces are such that we- have one value
for a change in probability for cancer death,
:anotherher value for a change in probability of heart

attack deathrnand vet a third value for change, in
probability of accidental death----2even for similar

...persons and identical starting risks and reikluction
in risks. Given the diversity of %allies now implicit_

backs) and...an imperfect, crudely measured[ in public deitsionniakitig, such a finding would rIfft
'willingness-to:pa methodology are clear10, be ,unexpected. Furthermore4inal%sts like /ea-

-11*.',
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lo.ebhpocf-saving approach (with its kdoWn drac.

superior to -no foinral analysis. Fii140"the analysis tf."-* hauger . ,6' argue that the process f;,. wruch-Public. -

frequently an prder-of-magnitude.ealuatio ,,
decisions are pmade may he at least as imp)rtarit -as

Under_these circumstances, the drawbacks (A quest - 'the-actual p4rmerical values used. An. appropriate
tions .tle have about eitheapproach ate RCciAd: ., -sfrategy for, the decisu#nmaker charged. wtth
order magnitudes and do ri)t affect the conclusion evaluating bfesaving Programs before additional
whether ornot to undertake the program. Second, ' methodological and empirical research takes place
emplo%ing- both criteria to see if they yield the may he to employ more than ont of the techniques
same conclusion can Anforce one's confidence in , discussed When the different 24 ppr(rat hes yield
the rohustness of the decision. Third, in.the rake similar conclusuilis, he can.gain confidence 11rote

realisticof expected effectivenels for man pr o- - , die "fact that his evaluation does not seem to, be,
grams, Plc approaches frequently lead to rea- , sensitive to the values employed When they yield
sonably clop meastires and ,,alt,tie.s3 - sharply dtifereru conclyssions, hes( an, probe hit

. h vgi a choice between livelaulod-,.
. .

I
own preferences or seek additional evistent e. about

W the,willAness to pay of the target p'opulatiqn.
,., .,..
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Footnotes
* Economist, The tea nil Corporation, Sane
Monica, California. 'I wish to acknowledge witti
gratitude the comments of P.. took, W. Manning,.
B. Mitchell," Newhouse," Vaupel, M. Weinstein,
and A. Williams. The views are those of the author
and do not necessarily reflect those of the Rand
Corporation or any of its corporate sponsors.
1. Formal pros'pective evaluation of goverhmental
rograms, as discussed here, is a relatively young

. , discipline. Water resource allocation has the long-
-est history in the U.S., havi.4 beenirged iince .

'the 1930's to deterInine "if the benefits to whom-
- soever they accrue are in excess, he costs."

(From Flood Control Act o in A.R.

have edited a (sometimes revised) set of essays on
Planning, Programming, Budgeting System

experience by a number of practitioners
cs, titled *BUG EXP,ENbITUKES'AND

IC ANALYSIS, Markha Chicago (1970),,
I thnost extensive an ccessful applica'-'

no s of formal analysis have en in the defense
ar af Although they haVe- tended to be cost-
elleetive rather than cost-benefit' analysis (i.e.,
How can we best achilive a defense or tactical'or
strategic posture withOutigsking how expentive a
posture we should have?), some techniques de-
vaioped tbitre froin rte basis.of analysis, especially
regarding the genetalAcructurins of decisionmak-
ing under uncertainty and tlik quantification of '.

-***uncertain outcomes. A good introduction to this
systematto.approach to analysis, with a description
of I, variety of ,techniques, is found in a collection
of essay? eidted by E.S. Quade and W.I. Boncher,

STEMS ANALYSIS IN POLlaxAA,NNING,
erican Elsevier, New tork (1968). ,

Prest and R. Titrvex, "C t &fit nalysis: A
Supiey," in StRVEYS 0,F ECONOMIC THEORY,,
St. Martin's, !ew York 2. 14& (19664 Most of
These applications in 'Aar, resources have been
limited lb...economic benefits andkcosts, although
considerations such as recreational valbes and
their distribution hate been added; see, for exam-
ple, B. Weisbrod, 'Income Redistribution Effects
in Benefit -Cost Analysis, in Stuart Chase (ed.),
PROBLEMS IN PUBLIC EXPEN.I)ITURE
ANALYSIS, The Brookings Jnstitption. Washing-..

177-209141968). -
A number of 8/onsiinists have review4vari-

Otis aspects of the evaluation literature. Prest, and
111116 Turver4 1 have' a good.background review of

the cost-benefit literature. P. Steiner (PUBLIC
EXPENDITURE BUDGETING, The Brookings
Institution, Washington, D.C. (1969) ) focuses'on a
number of issues in program budgeting for fed-
eral programs. H. Klarman-reviews literature re-
lated to health evaluation, focusing on the evalua-
tion of health technology to "Application 4 cost-
Benefit.Analysis to Health Systems TeciiblOgy,"
in Morris Cot en (ed.), TECHNOLOGY AND
I3EALTH CARE SYSTEMS IN THE 1980's,
DHEW Publication, No HRA 74-3011,
Washin-gton,.D.Cr (1973), NTIS PB No. 220
613 266p. 11.R. Thaler ("The Valtie..
of Saving a Life: A MarkA Estimate," Ph.D.
dissertation, Department,.of Economics, University
of Rochester, New.York (1974) ) reviews some his:.
torical attempts at' aluation of lifesaving, and R.
Zeckhauser (" res fo aluing Lives,"
PUBLIC POLICY, Vol.-23, No 4, 420-463 (Fall
1975) ) provides ussion of me recent aPpli-
capon,A. There aftlielPsreraLessay 9n public expen
diture in general. Dorfman and hale have edited

, works facusing on particular lems' of publiC
expenditure "evaluation; see R. Dorfman,
MEASURING THE 'BEN-EVITS OF GOkiRN-
MENT INVESTMENTS, The Brookings il`ristitu-
'don, Washington, D.C.. (1965), and S.B.- Chase,
PROBLEMS IN PVBLIe EXPENDITURE
ANALYSIS, The Brookings Institution, WaThing-

2., §ee in general E.J. Wigan; "Evaluation of Life
..

ana Limb:. A Theoretical Approach," JOURNAL
`OF POLITICAL ECONOMY, Vol. 79, No. 4,
687-705 (1971).sAn interesting discussion,Of
whose interests should be reflected in benefit valu:.
ation which considers -the inteIge'neradonal prob-
lems is to be found in IA. Dowie, It aluing the
Benefits of Health Improvement," USTRALIAN
ECONOMIC PAFERS,I.Nol. 9, NQ , 93ff (1970).

3". This criterion 'was 4aginally *proliosed by both
I>I.. kaklor, ;Welfare Propositions of,'Economics .

and Inteiphlonal Comparisons-:1f 114" ECO-
NOMIC JOURNAL, Vol. 49 (19391; and f.le.

i ,Elicks,,"'he Foundatians,of Welfare Economics,"
ECONOMIC JOURNAL Vol. 49 (1939). A good
recent discussion in the "valuing lives" contexteis J.
kiershlerfer. "The Economic Approach to Risk-
Benefit Analysis," in David Okrtnt (ed.) RISK-,
BENEFIT METHODOLOGY AND APPLICA:
TIONS.(pro'cessed), UCLA -ENGi,,598 (December
10W5). . .

4. A term due to Schelling (T. Schelling, "The Life
You Save May Be. Your Own," ih S. Chase, ed.,,
PROBLEMS ,IN, PUBLIC EXPENDITURE
ANALYSIS, The Brookings Institution, Washing-

.ton, 7-116 (1968) )-7-as distinct from the
lifesaving, r illirigness7to-pay, approach.

5. See Mishan, ruitenutra..
-6. G. Calabresi, THE COST OF ACCIDENTS: A
LEGAL AND ECONOMIC' ANnYS15,, Yale
Univ. Press, New Haven (1975).

7. R. Posner,. (ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF THE
LA Little Brown. and Company, Boston (1972) k .

Kean 'Products Liability: Implications .of
hangiN Property Rights," QUARTERLY
AL OF ECONOMICS, Vol. LXXXIV, N?.

4, 6 10-626 (Nov. 1970) ) have explored conditions
ton, D.C. (1968). R.H. Havethan and J. Margolis' under. which economic efficiency is improved by

.
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, assigning liability to'one park(sa) the producer O.' value of aide.'" In general one tan only refer to
a good) rather than permittitig the market to sup- time expected value per life saved at a prim initial

J ply (or fail to supply)products that provide reduc- Ask of death and for a gpen re&telion in nsk. Suppose
I i

uons in risk. Although, in ge'neral, these liability a given ifidividual has an initial risk of death P,
solutionlionposod to improve economic efficiency : if and is offered a chance to reduce it bs A P. If he
will understate the value of lifesaving or chsabilit% will be willing to day' an amount. X, to reduce the
sasin,g that would be inferred from a direct as- risk, then se may refer to the value Y (which
sessment Or willingness to pas, they cannot be used equals API as the expected value per life saved
as an unambiguous lower bouhdpei'ause of trans-, for this set.of cncumstancres. (It can also be vieised

- action costs and lack of 'perfect information, pus- ,as the am(iunt that a large number of people sit11

si le differences bets's'een the group determining larls affected and with similar tastes would pas, on
t e lallyl.illd NIA engaged' in the transactuni,- the average, for cach life sased iii their group ) In
pumme elements to settlements, or differences be- general (12e,c4use of risk as ersion and because one's
fss ern aloe group affected ex ante and the group budget constraint is affected bs non - trivial c hales

in Plitk of dew h)i people will not be willing to pas
an amount 2X for a reducnon in risk"of 2 le.
SmularlY, people's whok! initial risk is Q instead?of
r:. will genetlls'be willing to pas somethmg other
than X for Me same" ..1 P We dls(uss some eviden«
about amounts people anon willing to pals for dd-

..

fc4nt caiues of P and _I P in SectionsIV:

1 1 1 ( :arlson, "Valuation of Life Sas mg," Phi)
Dissertation. Harvard Untsenits (1963)

, . 4
12 See, for instance. E Crammond, ",I he Cost of
the War," JOURNAL. OF HIE ROYAL SI A EIS-
. 1 ICAL SOLI/. I.Y.,...Series A. Vol ,78, 161-399
(May 1915i or H goag: ',:k111111,111 Capital and the
Cost of the War.w TOURNAL OF ME ROYAL.
-S LA 1:IS-T I-k. A I, St )C-1-1,:TAL, -Series A, vtir 79.
7- I'''. (January 1916) For a- re's less 1 sonic. rel-
esant 111(11111re, see I. Dublin and A. 1.0i ka A I HE
MONEY VALVE. OF MAN. 1st and 2nd (ids ,111 he
Ronald Press o , New York (1931 and 1946) of I)
Rue, "Estimating the Cost of Illness,'' AMERICAN,
JOIRNALQF PUBLIC. HE ALIN. Vol' 57, No 3,
12T-440 (1967) More re( ends, the liseilhood-
sacing approac h has been used in a number of
gosernmntal evaluation studies' See, for example,
I. S Department of Health, Education and Wel-
la'r, DISE ASE CON I ROI. PROGRAMS
51.1.1(:) ED DISEASE CON I ROI. PROGRAMS

lb ( Il)fifial' and If UMAN IN VP) I ME N I 'PRO-
GRAMS' Ski.E.C. I ED HUMAN 1 NVES [MTN I
PROGRAMS (1966b), B F Kikr ("1 he Ifist(iru al
Roots of Human Capital," JPE, Vol 74, No 5.
181-499 (1966) ) and I. Thurow (I NVES IMENI

HUMAN; C.API I AL, Belmont, California
(1970) ) fla'se riews of ita general applit anon) to
(dher areas of analcsis I) Rio e and B Cooper
("The Emnorim Value of Human Life,- AMERI-
CAN fOURNAL (OF-PUBLIC HEAL I Ii, Vol, 57:
No 11, 1954-1966 (197) ) base one most exten-
sivels applied set of IR chhood tables

being compensated ex post.
-

8. See R Eisner and R Strotz, /Flight Insurance
and the Theory of Choice," JOUR,NAL OF
POLITICAL ECONOMY. Vol 69, No.4,356-368
(August 196 I)

9 J E. Cohen ("Lisetthood Benefits of Small Im-
provements to the Life Table.'' HEALTH SERV-
1(,,E.S.RE Si ARCH, 82-96, (Spring 1975)) (rtim41%
us that it is iticial to Make clear the nme course of
the benefit bit epidemiological as well as saLua-
nonalireasons Frequently. analvits hase in mind a
program that offers a reduction in possibilits of
death that is reffectise for one sear at a time
C(l'hen points out that some program benefits rims
be in(4-re-act uratels harac inTa cfiffrcn't
mariner, and thAt the altrnanse &Amnion may
make a' large dif f (Ten( 4,1a the measured . . fit

c4sT He definesa uranse" benefit as one that (filers a
person aone,nine sase (or re(lu( tun) in probability
of death) from a disease, regaidle.ss of the age-at
sshiih it occurs. and then the person falls Ira( k into
the normal risk pool, He defines a "prese7ilise"

'qbeAltfit as one that elniurrases a partioulae cause 01
death'entirels ()hen, shows that sultt.nitial dif-
ferences can arse in the ineasuroif fotal- fienef
when a ( uratise or pres cruise benefit ratheT [hate a
one-sear explosure benefit is in%14ed In the case
of kid nes c1iase for S males, his (altulatiunr
sield a total benefi about 22 tunes as large as anon
of J Hallan, et al . I HE ECONOMIC. ti OS I OE
KIDNESs. DISEASE AND RELA I ED' DISEASES
OE I FIE. URINARY SYS-I EM PHS Pub No
1940,1 SG Pt, Washington, D C (1968) "I"

10. It "shou10 IN./noted' that while the."salue (4 life"
terminology is ionvement 'and frequends en( min-

,* tered within file philosophical framewOrk of the
hhot'id procedure, it is strRtls a« uratp (ils

cause of the linsarits assumption' If decision mak-
ers are non-linear with respe(t to hvehhood.saving
(eg , if [hes are not indifferent between, (a) sating
one peisOn's hie land Itselihood] with rertat0 and
(h) sav,ing one hundredt% each of 1(10person.s
livelihood), then one (annottfeen speak of the
"value of a life- wirhin the rontext of the Itself-

+ hood measure Within are context of w4lingness-
to-pay measures, ins meaningless to speak of "the

. -

13 Fhat is. if theearnings in star t are E.,. rhe
probabilus of surs islIng until sear is ,. and (li
discount (or interest) rate is T, then th

1
liv'elitiood

of -a person n sears old is
co.

8-.
4E

i-n (1+0"

P, E.,
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15. B, Conley ("The. Vain; of Human Life in the
Demand for Safety," AMERICANECONOMIC
REVIEW, VII. 66, No. 1 (45-55) )' has recently ar-
gued that changes in expected present valut.of
earnings' rovides a lower bound to individual will-
ingness to pay for lifesaving programs. This c
clusion requires a number; of strong assumpt s,
'however, on the nature ofindividial prefere ces

,wand on a lack of interest by and 1-or-others in an ,

04individual's lifesaving valuation. Further, Co .

recognizes that there is a Lange of income \over
which 1'14 Conclusions do not apply. 1,1e assumes
that this is at a very low level of income. but there
is,no evidence to support or to.reftite assump-
tion. P Cook ("The Earnings Approach_.& Life
Valuation: Reply to Conley," Draft.Pape 01976) )
su ests, some illusirativ-yalues for the paramet-
ers
this will not be aliower bound for a large class of

ApdividualsI
16 R ice and Cooper, note 11 supra, and B. Cooper
and -W. Brody ("1972 Lifetime Earnings by Age,
Sex Race. and Educational Level.' RESEARCH

*.ASEI STATISTICS NOTj, DHEW' (September
1975) ) have a widely used set of suc tables.

17 the logical extension of the viewpoint which
- `seems to motivate. the livelihood precedure is to

a'rgue that an individual's clisumption should be
deducted from his eatTiings in 'calculating the
value of bis life=that his. value is equal to -the

. present value of the surplus he generates (note
again thelnalogy with the stale) One implication
of this ''net livelihood" procedure isthat society is
made better off by .the death or tkiose whose ex-
pec(ed net present value is negatne4-which is true

--Of retired people and those who, are near retire-
ment, some of these receiving disability ,and public
astance. payments. some children,wand so on.
Dissatisfaction with the implied judgment that so-
ciety sh6uld not expend= any effort to extencf,the
lives of such, people has led researchers to usg. In-
come without excluding consufnption.' See,arrfong
others R Fein, THP ECONOMICS OFKIENTAt,
ILLNESS, Basic Books, New York (1958): Klar-

. rA man, note 4.'supra, and M. Feldstein, C
BENEFIT ANALYSIS AND HEALTH' PLAN-

' NING IN DE'VELOPI'NG °COUNTRIES. Discuss
, sion Paper, Harvard University (1970).

J.P. Acton, EVALUATING PUBLIC PR:0-
GRAMS TO SAVE LIVES: THE CASE OF
HEART ATTACKS, The Rand,Corporation,

ev'S model which make it plausible that

12.-950-RC (1973).

19. Thirty- six.of thet respondents \sere vilected
ab random from three communities in BostoA (half

fnen and half women): I9 were men .in a.' trade
union program, and 36 yveresin an advanced man-
agement program ak'the4iarvard Business School;

, S y k Acton`(note 1 8 supxa,lip. 83-k5 ). a descry-.
Lion pf these samples. c ow'.

*10. B. Weisbrod, "The Valuation of HumareCapi-
tal,WE, Vol. 69, No.,, 425-4$6 ( 1961).
21. H. Klarman, "Syphilis Control Programs," in
Robert Dorfman, MEASURING THE BENEFITS
OF GOVERNMENT INVESTMENT9, Tht
Brookings Institution, Washington, DC., 367t410
(1965). y °
22, Rice, note 11 supra.

23. M. Feldstein, note 17 supra.

24. For instance SFould examine the earnings of
women with similar education and training who
are employed full time in the market and im9ine
those earnings, to the women whO stay home. See
Posn6; note 6 supra' 'pp. 79-80 for this opportu-
nity cost argument. .

251. Morgan, Ii Sirageldisn, and N. 'Baerwaldt,
PRODUCTIVE AMERICANS: A SURVEY OF
HOW INDIVIDUALS CONTRIBUTE TO ECO-
NOMIC PROGRESS, University of Michigan, Sur-
vey Research Monograph 43, Ann Arbor (966).
2,6 K.E. Walker, W.H. Gauger, "The Dollar Value
of Household Work," Cornell University, New
York State College of Human Ecology, Informa-
tion Bulletin No.'60, Ithaca (June 1973).
2r. Rice and Cooper note 1 1 supra) assumed that
all nonemploved women contr=ibuted a full share
to home production and assigned theAull-tiMe

. earnings of a domestic worker to those women, .

labout $2767 per year in 1964: They assigned no
othe'r value for household production to others.

, This implies, among other things, that 'it i4Illifre.,

.. quently better to save women who do not work
than it is to save women who work part-time. In
Cooper and Brody (note 6/ supra) the value of
,housework measured by Walter and Gauger (note
26 supra) was used but no adjustment is made for
nien or for changed produccevity after' age q. le,
28. Rice and Coopef, note Itsupra:
29. Walker, and Gauger, note 26 supra': Iv,

30. Morgan et al.. note 25 supra.
'.3141i. Acton, MEASURING THE SOCI-AL IM-

PACT OF =HEART AND CiROU4ATORY
DISEASE PROGRAMS: P'REL'IMINRY
FRAMEWORK AND ESTIMATES,' TheRanA
CorAation, 8=1697-NHLI t 1 975).

d., &pc. IV
..

.

33: After thii work was compleied4 Dordithy Rice
(personal communication) informed me' that the

.domestic wr is earnings for 1972. Were about
54000 Resources did not permit recalculation of
all the human capital tables to adjust for this, fact,
but we should .note thatrit dbes not change the
character of the mohodologiCal and empirical
fiddings. If recalculated, the differential between
men and ,women would InCrease during the; work-wow
ing years and narrow. somewhat over, 65 yeai-s of

. f
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\age. Th"Vaverage a ount f willingness-to-pay
measure would incre fufter over, the human
capital amot#nt.,' .

34. J! Duptot, "041 the' Me surement of the Utility
of Public Works:: 844) anslatiOrl reprinted in ,9
READINGS VIC RE ECONOMICS, K.
Arrow and T.Scitovsky.. eds.,"R.D.
Homewood; Illinois (1969)7

35. See, for example. P.A. Santielson, ''The Pure
Theory of Public Expenditure," REVIEW OF
ECONOMIcS 'AND STATISTICS, Vol. 36, No. 4,
387-389 (1954) and "Diagrammatic Exposition of
the Pure Theory of Public..Fxi$enditure,- MEW
OF ECON410ACS AND STATISTICS. Vol 37,
No'4, 350 -336 145/: P. Bohm, "An Approach to
the Problem of EstimAng the Demand for Public
Goods." SWEDISH J.OL'ILN'A I, OF ECONOMICS.
Vol. 73, No. I I.' 55-66 (1-9711 M.S
f A. PIA. and T K. Stindareskn. RESOURC
ALLOCATION MODEL FOR PUBLIC,HEALT
PLANNING. A CASE STUDY OF FLBCR-,
(*.:L.LOS.1.S CONTROL, World Hearth Orgamia-
tion, Getieya (1973): L.B. Lave and W.E Weber,

Benefit,Cost Analysis of Auto Safety Features;"
APPLIRD ECONOMICS, Vol. 2, No 4% 265-275

'(1970): E J Mishan, note 2 supra, and Zeckhauser,
note 1 supra

36. See J =robin. On Cinuting the Domain of In-
equality," JOURNAL OF-LAW AND Ef:ONOM-.
ICS, 13. (OCtober 1970): A M Okun.
EQUAL;ITY.AND'EFFICIENCY THE BIG
FRADEQFF. The Brookings Initution, Washing-
ton, D (1970,

37, Thai, "effects that eicte. . d the pi-milli-
pal economic agent A good .le cif ester-
nalities is the pollution that generated in
the production of some goock Neither the 'man-

. .ttfactSirer nor the consumer of the,good pay for
*the smoke (4, least until recently), 'although a
number of people experience the effects, would
like to see them reduc and coul be willing to.
pay to Vasae them reduc

38,Dreze, in particular has argued the merits of
using this procedure. See J Dreze,'"I,;utilite SOcial
crune Vie HuMaine," REVUE FRANCAISE DE
'RECHEREHE OPERATIONELLF., Vol 23,t93tf
(Ip62). ilit
39'Thajer. note,1 supra.

40. R Thaler and S Rosen, "The `Value of Saving
a Life; Evidence from the Labor Market," paper
presented- at the' NBER Conference on, Income
and Wealth. Washington, DEC. (November, 1973).

2141. R.S. 5mi , "Colmpensating Wage Differentials'
and Haza ous Work." study for U.S., Department
Of Labor,(AugUst 1973). ..
42. D. Usher, "An Imput" td tht Measure of.
Economic Growth for Changes in Life Expec-

.) pt.

tanoY," in Milton 31ose,,,,ed., 1-1E MEAS
MENT,OF ECONOMIC AND SOCIA
FORNIANCE, NBER, New York 193-

43.Act6h, note 18 supra.

44. That' is, risk of injury is probably positively
correlated, with riskof death. Omission of the first
variable v.. the coefficient of,the second vari-
abl away from zero, busing his estimates with the

ata file to be too high.

Ice and Cc*3per, note 114.supra.

46. Advocates of this approaCh include T.I"Schel-
ling, note 12 supra; V.D. Taylor, HOW MUCH IS

1:-.;q-.M3 HEALTH WORTH?: The Rand corpora-
tion,'P-3945 (1969): and J. Actain. note 18 supra.

47. Recently, a number of researchers have con-
sidered the nature of the utility function that may
underlie an individual's willingness to spay for
thesaving. 'H. Raiffa (PREFERENCES' FOR MUL-
TIATTRIBUTED ALTERNATIVES. The Rand

,,Corpora ion (1969),has showiander very general
assumptIons..that a self - interested persona living
alone (v.ithilio heir and a prepaidifuneral), should
pay more ffo- -a given reduction NI probability of
death if he is at'a greater overall risk of death. J
Pliskin* M. Weinstein, and R. Shepard (UTILITY-
FUNCTIONS FOR LIFE YEARS A611,13" HEALTH
STATUS: Harvard Schyol of Public Health, (Oc-
tober 1977) ) and M. Weinstetn,`R. Shepard, andi-
Phskin 1DtCISION- I HEORETTC. APPROACHES
TO

4
V.4U1NG4 A YEAR OF LIFE, Hers:ard

SchooRof Public Health (January 1975) ) cifinsider
the valuing of life years as a -problem iri *L In-
attribuiled utility theory, where the Joint or condi-
tional' nature of the 'good" beingofillt makes a
difference to the inferred vaJue., P. and D
Graham ("The Demand fur Insulratice and Protet-
non: The Case'Of Irreplaceable, Ccimmodities,"11,
Draft 'paper 1975) )' explore tht relationship be-
tween willingness to pat to avow a lois and the
( ompensation, required to make a person as \yell,
off a. fter a loss. M. Jones-Lee ("Valuation of Re-
duction hi Probability f Death by Road Accident,"4?1,0
JOURNAL OF,TRAN RTATION' ECONOM-
ICS AND POLICY, Vo 3, No. 1, 37-47 (19E1,9) )
Provicks an analysis of the compensating variation
requi d for various,changes in the probability of ,

death or injury Usher (note 42 supra) and Conley
-thole 15 supra) formulate th.issue as a Jife-cycle

model in which the individual is assumed to try; to
maxiMize his expected -lifetime utility, which .de-
pends directly sin his consumption in. eacli time

_period. Actual application is rare, however, as
most writers have stop ed with a theoretical-
treatment or haYV chose pn admittedly infenof
technique for,aetual meal ement. -

t .
4 .

. 481'1_, Knetsch and R K avis, "ConipAsont of
ethocl.sior Recreation Evaltt4Un," (1966) in R.

D4fman and N. Dorfman, Et:ONOMICA OF
,. -

8
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THE ENVIRONMENT, W.W. Norton, New York
1"-(19

ctOn note IA. supra. Related wor k includes
the s rvey of willingness to 14,y for selected disease
entitie concluped by M. Palinatier, "-Willingness to
Pay for Health Seryiter A S4mpling of Consumer
Ikeflrences," *Unpublished paper, Department of
EconotniCs, University of SAthetn California
(January ';18, 1989); a prototype survey for deter-
mining indiVidualAradeoffs among attributes of
disease, reduction programs was, developed by E'.
Keeler, MODELS OF DISEASECOSTS AND
THEIR USE IN MEDICAL RESEARCH RE-
SOURcE ALLOCATIONS, The Rand Corpora -

82 P3/4537 (1970), R.L. Berg ("Establishing the,,
yallies'of Various Conditions of Life Fot a Health,"
Status Indek,- in R.L. Bef,g, ed., HEALTH
STATUSINDEXFS, Hospital Research and ,Edul

C-Ltati'onal Tryst, "Chicago 4.973)) and G.W. ff
D.L. Sackett, and '11'-. Thomas .(Utility

Maximizatiin .Model for Program Evaluation: A
Demonstration ARplication," Ibid.) have some im-*

. *

-ECOMAMIC DIES, No. 38, 133-150i(XPril
clement 'Pubhc GOcods,` REVIEW OF

1971),

59. Bolm; note 35 supra.

60. PAO-01m, "Estimating Demand foilfublic
Goods: An ExTeyiment," Reproduced, Depart
ment of Econo University of StoCkholm (ncT
date).

' 61. For instance, -you pay your actual maximum
willingness to pay," oil you pay some fraction, or
you pay A proportion yet-to-be-determined, and so

L forth.

,puted Yalues for medical risk -takinebased on the
1.4esponses of physicians in their role as proxy de-,

cislontnaker for patients.

50. Parr of the sample was a.representative coma.
munity sample in the Boston area, and part y:as a
st mple of g)ung and middle-aged in a gum-
fiess school program. A variety or questionnaire
forms were used as it isqfbt pOSsible to report em-
ptied results for the -foil sample of identical q s-
tions. The questionn re for these surveys is con-
tained in' Acton (note' supra, Appendix).

5111icton, note 18 supra, esp. pp. 92-105

52"Thii finding is further e'Yidence that individual
preference; do not follow the implications of a
liveliM)od-swing measure, which is strictly propor-
tional to income We tan infer both-,Lisk aYersirin
and, an upper-limiof willingnevis to pay for a
given mechanism of death reduction from these
data. ,

c,
53 .That is, the responses tti, question types (2)
were generally less than the respon,ses,to types (3),
which were generally less than responses to types
(4). .

'54. For instance, after thinking over what it might
be like'to be confined to. a bed for a longsperiod of
time, his willingness topay to avdid such disability:

,might change.

55. E. Lindahl, "Some c..ontroversial Questions in
the Theory of Taxation," (1928), translated by. E.
Henderson; reprinted in R. 'Musgrave and Y.
Peacock?, eds., CLASSICS IN THE THEORY OF A
PUBLIC FINANG214-232.095 ''
56.Acton,,note,18 supra.

57. Bolm, note 35 supra.

Dreze and de la;)/: P,oussin, "A Taton-

8 s

J

62. Other means besides a willingness-to-pay sur-
vey can be used to elicit the elphcit values of indi-
viduals, but none'of thern'answer3 the operational
question of evaluation: How much should be spent a
on programs tha(change people's chances of
death or disability? The excephst to this assertion
is a sealing technique that erepla,y.s_ von
Neumann-Morgenstern lotteries/ to.deterinin a
utility functiok C.R Neu Itemonstrates that this is
formally equivalent to a willtngness!to-pay ap-
proach (The Use of Individual Preferences in the
Public Valuation of Life and Health): unpublished
Ph D Dissertation, DepartMent of Economics,
Harvard University (1975)'). The remaining tech-
niques cannal_p" retvid the operatiotrIttrrteeded-,
answer...For instance, a variety of psychometric
scaling 'devices could, be employed to measure
people's attitudes toward attributes' of program ,
impact (say, de,ath or disability), or their attitudes
toward programs (say, heat attack ambulanceor
anti-hypertension prograrns).The results of such3
scaling, however,, do not answer the fundamental
question of evfalwation. Should scarce resources 6e
corninitted? 'Suppose. Iictiow r.hat Program, A
scoref,,,8 and program B scopes4 on a 10-point
scale where Oils very bad and 10 is very good. We
do not know xfittifier or not to undertake either
program Supposg..frve'inclueleinformation about
program cost and define the status quvas 5 emthe
scale, we would still not now IT eitlfirlierngram.

if such .should be undertaken: Furthermore,
a scalmg-produCed an indication that a p ogram -
should or should not be undertakeilite results

w only
the valuation of a few programs rather th n hay-
ing a procedure that can be'generailzed: A other,
approacb would be to ask people if fly), wou like
to see more,)'leis, or the same amount spept Stra,;
gt.ten public,prfogbrain.-.11 we theri asked how much
more 'should be spent, and specified the persork.',
share, of the cost, we y.to have a result equiva-
lent to willingness-to-pay Its and, would answer "'
tote question of evaluation. Furthermore, it we ask
enough questions, this iteration wOloproduce a
maio
peal pUblic deOsionrakingtriferion.

1

ire of limited applicability because we, n

roie li.w.a*,* which has significant ap-



,

63, For instance; in Acton (nOie 18,supra), ale. con-
.

clusions'p ty net benefit of five'interyentions for
out -of- hospital hearr attack's were very similar,
under both methods otevaluation ,,

764. That is, if we were to tax away an amo ir* up to
the entire future earnings" of individuals whose ..4
lives here saved, then woukl cover the costs of
such programs: In the-absence of indentured ser-
vftude. we may not'always realize even this
tion.

65. Zeckhauser, note I supra.
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Economic analysis and the
Evaluatien of Medical Piogfams . it

Jan Paul Actop, PhD* -'
The Ran crCorpointitin'
Santa Monica: California 904*

I. Intr uction . .

E noirtici is the science of scarcity..Itis useful
hel ng to answer such health program evalua-

tion y estions as: '

hould a new prograM be launched (e.g.,
-.should we add a mobile rescue unit with'
tracmed EMT'; to an existing hospital erner- :

'gene service)?
Did we get our monev's _worth from a pro-
gram that was started last cear;
Should %%e expand; contract, eft' eliminate an
existing_program.--
Should we expand our emergency medical

the expense of another erner-
--gertry- ical program--

Should cse transfer resources from one
- non-emergent.% program to a particular

emergent.% medical' program (e.g should
the infrequently -used, extra surgical suite be
converted Into an extra' amhulatorv; care
unit--orshould it be-the other way around)?
Should we devote more of societv's resources,
to-emergencv medical serviccs end less to
other socialeundertakings?

It is imporant to decide 4f the evaluation is ex
antebefore a program is "unde-rtaktnor ex

a retrospectiveanalsis -
EMi190f111CS Is most.helpfulin analyzing the ex,

ante itm4iingletivio
or

, Cost-effertweness Ant:thus This is rrefficiencv
,criteritin It asks, is the; the least aforls way to

. achieve a partiplar effect;
Benefit-Cost linillWts ft ask*, should the pro-

, gram be Undertaken at alr?.flat dn.the'benefits
'N outweigh the costs?

fienefit-,coseanal%sis had fourparts..
I. Predfcting. the consequences of a

programIthat is, assessing the proh-
abilthes.

2. 'Valuing the. consequencesor outputthat
2.5, measuring the benefi

o

necessarily repro nt ose of RAND cfl any oils Corporate Spon-
sors

The vies.; e in this paper are the aushor's and do not

r
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3. Assessing the'costs of the program;
4. Selecting the best ilterdative.

iat

II. Predicting the Consequ ences
Thislis usually best dine with the aid of a deci-

sion tree and the use of both objective and subjec-
tive probabilities.**

Major points to remem in' assessing -prob-
abilities: "

I Ntost studies find that initialTrobabilitv dis
triblitions are too narrow. Sprea time out:

1-admit it wheat von are uncertain!
.2 Each petsonknows more about. some topics

than others, Don't spread the ,distribution
too far when' you do have a good basis for
jiidgment .

3. Make use of different experts fordifferent .

pans of the probleit
4. Most studies'shOw that groups o£ People are

IllFmuch moreaccurate than a sVle assessor.

L

Suggested additvinal r
an extremely ,,,fine and rea
,how to be a practitioner of

Ill; Valuing the. Benefits

aiffts 'book/ is
intro&ction tot

ility assessment:*

. Three major alternatives emit.
. I) F'idence frompLlitical ptocess

'2)- Livelihood Saving (or 'Human Capital)
measures ,-
iN3) Willingness -To-Pav .(or Individual Prefer-
ence) measure. ..

4
`Principal criticismsana comments about each

include: . ' '
I Political Process: -Few, A:Insistent pieces' of

2 . 4 ir
eVi,dence.on 'which to base evaluation. tin-

.

Oat va4ue* s.range from a few hundred to
over a,'frullion dolrars per 11f:essayed. .

2. Livelihood Saving: The most commonly' ,

usedifechnique in past studies .Widely.

"The decision tree is'a display tedithrqueemployed in decision'
*analysis for deeissonmakirrg under uncertainty' Howard Raffia, -Derr-
11011 Analysis farreductory DeCkrif on Cho'ires Under Uncertainty. Read-
ing, Mass_ Addsson-Wesley, f968 his a good rntrodurtor7 book The
handout asatertal has an applicatsen in jan.Acton, Evaruaiong Public

'Program to .Save Lives The Case of Heart Attacks, It-950--RC

1*.
s o



criticized because of the,discriminatory
treatment of women, retired persons, those
who do not work, and those who will not
reach workinage.

.5.,Willingness-to-piv measures are based on
--the premisebthat individual preferetices
should count in programsthsar affect +

lie,s and happirieSi SOrtiework has
beep done base4t on implicit valuationsfor
instance in extra hazard pay-Lbyut consider-
able variability is obsecred. preliminary evi-

3-derice suggests that people can respond well
to sure es -ty pe questiogs an yield useful in-
formation,.but additional work is needed.

These altervatives are discussed and critized
in detail in the attachment be Jan-Acton, Measur-i
ing le Monetary Value of Lifesaving' Programs,
1)-36711.

IV. Selecting the Best Alternative
Major points to remember, °
Don't use a benefit ;Cost ratio to choose Select

the alternative yeah the gi-eatest net benefit
Doth't just select tralternative with the,great-

v.1,,,recluction in mortality rates Remember,
changes-in- mortality rates may be. more inipoi:tant
for s;ime groups than for other groups of people

Check for senutieliv to assumptions 'and data
used--
';,1,e'ould the choice change if 'sligh-tre different

measures of benefit were used:
,

Would,the choice.change if the probabilities
were somewhat difft.rent?
1% ould 'the choice change if the alternatie es
as ailable are' slightly, different

If yes jo ane,questipn, tjort, try to sharpen the
dataor salues'used

Check for omitted factors and variables that
might tip the balance the other was. If the decision
seems sensitise to these omitted elements. try tip
incorporate them formally in the analysis..

ILLUSTRATION of Decision Analysis applied leo ,

the evaluation of two new programs for an existing
emergence service These assumptions are admit-
tedly arbitrary and somewhat unrealistic. but tfies
illustrate the methodology.

kw

,Assiimptions
Two programs are availabld one for, treat-
ing heart attack victims, one for trauma vic-
tims.-Onll onecan be selected Thee cannot
he combined "
The outputs o-f both programs consists
mainly in seducing the immb,er of people-div-
ing Other outputs are not important. The .

-program will apply to a iiippalation of 1(),000
people..
Bothprograms reduce the probability of
death bY 50% for those eligible people
reached

The probabilities of death, of calling,for the
program, and of being treated successfully..
are independent for each program.
Heart attack-and:trauma events'occurinde7
pendently.
The probability of calling the heart attack
program, given a heart attack, is 50%. 4,
The probability of 'calling the trauma pro-
gram, given a trauma event, is 80%. '

The heart attack program will be Able to-
reach and help 80% of those who call.
The heart attack program casts MCCOY°
per year.
The trauma prograrncosts $70,000 per year.

!The trauma popglation is youriger and has a
better prognosis if-"sAved"'by the progranC"
In the range of expected effectiveness .ex-
pected, each persog is willing to pay an aver-

,. age of $8 per year for each chance in 10,000
that the program- reduces his:,011.01fce of
death.
The he,irt attaciPpopulationois 'somewhat
older and has a work, prognosis 'if "saved-
be the prhgram. In the expected range of ef
fectiveness, each-persif, is walling to pay an
ae7erage of $3 75 per sear for each charrcein
10,000 that the piggram reduces his pro`ba-
Wit% of death

Conventions. s
7

We 14d/designate points.in the decision proc-
ess where a choice must .be made with a square.

Chance nodes are indicated be a circle. .

Costs associated with action taken are indi-1
cared be a harrier across the pathwas

- Figure 1: Current SitutMii, No New Program .

Adopt
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t.

a
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Figure 2. Effect of Heart Attac gram
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Appropriateness and Feasibility of fitindomi4ed
Field,Tests

Robert F. Boruch
Northwestern University-

4

4
When it is proposed to persons working i nous service deltven, systems that. their programs should be evaluated by experimental
methods, strong doubts are almost trivan ressed about tbeleasibility or even possphility of nmerits us public service,
delivery 51s-frogs Robert Boruch, an ;,t,a/ methodologist, has iderotifiedhundreds of 'expenreMts (rimed our in lust such
rlungs hts paper' summarizes his experiences and views I preceks a Wong rationale for evaluation, an overview of problems

and methods involveint program evaluation, and'thr case for. conducting ividovitiera eexperiments .

` I
1. Introduction

_
his paper relieves briefl,k wtat we hale

learned about appropriateness IT mounting fitld
. experiments to plan.and evaliiate social programs

and about the feasibility of, such tests, "Appro-
. priateuess- is..considered here as a-kind of precon-

dition fop feasibility, one which exercises a direct
irpact on the leYel and nature of a subsequent

feasibility study. Feasibility here concer'ns t hose
conditions which enhance or detract from the suc-
cessful conduct of an experiment This disc
depends heat ty on studieses of efforts fifoster the

,-use of randoMized tests of Apr() ..field set-.
mtgs. We adherr-th the following outline._

2 Appropri4eness of Ehltiation and. in par-
tic ular. of Randomized Field Tests

3 Historical Precedent as a (Nit eral Fest of
II Feasibility
4 Pilot FeasibilOv Ixpenn its as a Test--i2f

?flifiity of Ran-
..

krides sane bac

FeSsibriny
5-Direct Constmuntsri"-4,e

domiieci Tests
Fhe' Bibliography: attached p
ground support. in the forin cIfield tests actual
mounted, for the opinions,offered here.

2; Appropriatenetitel Evaluation and, in
. Nit-Ocular, of Randomized*Experiments

,..
Several litlestio is generally need to he an- .

kswered ,before an eriment is considered much
less mounted. The anvers to them erve riot only
as guides in decidAg wheihel and That to.
evaluate. but also determine subsequent feasibility
of art-experiment 'Those questions. discu'ssed.very .

birefly in the following remarks. Inc.lude
-2 Pis there any interest in evaluation. `rrutch

less an experimental ICS(' '.
.

2 2Is an impact evaluation rat er than'some
other type appropriate in heSelting at
hand; " -

1

2 3 A effectsthe effects of the program currently
debarable; .t

2.4 If scs, what is the proper. Standard for an
intpact esaluation-r

C

2.5 lethOds other than a randomized ex-,
penmen( suffice for impact estimation ?,

2.1 Interest intviluation,
if ,sponsors of .progitaru have an interest in*

.obtaining'a Fair appr tai of a program's c4fectise-
ness. relatise to any standard en Mounting an,
eY'aluatioln, randomized or of ruis is consid-
erably more-feasible It is doubtful. for xarriple,
that Carekr Education programs supporter by the
National Institute of Education would hare or .

could hate eYaluated t hemsely es without ehunir-
igement

hate
demands made by the agency, T at.

.,sponsor's support is an insufficient interest sou e

is also clear from cases in which despite spon
deMancis rigorous evaloaTions have been su

_sorted by program'staff
So prograrriStaff and.develope'r interest is aim

a determinant of feasibility of any evaluation..
Reputable program 'developers will often agree
that an evaluation is necessery as program
staf. f. But assuring that thftherest is not honorific

altogether a different totter. Some strategies
fa Auringt-cmperation'tth staff must be worked
out beforeha'nd. Some of these are, discussed in
Rirecken et al. (1974)'and in Sect'on 5,below'

. The client population usu' y has Some vested
4 interest the outcome of an valuation And this

interest is most often exemphfic way,scn4r
than active collaboration in the rigorOus ess..of
evaluation .Often, the fifflculfies in expel-IT-fiats,
turn around the .randomiationi process. Tactics

'for derer.rdinifig and enhancing feasibility are dis-
cussed Sectum 5 for the particular case of ex-,
perimental estaluations

.

IP: \ . a

".
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Xf there is no interest in a fair estimate of pro-' tiltafly a bit easier to pin down. The objective, .
gram quality from any of these quarters, then an given. those assumptions, Is to provide criterion for

$ evaluatio experimental sir otherwise, islikely to deterrnininilltow scarce resources qught to be Ao-
he of litt e ,Ii6e to anyone except the individual dated when there are numerous competing, de-
conducting the evaluation. If there'is active oppos- mands for iliose resources. Again, whether the
itiOn fromone or more of these quarteis,'thatters ,progr mdoes indeed have an effect is,gellerally
become difficult indeed. . , assfun ; taken for grantily or judgiedi relative to a.

.4. tiaditio I standard for aich there is some con-
sensus. . P.

88

2.2 Ty* of Evaluation
Tho "evaluation of a progrartr.often implies a.

disparate array of activities. And lo avoid needless

.The final form of evaluation and the one
which interests us most ere concerns the relative
effects of the progra i.e. impact evaluation. It

confusion, one ought to recognize the legitimacy attempts to answer qtke ons such as thefollowing:
of several functional 'categories of evaluation: Which of two education programs .F111 ances stu-

ev ablation of program objectives' .., dent achieveinent or ability or attitude most? Does _

evaluation of program process or operations a new surgical 'heart-dent have fewer side effects
evaluation or cost 'benefit ratios than ilie,c&urrent.

.
one? WhiCh' of several health

evaluation of impact. eduCatior? -programs has- the largest-effect on ac-
Each of these is related to more elaborate tual health status of individuals or cities or re-
taxonomies of evaluation activity generated. by gions? In each case, one asks how the program, or
Federal agencies g. AIM) and especially by service, Or &lively/mode, works with respect to
academic researcher (e g..Stake). The taxonomies some standard it alternative.
are a useful guide thfough the thicket of types and Each categiry of evaluation is legitCate and
methods, but we ,focus on only four here for important. And, of course, nothing prevents each
simplicity's sake , 4 type from being condUcted simultaneously. In-

The first category, evaluation ot, program ob- deed, most major program evaluations include fea-
jecnv es. involvevioning politica& ethical, or social tures of each type. Fhe first and third categories
values to the announced goals of the program are generally more feasible, than the second and
Typically, this type of evaluation is tied, to real or the last. But the information they provide differs
imagined needs of a target group: it is implicit in in each case. Whether one or another:category is
most policy development and policy criticism: and

based on to.formation %%huh purports to shoW
ttydt 1W:1-els a social,problem`and that a pi-ogram is
one way to ameliorate the difficulty.

I he sec or category, evagiation of program
activities, my (Irks .detcrimmng whether a'nd how
vv ell some well specified standardslor implement-
ing the program are met This class of activities is
of ten manat.cerial in its otilemation. addressing
questions such as Is there a clearly specified'
prodtu t being developed: Is the product or ICT «'
being offered to the proper target group: k the
product accepted and, it so, to what extent? How;
mtic h does t he program sos stem cost A second
major pempectiye is also relevant here and 1,s more
technological in chaLacter The expert program
practitioner or judge may ask whether t& pro-

-most appropriate depends heavily .on the interest
of the prinCipal sponsor of an evaluation.

2.3 Eiidenca Impact

tf a program's effect on a target population is
already known to he positive and its magnitude
and cost are similarly, well established, there ap-
pears to be very little point to conducting an inn-

. pact evaluation, whether randomized or riot.
Studied undertaken for strictly scientific reasons,
rather than for the sake of policy planning and
development, are an exception and this case we
put aside for the moment.

In most instances the need for en evaluation
arises because there is some honest/ disagreement
among experts about the nature oPan effect The

gram's elements and mioduct are consistent with lack, of agreement or even of inForrne opinion
the state of the art in the relevant discipline, and may stem from the fact that the progra
whether there are any remarkabre inconsistencies, pletely novel one, as many innoyativeitTial pro-

iirionumformity,Thr deviations. The- standards here grams are advertised to he Or the Jitagreement
are those of a discipline, firmer perhaps than the may stem from previous research allich permits ik
attachment of social or political values to program only the most equivocal of inferences about the na- X
goals, they focus on the immediate scientific conf-' lure' of a .treatment's effect. The Negative Income
mon tense Of a program rather than on ultimate Tax Experiment, for example, w4 monied be
outcome, and that too k important cause regression, «ivari cep. and other correla-

The .third das1 of common activities is the ( tional research tethniqtv4re insufficient for
cost/bent/fit analysk.*This covers a variety of sins, supporting major policy decisions: the effects of
but most often invoes assuming that there is in- various levels on income subsidy on work behavior
deed a program- benefit and assuming that the and so on cork) not be predicted with sufficient
benefit has some value. The costs have been tradi- accuracy or with a sufficiently low. level of am



biguitv. Similark , equivocal data accumulated over
the past 15 years has led to the development of the
current national clinical trials, to test experimen-
tall% the effect of special diets and drugs on ar-
teriosclerosis.

Disagreement here 'applies not ono to the
program itself but also to the manner of its deny-
er%. It is %%ell krmn: for example, that certain'nu-
tritional supplementsha%e positRe and detectable
effects on pohsical development of children. But
hots to mantifactur, delRer., and encourage ac-
ceptance of such supplements among mat -.
nourished children in depressed regions is 'often
not at all dear; The agreement of judges that ei-
dente on best methods of Aver% scanty series
as a justification for impact evaluation, including
randomized tests and alternative methods of dehx-
er% and encouragement

t. . -....*-

quite accurately. -There may be sufficient theory
and data to specify the baseline standirid well. And
in some instances,- the use of these options is fine.

The problem, however, is that in social pro-
gram evaluation, neither theca-% nor prior data Ore
sufficientJor spec 'ng null Londitions
adequately, for gigsairintat the supposed stand- ,
and of comparispp is a fair one. Furthermore, even
the theory which does exisrma% be insufficient for
coping with the .c rig explanations; for the
finding that an effect is ignificani. The 'effect
found ma% -tem from influences completefy out-
side the pro_ ram, ntria% hale been a continuation
of an unrecognized trend, and so on. -*

1 he randomized experiment -is. NI this con-
s

text, most appropyiste %%hen null conditions can-,
not be prespecnied i%ell' from pilor data,' by .as-i somption, or b% fiat That is. it -sets up a timely..,

Sirnilark. disagreement Iii 0« ur about comparison group %%hose equivalence to a treated
cceponents of a program rather than about the group is guaranteed in the long run and %%hich can
total program .alternative methods of screening be used as a fair and reasonable benchmark for es-
indiuluals, of training ser%ue deliver staff, of re- tunating program effects The experiment also re-
ferral service stall, or of program recipients, and duces theecpmocalit% p.roblem notably Tht
so mat nut be central to a wmplex _program, but number and plausibilit%of competing xplanatnins ..

111,1% indeed warrant impact evaluation can he reduced .

The standard for etinll'0«11111 Of inference The
benefit of randomized c:Xperiment's 'is that if they2.4 The Standard and Impact Evaluatio'n
are condoct(d prAperl% , the judgements one can

I.%%() kinds of standards arc pertinent in,decid- make about, eXistence and sizeof effect are less
mg ghat type of impact ealuation is appropriate, cis'ceptible to attack That is, other method's mat ,

and in settling on a randonnzed experiment as the produce sin estimate of program nnpa( t %% hie h is
design (if shone I he first kind «m«rns standard stiscepti,ble to bias. ,clue to rsre«)grozecf milt,-
against %%huh estimates of impact should be cruet, extraneous factors, and so on There is a
;ridged I he second officer-11s standards for Judg- line ,state of the art. in !del-inking cmilpeting ex-
mg the evil% (Kalil% (ir bias, in estimates of pro: %planaThons for findings den% ed from tSksurational
gram efts( is (nourandonuz.ed) r%aluations, and it will not he

Standard tot magnitude estimation One can ()I- - -discussed here See, for example, Campbell
course choose a historical precedent to gauge the -. Stanle%'s ( l9tit;) classic monOgrapii or a re%i
impact of treatment In the ideal case, one has. a' edition, Cook And Campbell ( I (i76)
long stable time series avirilable, the progranNs in- I Arc exists'. hosce%er, no form:il tee hnique
troduced ,ibrupt I% ind the prog-ram elect is Jot attaching a -1c%cl df equntocalit te) the find;
gauged b% ,,its effect -on the time series -I here may ings froin quasi-experimental studies Whether
he other subilarl% ideal empirical %%a%s to specift such tl. S%SfeTT1 could he dra%%n up depends heavily
null «mulitionshot%ithings arc in the absence tot on the partuular,mibstantic area and on %%holier
am cturaordmar% program effect. I hey Ma% In- the competing explanations are plausible or reaps-
chide naturally 0« wring. en,tirely-equialent tic Establishing the tenabilit\ tit the last time, re-
comparison or «viol groups garding realism. brings.ussur another criterion in

Or, the stanThird against %%huh effects are t stabllshing the appropriateness (and «in-
judged, the null «mdition, ma% also he specified sequenkly, feasibility) (11 randornized experimehirri
b% assumption or b% fiat. In the former case, for Can mthods %%huh do not rely op randamized as-
example, urc might he %%r ling to assume, based on signmentyield estimates of program effect v4hu h 0

6 thcom.«)mmonsensc, or %%hat%er, that therel%r11 are dose to those.%%hu h one tinght #blain in an ex-
be absohnel% no inqirovement in the «indit n of a

.. pear-pent-, Sonic tentative to-the questeon
mentally retarded group vsithout a pro am In are,given in the nexv<r:c,ron.
the latter ( ases one might specify, as Nix'on did.
that if a (rune redru non (if I(1`,; o«urs,4hen the . . -

program (whether it is really in.tht field or not) ' 2.5 Possibly Suitable Alternatives to Randomized
v. ill he declared « Trialsa su ess r

Nov% any of these standards ma%. irrparturrlor I he basic idea here is that one ought to de-
lft-Islam es, he quite appropriate. Fhough may be termine if randomizryl experimental tests are utineres-.
knov. n from theory to spec t-% the null condition sexy *wise we might he 4ble to 14%e a varietj of quasi ..
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experimental and (or) 04,44112w adjust its to, obtain
unbiased. estimates of program effect!The exact condi-
tions. under which a randomized expet'iment will
yield same estiniate of program effect as a
nonexperimentare, in principle, specifiable be-
forehand. However, determining whether those
conditions are actualb7 met in the field is usually.
difficult and often impossible. One simply does
no't know wheffier the,airalytical conditions as-

' sumed for 'the nonrandomized evaluation and
analysis hold in reality. CcipsequentlY, many' such
eylnationfirdcanhot be used to support contentions
about program impact. Thai the problent is a per-
.sistant one is evident from reviews by %Vargo and
his colleagues(197.1) and bv..Berritein and
Freeman (1975) of e %AluatIons of Federally
subsidized social programs: In the matority_of the
nonrandomized evaluations there were competing
explanations for the findings, xplanations which
could trot be rulvf out ori common sense grounds
or on the-basis of the empirical data collected m
the e..alnations ,

* fo get an empirical fix on the matter we can
In an approach geared chiefly toward understand-
-Mg the lim'its of statistical manipulation. Here. one
locates .(or conducts) a raArkirinzed 'experimental
test of a program, and m addition, collects suffi-
cient nonraidomized. data to support ostensibly
appropriate quasi experimental assessment of the
same program. Suppose', for example, that dafa
are obtained on individuals who have be n ran-
domly Assigned-either to a treatment pro am (P)
or to ontrol couligion (C) Similar data are also
collected on an additional group (C') whose mem-
bers, though not randomly assigned. are r5. karded
as members of the (. group.and of the -I group
prior to treatment. The question is then posed
How doe's the estimate ,fif progrSrn ef fec t based on
ordinary 4i nAlY sis of %aflame of the .14 group
compar with an estimate of efect based on 'the

is T-C' groups anacip-iYentional sfatishosal techniques
such as matfhing coYariance analysis, or change

Ilicores analyses? I he answer is important insofar
as'it .helps us to understand the nature Ad direc-
tion of ba taithat may he obtained when using tech:
niqUes such as 'co% anance analysis purportedly
yield unbiased estimates of effect without ran-

,
domtzat loo

That 'estimalk of effect will often (hut not al-
ways4 he bissedif we rel'.solely on rponexPerimen.'
tap evidence bet' omes obvious with some concrete

mples. Consider the sinip,lest forrn of nor
expe irnental analy'siscomparing the. coirdition
of program recipients beforethe program:* ntro-
ducuon to their condition .afterward Tilts be
after (or' pretest-post-tes0 approach is common
despite the fat that 'any increase or decrepe in
average condition may be 'entirely attritutalle to
unrecognized growth or development,processes.

In the M igake artliitis StuchR for example,

,

severity or condition 'creased after the intro-
dikciion. of an. arthritis treatment program.
Based on this information atUne, we might er-
pneously conclude that the program's` effect
was negative, i.e., it actually harmed program
participants. In fact, we know from ran-.
domized experimental tests that the equivalent
control group's Cosolitibri deteriorated even
further, and consequently, the propy infer-
ence is 411 the program did indeed have a
beneficial effect. (See Deniston & RosenstIck,
1972). -

O
before-aftet eAaluatio- ns of compensatory

education programs, cognitive scores may in-
crease,.decrease, or remain stable. The change
tells us virtually nothing about the program
impact simply because we usticillycd6 not know
for the subgroup tested and fol the particular
test hat the change would have been in the
absence of the program. (See Wargo et al.,
1971.)

. .

Usuallywoneattempts to find a comparison groupir magainst which to gauge the condition of )gra
participants. and alsO to reduce the ,e ivocalitY
under-king Most before=after designs. But this is-
also hazardous to the extent (tat the (comparison
group differs systematically and often in unknow;
able ways from the participant group ;

.
Forxxample, one facet of the'Salk vaccine
trials invoked corn paring volunteer' vaccine'.
recipients. to aAallegedty equivalent, "natural" .

. Eomparison group of nonrecipients. 'I h vac-
cine's -effect in this nonrandomize uasi-
experimertt was posime. lifftrt estimat based ,,

..... ,
_Oil a- second facet of the trialseanclomizecr

estimates ieffect which wtre 1,4%.
higher than the value hibete on the nonran-
dom tests. Given only the ewdence from the
nonrandom group's then, we would have con- ,

cluded that the vaccine los. notably teumeffec-.
nye dip it actually' was-in redweingpolio.iisti-
hence (Meier. 1972): e, .
In randomized tests of retardation

a

rehabili-/ ,
tatiorLarogram, Heber:et. t (1972)4colletted
data o an 'additional plausibly equivalem '
comparison groupsiblings of children (7'd"rol..
led in the prograrri "Lhe difftreme in ioli-

4served IQ bitwepn program par-fit/pans and
nonparticipant4 in the -randomized- * was
abouk 36 points A cOnapailson off program re-,
cipients against their siblings (an ostensibly
equiNent contrast group) yieldeda 452point
differeme Had we relied.solely"on" the "natu-

. %

raj" comparison group, we old have (Mires-
timated the- program's impact in.this rnstance.

At this point, the statistically 'knpyZedgeable argl
critical reader mighrobserve that there are aigelt,
rait- techniques which putportedly."adjuit cut' '.
differences belween groups and which equate

-"tt
.
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groups which differ initially, in order to avoid
biases such as these. The technique~matching
prograrn.partiCipants and nonpartiipants with re-
spec:t to plea demogra<c or other characteristics,
covariance or' aggression anaksisare 'sophisti-
cated but do require strong assumptions about t6e
underlying nature of the data.More importantly,
those assumption's rmiv not he an, adequate picture
of realm., i.e., of how ind?viduals will behave in the
absence oF.404...progrlim intervention To be .spe-
«In, when groups differ nuttalls and the differ-
ence persists, then these methods will not perform

sadequatels if the matchoig variables or Tyariates
are measured imperfectk or intompletels. Some
of the more advanced techniques accommodate.
the problem of fallible measures reasonably well,
provided that rehabrlits of the data is not too low
(e g , Porter, 1967). But none.a«ommodates the
specification prolltern satisfactorily- in many cases,
we are Nen, Idseis to lease out variables which ate
important but which are unmeasured or un-
measurable In either case, the adjustment process
is imperfect and estimates of program effect will
often be biased How often will therte biased; It
is impossible to sin, , but a few examples may help
to illustrate the probl&

In the Michigan Arthritis Studs, a comparison
group was identified, differences

participants
etween thisII

group and program phrcipants w re reduced
Ws matihinglildRiduals, and estimates of pro-
gram effect obtained The estimates of effect
based on this Comparison-is near zero, that is,
despite sett:mon of a r-natched group, the es-
ui-late obtained bs comparing the individu-.
alsto the program participants is biased, rela-
Hs e to the estimateilmained 'from the corn-
pletels randomized data -(Deniston &
Rosenstrx k, 1972)

The Middlestart program was designed bs
finger, Weda, and Pascock (1967) as a special

-pre - college program for promising high-
sc hool students In their original esaluation,
some students were assigned randomly to par-
t I( 1pant and control groups Other's were as-/
.signed on the basis of post-facto matching ,

That is, file sets of treatment and comparison
groups were constructed, then were not ran-
domized and were eqUINalent onls in the sense
that then were matched on the basis of their
demographic characteristics. Hone examines
the pooled data, one finds a significant dif fer-
eme of about six months in grade equivalent
A( hievernent tes s«ores between partuipalitstkis

a'nct nonpartic pants However, it one
examines bills the randomized set of students,

. the estimate is far lower and quite negligible
'In this case, the nonrandomized compartson,s
sieldbestunates of ef fect'ranging from zero to a
two-year difference in achievement test scores
(Boruch, Magidson; Davis, 1976).

t

j

Time-series designs are also a. pronnsing approachl,'"-
to estimating program iinpav Itere (me observes
some outcome variable over tune (e.g.,1 rape rate
over the last three years), introduces the program,

Pand then tries to itetect subsequent change in'the
variable (e.g.; a drop in incidence of 1-4). The
time-series app roar h is promising to the `extent
that there 'is no good competing explanation for
the change in the outcome va-riable, such as
changes in the a« uracs of measuring the inci-
dent e' of rape, and to the extent -that the dine
series is -uitable, so that a discontinuity will he oh-

»nous if it occurs That time-series analysis is often
not possible and that it will oftenvield estimates
which differ from those based' on, experimental
evidence is also clear, however.

Considering the Cali (Colombia) etaluation of
nutrition and education programs,' we find
that an estimate- of program effect based on
short time-series projection from the control
group is 'biased dow nw and drasticallA The
time-series estimate of effect on 'children's
cognitise skills is half the size of the effect
based on test scores oLrand6mihed recipient
and nonrecipient groups [he bias would' he
smaller if a much longer time-series had been
mailable (see McKak. McKay, & Smnesterra,
1973)

Time-series data ou polio incidence prior to
the Salk trials were`ere insrif f niends- Nall(' and
comprehensk,c to support credible time-series
estimates of the sra«itie'simpact
novel programs' such as the Career Education
Projects supported bs the National Institute of
Education, the.Headstart Narrations efforts of
the U S Office of Education, and others could
not he evaluated on the basis ofime-series
analysis simply because valid, stable time -.
series data on ittiportant outcome variables is
unavailable

In the Michian Arthritis Studs, time -serves
estimates of effect were 10% 'higher than este-
matesbased on randomized experimental tests'
in the same populations,

Of .course, there have been st tidies 'em plos nig
much less competent methodology than esen the
imperfect ones we have describtd which have also
led to erroneous comhisiorts The more dramatic
examples hale occurred medicine, where medi-
cal or surgical reniedses, adopted on the basis of
very weak evidence, have been found tobe of no
use at best and to be damaging to the Ntient
worst

The so-called frozen stomach app. r to
Surgical treatment of duodenal i «-rs,' for
example, was use&ts a variety- of physicians
who simply imitated .the technique of an ex- 4

pert surgeon Later experimental tests shower)?
4ognoses were good 'simply because ther

.9<f
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p a .. .
originating surgeon was good, at surgery and not the magnitude of the early estimates of the ef-
not because his innovation was effective. It fect of early release were appropriate. . .

provided' no benefit over conventional Surgery ' In each of these cases, as in others (see
(Ruffen et ,11., 1969). . l ... , Bortch, 1975), randomized tests were needed to
Anticoagulant drug treatment of stroke vic- verify that unobserved' influences were nQt entirely

tims had prior to 1970 received considerable 'responsible fin- the results obtained in nonexperi-
endorsement by physicians %%V!, relied solely ,

mental studies, More specifically, the Daniels ex-

on informal observational data for their °Pin- petiment helped to rule out the possibility that .

ions. Subsequent ra'ncfoinizect experimental program effects estimated from the nonexperi.: 1

tests showed not only that a class of such drugsle mental data of the first stage wereAttributablelt°
had no detectable positive effects but that they subtle differences,in patients assigned to each
could be damaging to the patients' health [see

2
ward rather than'to the ward program itself. In

Hill et al., (1960) arid other examples described the Holt work, the experiment helped to demon-
in iRutstein's (1969) excellent article). ,' , strate that the success of earl.), releases was not en-

1 tirely attributable simply to very expert judgmprits
9? None of this should be taken to mean that esti-E by parole boards about the likelihood of a

mates of .program impact based on experiments .parolee's returning to prison, but that the length
will always differ in magnitude from those based.' of sentence acirally has.ro discernible effect on
on nonrandomized asseksmentsi The estimators recidivism within certain limits.
will be close. for example, if there is no systematic
difference between characteristicS of the individu-
als assigned to one program vart`ation and, those
assigned to another If. in a particular research
project there is no systematic association i.e.,
there is a kind 'ofi,natural randomization
processor if such differences can be removed
statistically , then wt may expect various types of
designs to produce similar results.

We hale been able to document few instances
of this occurrence. hokever. The first stage of
'Dantels's evaltiation of the DANN Mental Health ?

. program, for instance, invoked allo'cation of in-
coming patients to the experimental treatment
ward on the 'basis of number, of beds atilable in
each Controlled (deliberate) randomization was
introduced after ward turnover rate had stabilized.
Comparisons of the characteristics of ward en-'
trants prior to their treatment in the first nonran-
domized stage to the characteristics of entrants
admitted in the second (deliberately randomized)
stage stiowed no important measurable differences
leetween the groups. More impbrtantly, separate
analyses of the nonrandomized and randomized
groups yielded "very similar of program
effect.

An essential condition for similarity 'of.esti-
mates is that prior toprogram introduction, there
be no systematic association between characteris-
tics of eligible program candidates and their par-
ticipation .in the pfogram. The assuciatiop;may be
slight'eriough at times tto give us some confidence
that.:the prograM effect is in the proper direction
even' if we recognize ihat the magnitude of the es-
timator is likely to be in error. HolCi (1974)
evaluative stu-chei of sentence reduction in prisons
is informative in this respect. A number of non-
randomized studies on early versus late release of
individuals from prison suggested. that length of ',41.

'sentence (within certain limits), had no impact on
post-prison behavior. Later randomized. experi-
mcntal tests demonstrated that t'he direction

ma'

Remarks. It, is clear that in some nonran-
domized evaluations attempts to statistically"ad-
just out" preexistinedifferences betweenrea't.,
men[ and nonequivalent comparison groups can
lead to biased estimates of the treatment effect.
The direction of these tatisticalbiays in certain
stereotypical cases can be such titer, the treatment
will appear to have had a negative`egattvefect. tiases of
this sort probably underlie some evaluat911'
rations that Headstart programs anclyparlpow.,er

*Development and Training Act Programs had a
detrimental effect on program participants. Some
of the conditions under which the statistical biaSes
may appear are described, along with example, by
Campbell and Boruch (1975) and Boruch (1975).t
To better4gauge the extent to which new statistical
approaches to analyzing nonrandomized data ac-
tually avoid this prqblem, the Project on'Sec-
ondary Analysis (Boruch, Wortman, & Et Gracie,
1975) is applying competing methods of analysis to
the same data set arid documenting the biases.m-
derlying each method.

Other researchers are conducting investiga-
tions along related but distinctive lines. That re--
search is often supported by special divisions
Within Federal agenciesNIE's Program on Meas-
urement and Methodology (Porter, 1975), HEW's
National fCewer for Health Services Research
AID's Divisio of Methodology (Technical Assist-
ance Bureau) which are .designed to foster
methodolOgical investigations and which should
help to identify approaches to evaluation which"
have far fewer technical weaknesses and 'greater
flexibility in the field than those currently avail-
able.

%3. Historibal Precedent as a General Test of
Feasibility

The idea that experiments are an ideal but
itnpractical method or estimating relative pro-
gram effects is ofterprZposed. But the contention

.7c
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about impiacticalit) is .

web -.supported ssith any
es idence or analssis, In fact. just a little homessork
an skid a good deal of information aboyt ex-

perimeHtal tests Ouch he been'mounted And
that information can be used dt least as contextual
or backgrdund e,idence ftn- making a crude
judgement db(iut leasibtlits of experimental tests,
on the program-at hand"

the Bibliography of this paper. for example.
contains excerpts f min a list of more than.200 ex-
periments (BoruCh. 1974) and illustrates the re--)
markable of social programs 's ha h hale

.been subjected to experimental Field, test In the.
economic arena, (Sec non IX). for instance. the
\egati\e Inwrne /fax experiments. the Housurf"

,Alloss amt. Experiment, and the Health Irtsurance
Experiments represent remarkable efforts, to de-
termine the best of alternato e eatnonuc subsais
plans I-hes has e been dramatic judicial experi-
ments (Section Ili \shah demonstrate the feasibil-
ity' of randomized appraisals of the effectiveness ()l-
changer in judicial rules and practices Experi-
ment, has'' been successfully morinted to 1SSeSS

he effect-, of police training programs ( Section
rehabilitation programs &or nisei-1de and adult of-

Oder. (Sectain I. II. XIII. and programmatic de-
ykons hoe been based on the results of these
,S4( 0)-medical .[Section X,I) and mental rehabdua-
'how experiments (Sectiorio ill) are represented
here and abroad Edlliational experiments are
quits

- .
common. and although most are rather

small. the' t. alt (cohimbia) experiments on atm-
pn,ators education too nutnnonalls dept.'s ed
children. the yesearoh on "Sesame Street aud

I he Electra tompans in telex ision-based educa-
tion and at least a dozen others ins ols e sizable
samples. complex programs. and high quality in-
estigation (Section 1 here have been a large
number" of exkeriments conducted to identits
superior methoNs of assuring quality and com-
pleteness of information transmission in audits
and %rases s (Section IL most have been designed
in the bniader context of Federal data-collectior4.
efforts..rtd they pros ide good es iderne for'clros-

41eit'S ro. accomplish parof that mission. Be-
catc,wint. experiments %shah take place in indus-
trial settings areleles ant to groups often targeted
for social programs (the .aged, the poor). illustra-
nse experiments in thus context has 'e also been tn-
c (Sec tion VIII)

Experiments %ars in other \sass Some exper-
iiments. for example. has e been conducted to esti-

. mate the impact .of important, sers .mall elements
of a set-% complex treatment. e g laborators re-
search on the most eflectise size of' letters :ind
numbers' telesmon broadcasts Has conducted
pruir tp large-scale es aluanon (if the more Com-

; plex total Electric ('ompans progr-am Others, like
the Negative I n«nne I ax ExperimeTt, ins oh e
more simple and homogenous "programs--the

pros 'slop of income subids, the administraiion of
a rule. etc There is a surprising sariets in the
target of randomized assignment: chirdren, in as-
sessuients of mans educalion progranis: adults. in
all substantise program categories*: families. in
economic experiments. neighborhoods. in fertilits
control and communications experiments. hospi-
tals. school districts, and others. Mans of the ref-
erences cited in the Bibliographs reporeed in only
one experimental test in a series of 'imultanoous
replicatiomhs in 'the Negatise Income Tax Exper-
iments (in Wisconsin.-Ness Jerses. Indiana. and
Colorado) A-series mas consist of a sequence of
experiments and quasi-experiments. dedicated to
long-range des elopmenl. testing, and rtsision of a
pro gram The GoOdssin-Sanders (1972). ssork
exemplifies this last strategs. it ins ols ed sequential
assessments.of tape-Plaving devices for education.
usecr on school bus'es enrotite to the children's
hom)es

Some experim'entS ha\e not been urn-
pleihented completels, of course For exam*. the
Hornik et al (I 973)111csessment of tele\ ision edu-
cation in El Sal\ ador bas designed in .pari as a
randomized experiment, but the randomization
procedure failed in the face of %%hat appear to
has e been insurmountable administratise difficul-
ties in the es aluatiOn Similarls. efforts to.coneluct
randomized tests hAse at times been unsuccessful
in assessments of delinquencs programs (Clarke &
Cornier. 1969). education programs (Osserls et al
1974), and elsess ere. Still, mans experiments
[lase been mounte successfulls bs-designing the
studs to accommodate.polintsal and social fackrs
sshirh might otherssise undermine randomization
and %Aid measurement: for example. the Manhat-
tan Bail Bond experiments. sshich conflicted ssith

the rested i`nterests of;hail bondsmen/ experimen-
tai tests of 4-se-practitioner programs bs Sac ket
(1973) sshich conflicted ssith the inrettests of some
phssicians. andpthers. In fact. most of the exper-
iments listed in Bibliographs did accomplish
planned randomization

Outright failures of randomization undoub-
tedls occi4r more frequentls tlIbit the Bibltographs
suggests. and, of course. the reasons for failure are
important The only ss stemanc anal\ sis of those
reasons as ailable so far. hosseser is Conner's
(1974) set of case studies and our Dun analysis
Conner identified the directness of the esaluator's
role in the randormiatton prycess as a kes ingre-
dient of success Other ingredients are anportant:
but the currenr scarcuts of documentation on fail-
ures. aside from es 'dente prosided here. makes
identificalion of reasons for-failure difficult Hor-
nick and othersitase displaced an exceptionhl %sill-
ingness to exaAine the reasons for unsuccessful
randotization, and to build on thagt information to
des elop better methods of analszing the resunt
obsersational data
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Given the number, quality, and variety of field
experiments which we have been able .to identify:
the general contention that experiments are krri-

piactical is a bit underwhelming. There are, how=
ever, some other important feasibility issues which
have,., also been used to justify not randomizing.
The more typical ones are outlined in the other
sections of this paper.

Remarks. That a notable number:of ran-
domized experiments have been mounted in the
field does not demonstrate the feasibility of ex-
perimental tests under all or even most socialcOn-
dawns, of course. The examples do, however,
serve as valid evidence against the broad conten-
tion that rigorous appraisals of the effect of a so-
cial program are rare or impossible. They also
serve as a basis for examining conditions under

luch controlled tests appear to be most readily
mbuoted. For .example, many such tests compare
the effects of various material products, such as
two different income subsidy plans, different
drugs, different sets of written instructions, and so
on, rather than the effects of social programs
which are based heavily on personal skills of pro-
gam staff, such as isso rehabilitation progtams for
the mentally ill It is conceivable that experimental
tests of the latter sort are more difficult to conduct
because we do not know enough about designing
tests wiiich are especially sensitive to staff skills or
which do riot threaten the status of program staff.
Similar's, many experiments involve estimating
the effects of new, ,social programs, while relatively
felsare devoted to ongoing programs. That strong
traditions, beliefs..arkd ingrained practice common
to ongoing programs are less conducive to planned
evaluations, has been recognized by legal re-
searchers (e.g , Hans Zeisel), by medical research-
ers'(e.g , Thomas Chalmers), and others. But this
is not tQ say that experimental tests of less material
programs, or of ongoing programs are undesirable
or impossible. It is-to say that considerably more
effort muse be expended in mounting experimen-
tal tests of ongoing programs and-that the efforts
may not pay off rn a successfu' test if regular pro-
gram staff resist the idea of.evaluation. 4

A different reason for failure of an experi-
ment concerns the puhltc's rejection of an unfamil-
iar idea"randomization. Son4 good experimental
tests have been under.mined by premature and
naive acceptance of randomization as well as by

.,premature and naive rejection. Public education is
likely to. fits,10 make acceptance more informed.
But inaddition, some empiric' work by-program
evaluitors onrelated deterniinabts of acreptability
can be justified. Hendricks and Wbrtman (1974),
for example, are examining the effects of a pro-,
gram candidate's assigning himself randomly to'
program condition, because assignment by pro-,
gram staff or by an impersonal institution appear's
at times to generate resistance. These Small labora-

1.

tory experiments and case studies'such as Conner's'
(1974) are likely- to be helpful in generating more
realistic apps aches to handling the problem in
the actual field experiment.

We consider the matter of randomisation in
more 'detail in a later section of this paper'.,

4'. Pilot Feasibility Experiments as a Test of
";>, Feasibility

The suggestion just made, that .examining
preCedent can be helpful in making crude'judg-
ments about the feasibility of anexperiment, is a
reasonable one. But it is considerably less direct an
approach than is generally necessary. Now one
relatively uaornmon but -quite direct approach to
the matter is to mount a live pilot experiment, a.
little field test to appraise feasibility oftthe cull-
blown field experiment.

Such a pilot feasibility study may be i unified
endeavor as we've implied, a dress rehearsal be-
fore a live but very limited audience prior to the
main test. This is not a common tactic in the'social
sciences where the exuberance of a youthful sci-
ence and ;port time frame may prevent us more
frequent 'use. But it is not uncommon in other
arenas, including medical experimentation. The
more common approach, of course, is.to setup a

'number of small tests or studies prior to the )isain
study, tb assure feasibility of special features ora,
field test. That is most always done as a part of
the natural proceSs of program development, and
it is without doubt But the more frag-
mented process assures that the separate in5re-
clients of an experiment may be of sufficient qual-
ity, but usually tells us -little*.about the resulting
mixture.

To be mo re concrete, consider what a pilot
feasibility experiment may tell us about problen&
which can (and do) occur in major field experr
ments. The chronic problems, judging from pre-
cedent, 'bear on: the target population; the re-
sponse variable; the treatment delivery; and ran-
domization. Except for ihe last, difficulties with
each item has surfaced in most.,prograp evalua-
tions, randomized or otherwise. ,

4.1 Target Population 41,

The chropic problem here is that members of
the target population, those individuals or institu-
tions which are supposed to avail themselves of a
novel program, are not well identified. That is, one
usually hn,a general idea of who might be in-
terested, deserving, and so on, but prior to a major
field experiment. it's usually not' at all clear how
one is supposed to identify those, individuals
quickly, screen them, invols;e them in the research,
and so on.

So. for example, a "need" is declared, a pro-

gram developed, and field test mounted without
knowing ;exactly who is needy andihow tofget at

1, 0 0
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them The so-called-career education programs
were beset by' this p.oblem for at least two ,Tars
befOre really coming to grips with it. The absence
of any hard information on which adolescents
were needy or even interestedmi career education.

difficulty of setting up a good system for referring
achrlescentf.trom theirJocal.high school to an as
Net untested and poorly understood novel pro-
gram. generated problems in assuring a decent
6arnple size, for the treatment groups much less for
the control condition

Exactly the same kind of. problem occurred at
p, about half the sites of the Section 222 experi-

ments. These admirable tests ran straight into the
7 problem or recruiting and selecting individuals for

tr atment, i.e clay Jare, because the size and na-
ture of the relevant local target population was not
sufficiently well known, referral services for the
new program had to be set up with great effort
since-neither physicians nor hospital dischargoof-
ficers were knowledgeable about either the new
program nor the fundamental need for random]-
cation The problem appeark to have 'stabilized
during the first year of the experiment's conduct

Remarks One of the best conditions under
which a randomized experiment can be established
is one in which the demand for services, the
number of members of the eligible and interested
target population, greatly exceed the supply of
treatment facilities With a new small program the
latter condition is often met naturally But the
former condition can only be known through
needs assessment surreys or through pilot tests of
the kind suggested here The market needs to be
identified well before the experiment and to be
expanded where necessan to enhance the feasibil-
ity of a randomized trial

4.2 I4sponse Variables

.
changes in that level. To be sure, the test result
mas alsb be affected notably by local testing condi-
tions which produce anxiety, apprehension, or
confusion among students, _factors which are
bound to depress test scores generally. Similarly,
in health-related programs, measures' of (say)

- functional mobility of the aged or arthritic may be
quite reliable-when made with well trained raters.
But in the field where conditions of measurement
are not ideal, even the well trained may yield rat-
ings which contain a good deal of random Yana-.
tion or systematic irrelevance. And if the program
itself directs only a little attention 'to improving
functional mobility, then unreliability will maN
the subtle effect difficult or impossible to detect

Now aside from tile normal precautions to as-
sure reliability of measurement and relevance of'
the response variable. which incidentally are often
not taken, a.pilot feasibility test appears to'be a
decent approach to accommodating the problem.
Prior to the main field test one obtains all the evi-
dence one cfn on the sensitivity of the measures
And the test'should help oneunderstand the kinds
of quality-control devices and record' management
tactics which should be employed in
studs to assure the integrity or the data

-1n. the behavioral and social sciences at any
Vate, the character of a dependent variable, espe-
cially a newly developed test or rating system. is
often insufficientl% documented prior to a major
experimental test. The problem is chronic and,
more unportantly, critical in fair ,estimation of
program effects In brief, the response variables
relevance to the treatment pr4gram is often quite
low..despite its ';face validity And it is through
research prior to the main. experiment that the
most direct evidence can be obtained. that the best
systemg for assuring relevance can be set tip

For example. standardized achievement tests
have often been used as a response variable in ap-
priising 'the impait of compensatory education
programs" But, ip fact', many such programs do
not, focus on academic achievement of deprived /
students even when they are supposed to do so...
Even when they do. students in the needy category"
often perform sa poorly, that the test is simply in-
sensitive to their true level of achievement and to 0

r

the main

4.3 Treatment Delivery
If the main field experiment directs attention

to impact when, the program is delivered, iris nat-
ural to focus a pilot field test on tht matter of ac-
tual deliver'.

That is, during the pilot test phasc, the'kinks
in the delivers system are worked out Mechanisms
are developed to assure that,an individual who is
suppOsed to rec-eive an income subsidy does in-
deed receive it and no othey A verification system
is set up to assure that students who are supposed
to participate in an activity do indeed do so, and so
on This basic requirement that one establish pro-
cedures for monitoring deliver' seems trivial. But
in fact it is not always a simple matter The New
Jersey Negative income Tax Experiments gener-
ated grand-jury hearingi when it was discovered
by journalists that. unbeknownst to the experimen-
ters, some treatment group subjects were receiving
multiple subsidy payments to which they sere not
entitled

A second chronic problem concerns,the indi-
vidual's willingness or attentiveness in receipt of.
treatment when assigned to the treatment condi-
tion. For example. in the Kaiser Permanente ex-
perimental Jests of multiphasic screening. many of
the individuals assigned to the free screening pro-
gram failed to tLrn up for their periodic examina-.
non Th a4ser staff, interested indhe preventive
benefits f kcreening and' not n rn out rate.
mounte n intensive effort to encourage partici-
pants to me for screening. The battep cif tele-
phone operators who furnished oral reminder

-'
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jacked up the participant.rate to a stable 65% for
the ten-year period of t4 experiment. A similar
encouragement strategy was developed during the

? course of experiments to evaluate the children's
television program "Sesame Street."

. Hete, the encouragement strategies were de-
teloped On line, i.e. during the conduct cif the
main experiment. It's likely that at least some
problems could have been reduced earlier-through-
pilot tests.

4.4 Randomized Assinment and Maintenance of
Condition

..he preceding section dealt with maintaining
'a regimen, and here we consider both that mainte-
nance and the assignment process. The idelof the
pilot test in thrs instance is to anticipate and ac-
commodate problems which hue exp ct will other-

about the problem's severity, and o develop and
wise arise in the main test, to deve p some ideas

test strategies for accommodating the problems
The pilot test looks at the questipn "How-can

randomized -assignment be accomplished best;"
and proceeds to examine tactics For enhancing
feasibility of randomized assignment insubsequent
main field tests So, 'for example, the Diet Heart
Feasibility' Study helped to determine if indeed
randomized assignment of individuals to alterna-
ttr cholesterol reducing ,diets was managerially
possible. ethiCally acceptable, and socially innocu-
ous. In a more elaborate pilot test, various public
arguments for randomization might be tried out,
vaftous mechanical techniques foi achieving ran-
domization unobtrusively mighthe-tested, and var-
ious systems for controlling the inevitable lapses in
randomization might be examined

Maintaining individuals, once assigned, in the
alternative levels of treatrbent, or in alternative
treatment regimens. or inthe control condition if
there is one is important, of course And in the
absence of any prior information aboth alternative
methods of doing so effectively.'a pilot test of a
chosen approach seems prudent. For thetreats
ment conditions, systematic encour geme. t and
reminders for an effective tool and t 'ortA or
worthlessness 'should be evident in a pAot test. For
members of a no-treatment control condition,'-ad-
ditional incentives for participating in the experi-

. ment may be wwanted .(see, rerharks below).
Those.may be tan Ile or intangible, but in either
case, their usefult#0 ought to be established be-
fore the main experlin'ent is put into the field.

..

*
il 4.5 Summary

a

'To summarize, the most direct way to establish
the feasibility of allrge field experiment is to
mount a pilot field experiment. That smaller test
can help one to.identify unexpecteproblems, to
try out solutions to 'the prpbtems we know are
chronic, and to accumulate information which is

often essential tot the quality Of a major field test.
With very novel programs whose character is riot
well understood by the public, whbse target popu-
lation is difficult to reach, whose effects may be
subtle and virtually undetectable using off-the-
shelf measurement devices, such a pilot test is es-
sential.

With programs backed by intensive longer
term research on target populations, on response
variables; and so.o the pilot test is less crucial. It
becomes considerabPy less crucial when the exper-
inienter already knows a good deal abotit mount-
ing very high-quality field surveys in general, and
field experiments in particular.

A pilot test ppay itself not be practical when
time is short, resArces are slender, and a conser-
vative approach is not warranted. In that case, one
can only tiny to work out tentative solutions for
some of the problems we've identified and be
ready to improve them during the main experi-
ment if they prove inadequate ti

5. Direct Constraints on Feasibility of
Randomized Tests

There are a variety of difficulties which can be
anticipated to assess feasibility of an experiment,
Both the difficulties and some tactics which can be
used to resolve them are discussed in the following
remarkst Since both irrelevant factors, i.e. red her-
rings, and pertinent factors may influence judg-
ments about feasibility, so both kinds are discussed
here.

5.1 Randomization and Selection.
.

Basic misconceptions about randomized ex;
periments can affect, Judgements about feasi-
bility. We consider one such misconception here in
part litecause it emerges almost invariably in dis-
cussuA with lay audiences about whether an ex-
periment can or should be done.

The misconception. concerns the ides that
'treatment group members be selected randomly
from a prescribed popula.. This is often impos-
sible, especially where inlividlialsMust volunteer
for the program, 'and so one must reach the
judgement that a randomized experiment is idi-
possible

Now strictly speaking, randomization ih a n
. experiment refers to the assignment of individuals

from a pool of eligible candidates to program varia-
tions or alternatives. Virtually nothing about how
the initial 'pool of candidates wasactually con -
strutted need be implied.

For example, candidates who apply for admis-
sion to a manpower traihing program 'necessarily
include only 'those individuals who have head
about the program; many have low salaries and
poor skills, which given them some incentive to
apply for admigsion. The resultant pool of appli-
cants will not ordinarily be representative of the
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total.population of people eligible for manpower
training Nonetheless, we can still conduct a
legitimate experiment, randomly assigning appli-
cants to training variations, in order to compare
the telatiyir effects of those variations It is the
random assignment process which is crucial to the
unbiased estimation of relative effects on the can-
didates at hand.,,Thv is not to say, however, that
the process of constructing the pool of candidates
for an experimental test 4S unimportant_Indiked,,it
is important in that it determines how generaliza-
ble die expehmental results must be SuppOse, for
example, that only eai-ly applicants fo'r a training
program constituted the basic pool of candles
Aftef randomly assigning members ofthe pool 'to
program Nanations, we might find that one par-

*reticular variant of the program, say skill training I
and general education. was more effective than
skill 'training alone in increasingiob'oppOrtunities.
It is quite possible that this result is not generaliz-
able to late applicants to the program, although'it
is legitimate with respect to early applicants. Those'i.
who apply late may be delayed by their inability to
read or to monitor governmental ser'yites, or for
other reasons, and they, may profit greatly from
general eduCation components added to their skills
training. Making generalizations about the pro-
gram's impact on groups not represented in the
experiment can be hazardous for this and other
reasons So some experimental tests involve no.
only random assignment of indniduals to-program
variants but random selections of individuals from
a population of eligible candidates.as well. Ran-
domized' selection, of course, is not the only de-
tere'runant generalizability in evaluations. ex-
perimental or otherwise Others are .examined
briefly below

5.2 Randomized Assignment to Control: *lifting
Treatment Variations

-One of the most frequently mentioned obsta-
cles to the conduct of randomized tests concerns
the random assignment of individuals to treatment
or control conditions There are at least four issues
implicit to /arguments about this matter, and we
consider each in turn The first is a matter of de-
sign of the evaluation and involves shift in the

n an-
swer

which the experiment supposed to an-
swer Thi,s option is considered here, and other

*lb options which may be taken to determine or more
directly enhance feasibility are discussed in the
next three secticins.

It clear that in some cases, it will be illegal,
unethical, or otherwise imprudent to assign some
members 9f a target sample to a "control" (no-
treatment) condition. ,Nonetheless, it is still possi-
ble to conduct randomized experimental tests
without losing sight of the basic aim: to under-
stand th'e nature of program effects. Specifically,
we can compare the relative effectiveness of pro-

.
#111
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gram uartations using randomized tests where it is
important to determine 1 some of, those variationso
are more effective than others' -.).--

It mar in any effect make more scientific sense
'to test variations. One would often like to know'
how response varies with different leyels of Oven-
sityor elaborateness of treatment,inot merely what
the effect is at one 16vel-. One would often like, to
know lhether a more expensive program or pro-
gram component is that much more effective than
a cheap and Elifferent program or component
which is advertised to have roughly the .same ef-
fect .In the latter case, the econoMic justification
for testing variations is also clear. ... ...., ..

To be mote tpecific, consider a special police 97
training program designed to reduce assaults on
police. It may be funded well. enough to,accom-
modate all eligtble candidates. Under this condi-
tion, policemen who are randomly allocated to a
no-program (control) condition may.object tO their
assigrlment and resist participat ing in an experi-
ment. Managerial interest kri and logistiCal suppoil
for a control con tion may not be available for a4d

1variety of reasons, espite the fact that it I's not at
all clear that the program itself will be teffectiye
To deal with these problems, it may be possibte to
test 'several program' variations against one
another, or,1 test expenje elements of the pro-
gram against one another rather.ohn to try to test
the complete program againSt control conditions.
This strategy will at least provide an unbiased es-.
ornate of the relative impact of important training
'variations (in reducing 'assaults, say) And if the
experiment e)camices expensive program ele-
ments, we will be able to.determine which of those
elements are least useful in reducing assaults. Not
using a control condttlon forfeits the option of esttriattng
program effects on assault relative to 'no progrdm at all
But the option itselfmay be useless in the sense that "no
program" is not a polittc-all) feasible alternative

The comparison of program variations need
not be justified solely on grounds that control
group members may feel deprived. There are im-
portant ethical reasons for using a variatrons .de-
sign which are discussed. below.(see" Ethical
Grounds for Criticism). And there-are still'other
cases in which comparisons among both variations
and the control condition are warranted. For
example, in evaluating the impact of a Manpower
Development and Training Act pr6gram'in Vir-
ginia, Brazziel (1967) suggested tfiat,'fiecause the
vocational program could not accommodate all eli-
gible candidates, the candidates be randomly as.:'
signed only to program and no-program condi-
tions. In addition, however.he,did take the oppor-
tunity to develop a maim' program variation
general education pus vocational trairking
against which the regular program could be com-
pared. Eligible -candidates were then assigned to .
one of three conditions: vocational training, ge,yr=
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eral educatioriplus vocational training, and :a con-
srol condition In the event of failure of the voca-
tional program versus no-program comparison, a
comparison of the program variationswould sttll
be useful to determine if the program variatiOtt
(general education plus vocational training) leads
to trainees who are better equipped to adapt to
different job requirements than those who receive
vocational education alone.

hi
. .

, 1

5.3 Randomization and Differential Effects of
...-Treatment

One of the special, constraints on many pro-
gram evaluations is that different types.of people

98 may be in need of treatment, and effectiveness of
treatment may vary with p rson type. Accom-
modat,ing that constraint is n t difficult, provided
that the person type can b accurately identified.
Two cases are considered below. In the first, we
focus on experiments which reveal whether indeed
there is an interaction between person type and
treatment type. In the next section, we focus on
the case in which randomization and need for what
is believed to be effective treatment are at issue.

Even a curspry investigation of textbooks on
experimental design reveals strategies which can
be used routinely to determine how different types
of people are affected differentially by a program.
Given there general designs, it is up to the

,evaluaror and the program developer io speculate
on what attributes of peoplie might interact with
the program's'effects and to decide upon a reliable
way of discovering whether people have those gt-

- tributes. The speculation may be based on anec-
dotal infOrmationias well as more structured
judgments of (he informed program developer.
And iP one_can measure those attnbutes well be-
fore the experiment, they an be incorporated into
a randomized block design which.will permit us to
detect the interaction who it occurs.

Such designs have' often been used by sophis-
ticated analysts. Results of some California Youth
Authority experiments, for example, suggest that
delinquent boys who are socially assertive do have
the capacity to work in and benefit filbAconfron-
tive group treatment, while boys 'sensitive .to
threats fate 'better under more supportive treat-
ments Which de-emphasize confrontive, probing
kflayior-(Knight, 1970). At a cruder level, the
Health Insurance Experiment mounted programs
in different sites to assure. that if effects of insur-
ance (say) on health services utilization vary with
local access, to Health Maintenance Organizations,
or with site-to-site differences in use of health
services, the experiment will detect those interac-
tions. Good experimental tests 'of clinical treat-.

-. 4 I. t nts regularly incorporate qualitativ charge-risti
ercs of clients into designs not only to detect

. differential effects of treatment but also to antici-
A pate problems in field implementation of the pro-

gram. The Cohen and Krause!(1971) experiments
on therapy for wives,, of. alcoholics, for example;
deliberately included demographic variables to at -
commodate the known tendency of clients from
upper' socioeconomic classes to .seek and begin
treatment more quickly than individuals from the
lower-income 'brackets, to be more accessible to -
prograrh staff, to_be more easily engaged. in treat-
ment, and so forth.

By ignoring the_possibility of such interac-
tions, of course, we run the risk of not 1111ecting
the program's 'main effects. One might find, for
example, that there is no difference between, two
programs, when in fact one program affects type
A individuals dramatically' in one direction while
the secgnd program afects them equally in the op-
posite direction. Conversely, we also run the risk
of adopting a program for general use (oh the N

basis of large avefage effects) when in fact the ef-
fects differ considerably, depending on charac-
teristics of particular subgroups in the target/
population.

5.4 Randomization and Need for Treatment
The preceding section focused on changing

the character of the treatment and the evaluation
question to acmmodate the problem of resis-
tance tovrandomized assignment to treatment and .
control condition. He7e the focus is also on chang-
ing the evaluation design, but alterathn is made to
screening tests for the target populatiOn rather
than the program. The objective is the same: to
avoid or attenuate a possible local constraint on
randomization; and se? to enhance feasibility of an
qcperiment.

Randomization is most appropriate when the
effect of the treatment variation on the sample at
hand is unknown. We recognize that the effect is
unknown from the judgements of experts. They
regard the evidence as equivocal and, in the ab,
sence of any other information, so usually must
we. Now this immediately suggests that as a gen-
eral strategy-in identifying the target population to
which the program is most relevant, one ought to
classify possible recipients into three classes: those
who, most experts would agree, need the program;
those whose need is debatable or ambiguous; and :.40/
those who clearly do not need it at all. It is the
middle group which is Most pertinent to ran -,"
domized assignment, there being no other rational,
basis for providing treatment.

The best exampte which we have been able to
find to illustrate this perspective' is the British
Myocardial infarction study, mounted to deter-
mine whether home care or hospital care is a bet,
ter vehicle for treatment of acertaiit class of heart
attack victims. The serious condition of some pa-
tierits, physicians said, clearly warranted
intermediate-term hospital care; for others, such
care was very likely to be a waste of time The gray
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area of need included patients for whom a c4nfi-
dent judgentint could not. be made, and it
men)bers of this group who were assigned ran=
ddrnly to home or hospital care in the experiment.
The group had until theri,almost invariably gone
to hospital rather than home since hospitilizatidn
costs-were paid, physicians had been very consir-
vative in their judgements, and for other reasdns.
The experiment, carried out successfully, was use-
ful in obtaining evidence that home treatment was
no less effective than hospital, and in obtaining
data usefti1 for economic planning and manage-.
ment of a broadefied home care systerh.

An experiment of this type tells one virtually
nothing about the impact of.the program on those-
who are said to be really needy. But it does do so
for the ubiquitous marginal group. If the expert -,

ment is informative for this group, then the same
theory ;Might be extended to an adjacent group,
said to be needy, 'but nth+, constituting a new mar-
ginal group, to sew, if the treatment has some im-

.

pact on them.

Retnaks
Even yv. h initial prior agreement by expert

judges to bel the marginally needy, the actual
experiment may`fall because thejudges, on second
thought. may find they can really .asSign very few
to the marginal group':

This appears to have occurred in judicial ex-
periments, w here ptlior judicial iigreements to
label those for whom a sentence is quite arbitrary
were abandoned during: the routs' of the re-
search.'They appear to, have occurred in evert-
mental 'tests of parent effectiveness training where
the agreement was subverted by .staffs with a
strong Yested interest 'in the outcome of the exper-

P merit And it has occurred elsewhere The prob-
lems.and potential solutions in these instances
might be better Pdentified in a pilot field test
rather than in a large-scale effort.

5.5 Cost of Randomized _Experiments
We often hear the claim that experiments are

tether expensive and time consuming. Yet the de-
, tailed costs or most program evaluations, e;cperi-

mental or not, are often poorly clocumented,
I suggesting that contentions about expense cannot

be easily verified. The data necessary to permit a
, fair comparison between, say, a randomized test

and a very well thought -o and quiati-
experimental tell are simply urTri, ailable. TQ be
sure, some evacuators have laid out the Costs of

L' evaluation well (e.g., in the Taiwan Fertility Con
trol, research), but most have not. Mere generally,

'there exist so special accounting conventions for
costs of program evaluation and no coherent body
of statistical data on costs. The National Institute
of Education, in fact, has had to develo special

1..contracts to lay the groundwork for good ccount-
,'Ing practices for documenting the costs o the ex-

. A

1 . .
perimenta evaluation of the Career Educationy

. c programs inch it suPp9rts: . .
Th(only hard comparative data of which I,aM

aware, beari,ng Kn the costs of ex eriments versus
other methodsofimpacteifaluano , stem from. the
NIE effort. Randomization appears to have re-

.' quired rmiseh less than a 1% increase in evaluation
budgets, the increase being spent on payments tcs
control group members and to experimental
group skiembirs in return for their cooperation.
The. data are based on ExperienCe-based Career
Education Programs which shifted from' their
plans to conduct noneandomizedr.assessments ( .

(covariance analysis) to' randQmized tests of_ their
programs. ; ' a

99-If we eNatnine other prepcedibmore closely,
it becomes obvibus'that not all.experimentaj 'tests
of social program; need be costly in al :volute
terms. Especially in education, the feasibility and
utility of small, economical 'ex /tests of

. Jess than a year du-ration have"-been demolistrated
repeatedly: tor example, Goodwin and Sriders
.0972) required less than three months to collect
evidence on the effectiveness of tape-recorded

.curriculum units for use on school buses; Zener
and Schnuelle's (1p724 assessments of alternative
career education prop ms for high schools took
less than 12 months. The .N'elch and Walberg
(1972) experiments on dissemination of teaching
maiertals for Project 'Physics (Harvard) requited
less than 12 months and. $30,000 to complete.,'
Other economical experiments in evaluation of
curriculum and teaching strategies are described
in Riecken et al. (1913), Gage (1963), and
elsewhere.

Experiments especially need not be costly if
the treatment is of short duration and if the 'time
interval between imposktion of the program alitl
theAtobservation of the program recipient's re-
sponse is ,small. tor example,nn the Manhattan4tail Bond Experiment (Borein, 19 ), the pro-
gram consisted of a bail waiver for i ividuals ac-
cused of having committed certain crimes, fol-
lowed _within a year by observation of a criterion
variablefailure of the accused toappear for trial:
Similarly, experimental evidence regarding effects
of various voter registration campaigns was avail-
able soon after the new campaigns were tried
IGosnell, 1929). The effeCts of alternative com-
munication strategies are available soon after the
subjects' receipt of informatibn; for example, the
classic wartime propaganda and communications
research of HVIand; Lunsdaine, and Sheffield
(1949). In marketing and Census research, infor-
mation about the relative effctiveness of various
methods, of eliciting and transmitting valid data
from respondents can be made available routinely
within ,six months after survey programs are ini-
tiated. .

This is not to say, however, that some experi-
men' tal tests have not been expervive and time
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iconsuming in ;absolute terms. Those programs
which are expected tohave Jong-tertareffects or to
have effects'only after A long period of treatment
can beparticolarly expensive. Staff requiret for
evaluation must be mainktainedt and decilions
about, wholgple aduption of the experimental
program ardelayed until data are obtained and
analyzed. The Negative Income Tax Experiment is
an- expensive (more than $12 million) and long-
term (6 years) research effort, where time is re-
quired ,primarily to "fix" the experimedtal irkat-
ment (i.e., to. ger people familiar with the welfare
subsidy)and to deterMine tong-term effects-of the
subsidy. Experimental tests of criminel reform
programs, of rehabilitation strategies for the men-
tally ill, and of some education programs are time
consuming, not only because the time necessary
for treatment can be long, but because it is the
long-term rather than short-term effects that are
most relevant to program devekrpment.

At least with respect to absolute si4e of in-
testments, the requirements of experimental tests
vary considerably with the, particular developmen-
tal stage of the program, the adequacy of short-
term effects as an indicator of program succps,
and the time necessary for completing the treat-'
ment program. There are at .least two important
issues, however, .which suggest) that,, we cannot be
content with decision of absolute costs: the costs
and benefits of lower quality appraisals, and the
Intermediate products of experimental evalha-
dupes. The cost of not doing an experiment will
often.. be high, simply because the data stemming
from observational studies wi,rhsually be
equivocal, end the cost of wrong deNsions (or no
decisions) based on equivocal data can be high.
Unfortunately, there have.bren few formal
analyses of the costs to society of not doing evalua-
tion, of doing equivocal evaluations, or of mount-
ing rigorous tests of social programs. The better
(and perhaps the only) cost/benefit analyses of ex-
periments Ire in the fertility-control area where,
for example, the Population Council has suc-
ceeded in obtaining fairly good informatian on the
cyst and impact of data stemming from its
fertility-control research.

On the other hand, there has bFett-tt bit more
progress in identifying the benefits of evaluation
and of staging research to obtain usable products
periodically before the experiment's completion.
Before program effects appear, the experiment
often provides better information about the. pro-
gram's.target group than was pviously available.
Such baseline data often yield more accurate
characterizations of the target group` than were
available. at program inception, and consequently
may be helpful in deSigning and launching sub-
sequent programs. See Field and Orr (1975) for
remarks on this in the context of the-Housing Al-
lowance Experiments and the Negative cricome
Tax Experiments.

:ac
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5.6_Accommodating Ethical Constraints on an
Ixperi Event

Claims about the ethical aspects of randomiza-
tion generally take several related fofms. The con-
tention that control (to-prugramrgroup members
tare deprived of a program which might be bepefi-
cial to them occurs often. A min-et-image of 'this
complaint is that the program recipient is shb-
jected to risk by his participation because a novel
program may have unpredictable negative effects.
A second broad class of criticisms concern manipu-

lation of human beingsan activity which may be
objectionable in princiPle. A related'issue concerns
the notion that the research subject is being
exploited regardless of the costs and benefits of
the experiment; that is, that he receives little in the

`way of dirket reward for his participation and lacks
even a guarante4that the information.he provides
will nbt be used improperly. I

Some exptkiments can be judged to be unethi-
cal for these reasons. But this does not imply that
all expeFiments are unethical, any more than one
hi -quality experiment implies that) all are of

gh,quatity. The following remarks capitalize on
hat we already know about fairly universal if

crude ethical' standards and about potential con-
flicts between tiotse standards_and experimenta-

'on.. They focus on the question of how to design
the'experiment within the' fraMework set by god
ethical standards.

failure to experiment. as unethical. A frequent
claim about randomized ekperiments is that some
members of the social program's target
pdpulationthe, 'control group, membersmuk be
deprived (randomly) of a benefit. The claim as-
sumes, of course;'that the treatment is actually be-
neficial, and if it is known to be beneficial, then the
experiment-mar well be unethical. But the aim of
most experiments is to discover whether there is a
detectahle program effect; we may not need an
experiinent at all if the impact is already under-
stood. By restricting randomization to programs
about which we are in doubt, we avoid the ethical
dilemma (or acoosation) of depriving an individual
of a benefit, There can be no benefit if the pro-
gram is atseless and offer] we cannot show if it is
useful without an experiment.

A related line of argument here is that a fail-
ure to discover whether a program is effective is

6" unethical. That is, if one relies solely on ndoran-
lomized assessments to maltikjudgMents about. the
efficacy of a program, subsequent decisions may
be entirely inappropriate. Insofar as' a failure -to
obtain unequivocal data on effects leads to deci
sions which. are wrong and ultimately damaging,
that failure may violate good standards of both so-
cial and,professional ethics (Rutstein, 1969). Even
if the decisiOns are "correct" inthe sense uf coin-
ciding with those one might make based on ran-
domized experiniental data, ethical problems per-

1
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Asist. The right action taken for the wrong reasons duce or eliniinate conflicts between ethical stand-
is not especially attractive if we are 4o learn any- ards and evaluation needs. . , "---

'thing about hOw to effectively handle the child One 9lreous device is to stage the intioduction
abuser, the chronically ill, the*.por151 trained, and of treatment so that one merely delays treatment
so forth. -.% for individuals in. the randomized control group.

The strategy ,is. sometimes essential in any event

yesignof Ethicai Experiments because many programs cannot accommodate all
eligible candidates 'immediately, and staged ac-

There will, always' be cases in which the use of ' ce,ptance of candidates is managerially justified.
a -progrim control condition conforms readily .- The-control 'groups may subsequently be rech1ced
will profesional ethics. That is, there is agree- incrementally or all at' ohce, so long as the delay is
merit that program effectiveness is ambiguous, sufficient to permit useful comparisons between
that the available data are insufficient for making 'program participant's and nonparticipants. (See E4

a judgment *out its quality, and hence an expel-- Chapter IV of Riecken et al., 1974, for more de-
iment is ethically justified. But a public, or stand- tailed-description of this design and its Jim-

1011and may deviate from this notably,: and it may be itations.) .

"Playieg the winner" is related strategy, used \come necessary to adoprsome strategy for either .

altering that public ethic or adjusting the design to snore often in' bio-medical reSearch, to estimate
accommodate it. .. program effects with minitrial.depriva,tion to iChanging a public ethic is usually impossible members of. the less effectively treated group. .
with the time available to moinnreXperiments. Here, subgroups of candidates ol- individuals are
Nonetheless, 'some short-term approaches have assigned to a program only as long as the outcome
been tested Sortie rely heavily on -the use of the oWreastment is sUccessful. When ft failure occurs,
media to enhance the reading public's understand- thTvet'y Item, subgroup_or it4diviclualys assigned to
ing of the prpeess.Chat some journalists and sf.,i<1 the control (or alternative treatment) Condition.
ence writers 'can effectively translate the matter Subgroups continue to beassigned to the control
Into las terms is readily evident from art%l'es by group so long as no failure occurs. When ii doe,
Alan Otter in the Wall Street journal, KouillelPin the very next subgroup is assigned.lotthe first
the Chicago Tribune, P.C.,Gilmore in the New York treatment. And go pn. This strategy is amore,
Tunes, and-elsewhere. Alice Rivlin has written spe- complex one, butrecentonalytic work shows that'it
oral artieleson the Negative Income Tax EXperi- cap be very effective when success cis failure be-
ment for the Washington Post and New York Times, come evident quickly and when switches can be ac-
r other social scientists have done for other press- complished easily (see, e.g., Fushimi, 1973). The
es. , ' strategy also tequires that the "success" be readily

t More chrei:t am() is usually warranted, in- identified when it occurs, a demand which may be
cluding the construction of unobtrusive but 'effec- difficult though not -Impossible to meet in some
tive schemes for randomization, and fair sets of in- settings.
structions to assure that informed 'consent re- If0delays in program participation are ethically
quiriments for rticipants are' met. This area unacceptable and if program installation involves
doet not seem to ave received much in the way of no naturally occurring delays, thery °deer strategies
systematic researc and development. Tile whole can be useal. Rather than think. solely in terms of
matter of encouraging participation in an experi- treated versus untreated program candidates, for
ment is still a %fey/ ill- documented ar)a. The little. example, it is often reasonable to change the re-
systematic resea h we've seen suggests that people search question slightly to permit us to think about
will find randomization more palatable if they, are 4 comparing treatment variations; an option already
party to the randomization process: they pick the discussed in Sectiorn 5.2 above. Candidates for the
lottery-number themselves ra-therthan havhig 0 social program,can be allocated randonily to dif-
someone else do it. They will find it more palatable fereut levels/of treatment, the lowest level being'a
if eves been& member of a control group affords minimal ethically' acceptable offering. -This idea
some benefit (see Section 5.' and remarks below). has been used i4 both'the Negative Income Tax
They will find It more palatable if there are intan- Experint and Health Insuran'ce Experiment,

,gible benefits, such as increased self-esteem or de, where deprivation of economic benefits relative to
creas921 anxiety a loneliness or boredom, by par- curtent social standards would betthically uncon- ,

ticipatihg. scionablt despite its importance as an economic
There will also be cases in which a randonried question. And it has been used in critical medical

test of a program versus.a-no-program control studies such as Rutstein's (1969) tests of cortisone
conditi4n is unethical. rri'at -'a'particular experi- against aspirin in, treatment of rheumatic fever. In
mental design is,ethically unacceptable in a par/tcu- these and other cases, new programs are compared
lar evaluation of course4impli es nothing about die against the better conventional ones rather than
acceptability of other randomized designs. In fact, kainst no progiram at all in order' to satisfy both

,a variety of techniques have been developed tore- icientific and etiliCal standards.
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Similarly, experimental assessments of "cOMPO-,
rifnif of a program rather than the toial Pyograrn.
may also be possible when there is7litde prior evi-
dence .on effects of, ttei.omfoonents, but there is
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strong professionial or societal belief that the pro-,
. gram,is irdeecleffctive, Oysicians, tor example,si

% are-often ,coafipent /hut 41ftgrated health-care sys-
teng'ire good and that if: 'total" health coolie is de-

tlivetects.ta riindiAilid-ual,',Ailk health wilLimprdyei
Under tirese:'6ngli9lon?4,fit may be impossible to

r-m6unt a fair test ttt.tte aim! progriin. Instead, thsti
evaluatOr might look for, those components of the
program about which there is some doubt as to
their effectiveness. For example, .integrated
health-care _delivery systems.in lesser cre'vetoped
countries are being supported by the U.S. Agency
for International Development, To the extent that 1
nutrition, h alth care information, and the like are

a. iori as "a ,good thing,': trying toregarded
evaluate their total effect using a randomized ex-
pertinent may

do
be a pointless exercise at this time.

Component- wise 'evaluation is not. No one knows,
for example, how pa medics should be chosen
(rponks; midwives, rel , or village elders) and
trained to yield high trea ent rates with minimal

'cultural disruption. The situation prements us With
an owortunity to experiment with alternative re-
cruitment and training strategies even if we dp not
obtain[ unequivocal data on the actual product de-

s
livered by the trainees. .

Often, criteria such as merit or need are jus-
tified on ethical grounds for assigning individuals
to programs whose effeats are not well
documented. And the meritocratic criteria lead
some critics to conclude_ that randomization is
therefore impossible on ethical as well as manage-
rial grounds,HoWever, we can still obtain evidence
based on randomized .tests we capitalize on so-
called regression-disc ntinuiy 'designs
(Thistle(hwaite & Calkibell, 1960). In the simplest
ease, one orders all program candidates on the
basis of need, then assigns all obviously deserving,
candidates to the program and all the abviously
undeserving to 'the totOtrol condition. Individuals
in the ubiquitous marginal group are assigned
randomly to program and contr1 conditions; their
margin4ity.implies that no reliable judgenient can
berpade about4he.extent t, .which they merit the
program. A variant on thfs design has Wen used
successfully in the British myocdial infarction ,
studies, where marginally ill individuals wereran- ,
domly assigned to home or to hospital care to
satisfyethical standards "and to Aiscover whether
hospital care resulted ip any notable improve;
ments in their health.,

Demands on the research parti4pan t. One of the
Asimpltst ethics-based criticisms of randomized ,e x-
periments is that regardless of the scientific and
social benefits of the experiment, it is a distinct-

' impositioh on thebresearch participant., Exactly the
same criticism, of course, can be leveled against

ta.

survey resArch anyl sort and against quasi-
eiperipental and other types of evaluative re':
search, The research participant does indeed pro-. - ,

vide a service to the esearcherinformation
about himself, 'his time, energy, and courtesy in
providing the inforription, and so forth. And in-
sofar as the social scientist profits (at least intellec-
tually) from the information'-he.receives, w'hy
should not' the provider also profit? The rewards

be.sure need not 'always be 'range or even tangi-
ble. For exan3ple, there is some evidence for-the
contention that in certain types'of research, Lhe
interviewer's behavior, conversation, and discEs-
sion' of 'research do constitute a temporarily re-
warding experience for interviewees .- If higher;
demands are made of research partiFipants, they
mayfibe entitled to more tangible rewards for their
cooperation. Students Who participate in experi-
mental tests of NIE-suppolted Career Education
Prtigrams, for instance, are -paid kn. providing

.their opinions, reactions, ror taking tests, etc., re-,
gardless of whether they Were assigned to 'the ex-
perimental program or to a control condition (the
conventional high-school prOgrams in weer edu -'
cation). What the nature of the reward should be ,

in different,types of experimenis and how alterna-
tive rewards affect the integrity of.the experiment
need'more'empirical investigatiot, however. The
little data .a.yailable.on -this topic stem primarily
from survey research where' alternative rewards
have often- been tested experimentally to deter
mine. how rewards such as money payments, small
gifts, etc. stimulate cooperation (e.g., the Sudman
& Ferber (1971) wolk on 'strategies *improving
response rate in consumer sufveys).

Confidentiality of information. The problem of
assuring confidentiality of data is not confined
experimental research but appears in survey re-

'-search as well. But the problem-has been highligh-
ted by the Negative Income Tax...Experiment, in
which a .county prosecutor forced economic re-
searchers to yield research.-records on idehtified
subsidy recipients (research subjects). Thscase is a
regrettableIllustration that the researcher may be
cast unwillingly into the role of informant/ if.he
does not anticipate _the possibility of judicial or
legislative appropriation Of his records for,prose-
cuting, some of his research, subjects. There have
been someo.advances in resolving this gild related
conflicts. For example, procedural and statistical
devices have been created to assure confidentiality ;
of respondents' reports without rundermining re-
search 'goals (Boruch, 1974). Special forms of tes-
timonial privilege for social rest.archeri 'are being*.
constructed to supplant or complement technical

. devices for assuring that research records,are used,
only for research purposes (see Reickenet
1974; Boruch, 1976, and references therein).
These approaches are imperfect, but they are
being field tested, and they do help to reduce con-
filet between 1041 demands for individual recordS
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and the-social scientist's ethical requirement' r
confidentiality of records on his resporrd4nts.
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Developinent of Staff for Evaluations
(A',R4rospectiveNiew)

George L. Kelling
Evaluator
Police Foundation
Wishingtoti, D.C.
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George Kelling is on the staff of the Police Foufidation dnd has been working as an evaluator in Kansas City and Dallas over the
past several years. In patticular, Kelling was the Director of Research for the major study of police patrotpractices carried-out in
Kansas City In gwiring up for that projectlie had to put together from scratch and manage a loge and complex research team. This
paper presents his Jr:nes on the problems that are likely to be encountered in putting together an evaluation research staff and on
approaches to solving those p blew. .

When in confirmation class as an early adoles-
cent, I, as many other young Lutherans, was
forced to memorize Luther's explanation of the
three sections of the Aposile's Creed. While no
longer able to pull the explanations back into...cop.-
sciousness, I can clearly-recall the last sentence of
each explanation. The .phrase,- identical in each,
was 'This is most certainly true." The matters
Luther Was dealing with -were, of course, eternal
Verities. While they may or may not be "mosicer-
tainly true" for others, they were for Luther and
he emphasized their importance, to himself and his
followers with his declaration.

As a result oftdmintstering many evaluations,
I have been asked to talk toyou about developing
personnel for work in evaluative research. While
thr positions I take in the following pages certainly
do not approach, for me at least, the state of eter-
nal verities, they dO achieve the level -6f pragmatic
and survival verities in the conduct of evaltiations.
Part of this feeling comes from a set of values and
assumptions which I have and which perhaps is
wofthwilr for me to identify. These include:

I. It is good to complete evaluationsfew
really are.

2. ft is good ,to maintain :'experienced lead-
ership" in an evaluation staff7-read that: "I
want to survive."

3. Lt is good to maintain "experienced lead-
ership" in the organizations in which evalu-
ations are coluctedneed I explain the
Worth of that to you?

4. It.is not that the best predictor of an indi-
vidual's or organization's performance is
his/her/its past performance it is the only
predictor.

5. And finally, conflict in the activities of or-
ganizations and personnel need not be de-
letorious to achievement but rather, if the
rules of conflict are established, can con-
tribute to,creativeand original work.

With those Va las, assumptions, confessions
out of the way, I will continue with one final ven-
ture into the rarifie air of theology with a para-
phrase of a stateme by Paul Tillich.'

I shall proceed to lecture now, 4nd continue to
perform in evaluations on' the assumption that
I am absolutely correct in what I am about to
say. I am aware that I may be wrongbut I will
not let that awareness interfere with this dis-
cussion of my future performance as an ad-
ministrator of evaluationss.

' If any of you, as you read or hear this, feel like
standing, applauding, and cheering; I, of course,
invite you to.-If on the other hand you feel like
booing and hissing'', there is nothing I can do to
stop you, so feel free.

Verity #1. Where one's tenure is, is where one's
heart isorthe use of consultants.

The use of consultants is standard in evaluate
tions and evaluation proposals. Generally consult-
ants are luMinaries from academia who have a
superb record of research and thinking about
methodology and/or service delivery in a particu-
lar endeavor./They are generally competent, lead-

s in the field, and involved in a myriad of enter-
prises. Generally they are capable of, and have
executed, good research and/or evaluations. They
are experts: Basically, they.can serve two functions
in an evaluation:

I. They can help "young comers" get grants,
contracts and exposure. If done responsi-
bly, this is legitimate and ought not to be
sneered at. The function of a mentor or
ponsor in an important one in academia.

"Young comers" present-a high risk to both
program and evaluation administratori and
grantors, but at the same time they have the
energy, and are enough "on the make" to

._ complete an evaluation. The "baptism" of
"young comers" by luminaries must be un-
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.
derstood for what it is however?Do not ex-
pect the "heavies" to conduct,the evaluation
or write the results. They cannot and will
not.

2, They can provide technical consultation on)
critical 'Points of an evaluation. Three criti-.
ca) points stand out:
a. "Now that I have all this data, why did I

collect it in the first place and what
shotild I do with it." In other words, it is
possible that the evaluator will get so im-
mersed in details that he/she-will forget
what the original goals of the project were
and how the data deals with those goals.
Further, after being removed from the
world of academia during the year or two
of the evaluition, the evaluator. may need
some assistance in.updating his/her statis-
tical skills. The consultant or consultant,tm
can help%the field istaff of an evaluation tit
review'their work and update skills.

b. Review the outline for the-presentation of
the findings. Thisis-related to "a" and is
part of."a" yet is'so importadt that I sepa-
rate it out. Getting agood outline of the
final report is the critical issue in getting
the evaluator to put his/her pen to paper.
It nicely makes a corripletely unmanage-
able task (completing the report) into a
manageable one,/

c. Finallyreading the preliminary, drafts of
the evaluation and prOviding construc-
tive, non-threatening advice. Generally
upon 'completing the first draft, the
evaluator thinks (hopes) that he/she is
finished- writing. -In fact, he/she has just_
begu,ii. Remember, any/11'st draft, regard-
less of its vaknesses,,is good. If an
evaluator is "reasonably good and has
good consuration,any first draft almost
assures completion.

So much for the positive contributions of con=
sultants. They can Make real and substantial con-
tributions, but for all parties involved in thecon-
duct of an evaluation, it is certainly bestto under-
estimate their contributions rather than to overes-
timate them.

They cannot:

I

, %

., 3. Write-up results. The writing of the final
report is, a consuming full-time task. ton-
sultants 'at'e involved in too many things to`
be eicpec&l to- write -up a final report.

The key thing to remember in dealing with
consultants (and I do not mean this critically) is
that they are un responsible. They/are bright,
knowledghble, clever,,but they have no respoaisi-
bility for the final product and rarely, if ever., will
i;e cornered into accepting- such responsibility.

. 'They have different responsibilities and will Yneet
those firstandthat is to be expected. Neither
the program evaltor or administration should be
surprised by this as likely they, too, are consultants
some place, This is most certainly true.

.
*

Vent); #2. The children Shall lead you (or at least
they will do most of the necessary,
"grunt work"). Staff Structure

I will divide this section into Iwo parts: first,
the characteristics of evaluation staffand, second,
the characteristics of the evaluation director.

Perhaps it will be easiest if I begin with the
characteristics of the staff who are "on site," and
who do the daily work of evaluatiox (Be clear that
I did not always know these verities, and riot-even
when I knew them did I always follow them. One
result is that io the early projects I have adminis-
tered, the casualty rate of project staff was very
high. In the early days, I often took thoie persons
for staff who were available at the time. Some were
less than_satisfactory. Applicants were few. I had
no track record as an evaluator: Evaluation was
considered inappropriateread "inappr0priate"
as "sinful by major, professors for their good
students. But, I am getting ahead of myst.) The
people who actually "do the daily wor ," of an
evaluation have to have certain characteristics.
These include: thigh levels of eriergy, methodolog-
ical sophisticatibn, skill at handling data, keen in-
telligence and curiosity, being professionally "on
the make," the capability of using creatively the
great freedom that ealuatbrs have, and the ego
strength to move with some comfort intnan-alien

-environment. The ,staff end not have, and, if you
recruit the pro rsons, probably will not have,
organizational "sma s," familiarity with the field
of service delivery, or e,x-perie,nce in completing a
project. (I will discuss theie points somewhat
later.)

Where are these kinds of people found? (The
people who do the daily work.) T e answer is quite
clear. In the doctoral progra s of universities.
And as important, in the o toral programs of
gpod universities. Their char eristics are as fol-
lows: te,

They have be n born, bred, and expect to
die in univer ties.

-f-litey have, ever heir!. a lob (except maybti
Vista or a summer drop).

i. Supervise staff! Young, energetic staff need
constant and tifigoing stroking, direction,
love and supervision. Consultants- cannot
provide that. they do not have the, time,
nor do they control the means and rewards
necessary to manage staff.

2. Develop evaluation instruments. (questior-
naires,*etc.). Instruments must",be developed
by resident evaluation staff .In close coital):
oration wish agency program staff. Consult-
ants don't have the time; energy, and, gen-
erally, the-patience to collaborate as closely
as necssary.
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They have managed to mak avoiding dead-
- lines a fine art and skill.

They_are,arrogant..(Often they ait, right
theX are more methodolOgitally skillful than
their professors and, later, than you as proj-
ect director.)

They knout- how to develop sophisticated
. questionnaires but they do not know how to

talk to people (read "talk" as interview with-
. out a pretested questionnaire). They will

, have to be driven, almost with whips, to
s,s work closely with agency program staff and

to really talk to them (but once they do,
another problemthat of cooptationrears
its -head, which we shall discuss in detail
later).

They view all researchers and grantsmen
who operate outside of universities as
whOres and "operators" interested only-in
the "buckS".' (tbey,really believe that their
perIff.tsors live on their salaries alone) and
that all truth is to be discovered in the world
by conduaing methodologically "pure" ex-
periments on freshmen!

And finally, they're marvelous. They believe
-44 world can and will change, they work night
and day; they're damned smart, and they have that
marvelous characteristic of youthenergy. (Oh, I
knowits unbounded and undisciplined, but evalu-

latioilithrectors have to do something after all.)
Bitt now in a somewhat more -serious vein, I

wish to talk about each of the characteristics that.l
find necessary in staff.

High Levels of Energy

,EvalUstions are difficult and time consuming.
They combine all the intellectual and methodolog-
ical rigors of laboratory experiments with the mes-
siness and complications of the real world. The
real world presents a myriad of problems for
which a great deal of energy" is necessary to solve.
The are

Agcy records-w 1 not devised for research.
Often when computerized, they contain erFors and
omissions which, while not a problem forigency
administrative purposes, are in such a condition

. that it is necessary to return to the original docu-
ments when they are used for research or evalua-
tion.* (I don't mean t,o offend agency officials at

. this point, and maybe it is different in the medical
field, but for the most part all agency data have to
be verified for research purposes and every evalu-
ation which is based upon agency data which have
not been verified in great detail is a terribly sus-,
pect evaluation.)',,

Not only is a high level of energy delcesaary but also dealing with'
these sorts of problems requires a gift for great attention to detail and a
toleration for the tediouscharacteristics sometimes different from
and in conflict with high energy levels.

, a

As Mr. Lewis points oi6t in his paper,often-
times -agency program managers who are respon-
sible for the administration of an experiment care
less Abut maintaining the controls of th4..experi-
ment than they do about "starts" or exporting the
program to other areas or jurisdictions. I would
underline Mr. Lewis' point about "starts" and rec-
ommegld that eA,ch of you re-read it. The dynamics
and consequences of it are substantial. Given the
media's interest in "starts" and the fact that'-
everyone\geti bored with continuing programs! the
evaluatOt must attempt to carefully deal with and
exploit both the initial publicity Nip "starts" id
the kuikse uent obscurity when therperiment or
program is ongoing. The management of the
momentum of an experiment is critical and a bal-
ance has to be develop&I between the extremes of
the publicity and momentum of the , "start" and
later obscurity of slowdoWn. Obscurity both has its
benefits and problems. Generally, the momentum
gained from the initial thrust will not,proNide
enough energy& complete the task. Occasion*
%"boosters" froriP agency 'program and evaluation
staff are abslately necessary to obtain ttiegoal cif
a completed
n

program. Alertness of the mainte-
nance of the ongoing program is essential, for
evaluation staff.

A vafiation of the problem is "restarts." That
is when an agency administrat2r decides that the
indicator of his/her wisdom ancrskill is kis/her abil-
ity to replicate the program in other departments,

etc., before the evaluation is completed.
This hot only consumes a great deal of staff
energy (both of agency staff who are pushing to do
it and of evaluation Staff who are trying-to stop it)
but also potentially destroys the experircentor
evaluation.by cbntaminating control areas.

Personnel involved in program efforts may
have more of a vested interest in the success or
failure of a program-than in the conduct of the
experiment and as a result inadvertently,(0- Pur-
posely) attempt to bias tire outcdme. Evaluators
must constantly monitor in as, discreet manner I

tit
ias possible6s monitoring tgelriiay devFlop resis-

tances) all planned stimuli, controls, and data col-
lection.

Dealing with these and a myriad of the prob-
lemslems simply requires a high leyere£ alertne5s and
effort for a prolonged period of _time. There is
much "dirty rk" which has to be done and on-
site person e to have the endurance to do it. '
(In one city t dirty work" meant night work ft:4
at least six weeks in a record division. That was in ow
addition to the regular day activities.)
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Methodological Sophistication
Often the exigencies °flea' world agency ex-

istence are such that program evaluation can be
quite complicated. Finding the right designthat
is an eealuation design -which is as powerful as the
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program allows and warrantsrequires consider-
able methodological sophistication. The "match-
ing" of prograniand evaluation design is not to be
accomplished 'by returnin& one more time to. the
bible of, Campbell and Stanley but rather comes
through the careful. "wedding" of research tech-.

, niquos and pperating programs! There is nothi
mysterious about this. The evaluator simply must
"muck around" in the program, data,and. funds
and find a design which ie appropriate to the pro-
gram operation, ill-CT:aids -available,' the impor-
tance of the program, and the availabledata. That
means that the staff must know design and scien-
tific method and not just have a shopping basket

.d of)desi ns, one of which she/he pulls out for this
progra -

kill of Handling pap
. 4 Two important things', have to be said About

'this. T ,/ .

One staff member 'bas to approach the
psychological state of being an obsessive compul-
sive. If someone -does not keep ,careful record of
every decision made regarding design and data:
storage, the disaster of having' to reconstructlhose
'decisions will rault in the waste of spending the
time re-doing things and also of not meeting dead-
lines. Not that things cannot be reconstructed: and
generally they can, but to have no way of identify-
ing which 9uestions were related to what indi-
cators means a period of reconstruction beltitind
that normallrequired to re-familiarize oneself
with the "material. Two examples. In the Kansas
City Xteventive Patrol Experiment, the details and
records of the sampling procedures for the com4s-,

munity survey wertki:ever gathered together in
one file or written up when the sample was drawn.
When, 18 months later, we had to discuss the sam-
pling procedures, at least three people in three
different organizations had to search the files for
the various memos, instructions, etc. It was possi-
ble, but tha't which was easy to do at one time, be-

, came comfalicateceat another. On the 'other hand,
, in.Dattas wed 1 two de.partmentwide surveys. The

Ti survey was completed in 1973, the. T2 -survey in
1976. Because we had carefully docurnected the

-source of every question, all coding decisions, and
, every other decision, the time necessary for review

wag spelt relating the./ theories under which we
- operated to the forms of analyses we were to use.
Thus, an axiom emerges. Never, never; never rely
on memory. Rely on it only tq fail, aryl, even
worse, to deceive.

The second area of the importance of data
handling has td do with the assessment 9f.agency
records. This is no simple matter, especially in
police agencies, but I suspect in other agencies as
Well. Again I want% to 'emphasize that I imply ho
criticism of agency reCbrds.' I simplyhave no way
of'knowing whether they are adequate for admin-
istrative purposes. I assume they are. You are ira

better position to know that thati I. I clo5 know,
hoivever; that almost all.recorerwill need consid-,
enable work to be suitable for research purposes.
If the records, are computerized, coinside5able
work -will have to be done to insure its accuracy
and reliability. (Even at that evaluators must ap'
proach them cautiously since Much of it is self;
reported informition, i.e., crime and activitys
analyses, which are subject to manipulation,
whether conscious or unconscious, to show desired
orself-serving results.) If records are kept in
manual files, other problems, such a' s coding, or
agerk policies which allow for several file systems,
emerge. (In one police department complaints
against poll officers are kept in three different
placesdep nding on where the citizen first filed
his complai t--and ntay or may not be stored with
the other units. Notice the phrase "may or may
not" since that complicates things considerably. If_
any officer has complaints filed against hind in
mote than one locafictfwand many do, the
evaluator has to carefully read each one to deter-
mine if they are separate or the same cumplaint.
Thus, even establishing the of complaints
not a.Lounting task but an analytical task.)

The evaluation staff has to know what they
know, both in terms of recalling decisions tend as-
sessing data. Both tasks are, far more complicated'
than generally thought.

KeenIntelligence and Curiosity
In some respects this is self-etplanatory,- But

while keen intelligence and curiosity are necessary,
they are not sufficient. They have to be combined
with many of the other characteristics described in
this section. ,W.ithout energy, ,discipline, and
creativity, intelligence simply is not enough.

Let me add one thing about curiosity as I
think it to be quite important, The characteristic of
asking "why" is absolutely essential. In the first,
place it helps to keep the intelligent person, from
seeing the emperor's clothes4The "emperor" can
be the agency, the evaluation directdr, or col-
leagues. Secondly, it helps the evaluator pursue

unanticipated fin.di . Anti; if properly pursued,
these unanticipated dings can be quite. impor-
tant to an evaluation. It might mean the evaluation
is on to something new (I call your attention to Mt.,
Bieck's study of police-response time. The surprise
fending of the length of time it takes citizens to re;
port even serious crimes is. not only of great re-
search and program interest, but is also an indi-
cator of just how poorly thought throufh the
whole business-el the importance of police re-
sponse time has been by police, researchers, and
evaluators.) or reflects an artifact of improperly
stored or analyzed data. The evaluator, who,. out
gf his/her curiosity, continues to pursue those
leads, either enriches the evaluation immensely or
s ves it from spurioul findings.
1.1 4



Professionally "On the Make"
Perhaps 'Lis purely a personal matter on my

part but I simply.have an easier time dealing with
people who know what thfy want. I find it difficult
to deal with people, on-a project'Wel at least, who
are indecisive aboitt their own goals. ('By that I. do
not Mean that everyone who'comes onto an evalua-
tion staff has to 'know that he wa to do evalua-
tion research in a particular servic livery system
for the rest of his life.) She/he ma want t6 'gain
research experience, get publications, mai-nine a
,service system, or do a variety Of other-things, but.
they 'have sosne* tense of own' Oats. rf that.
"purposefulness" is not presented in staff mem-
bers, I have been unable to develop it (And' I
don't mean that an individuals goals tan't change,
but purposefulnesctmairt;.) Thecasualty rate of
those xi-to have .not.'bee'n punyto?efttl has been verb
high. s

Those people who are binning thew- saris
and are purposeful c.l&m:is, do 'not e,..t1(n9w Chet"

pAceS of long !pours andcrasb.prodtactum..shed-,
ule4 which t'hes Hal have pat.,toai9"etain 'What
they want. But ?hey le-arn'.t.hat, and most
people "on the makes' are. willing tgo'Os ,tho54e
prices,. Beoplelichoare not aggTess.iveltpurpose(1/1.
simply aren't otite (nigh, to t ft cc-.

(That makes .estse ni?,y u don4 know ishat
why shOldil sou':"pay t)ke

A side commertt here -People. wly; ev,alua-,
tions live. on gfat16-Tr4,'to ;think' of--.-eraluatioeci
bureaucrat les that do rig* litle On:grants Peu' come
to 'mind While medical, pohce, and other

.

sersinesssternl.havecinKtinwoxis,terices,indeknd-:
ent` of °most .specific prettedts evallitaticin 'people -

'

that I have not always been completely candid
about ,this to agencies or the Police Foundation.
We have-called these,c,interests the. "oh by the
ways." To iniu4 Prolection of agencies, I have

0 'always assured their, 'and ,meant it, that notirtng will
*15e published without their review and pernlission.
The resultant problems are different.tVone

expect.'.Fi4st, the agencies encourage .

publicationsadministrators have found that
agency treputation is enhanc'ed by such activities. -
Second, and this gets to be a problem, oftentimes
ageficc, adminimators get to. be rciore'interested rn

the "oh by the ways" than .inthe evaluations. (The

e;
,

.consequence of 'this is that .staff time 'can be di-
:vertedaway from evaluatiOn-spocific activities to_
Tess critical issues at the wrong time,)

But the point is that the. data, if properly col-
lected, can tie available for publication independ- C''
ent of whether the program succeeds,, fails, never
gets. off the 'round,,nr collapses In the middle
(that does 'happen, unfortunately; much, much too

. and. young staff: can -get the publications.
necessary f9r their own careers.
cl

And, I, wotild add,
an; is lust too expensive to collect be'used for'-

only net purpose If, at no or relatively little e'x-
Pense,'.dailican be collected which is multi-
.purpose, to'ine orif!; prudent to do so.

4
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, i_ether live from grant to"erant,or w'oik full-time*". **
4 -...

, in a univer's14 or,congukintOrin4soddo.evalua- ,..
tions part-time,-Fhe result is LhalifoNra 00'10ahop ,
Capacity to surviNeiriorrily,i-npgt,tedo the.eValua-'.."
t tons at band hut it must a'IsO. tire ,-- sources

a.. . - ,. , . .

(primarily tune) try generate rieks vio40_1's..:T,he. ., .i 4 alterriajive is coritant. "geari at &mann-
, ing a staff:either one ofisZI-iich-Aclest?oys,-estab-''

lished orgarniational skilVin,d ivol;* king relation-
ships Thus in -mi judgili ieent 'N'aliiateu-s. in.u* -be

prepared.to 'pay th'e pricef-Yf constant,pressure to
both complete and .egerate activities siinultane:

i
oi_My "Wor.kahohes: mike...goo&evaluat ) ..

1._ I g .

\ One fisraVorri-nevw.hou't being t 1?e ,

mak.'` I believe, that -most goad evsal ors are
from universities avid kill and -ought tc, retuv to
universities' for rest and,recreation (in the finest
sense of recreation, that is re-creation of knowl,

:---
. .,

edge and skills', In prclel-'tcli do that, pgilishing-is
an absolute necesS'ity, Thus, from the beginning, I
ha,..,e tried tci insure that the data c011ect-ed.will be
not only' necessary forJevaluationbut also, when,-
ever possible, be ufreful as sociology, political sci-
ence, or psvcholohry and thus-result m publication'ss
independent of the evahlatioD, I must also confess

-Capabif of Us
I r

. -For som
,ppytided
just

ng Frtedom,
vouris, researchers, the freedom

evaluation is sucha burden that thes,
andleh. They search for day to day di-t

rection,.are terrified of making mistakes, withdray
irito:Mys:efisi9n about codes or analyses, tank start
to write airiephrt because alYtheY can think about is
the final product rather than just the page they are

. on,,-get -preoccupied with the administrative issues
of, evaluation rather thanan evaluation itself, etc., ets

1!. At itorst they begin to .".rip-off freedoni, using '
their time fof c vales ,ther than the evaluation
work t feel that'staff should not be in-
volMi in of er consulting, lecturing, etc., 'ac-

E;tivi,tiet. hi they should. It gives them- wider
,e4idsuie"i! 4omebody .else's expense' they' en-

s haute the reputation of the entire -capatcity, t.city, and i
Veeps them frorn,heing too narrowly. focused on
particular' projects. But they m1,s.t.. do so aytheir
own expense, .not at the exere of the' kvalua-
tiOn.) Filially, they may becpme so cynical that
termination' is'inevitable. They aro. not necessarily
"bad-" people, it'siust that the 'available freedom
simply leave's them unable.to function.

'For others, freedom is an okportuoity to re-
spoktd flexibly to the myriad of complexities that
occur during the process of an evaluation. They
and I think, I am covering somewhat similar

ground as I did when I talked of purposefulness)
feel comfortable Making decisions and fnalyng
mistakes. They are far more comfortable Om-
municatingta the project'director what they hare...
done, -why they have done it, andat first I found

11
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This surprising what ,mistakes they have tirade. It..
tarns out ttat, while they obsess less, they are far
More thorough in recording their decisions. And
finally, when in a jam, they 'look for .fielp. :Those
who can really' handle freedom are open and
communicative. Those who cannot, turn secretive.
And once the vicious cycleoftsecretilveness, begins,
Iave not yet found a way to intiVere with it.

One final comment; there are good people
Who, at times, seem to gO into a work moratorium.
Generally, those periods occur during the quiet
periods of an evaluation. It -seems that they go
thrOugh periods- whert they can't get anything
done, and ust can't get started: ;They, different
from those to can't handle freedom, Will often ,,_

feel quite guilty, someeven going so 'far as to
suggest a reductibn in paid lime during this
period. They are in need of support and assur,
antes dial the moratorium Will pass and that w,heri.
"the work crunch" comes, they will than
make up for lost time.

.

Move Into an Alien Environment

I will begin this section Fay paraphrasing Wil-
ham Goode who, in one of' his books on occupa-
tions and professions,, says something like the fol-

d"IOwing
Men at work and forests appear peaceful but
upon close examination orre finds that in both
[work and forests], struggle iS both swift-and

It would be nice to believe that evaluators and
agency personnel could wotiCtogether happily and'
pr'oductively with little or 'Tio conflict, but that

*erns rarely to be the case:And it isn't that lined
up on one side are the "good guys" and on the. *
other "the bad guys," or that one set of activities
are reasonable and another unreasonable, or that
which one group i,1 doing is more important than
that which the other is doing. In fact, "good guys ",
are on Moth sides, both sets of activities are reason-
able, and both important. The problem is that
agencj personnel, %Thether knowing it or not, turn
power over.to evaluators when they contract for an
evaluation. While it. is unfortUriate that this is
rarely made explicit when the contract is made,
and even more unfortunate that it is only barely
understood when it is made eiplicii, this transfer'
of power is a powerful determinant of evaluation-,

Servrce agency relationshirt Let me give an exam-
ple. If an agency decides toclo an.experiment, the
administration will impose restraints on the discre-
tion of administrators- to transfer personnel, start
new programs, reallocate equipment, adjust
schedules, etc., etc., etc. It is immediatelytapparent
what this does to the formal power structure of an
organization. Just contemplate for a moment on
what it does to the informal power structure. And,
the evaluator becomes, at times, the "tattler" and
depe big upon circumstances, at other times, the
:'enfo er.7 (It should note surprising that in the

1;1..6

eleventh month of ye is experiment even the
chief, or top administratbr, will want.to give in to
his subordinates. often then:only the threat of loss
pf external funds can assure completioni )

This conflict is `compounded by the' fact that
often evaldators have different norms, goals, and
lifestyles than agency personnel (this is especially,
the case for evaluatOrs who deal with, potice) and it
is possible for mutual "culture shod/7 to develo_
The evaluator is often not used to the 9:00 to 5:0
day of -Many agencies. As a student he/she fou
that the computer was less expensive and morejc-
cessible after 11:00 p.m. His/het work paherns
were made more tuned to his/her own personal
ihythms,than those of an organization: Bureaucra-.
tic niceties .seem irrelevant. Adjusidg to political
realities ,seems dishonest. And so it goes. Both
evaluation group and service agency find the work
and lifestyles of the other alien. And little can be
done tothange that. Both staffs can learn to re-
spect and Jolerate each other, but only if they un-
derstand that conflict is not to be avoided, but
rather managed.

So far I have talked exclusively about the
necessary characteristics of field staff members of
an evaluation. I would like to talk briefly about key
characteristics of project directors. (Just as in the
preyious discussion, I shall be 'talking 'about the

I an certain that just as perfect field staff do
not exist in nature, so neither do perfect project
directors. .The extent to which I, as an evaluator,
approach the following characteristics is unclear. I
will not burden you with my on assessment of
how I fate in striving for the' ideal.).

Although I think other characteristickare im-
portant, I will identify three 'key ones: organizi-
tional "smarts," faniikarity with the service deliv-
ery system, and experiencein completing a proj-
ect. I will keep comments about these to an abso-
lute minimum.

Organizatiomil "Starts"
To ms, adm-inistratton and intra-

organizational. work is, to a large extent, the effec.
ti,ve use of power to get particular flasks done ex-
cellently and then distribute fairly the benefits
which accrue from getting the job done. Lined up
against the struggle to get work, done excellently
are the work patterns, plitcedures, and organiza-
tional rules of grantors,'sponsoring agencies, re-
view groups, evaluation agencies, etc. Think of
many of those for a Moment.

Planning periods are \not allowed. Generally a
program is funded and started and then the
evaluators 'are called in. False starts are not al-,
lowed. If, as in Kansas City, a false 'start occurs,

.most often, the response is to "make do" rather
than start over.- (Read "make do" as `waste all the

.moneY, not just part of it.")
Failures arenot allowed to be' published.

Rather than publish',a failure so that other people
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can learn, 'the tendency is to squelch a failure (so
that other people can also fail).*

Decisions are not,alloweil Often the adminis-
trator asks the question, "Whai does the rule book,
organizational manual; etc., say?" The obvious
concluion is if the rule book says it can't be done
then it can't be done. (What marvelous freedom
for the administrator! All the prerequisites and
none-a the decision king.) .

(Let ineapologize to those of you who con-
sider me *outrageously irreverent in- my attitude
towards orgamiational rules and procedures: I
have become.Convinced that the pjirpose of most
rules is twofold:

11144444. They are to protect against "rip-offs"
although I suspect that more Often than not,
they 'serve tO stop the very minor expense
account "rip-offs" rather than the really
gross ones.

2 They protect' administrators from having to
make decisions

But let me add, it would be an over-simplification
to sas that procedures and work patterns ought to
be removed The% ought not to be. They serve an
important functiOn. When properly administered

_they can protect agencies. grantors, etc., from
gross rip-offs and absolute incompetence Unfor-
tunatels, the rules, etc!, 'do little to encourage ex-
cellence and can interfere with 'such achievement.
The kos is that an effective administrator has to
learn how to.wend his w av through suchrules
using them, if possible, to his advant5ge in getting
the tasks done. There are carious strategies to do
this. I hale known and seen "creative bureaucrats"
,who work 9.00 to 5:00 hours, take breaks and
lunchat precise times, and who, because they
know the rules and play the rules better than any-
one else in the orgauizaticzn, use those rules to get
jobs thine They are beautiful to watch because
they have really'rnastered the skills of bureaucracy
and remember that, ideally, the function of rules is,
-to get a job done [I have also seen accountants
who understand !Fiat money is to spend to get a job
done. Not spending money is no merit It can be
irresponsible mot to spend. Money.] There are
strategies other than being a "creativetnifreaucek,"
but the skillful administrator learns how to use
rules to his /her benefit. These skills are developed.,
honed, tested, in the world. They are not taught in

, universities and rarely talked about in bureauc-
racies. Learning them is accompanied by the ac-
quisition of bruises, welts, scars, burns anf age.
Age alone doesn't do it, but it is only through the
attainment of experiences to be reflected upon
that these skills can be acquired. There are men-
tors and tutors to be had, btit they rarely. formally

This is really a very complex issue aad one that can on!, be referred to here
The publeaiom of failures is dangerous to agency administrators because it simply
provides another weapon to those who are always lurking in the wings waiting to
exploit any mistakes made by competent people who make mistakes and are willing
to admit them As a result the publication of mistakes has to he carefully orches-
trated

teach. Most often they pu,t yo;11 through /it. At early
stakes.of your career yoli.know only after you've
been. through a particular' lesson and you.sit
bruised and smarting that you have been taught.
Later:' you know as it happens, and sLhile you may
ntit particularly enjoy it at that time; you can ad-

vurejhe skill with which it is accomplished. [But if
you have concentrated during your early lessons,
there really aren't all the accomilinyifig painsdus,t
generally. the reminder that when doing complex
work it is neces,sary always to be very alert.])

The coupling of energeticitbright, relatively
undisciplined- young researchers with a seasoned
organizational veteran who can provide a certain
amount of structure (or thgl:appearance of struc-
ture) seems to me a likely etarantee of 4 reason-
able success in completing an evaluation

Familiarity with the Field of
Service Delivery

While I am not sure the, following assertion
will be absolutely cleat., I ,nevertheless want to
begin with am not interested in evaluating.par-
ticular programs I am interested, and I think my
clients are best served, if I evaluate methods and
strategies, not programs Let me explain that The
important principle here is generalizabity, A pro-
gram is onry of general interest when it
exemplifies methods, skills and strategies which
are relevant to a wide variety of settings. Programs
may or may not be that generalizable. If a pcogram
is .so dependent upon local circumstances that it
cannot be exported to other settings, T, as an
evaluator, am simply not interested in it. It may be
that it is of legitimate interest to the agoticy pro-
gram officer. But. 1 am interested in developing
the knowledge base about the effectiveness of
methods and strategies which are transferable in a
broad 'field of service delivery. In order to see the
broad application of a project, an evaluation direc-
tor must know that service dellYery system, must be
aware of the intcillectual traditions that have given
'rise to the present knowledge and skill base of that
profession. And, it -seems to me, she/he must be
able to help the client context her/his program in
those traditions. If theevaluator can't do that, out-
comes are meaningless.

I did not include this in the characteristics of
evaluation staff."If they would have such knowl-

e of the field when they started, that clearly
uld be desirable. But it is not essential that the

evaluation director makes certain th4t staff acquire
it during their work. Staff will, if highly motivated
(one clue to the curipsity, skill and interest of an
evaluation group is the extent to which they

'quickly start immersing themselves in the litera-
ture td acquire familiarity), acquire familiarity with
service theory in relatively brief periods of time.
(Methodological sophistication cannot. That has to
be learned by doing as well as studying.) But since
the project director is the person who will be set-
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ting the general directions o the evaluation group
and pro.viding the overall guidance; it is essential
that helshe know the substance and theories of the
field.

Experience intompleting a Project
Evaluations don't complete themselves. A staff-

can be skilled in data c'oltection, analysis, theory
building and grantsmanship and still hot be able to
complete evaluation. The best of people cane

cblock in completing. ar. evaluation. It's almost a
stage in research or ,evaludation. The person who
(;[as been through completing a project- knows the
project'can be completed. The fact that at least one
person knows it can be, completed is critical. Out
lines circulated widely to colleagues and consult-
ants ca4elp disperse the feeling of hopelessness
which devtlops when people sit down too write
after five years of work and $600,000 of funds.
And, if they have kept their records, exploited the
resident obsessive compulsive, and if they can nar-
rowly concentrate on the questions the program
addresses rather tha the "ol-r,by the ways," the
first rough draft is h If written by the time-they sit
down to write. (In Cher words, if the project has
been well run, the writing of the final report began
With the development of the original grant. Report
writing implement's include scissors, scotch tape,
xe'rox machines; as well as pencil and paper.)

These then are the characteristics that I find
essential in good evaluators, both staffrand direc-
tor. No doubt there are other characteristits which
should be addressed here, but, at least for me, the
mentioned ones are most critical. This is triost cer-
tainly true.

Other miscellaneous Verities: *

Verity #3. In order to understand one (police
ottider, physician, nuns, social
worker) you must not be one (the
other side of "In 'order to understand
one, you must be
one")orcooptatjon.

Much police, social and medical' work is per-
ceived of, and often is, exciting and important. For
young persons who have hardly seen the,outside of
a university, such real world work will be attractive
and interesting. For many it will be a welco

/ lief from the years of_thinking aild reading er
than doing. Their high degree of interest in such
activities makes them especially vulnerable to
cooptation.

My own experiences have led me to.the follow-
ing points of view regarding cooptation.

1.1t is to be expected. It is a stage that all re-
searchers must go thfough if they are prop-
erly sensitive to their subjects.

2. Cooptation is a trade-off. Whether agencies
and evaluators do it. consciously or tatitSn-

sciously, both try to seduce the other to
their respective points of view, In so doing,
both allow an unusual amount of access to

the "secrets" of their organizations: When
remission from cooptation occurs, the re-
searcher (or professional) 1s generally much,
.wiser. about the other organization and
him /If rsel.

3. Although there are counter-strategies, i.e.,
supervision, and creation of a staff culture,
most often remission is spontaneous and oc-
curs when a terribly biased initial report is
reread with horror and shock several
mnnth4 later. (Here, good supervision
points out the universality of the ailment, is
supportive, and recognizes it as an impor-
tant learning opportunity.)

4. There is no subsequent immunity Ito it. It
happens over and over, even to crotchity
old cifoject directors.

5iIf remission does not occur, more likely
than not it is terminal and career counseling
is in order. Unreconstructed co-optees are a
disaster to evaluations. They are devisive,

/ secretive, and generally have all dr zeal of
religious converts. Truth is theirs alone.

6. Symptoms include: (for police
evaluationspeople doing evaluations in
other agencies will 'have to fill in their own _

specifics)
a. Wanting to carry a gun .
b. Feeling that nobody 'really understands

the police,as well as you do.
c. Becoming a police "buff."
d. Overemphasizing confidentiality. (When

'cooptation has occurred, the principle of
confidentiality ilfludes and more often
than not is specifically:targeted. at the
project director. The researcher feels
that he must "protect the poor police de-
railment and police officer" from the
rapacious projesit director.)

e. Developing the police "swaggers:"
f. Using police jargon.
g. Wanting to get involved in the action, i.e., -

help with arrests, etc.
h. Ignoring findings or "twisting the text to

meet the message."
And finally, I would argue that the staff

member who is never cooptable supply is too disin-
terested or too far removed from the issues. Coop -
cation is like sex and love relationships,.You might
not want it all the time, but withdut it there's bore-
dom and disinterest. This is ?lost certainly true:

Verity #4. The only truly unforgIvgble sin is
covering mistakes a second
timeormistakes at work.

t Mistakes are common for people at work My
own feeling is that I make a minor mistake a day, a
middle range mistake every week, and a truly
major goof-up once a month. Such is the nature of
work. But mistakes are not to be confused with in-
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competence. People have right to mistakes, but
not to Incompetence. And the nature of the world
of work is such. that. given proper colleagues*,
supervision, and direction, most mistak can be
handled and compensated for most often by
extra work. (That is to be expected.) And white it
might sounct,Pollyannaish, I really 'believe that
mistakes and the handling of mistakes provide
some of the. most critical opportunities for learn-
ing and giowjh to capable reflective people.

Further, it is to be expected that some persons
who make mistakes will try to cover them up (not
by redoing the task but by hiding what they-know
or lying). As a result, a project director has to be
careful to remain familiar.oetiough with what is
going on to be able to spot-the covering of a mis-

, take, especially a. major one. When "covering" does
fIccur dramatic action is- necessary. All must be
made to know that that is the one unfOrgivable sin
and, if "covering" ever occurs again, that's it.
Termination, firing, is the only alternative.

But, for the most part, mistakes simply have to
be lived with as a fact of life. Often one can only
shrug off the minor mistakes knowing that it
would be more of a mistake to try to undo it than
just to forget it. The middle range mistakes often
have to be made up for by extra work (not that
anyone tells you you have to, it's simply work that
has to be corrected). Regarding the major mis-
takes, they not only inquire effort to undo (some
may be so serious that they cannot be redone) but
they also provide rich learning experiences in liv-
ing with the consequences of fife; Be clear, major
mistakes generally do haie consequences, but most
often the consequences are .not calamities if faced
up to.

For me, my primary goal regarding my own
mistakes is to discover them myself and report
them. (This can be read as honesty or practical
realism.) Such reporting does not free one from
the consequences however. It simply is the de-
velopment of trust in work relationships. I hope
that my. boss can trust me completely That is-2-
that he cap trust that I will make my mistakes, but
that' he will never be Aurprsed by them. I

`,
.have

found few mistakes that cannot be, haindled in civil
ways. Covering a mistake, on the other hand, may
mean that the opportunity to redo it is lost and
potentially is disastrous to a project. (If I sound
"preachy" at-this point, it is because f feel quite
strongly about this. Much of the work we do in
ev1luation is new and exploratory. If staff runs
scared because they are fearful of making mistakes
or taking appropriate m(cs, then the whole enter-
prise is lost. Evaluations are simply risky business.
Bright competent people have the right to mis-
takes. Evaluations and evaluators can fail. If fail-
ures are seen as legitimate, then we can continue
to develop our field, both through the successes
and failures of ourselves and our colleagues. But
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4 failures, too, should be published so we don't have
to go oh and making the same major mistakes,
in evaluations.) This is most certainly true.

"*.

Verity 10. 'Identifying the laborer Who is to be
In the vineyard"orselecting a
subeontractor."

Although I do not have a great deal of empiri-
cal evidence -about this, I nevertheless am con-

' vinceef that every evaluative organization' has a
genius of design .working someplace, in the inner
sa ctums of the organization. That person is not
on y a geniusbtit often too has E.S.P.; in that
she/he seems to be uncannily aware of exactly the
design the contractor has in mind. But the grantor
will never meetothis design genius and once she/he
has Completed' the design, she/he will be irrelevant
to the evaluation. The poinj; I am making is that
the ke) persons to assess in-selecting evaluators are
the people who will actually do the work. They will,
make or break, the evaluation. Even the project di-
rector is not enough. You must see and make

j2ments about the key ,on-site evaluation staff
ber(s). This is most certainly true

Verity #6. The truth shall make them -
free or passing by the crotchity old
evaluation director.

And finally, if young researchers are bright
and capable, and if an evaluation director has
given them the opportunity, to really use their
magnificent selves and skills, and if he/she believes
that knowledge and skills are really crescive, the
evaluation director will see young evaluators fly
slightly higher and slightly faster than the crotch-
ity old evaluation director. And that's what it's all
about and is most certainly true.

Conclusion

Those of you familiar with hermeneutical
principles will recognize that I have used the clas-
sic three point Lulheran sermon style: Introduc-
tion, threepointsAI the body with thyrrentral part
being both the longest and most important, and
the third part a miscellaneous section where tipngs
are put that don't fit into the outline. The conclu-
sion is generally an exhortation. I have presented
my verities. I shall spare you farther exhortation.
And that is most certainly true.

One final point. My evaluation colleagues, the
Kansas City Police Department and I have 'com-
pleted an experiment which has been considered

oto be fairly well done. We were very, very lucky.
We worked very, very hard. Most of the things I
am'telling you are in hindsight. I may be wrong. I
think I am right. That is.most.certainly true. Selah.
Amen.

4
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Additional, own on putting together a good
evaluationrresearc. tes). -

Lee Sechrest... ...._

The skills involved in carrying out good pro-
gram evaluations are special and not widely avail-
able. There are sufficient special characteristics of
progr evaluation. research to make. it likely
that researchers without specific expe ents
and/or traising for evaluation will a le to re-
solve all the problems that es sute to rise.
Therefore, an`admimstrator -anting to come
involved in program evalua n researc will not
maximize chances of succ ssful completion of the
evaluation by relying on the usual sources of re-

114 search expertise in his community, e.g., a local
university faculty. Unfortunately: many university
faculty members, have no notion that their
capabilities-may be in any way limited.

In fact-, most administrators will need some
help in locating and recruiting evaluation re-
searchers. There are several sources for such help.
First, the potential funding agency for* the re,
sea ch will often% kfiliw a good bit about the local
resea7ctr community and will be able to make rec;
ommendations based OP their experience of re-
searchers who have the needed expertise and
interest. A second source of information often
available is the directors of other similar evalua-
tion research projects. If ah\administrator knows
of evaluations which he or she considers to have

I. been well-done, a good move would be to contact
the evaluators of those projects for advice. Even
though the evaluators are at a considerable dis-
tance,

,.
eskaluation researchers will often know the

resources available in the community. Finally, the
administrator may inquire locally to determine
whatier there' are evaluators with experiende of
the type needed.The administrator should not be
reticient about asking to examine credentials and
samples of previous evaluation reports. If neces-
sew outside help, e.g., from funding agencies,
should be sought in assessing thee credentials and
previous work samples. No competent and honest
evaluator will balk at having his o het- work
examined carefully.

A good evaluation research team beginewith a'
i highly competent evaluation researcher. That per-
son will then, ordinarily, be able to put together
the staff to the evaluation if it is funded; In the
meantime that researcher should be quite willing
to participate in planning the evaluation study and
in preparation of the proposal to be sent to the
funding agency. The greater the input from the
potential research director, the stronger the pro-
posal is likely to be and the greater the chances of
the ultimate success of the evaluation.

1;f
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Evaluation of Experirtents.in\policing:4
What are we Learning?

Joseph H. Lewis
'Director of Evaluation
Police Foundation
Washington, DX.

Over the past several years the Police Foundation has been fostering, supporting, tnnitoring, and publishing results ofa variety of
...

research on the delivery of police services. During that time the Police Foundation has accumulated a valuable fund of information
-,.- aou e problems in doing police work and in getting it paid attention, to in the;police community. While 1holice work cannot be

eqUated e delivery of emergency medical services, it is believed that there are enough similarities between the two fields to make
t least some of the lessons learned from polzce work transferable.

It has been a long time since.I have done any
work.but I have had the-opportunity to Learn
from the labors of others._ The last five years have
been especially interesting. During that time the
PoliceFoundation, in collaboration with number
of police agencies across the country, has initiated,
fifteen substantial pieces of evaluation research in
the field of urban policing. Ten experiments are
finished, three are in various stages of evaluation ,

report completion, and two are still running.
Some experiments have been ,done by Po&

Foundation evaluation staff with support in some
instances by ccyntract tlesearclry institutions, many
by research i titutions under direct contract to.
the Foun . These numbers do hot sound im-
pressive cunpared to, say, the national debt, Mut
they do, irtt fact, constitute a respectable fraction of
the evaluation research in regard to policing that
can be termed consciously formal in tFie sense that
it is intended to conform, as far as nature will al-
low, to the rigorous.standards of science. Since
these are a class of social experiments we are'talk-
ing about, it will cpme,as no surprise to you that
sometimA the correspondence with scientific
standards of rigor has not been as close as one
could wia But all of, our work hasbeen con-
ducted, reviewed and reported by those standards.

Much that the Foundation does is oa differ-
pat nature, related to removal of barriers to im-
provement in per,sonnet and other important as-
pects of administration or to more direct efforts at
reform through inrormation exchange and the
like, but all of the activities under direct discussion
here were initiated with the firm intention of for-
rnal.exPerimentation. Each initiation has been the
product of 'a negotiation between the Foundation.
and\a Police agency. Each negotiation began with
.exploration by a Foundation program officer with
police administrators to search outpossible issues
of common interest which lie within the strategic

purses of the Foundation, in(policing situations
that appear to lend themselves to productive re-
search.

When an acceptable issue to test is found in a
climate of circumstances that appears to faior
formal experimentation, the program offiCer
works with the police agency to help the agency to
produce a proposal sufficiently concrete to enable
our Board -of Directors to assess theintrinsic worth
of the idea, in terms of generating nationally, as
well as locally, usable knowledge of substantial im-
portance to improving policing, and to consider
the cost to detvelop a program- plan for the exper-
iment and an evaluation design to go with it. This
preiiminacy ,proposal will have had, at the very
lest, iriput and advice from me with rekpect not
only to evaluation.design and planning needs, but
also about bringing the statement of program
purpose and process toward measurable, concrete
terms. Often, even at these very preliminary stages
of program development tihere will have been
more extensive evalualion staff colt oration in

'specifying .what kind of ex eriment I will be at-
tempted to design.

When the Board approves the plafinIng grant
and a sum for evaluation design, the police agency
adds officer and other capacitiesincluding civil-
iin professional specialists as neededtb the
planning team which will develop the full experi-
mental design and program of action. Evaluation
capacity is mobilized to work' in close conjunction
with the planning team 'to produce the evaluations
design and work plan so that the experiment and
evaluation are parts of a single, coherent entity
aimed at producing the.defined.knowledge speci-
fied.

Initial estimates ofIthe e4erimental design
task, of the capabilities of the policeor evaluation
groups to perform, or both, may have been mista-
ken. If the design and planning processgoes well
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but needs more time or other additional resources,
extensions to as lorig as one year, on one or two
occasions even longer, may be funded. If it should
become clear that a feasible design for - formal ex-
perimentation and.evaluation is not going to
emerge, no expeiiment will be funded. Should.
'another kind of research than an experiment stir
seem promising,'a proposal for it,- prepared
through the full coopecatiort of the police and the
researchers, would be submitted to the Board. for
consideration. 4

A grant to a police agency to conduct an ex-
periment or other form of research requires the
agency to commit itself* facilitate collection, and
In some cases to provide, baseline and other data

.116 pertinent to maintenance of the experiment and
conduct of the evaluation. h must also commit it-
self to maintenance ocexperimental conditions for
the planned duration of the experiment, barring
catastrophe. Foundation program officers monitor
and 'work with the project managernent staffs of
the police agenciei in which they have experiments
or other programs in progress to make sure that
the agencies have the capacities needed to main-
tain controlled experiments and are doing. so.
Should that not bethe case, every attempt would
be made to assist the agency to do so. -If circum-
stances did not allow for full success bth the
agcy remained committed to the attempt, ad-
justment of objectives might be made if substantial
gains in knowledge could still be expected. Other-
wise funding Would be subject to termination.

These, no doubt, simple appearing para-
.. graphs compress a great deal of information about

what We-have learned about doing evaluation re-
search in policing. It is the model we believe to be
most useful in our.business. We have come close,
much closer perhaps than most, to operating-as I
have described. Even when we, do, there are-seri-
ous problems to deal with: .

' Development and conduct of experimentation
and evaluative research in these fifteen instances

'has provided rich experience in identifying some
of them. Several of your speakers are participating
in this conference" because Profess(); Sechrest be-

.
lieves that some of' our !earnings from them may
be transferable to research in the field of emer-
gency medicarservices. Our practitioners and re-
searchers in that field. can assess which ones may
be applicable and to wha degree that may be so. I
shall not -myself attempt to draw many parallels.
There are probably many reasons why I should

.not, but one seems sufficient: I don't know enough
about emergency medical services (EMS).

/

Let us begin to unravel some of these
generalities. Note first that all of the foregoing has
been stated in terms of )the interests of a funding
agency, one dedicated by the terms of its charter
and commitment from-the Ford Foundation in late
1970, to' improvement of policing in the United
States. %

. #
There are a number of reasons for this An

obvious one' is that that the perspective natural
to my present. business., Another,' however, of
more direct interest for th,is discussion-, is that, the
funding experience can be a sort of integl'ative
mechanism for lea*rning. When we take note over
time, for example, of whet the most tisreCu,, items

oare th't our funds provide with respect to initiat-
ing or to sustaining an experiment -or an evalua-
tion, or to keeping them in adequate relation one
to the other, we begin to understand which of
them seems special to one circumstance and which
are recurrent and mdre general. in applicition. It
is the fact of being a funding nexus that lets us
learn_ the same thing across a variety of projects
about the importance of what our program or our
evaluation people do. Once we have Understood
those observations, the findings that seem to be
most general can be used by any agency that wants
to test, in a formal sense, the usefulness of what it
already does or innovations that might improve
the agency's effectiveness.

Finally:;this perspective is suggestive of
another important point.- When the Foundation
was first charke red, it was expected that a flood of

'good ideas abght things-to try, expressed in terms
of well thought out and specified proposals, would

pour in from police agencies across the country. A
flood did pour in at first, but in general, they were
requests that the Foundation fund conventional
training- programs, or a new headquarters, or a
management survey or the like. .Those thamre-
ferred to a desire to try a new idea often showed
an unawareness of what other agencies were doing
or were not well thought out in terms of specified
objectives, concrete steps to achieve them or meas-
ures of success. In short; it quickly became clears
even to those of us who did- not already/know it,
that the POUndation was never likely to be able,
simply to hand a check to a police department and
stand back to wait forkthe inevitable good results.

The problem for the police is that they are
fragmented into some 17,000 forces,' each an is-
land unto itself. They cairbe islands in two senses
important to this discussiop. They have tended of-
ten, as you probably know, to feel defensively iso-
lated from the communities they serve. In cities
where our surveys have sho_wn,. as they invariably

, do, that citiiens haVe a high regard for the polite
and are supportive, the police tend to underrate
that regard and support. There is an aura of sec-
recy about what the police do and how they go

,about it.
But, for our purposes, almost more important

is the fact that police agencies are, generally, insu-
lar with respect to each other. Almoit all of our
nearly half million police serve their whole careers
in the agency they first join. Lateral movement ex-
cept at the highest levels is almost non-existentand
is rare even at the level of chief. Communication
among them' about the substance and methods of
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their work is generally poor. In the springof 1974,
the Foundation convened ,a conference .of the
chiefs of patrol of the forces in the 35 largest cities
in the country. That is the first time they had ever
m.e1". .

Therie factors seem to have had consequencesik
of the following kind. It is rare for police adminis-
trators to be formally trained in management, as 1

Fcity managers muss be, or in business manage- 1

ment. It is rare for police agencies to employ the
many professional or technical-skills from "o
side," as many other farms of enterprise that deal
with organizational man gement and human serv-
ice issues find it natural o do. anagement prac-

41tices' common to' many other f ms of enterprise
are slow to be adopted in policing. State-of-the-art
knowledge or breadth of experience with prob-.
lems and practices across diftering jurisdictions Is'
hard to come by in such a setting. 4

This is why the money,the Poli.Foundation7
provides in planning grants goes largely for two
things: "outside" consultants and travel.

Over the last few years we have helped several
police agencies learn how to use psychologists,
sociologists, program analysts; data technicians,
p sonnel specialists, organizational development
s ialists, and others with talents and specialties
from outside the world of policing. It has been
necessary to do so to help police administrators --

formulate in concrete terms the ideas they want to
Join with us in testing,to help them learn what' lse -

is known that is related to it, to help them select .
the most _promising ways by which to test their

_ ideas, d how to make those tests acceptable, with
meani to patrol or other officers, as well as to,
the citize.ns wbo are affected by the test or who
may be by the results.

e Travel budgets for other than the chie are
small or non-existent in many departm s. Even
the chief may be restricted to one or two strips per
year. Travel is often the first item, to be Cut ,in
tightened City :budgets. A cutter simply has to say
"boondogle," and wield the axe.

The Foundation has sponsored travel, by offi-
cers at all levels, to other cities that have dealt in
some way Wttiti tin issue area they wish to explore
that will }Kip them *their planning,

So have said that providing'thesetwo kinds
.of aid to olive agencies, helping them to operiup

to a broa er world, both of...policing and of the till
. wid beyond, may-he among thk-most us ul

thing oundation does. I would not deny t at
, possibil ty. tt is, at any rate, clear that we could t
design and 'plan good research. with our p#ifce
partners withoulkthem. 1

,Does any part of this sound familjar to you as
EMS practitioners and researchers?'

us ,move on flow from what we' have
learned about what it takes to help a willing pOlice...,0

. agency design and Fan good research to.whatWeg"ir
have learned 'about what it takes to execute a good

research design to produce credible answers about
what works or what does not. To lay the ground
work, consider what we need ttileal with.

Evaluation of the consequences of experinien-
tation requires, ideally, ,commonly accepted, well
defined measures of input and, output. Measuring
the p formince of police requires" agreement
abut ectives of policing, what the police
are posed to deal with, how they are supposed
to ehave, and what they are supposed to accom-
plish, all in measura6le terms and based upon data
that it is feasibte to get. It is common knowledge
that measurement of public sector activities is- gen-
erally far more difficult than for,business where
dollar gains and losses are comparatively easy
yardsticks to apply. Poliging provides an excelleEt
illustration of the complexities of measurement. in
the pubbc sector.

Let us trace that idea for a moment. One ori-
gin of the problem is that there generally is not
one public which decides and transmits through
city management what it wants the police to do;
there are several and they are often in sharp dis-
agreement. Field interrogation, stopping and
questioning citizens, can be proper order mainte-
nance to some middle class blacki or whites arm, at
the same time, harassment to youngsters with long
hair o bushy afros. Some want acid need emer-
gencylielping services, from transportation to
medical service, to counseling about domestic
trouble, to solving neighborWood disputes, to deal-
ing with an insane relative or hien& Others in the
Same city would turn to their doctor,. their mar-

"riage counselor, theit lawyer,.or their psychiatrist
. for these sorts of service, believing firmly that the

police should "stick lo.crime ..or "solve the kraleZ-
p,roblem and not be diverted by these, as-they
would term them, 'extraneous, unproductive de-
mands on their time. And so it goes.

For any particular remedy the police might
apply, there will be disagreement about its use Is
an arrestthe best solution to a problem? People
differ. It is alm st automatic for many in and out
of policing to. t ink of good policings aggressive
policing and to-think of high arrest 6ates as indi-.

kators.of good, aggressive policing. But for several
years, 'many have thought not for some kinds of
behavior the police most often deal with and have
tried .to divert young offenders; .or drunks, or
others away from. the law enforcement system, or
they hale wanted to teach police to counsel police
in domestics disputes, partly. so as to avoid Arees
whenever possible. Some believe the pol10.4.119, Id
be cool and impersonal, others, warin,sfriendlx;
terested. 4r - . -

What this means for researclt,g04e41 i.skttl '.
no single measure of performance,,cfroittco

.11'suffice, As' many aspects floss mea,t- .

ured and the reiultsI d oi.toso Rql t,e or
public rea,crer may appkfilitiikE{,relltrve weights

values-10 'them.. "v
, , I

.

t.;. -
I -
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Another perspective that helps to understand
why evaluation of experiments or assessments of
police performance or of effectiveness are com-
plex and difficult steins frpm recognition that little
is fignly known- about cause,: and effect relation-
ships in dealingwith crithe, little theory exists that
explains how or why what the police, do oughtto
affect crime. Only a tiny beginning has been made.
Two examples will help to make the polin. It has
been as \a rule by many, in and out of
polic ing, that one-third to one-half of the time of
police officers assigned to street duty must be
spent routinely patrolling the streets to prevent
crime; insure citizen satisfaction avith the police
and reduce their fear of crime. Our experiment in
partnership" with the Kansas city Police Depart-
ment 1 suggested that quite wide variations in
routine. preventive patrol, keeping everything else
constant, had no effect on crime, satisfaction, or
fear that we could find. Another Kansas City ex-
penment 2 that the Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration is f nding is beginning to suggest
that, in many insta ces of even serious crime like
street robbery, citiz ns wait so long before they-call
the police that it oes not matter whether the
police hurry or n as far as opportunities for on-
the-spot arrest are concerned. And yet both
police and public have always felt sure that short
response times were good for that. In fact, short
response times are often used, by themselves, as
indications of a good police force. And police
Managers, coach their publits to expect short re-
siltonse times to all kinds of calls and 'hey spend
.ittlistantial resources on radios and cars, man-
Obiier and computers to make 'them short, an ex-
pensive propbsitiou.

What this says is that there is n9t/yet much vial-
idated, codified knowledge and that muchsof what
we think we "khow" is not tripe. Clearly, thea,in

, "r the field of policing it is impbrtant to test the con-
. venanal- wisdom as 'well sis to try out new ideas.

We must expect our lack of knowledge to compli-
cate our research designs and to increase the risk
of failure for unexpected.reaions.

The effects we are looking for are often subtle
or modest in size. The measurement tools so far
developed are not always very sharp. Many believe
that; to some unknown degrees much criminal be-
havior stems4rom econoniic.and social conditioiis.
Young people are being arrested for a large and
growing amount of it, up to half in many places.
The police cannot keep people from being young,
or poor, or male, or.black. What police can do can
affect some kinds, of criminal lriehavior some of the
time in some places. When we try to use 'the
amount&crime° reported to the policeand that
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the police include in their records, to determine
whether crime is changin4, we run the risk that
any changes we may see may be caused by differ-
ences in what peciple choose to report to the
police. They may also be caused by changes in the
way the police treat the reports coming in. These
:problemscarybe guarded against for certain kinds
of crime by conducting 'Victimization suzveys of
citizens. Data from such surveys do not have police
bias in them bur surveys have some ptroblems of
their own.'What looking for modettootffects with
imperfect measurement instruments demands is
measurement of any given effect from as many
perspectives as possible. SuCh multiple perspec-
tives when applied to a sizable number of outcome .
measures can give confidence about what did or
did not happen even ihoUgh, taken singly, most
measures would be too weak to do so.

\...But it is not impossible to bypass all of these
complicationsby noting that, since the business of
the police is to provide service to the public, direct*
measure of citizen wis ction with polite service
would be the ultimate in icator of focsucess or ail-
ure? Unfortunately this is not now a real possibil-
ity. If the I ck of hard knowledge and the other
complicatiop we have mentioned are linked back
to ate earlier point about insularity of police with
respect to theiP public and the secrecy that sur-
rounds what they do and how they do it, the result
is that citizens have little or no basis for knowing
what it. is reasonable to expect their police to ac-
complish or how to judge whether how they go
about it, is productive or wasteful. This denies
evaluators the straightforward use of indicators of
citizen satisfaction as a measure of adequacy of
police performance or effectiveness. ,

What have we learned about conducting re-
search, experimentation and evaluation in stch an
environment in partnership with police agencies?

'Let us go back to the condensed summation with
which we began to see what those simple looking
statements mean in practice.

We said that a police agency that wants toptest
an idea must commit itself to facilitate.collection,
and in some cases to provide, baseline and other
data pertinent to maintenance of the experiment
and conduct of the evaluation. The importance oi
baseline data, that is, data that shows what condi-
tions ape-before a contemplated change is begun, iS
pretty clear. Without it, it would not be possible to
make serious, befoie and after comparisons to
show whether any Change took place when a new
technique or other change was tried. But what
many administrators whose experience has been
concentrated 9n operations, making things hap-
pen, are not prepailiFfor is that collecting such
data can be a 'massive, time-consuping affair.
Commonly, it,has been their experitEnce that it is
difficuli to gear vp their organization ;ff generate
support for change or innovation,o Iti challenge
accepted wisdom. We will come back to this point
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in a moment. Once that enthusiasm has -beers gen-
erated, it is natural to want to act' refore it dissi.
pates. What has to be done in practice is to Incor-
porate that t'aseline data collection process as an
integral part of the agency's preparations for the
experiment. It is easier to do so if the issue to be
addressed by each test is as concrete as possible.
The ofeasurement complications and lack
theoretical-knowledge of policing to which we ave
previously called attention also suggest t ourse.

The process of bringing ap organiziation to the
pitch of enthusiasm often generated to facilitate
launching and support for maintaining an exper-
iment or other kind of innovation in policing can
result in a state of overpromise leading to sub-
sequent disillusionnt is something like the politics
of congressional legislation, so much has to be
promised to secure passage that any action bill is A.
almost automatically doomed to be seen as a fall-.
ure when it is Implemented. We noted earlier that
most of the effects the police can produce by
changing what they do-are expected to be modest
in size Overpromising is ea5.,..-4isillusionment
both of officers and of th&publicis frequent and
makes further change more difficu-h. The shrew-
dest chiefs have learned to focus on the trying of
setter ideas or the testing of old ones tb make im-
prov em'ent rather than on expectations of
eliminating crime or citizen, fear by any single
thing, however major, their departments), by them-
selves, can do This is a hard-learned but valuable
lesson for other managers of service systems.

We also said earlier in our initial summation
that a cooperating poll % agency commits itself to
maintenance of experimental conditions for the
planned duration of the experiment, barring
catastrophe. Let us deal with catastrophe a little
later. Experiments do not maintain themselves. By
definition, they constitute the maintenance of
strange conditions. Organizations have enormous
capacities for al/sorbing attempted change so that
when one looks again, all is as It was before. There
are many reasons for this Practitioners may be-
lieve that the way they normally do their work is
best; they may feel that a change to be tested risks
the safety of their beat; individuals may fear a loss
of relative power or prestige, or even pay. Collec-
tively the effect is similar to inertia, al organiza-
tion tends to keep on doing whatever it has been
doing in the same way It always has unless an in-
side or outside foie as brought tci bell to change
it.

To' be serious about research that requires exS
perimental conditions to be set up means that the
police adminisitation needs to decide in advance
how it will know that those conditions are in being
and to set up explicit means=data °I-Indicators to
watch and people to do itfor continuously pr
periodically monitoring whether they are.Such a
monitoring capacity must be able toeed informa-
tion to the boss as to what is off the track and what

change will restore it. It is then up to the boss to
take the necessary action to do so. If some police
'activity is to Ile stopped in defined areas, is it stop-
ped? Does it remain so? If an activity, or the
number of officers is t6 be increased at certain
times or in certain areas, is that happening? If two
kinds of officers, say male and female, are to be
assigned to tasks equally, in this case without re-
gard to sex of officers, is that being done, or are
men subtly protecting women? .

In practically every case, the cooperating
police agency has required the continued internal
assistance of some of the samends of consultants
that were-provided to help wit the Initial design,

-and plapning of the research. To these have been
added police managemknt and operational talent
which together form a program management
group to rein the research program on behalf of
the agency.

Often, and what the Foundation especially
likes to see, the city governMent, at the recom-
mendation of the police administration has created
the necessary budgeted positions to institutionalize
the civilian additions to the police agency's capaci
ity to plan and manage research after the first year
or so of Foundation suppor .Suchbodies often as-
sume wider prAnning,a ana 'and research
management 'capapties tha a Me age'ncy's abil-
ity to innovate and test what it ,does well beyond
the initial levels the Foundation has sponsored.
The Kansas City response titne study' was de-
signed, funded and conducted, including \the pres-
ently o oing analysis'of results, through' the ef-
forts the research capacity originally established
in the course of Police Foundation experimenta-
tion in that department. .

We had said that Foundation program officers
monitor and work with project ,management staffs
to make sure that the agencies have the capacities
needed to maintain controlled experiments and
are doing so. The energy and attention of our
program officers have often been as Important as
our funding in securing the successful completion
of research. When the indicators show that some
condition is not being maintained as agreed, it may
be thtat a shift of existing program resources will
help to get it back on track. A staff visit to another
department where a similar problem has been
solved may help the agency's projep management
more than additional computer time that may be
budgeted. Or a computer specialist may be able to
solve a programming problem to help get better
data for controllipg the experiment. Fleaility in
shifting experimental program resources has often
helped to 'make the most of research oppoLtuni-
ties.

The police agency's own monitoring 'process is
designed during the early planning phase that we
hive talked about When the experimental and
evaluation degigns are being worked out together.
The evaluation team works with the agency's prok
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ect management staff and helps to specify what
indicatori will slice whether experiment is on

i!, 'tract and as sts in designing the data collection

----- the experiment's running, the evaluators monitor
the quality oftI4 indicators and help the a,gency to
improve the quality-where it is not adequate for
the purpose. In every case so far that has been
necessary. One reason is that data adequate for
every day familiar Operations are often not suffi-
cient for doing research or trying out new ways to
do things; the level of detail may be too low or not
all the dnds of data heeded may be routinely col-
lected. Another is that many police agencies are in
some state of transition in their use of computers.

120 This means that, even though the computer is
producing dota about an operation, the operation
may still be being managed and run by the pre-
existingniethod of control. In such cases, errorsoin
the computer data may not be noticed. In any case,
they do not inatter': When, for exampleiadherence
-03-dispatch discipline in a, team policing experi-
ment fortes uke of computerized dispatch data, er-
rors in theitlata suddenly make a difference. Be-

,' fore that, no one knew that there were any.
The four-way feedback between police agency

program. 'management and evaluators in the field,
between police and Foundation program officers,
between evaluatorsin the field and evaluation,
management and, finally, between Foundation
program and evaluation management, has been
responsible, at its best, for getting the rhost out si.f
a research opportunity to help a police agency gain
knowledge about a question important to its own
purposes, as well as to policing nationally., When
communications hi one or more of the links has
been incomplete or slow, results have tended to be
less sati factbry. This may happen because the
capacity r behavior of the police agency or evaluz
ation sta could tot be adjusted rapidly enough.

When circumstances beyond control prevent
realization of initial expectations for ad experi-
ment, it is sometimes true that less ambitious but
still valuable research objectives can be reached if

%llthe facts a 'earned soon enough that police
agenCy and undation management, both pro-
gram and evaluation, can ague on the changed re-
search specification. If events preclude that, it_is
still essential that akse feedback loops, especially'
from evaluation staff, operate so as to make clear
to all concerned how a given state of affairs differs

_ from what was planned. For example, A can hap-
pen, as it can 1,n most public or private bureauc-
racies,-that a prime 'scibrce of inertia or resistance
to change is middle management: A decentraliza-
tion plan, perhaps such as neighborhood team
policing, when implemented, will shift operational
decision, making authority downward away from
middle management. If other aspects of the
change, in organization and operations do 'not
compensate for that in ways perce ived-as adequate

i......4,,,

scheme that. I produce tbOse indicators. Once

4

by middle management, members of that group
may well Asist the maintenance of the new ar-
rangement 44 that, in a few' months or a year or
two, authority they deem important will become
re-centralized and the planned change will really
not exist except, perhaps, for superficial,appear-
ances. Should such -estatesof affairs be detected, it
would be important for a chief to know as soon as
possible so that he could decide whether he has the
`political power, internal ,and external to his
agency, td deal with the situation. (Wewill come
back to this point again a little. later.) If circum-
stances change, it is important for all concerned to
know that the evaluation report will say that.

By now we have seen that, in all cases, operating
agencies Lave added new capacities to themselves
to enable them to plan and conduct serious re-
search. The sorts of capabilik adequate for operat-
ing as usual are not adequate for an agency that
really wants, to advance its knosAiedge- of, and to
irn rove, its own art and practice2The sorts of ad-
dit nal talent that. are needed do not ordinarily
gr w in police agencies so they. must be Brought in
f m outside where they do, from universities and
research groups, from technical and professional
schools, from other backgrounds and experiences.

'When this has happened, not only has the, agency
been able to conduct research and tests that it
wanted to do, but also, it has been able to improve
its knowledge and control, for management and
operational use; of its data and information sys-
tems; it can analyze its ow. n internal perations; it
has been able to plan, secure fundi for, and'exe-
cute additional research and test ur other im-
provegnent projects on its own. Most Importantly,
the viewpoint of the agency can change to one of
open questioning of what it and other ageapcies do
and how they do it, making learning from experi-
ence a continuous, explicit process, and innovation
and change based upon such learning, natural.
This is a sharply different atmosphere from the
isolated, defensive, rigid climate which has per-
vaded agencies that have-not moved.

Adding such capacities, even only one or two
people bringing new kinds of talent and training
not "slotted" in the organization, costs money.
SoMetimes part of the operating force or of man-,
agement that is to participate in an experiment or
other research need to be specially trained. That
costs money, sometimes at overtime pay rates for
large numbers of officers, plus the cost of instruc-
tion. Sometimes /additional or special equipment is
needed (althoigh the Police Foundation has tried
to keep its contribution to equipment at a
minimum), aid that costs money. City or countyy_
councils do not, even in relatively good* times,
readily make money available for research and ex-
perimentation; they preferto fund only traditional
or tested items. If it were not for that, police or
other agencies could go ahead and add whatever
abilities are needed and do their own research and
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testing of what they do or of new ideas. As it is,
with rare exceptions, outside funding sources must,
always pay the bills for,initiatifig test and innova-
tion. And another need for outside funding /5- to
make.e/Aluotion credible.

It may Seem strange that we have come this far
in discussing,' evaluative research in policing with
only cursory mention of evaluation. We have said
that evacuation and program designs must be de-
veloped and planned together as parts of a cohe-
rent whole; that evaluation staffs help police
agency project management staffs to design an
test internal project monitoring and evaluation
plans and data system for them; that evaluation
staffs monitor these mo itormg systems and inde
pendently assess. the ate of maintenance of e
perimental conclitt ns. We have said that
evaluators provide crucially impottant feedback
about that:to the agency and to the funding
source, to both program and evaluation manage-
ments. But.that is all.

One reason we have not said more is that
other speakers at this Conference have already,

done so. But the most important reason is that we
are dealing with first things first. An agency chief
and administration that realty wants to test an
idea, .is fully committed to maintaining agreed

. upon experimental conditions for the duration of
the test, has the capacity to design and plan a good
experiment and the ability monitdr and to take
whatever action is req ed to maintain it, can
make the evaluation task, inheiently difficult at
best, worth trying. If the agency chief and his ad-
ministratorS, either through lac1( of Interest or im-
patience, lack of understanding of the commit-
ment they have made and -v,hat it may require
thein to do, or for any other reason, do'not main-
tain the experimental conditions, the planned
evaluation is impossible and no amount-of evalua-
tion talent can make it otherwise. So we have con
centrated here on what service practitioners need
to dolt) make experimentation and evaluation

1, feasible
Given that the conditions for research and ex-

perimentation leading to opportunities for- good
evaluative research have been established in an
agency, why should It not go ahead and do Its own
evaluations? For many purposes It should. This
will be particularly true for tracing of Internal
operating processes and attempts to chriges them
and for some experiments which can be evaluated
at relatively low cost. An abilityto do so' will not
only enhance the atilkytof such an agency to do its
own work betterArut will make it a much smarter
customer for outside research it may, wish to con-
tract fora point of no small importance when
one Is aware of how vulnerable most agencies are
to the purveyors of 'outside "expertise" and how
little unsophisticated arncies benefit from such

,'services.
Btalactors work against the agency doing.its

own evaluatiosns i many important circumstances,
One is thatif Ore a encv wishes to make a substaril
ti ontrib on to better understanding of a, ,
police is ue that has national importancti it is es-
sential'that the evalUation of results ofqan experi-
ment done for that purpose be, and, most impor-
tantly, be seen to be, disinterested. A separately
funded, independently managed evaluation staff
to measure impact of the conventional wisdom_or
new technique or operation being tested is essen-
tial to credibilirrthough even that does not neces-
sarily assure it. That is why, in 1 experiments
sponsored by the. Foundation, e evaluation is
funded by our Board in a budget entirely separate
and distinct from the budget for the program to be
evaluated; the evaluation capacity, whether inter-
nal to the Foundation or contracted for, is man-
aged and directed entirely separate from pro-
gram management, and both designs and draft
evaluation reports are. extensively reviewed by an
outside Evaluatiop Advisory Group, members of
which have no vested interest in the success or
failure of a .progilarn or of a police agency. A more_,-
complete separation would occur if the Founda-

tirsponsored the evaluation of an experimental
program funded by others. This has happened but
is rarer_ partly because so few experimental pro-
grams well enough controlled to be worth formal
evaluation are being funded of are occurring nat-
urally, partly 'because others who fund prograins, .
not unnaturally, want to'reap the potential bene-
fits. which may come with publishing reports of
good outcomes. Since experience has taught us
the, literally, crucial imppitance of program
monitoring arid control of experirtiental condi-
tions, the separation of program and evaluation
management but still within the Foutdattal rubric
has seemed to us so far a most useful compromise
between assurance of as high quality research as
the situation may allow and the high external cred-
ibility of fesuits

he other reason why evaluation of experi-
mental Impact must most often be externaris cost.
It is not unusual that baseline data that must be
collected even before It can be known that the ex-
periment will run successfully, or every for sure
that it will start, can easily' costa$100,000..A com-
pleted evaluation of a major experiment, such as
the Kansas City Preventive Patrol Experiment,
conducted by Dr. George Kelling and the,Policel
Foundation Kansas City Evaluation Staff,. with-
technical support from Midwest Re5'earch Insti-
tute, may cost $650,000 to 1700,000. The five-
year, from start to design to publication of report.,
Urban Institute evaluation of the Cincinnati
neighborhood team policing project known as
ComSec will have cost well over $1 million when it
is completed, this despite the effective efforts of
Alfred Schwartz,who managed it, to keep the costs
as lowas possible. Such costs come about through
the inherent difficulty of answering the questions
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we are attempting, to deal with, however simple
they may'sound, in 'the face of the complexities
about me:asyrement in policing to which we al-
luded earlier and with. the rather blunt at otfr .

,disposal. Inorder to say whether sex is tatna fide,
basis for ex,clusionof,policewOmeil from patrol, itr
Was "simply" n essary to determir4 whether some
Women could erform as well on patrol as accept-
able male officers. Given the. disagreements about
What patrol Officers should do,.how they shduld
behave-land, what they should be able io deal with, 1,

it waenecessary for Peter Bloch, in directing The
-Urban Institute evaluation of policewomen on pa=
troljn the District of Columbia, to report in thev.
summary findings three measure§ of comparability

122 of assign nt, 23 measurekof performance`, three-
ofteitize attitudes and 13 of police attitudes. This
experime.nt-took two years and cost over $300,000.

Few police agenCies ever4have these levels of
fuOding free' bf operational commitment. For
major evaluations; outside funding is almost al-
ways a necessity. ,

We hare' set out in simple terms whfat an
agency needs to do to participate effectively in
evaluative research. But why should they?

It is common for administrators of all kind's to
believe that evaluations of programs they 'direct
are threatening, that such evaluations may cast
than in' ,bad light if the results are not-positive, not'
just the program. Police chiefs or othWpolice ad-
ministrators are no exception to this tendency.

Mit only that, but there is positive, political
potential in starts that have no endings. The value
and powe "of starts must not be underrated. Any
stutby of, experienced .specialiststin' bureaucratic

- survival is likely to show that'they'understand and
ripke full use of this Principlethat starts of new
projects, new 'contracts, -most 'anythingcan be
announced with fanfare' can he made to seem im-
portant end good simply by rhetoric, and can lead
to gains in image, all at relatively little cost since
they are often paid for with outside-money. End -
irfgs can soo often begat best, modest as compared
to opening rhetoric, at worst, downright. damag-
ing. The thins to do is to start as often as possible,
let the project disappear ginetlf.when that money
is gone, and bury the disappearance even more
,deeply by, new starts. Until recently this has
worked well for any administrator who chose, or
unwittingly found himself in, this cycle. Now some
law enforcement outside funding ii.tied to evalua-
tion commitments and some of these will be im-

, plemented. But the relative power of the start is
still a force to reckon with. It does not invite
evaluation.

Not only'that, but some police administrators
who begin well designed, purposeful research in
good faith, on matters that they intend to result in
read change, responsive to' the knowledge they
hope to gain, can be disappointed part way
through the process. It is natural for operationally

oriented people, like police chiefs, to want to
move; they live on Mort time scales, where palpa-
ble action. counts. Sometimesthey get impati
with evaluator who do not know what the results
of an experinnt show as soon as the last data are
collected. It' may take as long as a year to analyze
and synthesize the vast quantities of data involved
in major evaluations. In the rieantime, the chief
may feel there is a real cost to waiting. It can hap-
pen that he has unreal expectations the,knowl-

sedge analysts hove and the use they cit.' make of it.
`, He may not know that, with rare exceptions, oper-

ational judgments about "what happened" in an
experiment ale 'still best made by his own opera-
tional staff, not by analysts despite the piles of raw
data they may have. Their contributions to empiri-
cal knowledgefcoine from their ability to analyze
and ultimately tottriderstand the meaning of com-
plex data sets, Ev.tniOrs, for their part, may feel
sfrnpathy for the chiefs sense of need and try to

. give interim ttri ciris earlier than they find their
knowledge of °th e. as allows. This situation is a
potential source rritation to both police agency
and evaluation stafts. Good feedback loops and
patience Are needed to avoid or correct unreal ex-
pectations of each other by thesecwo very differ-
ent kinds of people.

Not only that, but we have said that the chief
must be prepared when he undertakes to conduct
an experiment to discipline people in his own
agency if they do not support or if they. interfere
with maintaining necessary experimental condi-
tions. People have been removed from positions or
reassigned. The internal political costs to do that
cari hehigh.-

Not only that, while no one would otpect ex-
perimental conditions to be maintained that con-
sciously jeopardized-the safety of citizeni, and it is

:-understood in every case 'that a chief will stop an
, experiment in which the evidence shows that that

is taking place, nevertheless the chief is taking
risks when he starts an experiment. He risks losing
public support of citizens who do not understand
What he is doing to assure no significant change in
their safety during'an experiment. He May feel
that he may risk losing support of his city man-
agement if results are not favorable. These risks
are real.IThe average tenure of police chiefs in this
counts), is only about three years. Survival is his
main preoccupation, and he well knows the whim-
sical natue of the determinants of his tenure: a
replaced mayor or manager or one breaking scan-
dal which catches him vith surprise can overbal-
ance precious years of satisfactory performance:

c What are the inducements to accept these risks
and challenges Why is it that police agencies have
attempted as many as four forma.experiments at
once? (That, we learned, is three Kip many even
for a department with more management capacity
than most. The concentratioi of attention at the
highest level to instre that one major experiment
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'can be controlled, along with running the depart-
ment,on a *day-to-day 'basisno small job i
itselfdictates attempting only one major expeK-

ment at a time.) The forces that lead to doing so
must be powerful.

There are environmental ones. The public,
the Federal governripat,*communitY groups, and
.scholars,have been applying pressure for im-
provements ponce civility and effectiveness .for
about a decade. When a city council tells a chief to
show the effectiveness of a practice that has be-
cone controversial or abandon it, the chief can be-
come mose, receptive to formal testing. In that
process,elements of his department can see and
seize upon the opportunity to plan, secure his ap-
proval, get financial sup( for, and test a differ-
ent concept of policingv-further iesponsive to the
city council's concerns, which changes the role of a
patrol officer. In three years, looking back, John
Boydstun of System Development Corporation di.
rected evaluations-of both the San Diego Field In-
terrogation and' Community Profile experimen'ts
and the department is now engaged with us in a
most complex and difficult experiment to attempt
to measure the relative desirability of one- versus
two-officer staffing of patrol cars. The department
has committed itself to and is engaged in adopting
Commlinity-oriented Policing throughout its pa-
trol force. The chief and the department are lopk-
ing'ahead to planning more tests of patrol prac-
tice. other kinds of enterprise ma rind it useful

What egan largely as a response to eniiron-
mental pressure is.noy, an accepted mode of work-
ing This has happened in obther police agencies
IcX), because t ere are man in Policing, chiefs and
,others, who eel strongryvthe need to learn and
change an will respond to opportunity The
Foundation sometimes represents such an oppor-
tunity. So, internal fdrces can also be strong

Foundation fuIlding is another reason Bring-.

ing in external funding can have political value in
itself But, in most instances, FoundatuTn program
grants :ire small compared to the police budgets
they might 6e `thought to influence. Foundation
funding certainly has facilitated the thoughtful,
testing of Ideas by those police agencies that wish
to do so, but, by itself, could not do more than
that. Expenditure or$30 million on police re-
search and reform over,, a period of tome- eight
years cannot be expected to force the changing of
an enterprise that will have spent, perhaps, well
over $50 billions or more over that time span

But change, and research and, experimentation
in policing is going on increasingly. A principal
reason seem,s to be that.many leaders in policing
have concluded that this is the distinguishitig mark
of - leadership to be open, to query, to test in a
formal sense and then apply what is learned and
move farward by such reasoned steps Others, who
wish to be seen as leaders in their own right, are
finding that this is the way to do so credibly They

are joining_forces with the earlier irrilliwators. This
is the basis of.the vrength thavis Row showing,
despite how much More needs doing.

One caution is due to those who would follow
-in this excellent path. The definition of success

Nmust be fully understood. yt is customary for al-
mos any. administrator,Oriprogram mikisager; in-

mg those in policing, once reTias decided
what to do,'to commit himself to the 'success of the
program or Practice. He commonly does so in such
a way that if it fails, he fails.'Hence his*uneasiness
about 'evaluation. The leading innovators' ap-
proach.isferent. They foc.f, their attenti n on
the problem to be dealt with l and they c0 mit,
themselves to a fair test of the most effecu p-.

proach. they can devise or rind at the time If the
test shows that not to be effective, they make
changes or ,apply another technique or practice
and test again. They do nqt fail when a program
does not operae or deliver as expected. They only
fail if they .do not try another apprOach improved
by. Ni,bat they learned in the test.

An evaluator measures the 'success of an ex-
periment, not in terms of whether the outcomes
were as expected or ti oped for by the agency, but
rather, in terms of whether he knows what hap-

, peried. (This difference can lead to friction.) The
only failure an experiment con have is not to
know 'The leading innovators in Policing have
adopted some of that philosophy. Innovators in
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was, instrumental in developiiig training programs in
both those areas. He moved to Florida, State University
in 1973, where he is professor of Psychology. He is a
past member of the Health S ices Research Study Sec- -
,t,tion and is currently involve work on assessing per-
formance of emergency medical technicians.
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Current NCHSR Publications
The following National enter for Health Services
Research publications are of interest to the health
community. Copies are available on request to
NCHSR, Office of Scientific and Technical-infor-
mation, 3700 East-West Highway, Room 7-44,
Hyattsville, Maryland 20782 (tel.: 301/436-8970).
Mail requests will be facilitated by enclosure of a

' self-adhesive rifilltritg label.

PB and HRP numbers in parentheses are order
numbers for the National Technical Information
Service (NTIS), Springfield, Virginia 22161 (tel.:

`703/557-4650)., Those publications which are out
of stock are indicated as available from NTIS.

-....-,NPrices may be obtained from the NTIS order desk
on request. 4

Research Digests

Thy Research Digest Series provides overviews of
significant research supported by NCHSR. The
series describes either ongoing or completed proj-
ects directed toward high priority health services
pioblems. Issues are prepared by the principal in-
vestigators performing the research, in collabora-
tion with.NCHSR staff. Digests are intendsd for

an interdisciplir)ary audience of health services
'planners, administrators, legislators, aid others
who make decisions on research applications.
(HRA) 76-3144 Evaluation of a Medical Information System

to a Community HospiKI (PB 264 353) ,

(HRA) 76-3145 'Computer-Stored Ambulatory Record (COS-
TAR) (PB 268 342)

(Hp) 77-3160 Program Analysis of Physician Extender Al-
gorithm Projects (PB 26.4 610)

go
(HRA) 77-3161 Chan% ges in the Caits of Treatment of Selected

Illnesses, 1951-1964-1971 (HRP 0014598)

(HRA) 77-3163 Impact of St Certificate -of -Need Labs
Health Care.Costs and Util zation (PB 264 352)

.(HRA) 77-3164 An Evalultion of Physician Assistants in Diag-
nostic Radiology (PB 266 507) s

(HRA) 77-3166 Foreign Medical Graduates A Comparative
Study of State Licensure Policies (PB 265'233)

(HRA) 77-3171 Analysis of Physician Price and Output Deci-
sions

(HRA) 77-3173 Nurse P;actitioner and Physician Assistant
Training and Deployment

(HRA) 77-3177 Automation of the Problem-Oriented Medical
R ord

Res4arcti Summaries

The Research Summary Series provides rapid access
to significant results of NCHSR-supported re-

_seareh Projects. The series presents executive
summaries prepared by the investigators at the
completion of the' project. Specific findings are
highlighted -in a more concise form than in the
final report. The Research Summary Serves is in-
tended for health services administrators, plan-
ners, and other research users who require recent
findings relevent to immediate problems in health
services.

(HRA) 77-3162 Recent Studies in Health'Services Research,
Vol. I (July 1974 through December 1976) (PB 226.460)

4
(HRA) 77-3176 Quality of Medical Care Assessment Using

Outcome Measures

Policy Research

The Policy Research Series describes findings from
the, research program that have major significance
for policy issues of the moment. These papers are
prepated by members* the staff oUsICHSR or by
independent investigators. The series is intended
specifically to inform those i11 the public and pri-
vate sectors who must consider, design, and im-
plement policies, affecting the delivery or health
services.
(HRA) 77-3182 Controlling the Cost of Health Care (PB 266 125

885)

Research Reports

e Research Report Series provides significant re-
search reports in their entirety upon the comple-
tion of the project. Research Reports are de-
veloped by the principal investigators who con-
ducted the research, and are directed to selected
users of health services research as part of a con-
tinuing NCHSR effort to 9xpedite the dissemina-
tion of new knowledge resulting from its project
support.
1HRA) 76-3143 C,omputee-Based Patient Monitoring System

(PB 266 508)

(HRA) 77-3152 How Lawyers Handle Medic 1 Malpractice
Cases (HRP 0014313)

(HRA) 77-3159 An Analysis of the Southern Cali °inn Anbt-
ration Project, January 1966 through June 1975 (HRP
go12466)

(HRA) 77-3165 Statutory Provisions for binding Arbitration of
Medical Malpractice Cases (PB 264 409)

(HRA) 77-3184 1960 and 1970 Spanish Heritage Population
of the Southwest bs Counts

(HRA) 77-3188 Demonstrasflin and Elialtration 'of a Total
Hospital Infor;nation System -

(HRA) 77-3189 Drug Coverage under National Health Insur-
ance The Policy Options

(HRA) 77-3191 Diffusion of Technological Innovation in
HospitMs: A Case Study of Nurlear Medicine (in prepara-
tion)

Research Management

The Research Management Series describes pro-
gAmmatic rather than technical aspects of the
NCHSR research effbrt. Information is presented
on the NCHSR goals, research objectives, and
priorities; in addition, this series contains lists of
grants and contracts, and administrative informa-
tion on funding. Publications in this series. are in-
tended to bring basic infortstation on NCHSR and
its programs to, research plinners, administrators,
and 'others who are involved with the allocation of
research resources.

(HRA) 76-3136 The Program in Health Services Research
(Revised 9(76)

(HRA) 72-3158
June 30l976
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(HRA) 77-3167 Emergency Medial Services Systems Research
Projects (Active as of June 30, 1976) (PB 264 407, available
NTIS only) a

(HRA) 774179 Research on the Priority Issues of thc National
Center for Health Services Research, Grants and Contracts
Active on June 30, 1976

(HRA) 77-3183 Recent Studies in Health Services Research,
Vol. .11 (CY 1976)

Research Proceedings
The Research Proceedings Series extends the avail -
ability% of new research annpunced at key confer-
ences; symposia and seminars sponsored or,sup-
ported by NCHSR. Iikaddition to papers pre-
sented, publications in this series include discus-:-

126 sions and responses whenever possible. The series
is intended to help meet the information needs of
health services providers and others who require
direct accessjo cdncepts and ideas evolving from
the exchange of research% results.
(HRA) 77-3138 Women and Their Health ReSearch Implica-

tions for a New Era (PB 264 359, available NTIS only)

(HRA) 77-3150 Intermountain Medical Malpraaice (PB 268
344, available NTIS only)

-

(HRA) 77-3154 Advances in Healtb_5urvyy Research Methods

(11RA) 77-3181 NCHSR Research Conference Report on Con-
sumer Self-Care in Health

(HRA) 77-3186 International Conference on Drukand Phar-
maceutical Services Reimbursement

r
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